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Introduct�on

Their power — our powerlessness. 
Our power — their powerlessness. 

Each calls the other into being.

The world is a puzzling place. Like Alice in Wonderland, people rush to go nowhere, too many things don’t 
make sense, and the threat of losing one’s head is ever present. It seems as if humanity has fallen down the 
rabbit hole and cannot find a way out. Yet, there is hope. If we can understand how we got here and what 
keeps us here, we can go forward.

Society is divided into two groups of people: a few who wield immense power and the rest who feel vary-
ing degrees of powerlessness. As a result, conflicts over power dominate life. Between individuals, the struggle 
for power kills intimacy. On a social level, competition drives down living standards. On a global scale, the 
battle for dominance threatens human survival.

Power over others and lack of power are both corrupting. However, power — the ability to control 
events — can also liberate. Power is not the problem; the problem is unequal access to power. For more than a 
hundred-thousand years, our ancestors lived in cooperative, power-sharing societies. This book explains how 
the rule of reciprocity was overthrown and how it can be re-established.

my experience as a physician compelled me to write this book. As the sister of a disabled child, I 
thought that doctors had the power to end suffering, and I wanted that power. After I graduated from 
medical school, I learned how powerless doctors actually are. most of my patients’ problems were rooted in 
family dynamics, financial difficulties, and conflicts at school and at work. I studied psychotherapy in the 
hope that combining mind and body skills would be more useful. It was — I could help people move from 
uncommon misery to common misery. The problems created by alienation, oppression, and exploitation 
remained beyond my control.

After listening to thousands of people’s stories, I have concluded that social power is necessary for human 
health. most people lack the happy, healthy, fulfilling lives they deserve because they are kept powerless and 
mistakenly accept this state of affairs as natural or self-inflicted. In fact, most human suffering is preventable. 
This book reveals what must be done.

Part One explains that society does not arise from human nature. On the contrary, current social ar-
rangements violate human nature. Part Two shows how power is divided by class. Part Three investigates 
how power and powerlessness are perpetuated. Part Four reveals how powerlessness can be transformed 
into power.

Knowing that the material in this book would be controversial, unbelievable to some, I carefully refer-
enced every fact, every quote, and every contentious statement. To my dismay, the final draft contained more 
than 1,400 references spanning 70 pages. To make the book shorter and more affordable, I cut out most of 
these references; however, I will be happy to provide specific references on request.

A just world is possible. Human beings create society, and we can change it. The need for change is ur-
gent. Everywhere, there is injustice, anguish, and anger. This book explains how society shapes people, how 
people shape society, and how powerlessness can be converted into the power to transform the world.
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Part One

What’s Going On?

many Americans, we know, are horrified by the 
posture of their government but seem to be helpless.

 Harold Pinter

The 21st century is young and already drips with blood. Washington has launched wars against Afghanistan 
and Iraq and backed Israel to destroy Lebanon. When Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast, the most pow-
erful government in the world abandoned its poor to die. Ordinary Americans have lost jobs, pensions, and 
health care, while oil profiteers reap billions in tax cuts. Secret prisons, systematic torture, and domestic spy-
ing confirm the corruption at the heart of the system. Why is this happening? The usual explanations blame 
human nature, as if nothing can be done.

The inability to change society is an extension of the powerlessness that most people feel every day at the 
hands of supervisors, bosses, and bureaucrats, at home, at school, in the market, on the street, and at work. 
How can justice be achieved when so many people feel powerless in so many ways? Do we have the world 
we deserve, or is there another explanation? Part One addresses these questions.

•  Chapter 1. Does Anybody Really Care provides evidence that people do care about one another.

•  Chapter 2. Compassion Isn’t Cost-Effective shows how capitalism blocks compassion.

•  Chapter 3. Who Needs a Heart When a Heart Can Be Broken explains how dissociation helps people en-
dure what they cannot change.

•  Chapter 4. Nature’s Youngest Child reveals how capitalism prevents people from solving social 
problems.
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Chapter �

Does Anybody Really Care?

Bill moyers recalls looking at photos of his grandchildren and thinking,

We are stealing their future. Betraying their trust. Despoiling their world. And I ask myself: 
Why? Is it because we don’t care? Because we are greedy? Because we have lost our capacity 
for outrage, our ability to sustain indignation at injustice? What has happened to our moral 
imagination?1

Such questions demand answers. Every day, crowds of people stream past homeless beggars. Few respond 
to their pleas for help. One cold Christmas morning, I watched two men walk up to a bank machine. A 
homeless woman lay sleeping in front of it. They stepped over her to withdraw some money and, as they 
turned to leave, they stepped back over her again without interrupting their conversation. Events like these 
reinforce the belief that people are naturally selfish and that social problems result from “original sin” or hu-
man nature. Is this true? Let’s examine the evidence.

Are people heartless?

A poster campaign to raise money for charity shows a half-naked toddler sitting in a pile of garbage with 
the caption, “How young do they have to be before we give a damn?” The poster implies that people are so 
indifferent to suffering that they must be shocked or shamed into caring. In fact, people are not indifferent at 
all. Over 70 percent of Americans think that the government should ensure that no one goes without food, 
clothing, or shelter.

People also dig into their own pockets to help. The Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies raised over one 
billion U.S. dollars in one month to aid victims of the 2004 Asian tsunami. Eighty-five percent of this money 
was contributed by the general public. Prisoners donated their wages, and the homeless emptied their pock-
ets. Of the $250 billion donated to American non-profit organizations in 2004, less than five percent came 
from corporations, while more than 75 percent came from individuals.

People show concern for others every day. most people prefer to go to work sick than to stay home and 
increase the burden on their co-workers. Employers literally bank on the altruism of employees. Hospitals 
and schools are under-funded in the knowledge that workers will expend extra energy to fill the gap. Nearly 
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55 percent of people working in medicine and education contribute unpaid overtime, and more than half 
take work home.

People commonly put others’ needs before their own. A survey of male and female care-givers of women 
with advanced breast cancer found that five percent had quit their jobs or turned down a job promotion 
in order to provide care. Sixty-nine percent had missed days at work, reduced their work hours, and used 
holidays or taken special leave to support their loved ones. many of these care-givers suffered anxiety and 
depression. Despite the strain on their jobs, finances, and health, they reported being very satisfied with their 
choice to put care-giving first. In everyday human interactions, people who are caring and compassionate 
are highly valued.

Are people lazy?

Some say that more people don’t protest injustice or support social causes because they are lazy. If that 
were true, there would be no volunteers. Over 80 million Americans donate 20 billion hours of their time 
every year volunteering in hospitals, hospices, nursing homes, fire departments, rescue squads, shelters, 
half-way houses, counseling services, and church programs. This does not include the many hours that 
people spend helping family, friends and neighbors. If people were lazy, no one would participate in bike-
athons, walk-athons, and other fund-raising events for charity. If people were lazy, no one would campaign 
for civil rights or build a union. If people were lazy, they would do nothing after work instead of playing 
sports, fixing cars, gardening, dancing, painting, and making things for their children. If people were lazy, 
then the jobs that demand the least work would be the most desirable. In reality, having nothing to do 
makes people feel useless. Human beings have a strong need to contribute, and many seniors seek work 
after retirement for that reason.

Do people have it too good?

Some complain that most people are too well off to rock the boat. A few people do benefit from how 
things are and don’t want anything to change. However, most people’s living standards are falling. In 2003, 
the United Nations found that living standards in more than 50 countries had declined over the previous ten 
years. The World Health Organization estimates that,

more than 2.6 billion people, about 40 per cent of those on the planet, have no access to basic sanita-
tion or adequate toilet facilities. more than a billion people have no access to clean water sources, and 
an estimated 4,000 children die every day from illnesses caused by lack of safe water and sanitation.2

In rich nations, falling living standards can be seen in the increase in part-time and contract jobs, longer 
working hours, fewer benefits, rising debt, loss of social supports, more stress, and more poverty. In America’s 
Forgotten Majority: Why the White Working Class Still Matters, Ruy Teixeira and Joel Rogers found that a 
50-year-old White male high-school graduate earned between $2,000 and $3,000 a year less in 1996 than he 
would have earned ten years earlier.
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From 1973 to 1998, in an economy that almost doubled in real terms, the wage of the typical worker 
in production and non-supervisory jobs (80 percent of the workforce) actually declined by 6 percent, 
from $13.61 to $12.77 an hour. Based on a forty-hour week, this works out to a loss of about $1,750 a 
year for the typical worker.3

In the world’s richest nation, more than 11 percent of households have difficulty putting food on the 
table. more than 45 million Americans cannot afford medical insurance. Twenty-eight percent of uninsured 
adults with serious medical problems cannot afford to buy the medicines they need. more than 40 percent 
of working Americans have medical debts, and half of all personal bankruptcies are health-related. With liv-
ing standards declining for so many people, we can’t explain low levels of social protest on people having it 
too good.

Are people ignorant?

It is commonly thought that if enough people knew what was going on, they would never put up with 
it. This belief motivates some people to dedicate their lives to revealing the truth. Since the 1970’s, Dr. 
Helen Caldicott has campaigned to educate the public about the dangers of nuclear power. Over the same 
period, Dr. Samuel Epstein has thoroughly documented how industrial pollution creates cancer. Countless 
others have exposed how the drive for profit creates needless misery for human beings and destroys the 
environment.

These messages have found an audience. most Americans think business leaders and politicians are cor-
rupt and self-serving, and 86 percent want stricter laws and regulations to protect the environment. In 2004, 
michael moore’s anti-war movie, Fahrenheit 9/11, broke the record for the largest grossing documentary ever. 
By mid-2005, the majority of Americans believed that the U.S. had launched its war against Iraq on false 
pretenses, that the president and his advisors had lied to the country, and that the war was not worth it. Yet 
the president remained in office, and the war continued.

most people do know what is going on. They may not know all the details, but they know the ba-
sics — that the world is run for the rich and powerful at the expense of everyone and everything else. If the 
truth alone could change the world, it would have changed by now. Later chapters will explain how society 
is structured to keep most people feeling powerless most of the time, regardless of what they know.

To care is human

People show kindness and caring every day. We help each other with directions, adopt stray animals, re-
turn lost objects, and comfort each other in hard times. Such considerations are ignored by a media machine 
that provides us with a daily diet of assault, child abuse, murder, war, and other atrocities.

Sometimes, the generosity of ordinary people does hit the news. On 9/11, firefighters raced into the 
burning World Trade Center with no thought for their own safety and died when the towers collapsed. The 
bridges to manhattan were clogged with people rushing downtown to help. Construction workers left their 
jobs to search for survivors, and volunteers lined up to give blood. Dr. Robert Jones, director of New York 
City’s blood services, described how,
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Within an hour of the attack, donors appeared [lining up] around the block wanting to donate 
blood…Even when you tried to explain to blood donors that…this was not going to be helpful at 
this time, they still felt compelled by some social value they were experiencing to donate at that time. 
They just had to do it.4

The amount of donated blood overwhelmed the system — 500,000 units were collected, while fewer than 
260 units were used.

That same day, 17 Canadian towns and cities took in almost 34,000 stranded airplane passengers from 
the United States. When 38 jets were diverted to a small town in Newfoundland, local people opened their 
hearts, their homes, and their wallets. Striking school-bus drivers left picket lines to drive plane-loads of  
passengers to community shelters. Doctors and nurses set up clinics where passengers could get their pre-
scriptions refilled, and pharmacists filled them for free. Canadian air-traffic controllers cooked massive quan-
tities of chili, bacon, and eggs for the visitors. Northwest Airlines Captain Dann Runik told reporters, “I 
had prepared my passengers to ration their food and their water. For the people of that locale to empty their 
pantries and open their homes … just took everyone by surprise.”5 Why were they surprised? Because, as the 
next chapter explains, capitalism cultivates callousness and rewards greed.

Summary

Social problems cannot be blamed on human nature because people can be caring or cruel in different 
situations. Nevertheless, pessimistic beliefs about human nature persist because the powers-that-be promote 
this view, and people go along because they need some way to explain what is wrong in the world.
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Chapter �

Compassion Isn’t Cost-Effective

It is time to see the world as it really is.

 Captain James T. Kirk

During my hospital training, I participated in daily rounds where medical staff moved from room to 
room assessing the patients. One morning, we examined a 35-year-old woman who was suffering from ad-
vanced liver disease. As the convoy of doctors and nurses turned to leave, the patient cried out, “I’m dying! 
I’m dying! I’m scared!” A nurse responded, “You’re not dying. You’re going to be fine,” and the group moved 
to the next room. An hour later, I entered the morgue to find this same patient lying on the autopsy table. 
I was horrified. When I told a senior doctor what happened, he responded, “You’d better get used to it.” I 
got the message: feelings don’t matter here. The patient’s fears were disregarded, and she was abandoned to 
die alone. my shock at what happened to her was considered unworthy of discussion.

medical schools teach students that patients’ feelings are important. However, in the real world of the 
busy hospital, feelings are not “cost-effective.” When we listen to people and care about how they feel, then 
we want to provide them with what they need — someone to sit and listen, more detailed explanations, or 
help with work and family matters. However, there is no profit to be made from providing these services.

To maximize productivity, cash-squeezed public hospitals and profit-driven private hospitals treat pa-
tients like widgets on an assembly line. Instead of discussing patients by name, medical staff refer to them by 
diagnosis — “the fibroids” in Room 12 and “the pancreatic cancer” in Room 5 — like mechanics working on 
parts, not people. One psychiatrist describes how compassion is discouraged in his workplace.

Every few months, all staff psychiatrists receive a compilation of length-of-stay statistics, “savable 
days” and other related data, listed by individual staff member…Through this process, staff are openly 
ranked according to the speed with which they discharge their patients, the worst offenders (those 
who keep their patients in hospital the longest) appearing at the top of the list. These reports, mas-
querading as “information,” represent an example of public shaming…I wait in vain for rankings of 
humanistic parameters such as compassion, empathy and supportiveness toward patients, or even 
simpler measures such as providing good treatment or treating other staff well.6
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The needs of medical staff are no more important than the needs of patients. Hospitals foster a competi-
tive, suck-it-up mentality to squeeze the most work from the fewest people. As a medical intern, I worked 
between 80 and 120 hours a week. When your own needs are denied, it becomes easier to deny the needs of 
others. One night, a patient suffered a heart attack. As the team struggled to resuscitate him, I was appalled 
to find myself hoping that he would die so that I could go to bed. I had been on my feet for 30 hours with-
out a break.

The typical underfunded hospital demands that medical trainees take on overwhelming workloads, suffer 
persistent sleep deprivation, and abandon any personal life. Under such conditions, it is not surprising that 
student doctors finish their training significantly more depressed, more hostile, and less empathetic than 
when they began.

To raise productivity, capitalism glorifies the efficient professional who has no time for feelings. Popular 
characters, like Spock on Star Trek, reject emotions as an obstacle to good decision-making. However, moral-
ity, ethics, and values are rooted in emotions or “gut feelings” that move people towards what they believe is 
right and away from what they believe is wrong. Without emotions, there would be no anger in response to 
injustice and no shame in behaving badly.

Cultivation of the psychopath

If one were to design a human being that was perfectly suited to the capitalist system, that person would 
be a psychopath — someone who is disconnected from emotions, having no empathy and no compassion. 
The American Psychiatric Association defines a psychopath as someone who exhibits “a pervasive pattern of 
disregard for and violation of the rights of others” as indicated by three or more of the following:

•  failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviors as indicated by repeatedly perform-
ing acts that are grounds for arrest.

•  deceitfulness, as indicated by repeated lying, use of aliases, or conning others for personal profit or 
pleasure.

•  impulsivity or failure to plan ahead

•  irritability and aggressiveness as indicated by repeated physical fights or assaults.

•  reckless disregard for safety of self or others.

•  consistent irresponsibility, as indicated by repeated failure to sustain consistent work behavior or honor 
financial obligations.

•  Lack of remorse, as indicated by being indifferent to or rationalizing having hurt, mistreated, or stolen 
from another.7

The documentary film, The Corporation, explains how this definition applies to corporations. Lying, 
cheating, stealing, hurting people, having a short-term outlook, aggressive behavior, and lack of remorse 
are standard business practices, making the psychopath the ideal corporate executive. Albert Dunlap, who 
was described by his biographer as a vicious psychopath, became the darling of the business world during 
the downsizing frenzy of the 1990’s. Dunlap was called “Chainsaw Al” because he chopped hundreds of 
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thousands of jobs. The more people he laid off, the higher stock prices climbed.
Popular culture presents the psychopath as the villain we love to hate. In the movie Spiderman, Norman 

Osborn is a corporate executive whose greed and ambition cause him to develop an evil persona, the Green 
Goblin. The Goblin is a psychopath who tells Spiderman, “There are eight million people in this city, and 
those teeming masses exist for the sole purpose of lifting exceptional people like us on their shoulders.”

Hollywood portrays characters like Norman Osborn as freakish exceptions. In reality, the capitalist can 
maximize profit only by putting business interests ahead of human needs. To make it in business, all capi-
talists must behave as if they are psychopaths, whether they are or not. Consider the following example of how 
one executive was handsomely rewarded for sacrificing children to meet the needs of his corporation.

In 2002, Cardinal Bernard F. Law, head of the Archdiocese of Boston, was forced to resign for protect-
ing priests who were sexually molesting children. Law had knowingly moved pedophile priests from parish 
to parish, where they molested even more children. After Law was disgraced for his role in the child-abuse 
scandal, Pope John Paul II appointed him archpriest of a Basilica in Rome, a highly influential position. 
Whether or not he was a psychopath, Law advanced his career by behaving like one.

Henry Ford, founder of the Ford Corporation, built an automotive empire by sacrificing human lives. 
He once stated, “I am not in the business of making cars. I am in the business of making profit.” This stance 
required Ford executives to function like psychopaths. Let’s say you had a choice between manufacturing a 
dangerous vehicle or a safe one. What if the dangerous vehicle was more profitable, even after you included 
the cost of killing and injuring a certain number of people and generating a predictable number of lawsuits? 
In the late 1960’s, the Ford motor Company launched the Pinto, knowing that a rear-end collision of more 
than 30-miles-an-hour would jam its doors and cause a fuel-tank explosion that would incinerate the oc-
cupants trapped inside. When asked about the Pinto’s exploding gas tank, a Ford engineer admitted:

That’s all true [that the car tends to explode in minor accidents]. But you miss the point entirely. You 
see, safety isn’t the issue, trunk space is. You have no idea how stiff the competition is over trunk space. 
Do you realize that if we put a Capri-type tank in the Pinto you could only get one set of golf clubs 
in the trunk?8

Ford developed a six-dollar modification to the Pinto that would prevent the gas tank from exploding. 
The company then did a cost/benefit analysis, based on how many people might die from exploding gas 
tanks and how much money Ford would have to pay for each death (about $200,000 per person). This 
sum turned out to be less than the cost of modifying the fuel tanks of all Pintos, so Ford chose not to apply 
the modification. How many people died as a result? The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
began investigating automobile fires shortly after the Pinto began rolling off the assembly line. Every year, 
400,000 cars were catching fire and burning more than 3,000 people to death. Even though Ford made 
only 24 per cent of the vehicles on American roads, its cars accounted for 42 percent of collision-ruptured 
fuel tanks.

It took ten years for the Department of Transportation to declare that the Pinto had a “safety-related de-
fect.” One and a half million vehicles were recalled, and the Ford motor Company was charged with reckless 
homicide. However, the judge acquitted Ford on the basis that it could not be convicted for doing what it 
was designed to do — make a profit.
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A society that values profit over people needs policy-makers who act like psychopaths. Of course, most 
executives have social values; however, the greatest rewards are reserved for those who are willing to do what-
ever it takes to get ahead. In a society that rewards greed, good guys finish last.

They don’t care about us

We have no obligation to make history. We have no obligation to make art. We have no obligation to 
make a statement. To make money is our only objective.

 Michael Eisner, CEO of Disney

Governments claim to represent all the people. In practice, they serve business first and foremost. That is 
why the minimum wage is kept at $5.15 an hour and why the rich are showered with billions of dollars in tax 
cuts. Automotive manufacturers continue to deny safety problems, and the State continues to shield them. 
In 2003, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration decided to “forbid the public release of some 
data relating to unsafe motor vehicles” on the basis that “publicizing the information would cause ‘substan-
tial competitive harm to manufacturers.”

Government loyalty to business is clearest in times of crisis. After the bombing of the World Trade Center, 
Congress authorized $15 billion in emergency aid to the nation’s airlines. Thousands of laid-off airline work-
ers got nothing. Even worse, the government’s aid package required airlines to cut the wages and benefits of 
workers who remained on the job.

While Congress took 17 days to rush relief to the airlines, it took 11 months to assemble the first com-
pensation packages for victims’ relatives. Twenty-five families were offered a total of $34 million, or less than 
one-quarter of one percent of what the airlines got. more than a year after the tragedy, tens of thousands of 
people who had applied for emergency assistance were still waiting for their forms to be processed.

If 9/11 left any doubts about government priorities, Hurricane Katrina blew them away four years later. 
Public officials knew three days in advance that Katrina was going to hit the Gulf Coast. They did nothing. 
No effort was made to evacuate hundreds of thousands of predominately poor, Black people with no way to 
leave on their own. Sick and disabled people, old people, patients in hospitals and nursing homes, prisoners 
locked in cells — all were abandoned to the flood. People desperately searching for supplies to survive were 
branded as looters, and President Bush gave orders to shoot them on sight.

After Hurricane Katrina, Congress voted $62 billion to kick-start “one of the largest reconstruction efforts 
the world has ever seen.” While well-connected companies lined up for the loot, the poor got a kick in the 
pants. The Davis-Bacon Act, that prohibits employers from paying sub-standard wages on federally-financed 
projects, was suspended for contractors working in the Gulf Coast. New federal contractors were also re-
lieved of any obligation to hire minorities, women, Vietnam veterans, and disabled people on Katrina-related 
projects. These measures were a boon to business while forcing those who had lost everything to work for 
next to nothing, if they could find any work at all.

Blaming human nature

Capitalism subordinates compassion, contributing, and cooperation to the pursuit of profit and blames 
the resulting social problems on human nature. 
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Politicians know that corporate donations butter their bread and return the favor by opening the public 
purse for whatever business needs — subsidies, tax cuts, war, etc. meanwhile, there is no “political will” to 
solve social problems like poverty and unemployment. On the contrary, public officials moan about the 
deficit and cut funds for education, housing, pensions, social assistance, and medicare. 

The people at the top of society set the example for everyone else. When authorities display consistent 
disregard for human needs, it sends the message that humanity as a whole has no compassion. To support 
the view that human nature is basically selfish, many so-called experts insist that altruism, or unselfish con-
cern for others, doesn’t really exist. Cynics argue that people help others only when it benefits them to do 
so. Skeptics claim that people offer assistance only to reduce their own distress at witnessing suffering in 
others. Pessimists insist that people do the right thing only to avoid punishment.

Of course, it feels good to help, and assisting others does reduce one’s own distress. The question is 
whether the decision to help is always based on a cost-benefit analysis. Those who believe this refer to the 
brutal murder of Kitty Genovese in New York City in 1964. Thirty-eight people heard her screaming, and 
no one came to her aid or called the police. Does such behavior prove that people care only for themselves? 
Researchers set out to answer this question. 

To test the theory that people aid others only to reduce their own distress, subjects were given the op-
tion of reducing their discomfort by escaping from the situation instead of helping. most people chose to 
help, even when escape was easier. 

To investigate the possibility that people help in order to avoid guilt, shame, or punishment, subjects 
were provided with various excuses they could use to avoid helping, like being told that others had prom-
ised to provide aid. Once again, most people preferred to help, even when they had the option of feeling 
good about not helping. 

Finally, to discover if people help others only to feel good about themselves, researchers compared sub-
jects who helped a victim with subjects who were informed that someone else had helped the victim. most 
people felt just as good when they discovered that the victim had been helped as they felt when they were 
the ones who did the helping. 

Other studies show that toddlers as young as 18-months-of-age are eager to help, even when they are 
not rewarded for doing so. Add the countless examples of people moving to aid others with no thought to 
themselves, and we must conclude that human beings have a built-in desire to help that cannot be reduced 
to personal gain.

Compassion de-railed

Although caring and cooperation are instinctive in human beings, we are not slaves to our biology. Social 
influences play an important role in shaping behavior. The need to urinate is biological; however, where we 
urinate is socially conditioned. When hunger strikes, we seldom grab the nearest piece of food. An amo-
rous couple will stop their activities when interrupted by the door bell. Compassion and cooperation are 
no different — they can be de-railed by social conditions. Researchers into the Genovese murder found that 
compassion can be negated when people think that no real need exists, that they lack the ability to help, or 
that someone else will solve the problem.
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•  No real need exists: When is a scream a cry for help, and when is it part of a heated argument? When 
people are uncertain, they may not react. People are more likely to respond to an obvious emergency, 
especially when others also show concern.

•  You cannot help: If people think that they lack the skill, strength, or courage to help, they may hold 
back. Those who feel less confident are less likely to help, while those who feel good about themselves 
are more likely to help.

•  Someone else will solve the problem: If people think that someone has already called for help, they 
are less likely to call themselves. If they know that others are unable to help, then they are more likely 
to act.

These three messages — no real need exists, you cannot help, someone else will solve the problem — pro-
mote passivity. When President Ronald Regan condemned “welfare queens” living high off the hog on social 
assistance, he was saying that no real need exists because these people are better off than you are. Similarly, 
the belief that “the poor will always be with us” assumes that nothing can be done to eliminate poverty. And 
when power is concentrated at the top of society, the message is that someone else will solve the problem. The 
few who rule the many must promote such leave-it-to-us passivity if they want to maintain their rule.

Given the extent to which selfishness is modeled at the top of society and passivity promoted in the 
face of social problems, it is amazing that people care as much as they do. When governments refuse to as-
sist the needy, ordinary people organize fund-raising events and volunteer at distress centers, shelters, and 
soup kitchens. People spend countless unpaid hours raising children, caring for the sick and elderly, and 
generally supporting one another. Caring about others is so basic to human nature that most people can’t 
understand how it could be displaced by self-interest. Take the example of Carolyn Kelly, age 81, who dove 
into deep water to save a fellow nursing-home resident from drowning. Kelly swam out to the victim and 
held her head above water until paramedics arrived. When questioned by reporters, Kelly explained that she 
was a good swimmer and felt she had to help. Everyday heroes typically insist that anyone else would do the 
same in their place. The next chapter explains how too much pain can cause people to close their hearts in 
self-protection.

Summary

When greed is profitable, compassion is not cost-effective. To justify heartless social priorities, “experts” 
insist that selfishness is basic to human nature. Nevertheless, ordinary people value compassion and generos-
ity because their everyday lives depend on it.
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Chapter �

Who Needs a Heart When a Heart Can Be Broken

Emotional pain can be so unbearable that feeling nothing at all can seem preferable. In a world of pain, 
nature provides a defense against suffering — dissociation. Dissociation is a double-edged sword: it helps 
people tolerate what they cannot change, and it also blocks awareness of the need for change.

Dissociation was first identified in the late 19th century by Jean-martin Charcot, a physician working at 
an asylum for the sick and destitute in France. Instead of dismissing his patients as raving lunatics, Charcot 
listened to them and concluded that they had been traumatized.

Charcot’s student, Pierre Janet, proposed that some experiences are so traumatic that they cannot be in-
tegrated into a person’s understanding of the world, so they are split off from conscious awareness. In short, 
dissociation provides an escape when there is no escape. On hearing that her son had been killed, a mother 
reported feeling numb and unable to move, as if she were suspended in space. Unfortunately, dissociation 
has a price.

Janet explained that dissociated fragments of experience can intrude into a person’s consciousness as 
frightening thoughts, feelings, and images; compulsive behaviors; and physical symptoms. Feeling discon-
nected can also cause depression, anxiety, and low self-esteem. Efforts to counter the distress of dissociation 
can create more problems, including addictions, self-destructive behaviors, and violence towards others. For 
example, emotional numbness can be so disturbing that a person may engage in risky activities in order to 
feel something. Someone else may combat frightening mental images with obsessive thoughts and compul-
sive rituals. Another person may blame her sense of disconnection on someone else, become angry or violent 
toward that person, then feel ashamed and get drunk for relief.

Despite the many problems it creates, Janet believed that dissociation helped people to cope with 
trauma by:

•  separating contradictory experiences to avoid inner conflict.

•  triggering automatic self-preserving behaviors.

•  disconnecting the sense of self from the intolerable experience.

This new, trauma-based approach to illness caused tremendous excitement in the medical world. In 1890 
alone, five conferences on dissociation were held in Europe and the United States. In 1906, Janet was invited 
to give an inaugural series of lectures at Harvard medical School. Distinguished scientists flocked to study 
under Charcot, including the 29-year-old Sigmund Freud who traveled to Paris in 1885.
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While Charcot believed that any kind of trauma could make people sick, Freud insisted that childhood 
sexual abuse was the primary cause of nervous disorders. Back in Vienna, this theory proved very unpopular. 
In response, Freud did an about-turn and proclaimed that patients’ stories of childhood sexual trauma were 
simply fantasies that should not be believed. Freud developed psychoanalysis on the basis that inner conflict, 
not external experience, was the cause of illness. In We’ve Had a Hundred Years of Psychotherapy — And the 
World’s Getting Worse, James Hillman and michael Ventura point out that social problems cannot be solved 
by emphasizing what happens inside people’s heads instead of in their lives.

Janet’s theory of traumatic dissociation became popular during a time of social rebellion. The following 
period was more conservative and favored Freud’s theory. World War I revived interest in the link between 
trauma and illness. Today, dissociation remains politically controversial because it places human suffering in 
a social context.

Everyday dissociation

In The Stranger in the Mirror, marlene Steinberg explains that dissociation is far more common than  
people think. While severe forms of dissociation occur in response to traumatic events, “mild or moderate 
experiences of dissociation are as common in otherwise normal people as anxiety and depression.” Such ex-
periences include,

…not recognizing yourself in the mirror; staring into space and losing track of time; being uncertain 
whether a memory was from a dream or reality; feeling outside one’s self as both an observer and a 
participant; feeling that one was watching a movie of one’s progression through life; experiencing a 
numbing of emotions; missing parts of conversations; and being unable to remember something one 
had just done.9

Dissociation is common because the world is full of contradictory, distressing experiences. Everyday, most 
people go to jobs where they have no control over what they do. Everywhere, the few dominate the many, 
and immense wealth exists alongside enormous deprivation. Unfairness normally generates anger that pushes 
us to set things right. Feeling powerless to correct what is wrong is frightening, so people don’t think about 
it — they dissociate. The media promote such dissociation. A newspaper report on famine is placed next to 
an advertisement for expensive jewelry. The reader looks at the report and feels bad about people starving, 
then sees the advertisement and admires the jewelry (or vice versa). The physical separation between the two 
items encourages this switch in feelings. The question of why some people can’t afford food while others can 
afford diamonds is also avoided.

Dissociation allows people to respond to conflicting aspects of life as if they were not related. Through the 
mechanism of dissociation, divisions within society are reproduced within the human mind. Lack of control 
over work (called alienation) results in psychological dissociation from the work process. People feel discon-
nected from their labor, from themselves, from each other, and from the world. While dissociation provides 
temporary comfort, it allows oppression, exploitation, and inequality to continue. Dissociation in the face of 
injustice is mistakenly perceived as a lack of caring instead of what it really is — a psychological defense against 
the inability to turn caring into action.
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Doublespeak

In the futuristic novel, Nineteen Eighty-Four, the main character works at the ministry of Truth, where 
his job is deleting facts from the public records. To eliminate internal conflict over what he does, he con-
vinces himself that the version of history he creates everyday is real. The author uses the term “doublethink” 
to describe how someone can believe two contradictory things at the same time.

“Doublespeak” is a similar form of dissociation that is used to make the unacceptable acceptable, like 
calling welfare cuts “back-to-work” measures. Doublespeak is used regularly by governments, corporations, 
media, advertisers, and the military. The more reprehensible the action, the more lies are needed to make 
it palatable. Not surprisingly, the military takes the prize for doublespeak. War is defense, death is col-
lateral damage, a freedom fighter is a terrorist working for us, and a terrorist is a freedom fighter working 
for them.

Politicians are especially skilled at doublespeak. While the U.S. was bombing Afghanistan and killing 
innocent people, President George W. Bush appealed to Americans to send money to the White House to 
help Afghan children. School students prepared care packages for Afghan refugees, and the United Nations 
pledged that year’s Halloween UNICEF collection to Afghan children. What is wrong with this picture?

Knowing that most people are repulsed by mass murder, war-mongers make humanitarian gestures to 
present themselves as compassionate people with good intentions. Expressing concern for those you attack, 
and urging people to rally around your concern, channels distress about war into activities that support war 
and those who wage it.

When anti-war activists pointed out the contradiction of sending aid to Afghanistan and bombing the 
country at the same time, many people reacted with hostility. It is impossible to reconcile the image of 
America as a savior of the oppressed with the image of America as a terrorist State. Official doublespeak 
made it easier for people to dissociate from the fact that their government was conducting mass murder in 
their name.

Doublespeak invites people to dissociate, and dissociation helps people to accept contradictions: to love 
their own children and support wars that kill other people’s children; to want help when they run into 
trouble and condemn others needing social assistance; to feel anger at being hurt and defend those who hurt 
them. When thinking brings pain, dissociation helps people move through life without thinking.

Doublespeak also helps wrong-doers dissociate. When people in power who are not psychopaths are com-
pelled to act like psychopaths, when they can reach their goals only by harming others, they must dissociate. 
They cannot allow themselves to feel compassion for their victims or they would be unable to do their jobs. 
They must convince themselves that they are doing the right thing. They must believe their own lies.

Dissociation as a drug

Under severe stress, the body produces pain-killing chemicals called “internal opiates” that are identical to 
external opiates like morphine and heroin. These chemicals block fear and pain so the wounded can escape 
to safety. Injured soldiers and accident victims often report feeling no pain for some time. When there is no 
escape, these same opiates make death easier.

Internal opiates contribute to the dissociated or altered states of consciousness that occur during severe 
stress. There may be a sense of detachment (“I floated out of my body”), feelings of unreality (“it was like 
watching a movie”), an altered sense of time (“time stood still”), automatic movements (“it was like a higher 
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power took over”), and feeling numb. This state of mind is featured in the movie Fearless. The main character 
is a passenger on an airplane that is about to crash. At first he is terrified. When he realizes that he cannot 
escape death, he becomes calm — even blissful — despite the chaos around him.

In a world of uncertainty, danger, and pain, dissociation functions like a welcome drug. The unbearable 
can be tolerated when emotions are numbed; however, there is a cost. Dissociation numbs all emotions, in-
cluding the positive ones, making life seem flat and empty. Severe dissociation numbs feelings of compassion 
and empathy, making it possible for people to do cruel and monstrous things that they would never do in a 
non-dissociated state.

milder forms of dissociation make it easier to live as if the world were more safe and more fair than it re-
ally is. Being comfortably numb also has a price. Recall the cartoon ostrich that buries its head in the sand, 
only to be kicked in the butt. By numbing fear, anger, and pain, dissociation reduces the motivation to solve 
problems that should be solved.

It used to puzzle me that people would change the subject when I talked about social problems. At first, 
I assumed they didn’t care. It took some time before I realized that discussing problems can make people feel 
powerless and frustrated when they think there is no solution. People have a limited tolerance for pain, and it 
makes sense to avoid what you think you cannot change. One man confessed that he dodges beggars on the 
street because he feels so bad that he can’t help. A woman admitted outright, “If I don’t care, then it won’t 
hurt so much.”

People don’t need to care more, they need more solutions. Believing that a problem can be solved makes it 
possible to bear the pain of that problem. The next chapter explains how people’s natural problem-solving 
abilities are discouraged by society.

Summary

People dissociate in response to painful contradictions and seemingly unsolvable problems. Dissociation 
makes feeling powerless more tolerable, while allowing intolerable situations to continue.
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Chapter �

Nature’s Youngest Child

Some say that human beings are little more than animals in clothing, with savage natures that lurk be-
neath a thin veneer of civilization. Others insist that people are nothing like animals at all. In reality, the hu-
man species is both animal and more than animal, with a unique ability to shape its own history.

Animals have amazing abilities. By smell alone, a rescue dog can find someone buried beneath the snow. 
Some animals can detect cancer in human beings. Others can sense impending earthquakes. Animals are 
particularly adept at finding food — in the wild, on kitchen counters, and behind cupboard doors. However, 
no species can match the human ability to transform fantasy into reality. No other animal can look at a field 
full of stones, imagine biting into a luscious cob of corn, make a plan, enlist others to help and then perse-
vere for months, hauling rocks, plowing, planting, weeding, watering, and waiting, until a field of ripe corn 
is ready to harvest.

Bees construct hives based on geometric patterns that, while intricate, never change. Human beings 
can imagine and build an unlimited variety of structures. Furthermore, people accumulate knowledge  
and skill from generation to generation, so that the ability to imagine and the ability to construct continu-
ally evolve.

Compared with dinosaurs who lived for millions of years, the human species is very young — about 
150,000 years old. As nature’s youngest child, humanity has barely begun to explore its potential.

How important is biology?

All mammals have a biological bonding system because the newborn’s connection to its mother is es-
sential for survival. This bonding system functions like an emotional umbilical cord connecting dependent 
offspring to adults who can nurture and protect them. The human bonding system is especially important. 
Children take years to learn how to control their bodies, regulate their emotions, use language, and master 
social skills. This long process of development is rooted in biology and shaped by experience.

The newborn infant has a surplus of connections among brain cells. Experience prunes these connec-
tions and organizes the brain. The human attachment system orchestrates this complex dance between 
biology and experience. In The Developing Mind: How Relationships and the Brain Interact to Shape Who We 
Are, Daniel Siegel explains that interactions between adults and children literally shape the child’s brain, 
determining which nerve cells develop connections; which ones disconnect from lack of use; and how the 
developing systems of the brain relate to each other, to the rest of the body, and to the external world. For 
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example, all children are born with language abilities; however, they learn to speak only those languages that 
are spoken to them. In short, our thoughts, feelings, and sense of self are all shaped by our relationships.

Throughout life, the brain shapes and reshapes itself in response to new experiences. A study of dyslexic 
children found their brain activity to be different from children without dyslexia. (People with dyslexia have 
difficulty reading, recognizing the meaning of words, and spelling accurately.) After completing a treatment 
program that improved their reading, the brain patterns of children with dyslexia had become the same as 
the brain patterns of children without dyslexia.

The adult brain can also reshape itself. When a 35-year-old man lost both hands in an accident, his brain 
reorganized itself, delegating his elbows to be his new “hands.” After he underwent a double hand transplant, 
his brain reorganized itself again to permit his new hands to function. The lifelong flexibility of the brain 
makes human beings the most adaptable species on the planet.

many animals organize themselves into societies. Bees build hives, geese flock together, and wolves live in 
packs. These species always organize themselves in the same ways. A beehive in one location is like a beehive 
anywhere else, and beehives have remained basically the same for thousands of years. In contrast, human be-
ings change their social arrangements to meet their changing needs.

People have learned to live in all climates and in every geographic location. We have constructed egali-
tarian societies as well as societies with sharp class divisions. We have built societies where men and women 
played equal roles, others where women were superior, and still others where men were superior. People of 
different origins have lived together as equals, and they have also enslaved one another. We have lived for 
eons in cooperation and suffered centuries of warfare. Different human societies promote different values. 
Pre-class societies valued reciprocity, while class societies value competition. Homosexuality was revered by 
the upper class in ancient Greece and reviled by the upper class in Victorian England.

A flexible brain and a highly social nature make it possible for human beings to solve problems by 
changing how they live. However, the people in power oppose change because they benefit from the way 
things are. They and their supporters insist that society can be organized in only one way — the way it is 
now. Such inflexibility blocks our ability to respond to environmental and social challenges.

A fright-filled world

In the 21st century, most of the threats faced by our ancient ancestors have been eliminated. Rarely is 
someone eaten by a larger animal. modern agriculture has made possible an abundant supply of food. We 
know how to prevent and cure many diseases. We can construct shelters for every possible environment. Our 
ancestors would be greatly impressed with these achievements and assume that we must live happy lives, free 
from fear. If only this were true! The dangers of the natural world have been replaced with new dangers cre-
ated by human beings.

modern society is divided into antagonistic social classes. Some get rich on the food trade, while others 
starve because they cannot pay for food. Drug companies make huge profits, while millions die for lack of 
medicines. Banks, builders, and landlords make fortunes in real estate, while homeless families sleep on the 
streets. Fortunes are invested in training Olympic athletes, while youngsters lack access to sports programs.

In this class-divided world, the rich and powerful protect themselves at the expense of everyone else. 
Before Enron declared bankruptcy in 2001, its executives emptied the cash box. About 500 executives took 
“bonuses” ranging from $1,000 to five million dollars each. When Enron shares plummeted, executives sold 
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their stock, while barring workers from selling theirs. The top dogs at Enron took care of themselves, leaving 
Enron employees stripped of their jobs, benefits, life’s savings, and pensions.

For the majority of people, the world is a dangerous and unpredictable place. Like Enron workers, most 
people have no control over their jobs, the job market, or the state of the economy. Ordinary people do not 
control foreign policy or the decision to go to war (although they pay for and die in those wars). People who 
live without power live in fear.

Animal defenses

A strong fear response is hard-wired into the human brain. Human beings evolved from animals that were 
prey, not predators. For prey, the best defense is fear. All primates learn fear quickly and easily. Young monkeys 
who were previously indifferent to snakes acquire an intense fear of them when they observe another monkey 
display a fearful reaction even though no actual harm is experienced or observed. Consider the emotional impact 
of the movie Jaws. The rhythmic, menacing sound that signals the shark’s approach produces a strong fear re-
action, despite the fact that most people will never see a real shark, let alone be attacked by one.

Animal defenses are rooted in human emotions. The word “emotion” is derived from the Latin verb, 
emovere, which means “to move.” Emotions pull us away from what is dangerous (heights, thunderstorms, 
predators) and push us toward what we desire (food, warmth, companions). Disgust and shame move us 
away from others while empathy and curiosity move us towards them.

People don’t realize how frequently their animal defenses are triggered. Danger activates a fear response 
that consists of several steps. The first priority is to locate and identify the danger. When a group of people 
hear a loud crash outside, all conversation stops. All activity stops. People look at each other, asking, “What 
was that?” They move to a window to find out. Normal activity will not resume until people know whether 
protective action is required. When this knowledge is withheld or unavailable, people become fearful and 
unable to concentrate on anything else.

The “orienting response” to danger causes drivers to slow down near accidents and survey the scene. They 
tie up traffic and irritate those who are trying to clear the roads. Radio announcers make derogatory com-
ments about “rubber-neckers.” Police wave cars on and impatiently push onlookers away. Yet, people are 
compelled to look — the need to assess danger is instinctive.

Once danger has been identified, the brain sets automatic responses into motion. The safest option is to 
flee. When there is not enough strength, time, or room to run, the brain will ready the body to fight. When 
neither flight nor fight seems possible, the strategy of last resort is to dissociate, which is also called submit-
ting, freezing, or “playing dead.”

Animal defenses are also activated in response to low levels of threat. If reading this book threatens your 
beliefs, you might put it down and avoid picking it up again (flight). You might get angry and throw the 
book in the garbage (fight). Or you might go over the same page repeatedly without retaining anything (dis-
sociate). In response to a threatening conversation, you might change the subject (flight), get angry (fight), 
or appear to listen while you think about something else (dissociate). You take a different route to work 
to avoid your ex (flight). You fume when your dog chews your shoe (fight). You go blank during an exam 
(dissociate).

Animal defenses are instinctive and automatic, yet society values some reactions over others. The fight 
response is prized most highly because it is associated with power. Soldiers who enter a fear-induced killing-
frenzy (fight reaction) are commended, while those who run or freeze are condemned. Women who fight 
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or flee their rapists are praised, while those who dissociate are wrongly accused of consenting. Dissociated 
defenses are most disdained as a sign of powerlessness.

mistaken morality causes people to feel guilty or ashamed about how they react to danger. They may 
curse themselves for running when they thought they should have fought or for freezing when they thought 
they should have run. Other people, including professionals, compound the problem when they question 
why someone “chose” to react one way instead of another. In fact, the type of defense used is determined by 
subconscious brain centers that rapidly assess the best way to survive, set the response in motion, and only 
then inform the conscious mind of what is happening. By saving time, automatic behavior improves the 
chance of surviving, and survival is nature’s highest value.

The fearsome predators of today are not large animals but corporations, governments, and institutions 
that devour human lives for profit. Animal defenses cannot protect us from these predators. Recall the Ford 
Pinto. most people feel horror when they think about burning to death in their cars. They feel fear that 
someone they love might die that way. They feel angry that Ford got away with calculated mass murder. 
When people experience strong emotions, their bodies are pushing them to do something now. Unfortunately, 
emotional responses cannot solve complex social problems.

The emotion of injustice

Imagine that your town’s wealthiest family throws a lavish party costing many times more than your 
annual income. You’re not invited, but you get the bill. Worse, they plan to throw increasingly lav-
ish parties every year and want you to shortchange your family, cash in your savings and postpone 
retirement to pay for them. You’d be outraged.

 Holly Sklar

All social animals have a built-in sense of fairness. Two dogs will fight when only one is offered a bone. 
When treats are equally dispensed, everyone is happy. The sense of fairness is even more developed in pri-
mates. monkeys will refuse to perform when they see other monkeys getting better rewards than they get for 
the same effort. Human beings can tell the difference between being treated fairly and being cheated. They 
don’t need to be taught this; they feel it in their gut. Who hasn’t heard a young child protest, “It’s not fair!” 
and “He got more than I did!”

While fairness is essential for harmonious social living, it takes conscious effort to ensure that relation-
ships are fair. Egalitarian societies develop complex customs to promote fairness. West Coast aboriginal 
peoples arranged parties where desired goods would be given away, exchanged, and even destroyed to prevent 
the resentment that results when some have more than they need, while others go without.

At every age, in all cultures, and throughout time, unfairness has evoked anger in human beings. Anger 
is the emotion of injustice. Anger screams, “Something is wrong!” and provides energy to set things right. 
The beginning of class divisions marked the beginning of rebellions by the ruled against their rulers. From 
the slave uprisings of the ancient world through the peasant revolts that swept Europe during the middle 
Ages to the working class revolts that rocked the 20th century people have fought for their right to an equal 
say and an equal share.

Anger results when some are denied what is available to others (jobs, housing, access to education, medi-
cal treatment, social support, etc.). The have-nots may live with simmering resentment or rebel openly.  
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Either way, the awareness of inequality is a constant irritant. Because inequality generates rebellion, unequal 
societies must create penal systems to crush those who rebel.

When anger is stimulated and its expression is blocked, emotions can build to an intolerable level. Anger 
warns us that something is wrong and provides energy to act. However, no emotion, on its own, can tell 
us what is wrong or how to make it right. Without this information, anger can be unleashed in ways that 
backfire or it can be squandered in useless activities that only blow off steam. A good example is the worker 
who is humiliated by her supervisor every day and fears she will lose her job if she fights back. Her frustrated 
anger can become dissociated from her supervisor and misdirected against herself or her workmates, family 
members, pet, neighbors, or anyone who crosses her path. The phrase “going postal” refers to U.S. postal 
workers who became so stressed that they “lost it” and attacked their supervisors and co-workers, often kill-
ing themselves as well. misdirected anger does not solve problems. On the contrary, dumping anger on in-
nocent bystanders and loved ones can produce guilt and shame and generate more anger.

Anger is most powerful when it is organized and focused on a specific goal. In 1997, the South African 
government passed a law allowing it to import or produce cheaper versions of expensive medicines to treat 
HIV/AIDS. In response, a cartel of 39 drug companies sued the South African government for bypass-
ing their drug patents and threatening their profits. The U.S. government backed the drug companies and 
threatened to boycott South Africa unless it dropped the law. The injustice of this situation enraged many 
people around the world. They organized in such large numbers and so effectively that they forced both the 
U.S. government and the drug cartel to back down.

Emotional hijack

Human beings have a unique ability to analyze and solve complex problems. However, strong emotions 
release stress hormones that can hijack the brain and prevent clear thinking. Common metaphors like “out 
of his head with grief,” “loose cannon,” and “consumed by lust” describe how intense feelings can overwhelm 
common sense. Automatic reactions helped our ancestors to survive animal predators when taking time to 
think might have been fatal.

The military exploits the link between stress and automatic reactions to ensure that soldiers will kill on 
command, without thinking. Such training can be difficult to contain. In 2002, a series of murders and sui-
cides rocked the Fort Bragg military base. Just two days back from the war in Afghanistan, Rigoberto Nieves 
shot and killed his wife and then himself. Back from the war for only a month, William Wright killed his 
wife. Six months after returning from Afghanistan, Brandon Floyd shot his wife and then himself. Former 
Air Force captain Dorothy mackey explains, “The military members who are committing these attacks are, 
in fact, trained to be this violent. There is a lack of restraint, a lack of humanity that’s drilled into them.”

Danger stimulates strong emotions that cause people to behave without thinking. However, social prob-
lems require social solutions based on reasoned problem-solving. The solution to this contradiction is an or-
ganized defense. There is safety in numbers. In response to danger, a group of people can calm each other 
enough to analyze and solve complex problems. However, when authorities prevent collective problem-solv-
ing, people resort to animal defenses, as the following example shows.

Slaughtering chickens is notoriously dirty, dangerous, and low-paid. Anyone doing such work would 
have to dissociate. In 2004, it was revealed that workers at a chicken-processing plant in moorefield, West 
Virginia, were torturing chickens, with the apparent approval of management. The incidents increased 
when employees were forced to work overtime. No doubt their anger against the chickens was aroused by 
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unbearable working conditions. No doubt their supervisors preferred workers to unleash their anger on the 
chickens instead of organizing to demand humane conditions for themselves and for the chickens.

Exploiting fear

The world can seem wonderful or horrible, depending on which emotions are stimulated. Advertisers 
use images of children and animals to evoke positive emotions and attract customers. The media do the 
opposite. The media slogan, “If it bleeds, it leads” reveals how danger is used to capture people’s attention. 
While a media focus on crime, cruelty, and disaster is profitable, it creates a distorted view of the world that 
makes people more fearful. In response to the highly-publicized murders of two 10-year-old girls, a couple 
in England decided to implant a global-positioning microchip in their daughter’s arm so they could find her 
if she was abducted.

The media, the police, and the military exaggerate danger to serve their needs. The automotive industry 
minimizes danger for the same reason. Automobiles are promoted as safe family fun, despite the fact that 
children are far more likely to be killed by cars than abducted by strangers. In rich nations, vehicles are the 
leading cause of child death. Such facts are not allowed to undermine car sales and car profits. When people’s 
emotions are so regularly manipulated, it can be difficult to know what is real.

Politicians are notorious for manipulating people’s emotions. During the buildup to the U.S. war against 
Afghanistan, public officials used fear as a weapon of mass deception. most Americans viewed the attack on 
the World Trade Center on television and were in no immediate danger. They wanted to know what had 
happened and why. However, the mainstream media discouraged thoughtful discussion by emphasizing the 
horror of the tragedy. Dramatic footage of the towers collapsing and people screaming and jumping out 
the windows was shown repeatedly, around-the-clock. People were hypnotically glued to their television 
sets, watching planes strike the buildings hundreds of times, day after day. Gruesome images multiplied on 
the covers of newspapers and magazines. The entire population was engulfed in a relentless horror. A study 
conducted a few days after 9/11 found that 71 percent of Americans felt depressed, 49 percent had difficulty 
concentrating, and 33 percent were suffering from insomnia. The American Psychological Association was 
concerned about how much fear was being stimulated. Their web site explains,

If a person can form a mental image of themselves, their children or their loved ones in life-threaten-
ing situations, he or she feels vulnerable…Statistics show that while becoming the victim of further 
terrorism is unlikely for the great majority of Americans, the images of the attacks on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon can supersede people’s rational perception of what is dangerous.10

Suppressing rational perception was the goal. When a parade of politicians, experts, and media com-
mentators cries that danger is looming and war is the only response, people find this message hard to resist. 
Fear compels us to do something now, even though that something might create more danger. Panic demands 
that someone set things right, even when that someone can’t be trusted. A panicked population was pointed 
in the wrong direction — “the enemy is over there!” Those who tried to think through the situation were 
denounced as unfeeling, condemned as disloyal, and accused of supporting the enemy. To silence the opposi-
tion, President Bush threatened “Whoever is not with us is against us.”

In fact, Washington had plans to invade Afghanistan before September 11, when the Taliban rejected a 
U.S. proposal to construct an oil pipeline through their country. When this information became public a 
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few months after 9/11, Vice-President Dick Cheney and FBI director Robert mueller warned of the pos-
sibility of further terrorist attacks. In a rare fit of honesty, White House officials later told reporters that 
these warnings were issued not because of any increased threat but to deflect criticism that was coming 
from political opponents.

The fear of imminent danger was also used to sell the war against Iraq. After the U.S. invasion, when 
no weapons of mass destruction could be found, when no link between Iraq and Al Qaeda could be found, 
when it became clear that the president had lied and all the reasons for the war were false, the US continued 
to occupy Iraq and suppress all resistance. Why?

For years, the U.S. has wanted more military bases in the middle East to control the world’s largest sup-
ply of oil. The problem was how to convince the American people to back such a plan. The attacks of 9/11 
offered the perfect opportunity. The dog and pony show about weapons of mass destruction, defense of the 
nation, evil dictators, and promoting democracy provided the needed cover for an oil grab.

Joseph Schumpeter describes how exaggerating the threat of danger to support imperial expansion is a 
political tactic that dates back to the early Roman Empire.

There was no corner of the known world where some interest was not alleged to be in danger or under 
actual attack. If the interests were not Roman, they were those of Rome’s allies; and if Rome had no al-
lies, then allies would be invented. When it was utterly impossible to contrive such an interest — why, 
then it was the national honor that had been insulted. The fight was always invested with an aura 
of legality. Rome was always being attacked by evil-minded neighbors, always fighting for a breath-
ing-space. The whole world was pervaded by a host of enemies, and it was manifestly Rome’s duty to 
guard against their indubitably aggressive designs.11

Today, the United States dominates the world with overwhelming military power. In 2003, the U.S. 
Department of Defense reported that it had more than 700 American military bases in 130 countries (in ad-
dition to the 6,000 bases on U.S. territory). The report did not include bases in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and 
Iraq. Nor did it include the State of Israel, America’s largest and best-funded military base. Furthermore, 
the number of bases in each country was underestimated; for example, only one of the ten bases in 
Okinawa, Japan was counted. A more realistic estimate would be 1,000 American military bases outside 
the United States.

Despite a half-trillion dollar “defense” budget, the United States has not been invaded since 1812, when 
Canadian forces burned the White House. As serious as it was, the attack on 9/11 pales in comparison to the 
savage destruction that U.S. forces periodically inflict on other nations. Stoking the fear of further attacks in 
order to expand the empire does not increase public safety. On the contrary, military aggression increases the 
risk of retaliation. U.S. wars in the middle East bring power and profit to the ruling class, while making the 
world more dangerous for everyone else.

The panic myth

In 1916, Wilfred Trotter wrote The Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War in which he argued that anti-
war protests and workers’ revolts were based on mindless “herd instinct.” Trotter was writing for an elite who 
were terrified that ordinary people might take power into their own hands. His concept of “herd instinct” 
launched the myth that people in groups behave like wild animals.
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Everyone has seen media images of people stampeding over each other in a frenzied effort to escape a fire 
or a collapsing building. When Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast in 2005, the media reported 
mass murders and rapes in New Orleans. Later investigation found no evidence of such events. During the 
crisis, official order broke down completely, while ordinary people behaved exceptionally well.

Researchers who study disasters find that panic reactions are extremely rare; most people respond co-
operatively and sensibly in a crisis. The “everyone out for himself ” phenomenon occurs only when there 
is great risk of injury or death, little chance of escape, limited resources, lack of organization, and lack  
of leadership.

Examples of orderly behavior in the face of disaster are seldom reported by the media. There was no mass 
panic in response to the Three mile Island nuclear accident. After the bombing of the World Trade Center in 
1993, and again in 2001, people evacuated the buildings in an organized fashion. Those who jumped in panic 
from the windows of the World Trade Center had no other way out.

Another example of calm behavior occurred during the massive power blackout of 2003. When the elec-
trical grid failed in the northeast U.S. and parts of Canada, public officials feared a complete breakdown in 
law and order, readied militia, and braced for the worst. In contrast, ordinary people gathered to trade news 
and share perishable food. Individuals helped direct traffic, and drivers offered rides to stranded commuters. 
Although the blackout was not a disaster, it showed that people don’t panic at the first sign of trouble.

Authorities use the panic myth to exclude ordinary people from the decision-making process. After 9/11, 
scientists expressed concern that,

The assumption that people will panic or become irrational following an attack has negative conse-
quences. Authorities may provide inaccurate information or unfounded reassurances motivated by a 
wish to calm the public. The panic myth may also lead to the neglect of the public’s role in planning 
and response.12

Scientists urged the authorities to “treat the public as a capable ally” and warned that panic and social 
disruption are more likely when people are kept in the dark or misled. Such advice falls on deaf ears, because 
the people in power are concerned more with maintaining control than with protecting human lives. Two 
paramedics who were caught in the flood that destroyed New Orleans experienced this first-hand.

All the law enforcement agencies appeared threatened when we congregated into groups of 20 or 
more. In every congregation of “victims,” they saw “mob” or “riot.” We felt safety in numbers. Our 
“we must stay together” attitude was impossible because the agencies would force us into small at-
omized groups.13

Authorities fear the prospect of people mobilizing on their own behalf, yet offer no competent alterna-
tive. The commission investigating 9/11 found that “the attacks, rather than being bolts from the blue, were 
preceded by a rising tide of unheard, ignored or mishandled warnings of pending trouble.” According to the 
New York Times,

most Americans were no doubt stunned to learn how poorly prepared federal agencies and the mili-
tary were for such an emergency, much as New Yorkers were shocked when the commission spelled 
out the shortcomings of local first responders. But it’s one thing to learn of communications problems 
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between the Police and Fire Departments, or between city agencies and the Port Authority. It’s quite 
another to learn about communications problems, and chain-of-command confusion, among the 
White House, the military and other federal agencies as the nation was under attack.14

Contrast the bungling of bureaucrats with the heroism of passengers on United Flight 93, who chose to 
crash their plane rather than let it be used as a missile. The commission found that, in many instances, front-
line workers came through where the higher-ups caved. The same scenario was repeated during Hurricane 
Katrina. While government officials showed their incompetence, ordinary people rose to the challenge:

The maintenance workers who used a forklift to carry the sick and disabled. The engineers who rigged, 
nurtured and kept the generators running…Refinery workers who broke into boat yards, “stealing” 
boats to rescue their neighbors clinging to their roofs in flood waters. mechanics who helped hotwire 
any car that could be found to ferry people out of the city. And the food service workers who scoured 
the commercial kitchens, improvising communal meals for hundreds of those stranded.15

The authorities present themselves as intelligent adults, and ordinary people as easily-panicked children 
who cannot handle the truth. In reality, the deepest fear of public officials is that common people will take 
over the decision-making process. The panic myth helps to keep information, resources, and control in the 
hands of the few and out of the hands of the many.

Tend and befriend

The power of people pulling together is rejected by those who sniff that they are not “joiners,” as if col-
lective activity posed a threat to their individuality. The conflict between the individual and the collective is 
played out in TV programs like Star Trek, in which the alien Borg have a “hive mind” that does not tolerate 
individuality. Ironically, the show also provides a model of collectivity that cherishes individuality, both in 
the crew-as-family on the Starship and the extended family of the Federation of Planets. Preserving one’s in-
dividuality does not require isolation. On the contrary, human beings require secure connections with others 
in order to develop their individuality.

The human sense of self is not confined to the physical body, but includes all who are important to us: 
friends, family, pets, and even places and things. Their loss hurts so much because they are a part of us, and 
we are not the same without them. In early human societies, the sense of self extended to the whole commu-
nity and the natural world. This was no romantic fantasy. Strong social bonds support survival.

many animals display collective defenses. A swarm of wasps will defend a threatened nest. A flock of swal-
lows will attack any who approach their breeding ground. Frightened elephants gather their young behind 
them and form an outward-facing circle to present an advancing predator with a wall of tusks. Such collec-
tive defenses, called “tend and befriend,” are especially important for human beings who lack the physical 
defenses of other animals — sharp claws, a venomous bite, piercing teeth, thick skin. The human species 
survived by banding together for mutual benefit. A hormone called oxytocin facilitates adult-child bonding 
and promotes trust between adults. In crises, people are highly motivated to “tend and befriend.” On 9/11, 
people rushed to Ground Zero to offer help, and during Hurricane Katrina people spontaneously organized 
to provide aid.
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Cooperation typically produces positive feelings and increases the sense of power. To find out why, psy-
chologists at the University of Sussex conducted interviews with people who had been involved in “tradi-
tional marches, fox-hunt sabotages, anti-capitalist street parties, environmental direct actions, and industrial 
mass pickets.” Their research revealed several factors that contribute to a heightened sense of power: being 
part of something bigger than yourself; increased hope that change is possible; and having a sense of “unity 
and mutual support” within the group. Furthermore,

Empowering events were almost without exception described as joyous occasions. Participants expe-
rienced a deep sense of happiness and even euphoria in being involved in protest events. Simply re-
counting the events in the interview brought a smile to the faces of the interviewees.16

Because positive feelings are known to promote mental and physical health, the researchers concluded, 
“people should get more involved in campaigns, struggles and social movements, not only in the wider inter-
est of social change, but also for their own personal good.”

Hope and power

People who feel powerless have been compared to laboratory animals who resign themselves to unavoid-
able electrical shocks. Even when their cage doors are opened, they do not escape. This phenomenon is called 
“learned helplessness,” where the familiar, no matter how terrible, seems preferable to the unknown, no mat-
ter how promising. When people feel hopeless they do not seek solutions, which reinforces their feelings of 
powerlessness.

Animals have limited ways to extract themselves from powerless situations. Very few can think their way 
out or recruit others to help them escape. In contrast, there is no limit to the creativity, imagination, and re-
sourcefulness of people who work together. As the saying goes, “A burden shared is a burden halved.” People 
who cooperate feel more hopeful, so they work harder to find solutions, thereby increasing the possibility of 
success. When people pull together, they generate hope and power, as the following example shows.

There may be no one more hopeless than a condemned prisoner on Death Row. Nevertheless, in 2003, 
Governor George Ryan commuted all death sentences in the state of Illinois, saving the lives of 163 men and 
4 women. What could make a long-time supporter of the death penalty turn against it? marlene martin 
from the Campaign to End the Death Penalty provides the answer:

We should recognize how important the efforts of death penalty opponents were in setting the stage 
for a Republican governor — who came to office with no intention of paying any attention to the is-
sue of the death penalty — to make the most sweeping changes on this issue in 30 years. George Ryan 
admitted that the issue was not even on his radar screen four years ago. It was the work of activists, 
lawyers, journalists, family members and death row prisoners themselves who put it there.17

Hope and power depend on whether people work alone or together. Alone, we cannot protect ourselves 
from the dangers of exploding cars, abusive priests, corrupt corporations, oppressive institutions, and dis-
honest governments. As an organized force, we have the power to make a difference. Part Two explains how 
humanity was robbed of this collective power.
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Summary

The human species is nature’s youngest child — a problem-solving animal unlike any other. While indi-
viduals are limited in their ability to solve problems, there is virtually no limit to the problems that people 
can solve together.

To maintain exclusive control over society, the people in power strive to keep the majority feeling isolated, 
fearful, and powerless. However, the incompetent, immoral behavior of public officials compels ordinary 
people to organize in self-defense.
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Part Two

How Did This happen?

What do I care about the law? Haven’t I got the power?

 Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794 – 1877)

I’ve lived my life by the Golden Rule: He who has the most gold makes the rules.
 magna CEO Frank Stronach (1932 – ?)

During the 19th century, a gang of thieves called “robber barons” conspired, bribed, lied, cheated, stole, 
clawed, and murdered their way to the top of American society. At the beginning of the 21st century, such 
people rule the world. They are called CEOs, magnates, moguls, capitalists, industrialists, tycoons, captains 
of industry, policy-makers, and pillars of society. The more wealth they gather into their possession, the more 
deprivation and misery they create for everyone else. Their power grows out of our powerlessness.

Knowing the past is essential to changing the future. Part Two explains how the majority came to be 
robbed of its power and what humanity lost in the process.

•  Chapter 5. Seize the Surplus explains how class divisions developed.

•  Chapter 6. Compete or Die describes how the drive for profit shapes society.

•  Chapter 7. Burden the Family outlines how the family system serves capitalism.

•  Chapter 8. Profit from Pain reveals how social problems are disguised as individual medical illnesses.
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Seize the Surplus

They have taken untold millions that they never toiled to earn, 
Yet without our brain and muscle not a single wheel would turn.

 from the song Solidarity Forever

We live on a planet that is rich in natural resources: water, minerals, topsoil, and an abundance of plant 
and animal life. About 150,000 years ago, a dynamic new species appeared in Africa. Human beings distin-
guished themselves from other animals by their ability to learn new skills, share these skills with each other, 
and teach them to their children. Other animals used tools, but no other animal accumulated experience 
from one generation to another. With such a survival advantage, the human species multiplied and migrated 
from Africa to every part of the globe.

Human development transformed the environment. An expanding knowledge of plants, soil, weather, 
seasons, and tools laid the basis for agriculture, more permanent settlements, and a surplus of food. People 
learned to fire clay pots to store water and food. They learned to shape metals into sharper, harder tools to 
plow the land. As living standards rose, the population increased.

The industrial revolution pushed production forward at a rapid rate. The 17th-century printing press 
accelerated the accumulation of knowledge by making individual experiences accessible to thousands of 
people. The 18th-century steam-driven engine provided power to drive the new machines. A global economy 
developed by the end of the 19th century. By the end of the 20th century, the annual value of goods and ser-
vices produced in the world had reached 20 trillion U.S. dollars.

Imagine the benefits of everyone sharing these riches: no one dying from preventable or treatable dis-
ease; everyone fed, clothed and sheltered; and people free to develop their potential. Unfortunately, most 
of the world’s wealth is owned and controlled by a handful of powerful ruling families. That giant sucking 
sound you hear is the global surplus being siphoned into their bank accounts. The majority of the planet’s 
population — about six billion people — scramble to survive. At the beginning of the 21st century, one in 
five people lives on less than one dollar a day, one billion people do not have adequate shelter, more than 
two billion people have no access to proper sanitation, and more than one billion people lack access to safe 
drinking water. It wasn’t always like this.
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The rule of reciprocity

The human species is about 150,000 years old, while evidence of class divisions, exploitation, oppression, 
and war appeared only 10,000 years ago. For 95 percent of human history, people lived as hunters and gather-
ers in sharing societies. Cooperation enhances survival for many species — ants build colonies, fish swim in 
schools, birds graze in flocks, and so on. For human beings, cooperation is key to survival. Hunters relied on 
gatherers for their primary source of food, while gatherers relied on hunters for supplements of richer foods. 
Hunting larger prey required teamwork, and cooperating adults could protect and provide for their depen-
dent offspring more effectively. most respected anthropologists, including Richard Leakey, Eleanor Burke 
Leacock and Richard Lee, acknowledge the cooperative nature of early human societies. Lee reports,

Food is never consumed alone by a family: it is always shared out among members of a living group or 
band….This principle of generalized reciprocity has been reported of hunter-gatherers in every conti-
nent and in every kind of environment.18

The rule of reciprocity applied equally to interpersonal relationships and to human relationships with the 
natural world. No one took anything from another person or from Nature without giving back something 
in return. The rule of reciprocity was embedded in cultural practices and folklore. All aboriginal societies 
contain stories that warn of the harm that comes to those who behave in a selfish, greedy, or careless manner. 
Lee concludes,

It is the long experience of egalitarian sharing that has molded our past. Despite our seeming adap-
tation to life in hierarchical societies, and despite the rather dismal track record of human rights in 
many parts of the world, there are signs that humankind retains a deep-rooted sense of egalitarianism, 
a deep-rooted commitment to the norm of reciprocity, a deep-rooted…sense of community.19

Our early ancestors lived very differently from how we live today, and not because of human nature. If 
an infant born 150,000 years ago were raised in a modern family, that child would be the same as any other 
child. Genetically, we are identical. The only difference between us and them is several thousand years of 
human history.

Around 10,000 years ago, people learned to grow food in addition to gathering it. The development of 
agriculture dramatically changed the way people lived and related to one another. Foraging societies moved 
continually in their search for food. Planting crops required landed settlements. The wandering life could 
support only small groups of people; too many children were a burden. In contrast, farming villages could 
feed hundreds of people, and more children provided more help on the land. Foraging societies depended 
on equality and reciprocity to survive. Landed agriculture laid the basis for war.

War

Some people argue that war is inevitable because it is human nature. Throughout history, individual dis-
putes have undoubtedly resulted in death on occasion. However, individual conflict is not the same as the  
socially organized activity of war. Despite Hollywood fantasies to the contrary, there is no scientific evidence 
of warfare for most of human history. In The Birth of War, anthropologist R. Brian Ferguson explains,
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the global archaeological record contradicts the idea that war was always a feature of human existence; 
instead, the record shows that warfare is largely a development of the past 10,000 years.20

Why did war appear after eons of cooperative living? In Origins Reconsidered: In Search of What Makes 
Us Human, Richard Leakey examines the evidence and concludes,

I believe that warfare is rooted in the need for territorial possession once populations became agricul-
tural and necessarily sedentary…I do not believe that violence is an innate characteristic of human-
kind, merely an unfortunate adaptation to certain circumstances.21

People behave differently in different situations. The ability to adapt is humanity’s greatest strength and 
its greatest weakness (when we adapt to harmful conditions instead of changing them). Survival in foraging 
societies depended on cooperation, so conflict was discouraged and disputes were settled by separating the 
adversaries. However, separating adversaries could not be done so easily when people had invested labor in 
the land.

Foraging societies lived from hand to mouth because they had no surplus beyond their immediate needs. 
In contrast, agricultural villages could accumulate a surplus of food, tools, valued objects, and animals. There 
is no benefit in stealing when no one has anything worth taking. And there is no benefit in stealing when 
everyone has all they need. However, when there is a surplus, but not enough for all, then the opportunity 
arises for some to benefit by seizing the goods and lands of others. Humanity did not begin to war for bio-
logical reasons, but because warfare became socially advantageous.

Wars of acquisition result in continual conflict, as those who are robbed strive to regain what was sto-
len. Leakey notes that after warfare appears, violence becomes “almost an obsession.” The history of war is 
emphasized so much that most people can’t believe that warfare is such a recent development. most discus-
sions of human cruelty end with comments like, “That’s man’s inhumanity to man,” or “People have always 
warred against each other,” or “It’s survival of the fittest.” Christianity offers Cain and Abel as evidence that 
war springs from “original sin.” Books and films promote the idea that human beings are naked apes born 
with a killer instinct, a territorial imperative, and selfish genes. This is nonsense. If war was in our nature, 
the airways would be filled with songs about war, not love. If war was in our nature, there would be no 
need to disguise war as humanitarian intervention and no need to censor the gruesome images of slaughter. 
Historian Howard Zinn points out,

We don’t find people spontaneously rushing to make war on others. What we find instead is that gov-
ernments must make the most strenuous efforts to mobilize populations for war. They must entice 
soldiers with promises of money, education, must hold out to young people whose chances in life look 
very poor that here is an opportunity to attain respect and status. And if those enticements don’t work, 
governments must use coercion — they must conscript young people, force them into military service, 
threaten them with prison if they do not comply.22

Class society

The complexities of agricultural life (including the threat of raids) required more formal methods of deci-
sion-making. Differences in status began to appear when selected individuals were given the right to decide 
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some matters for the group as a whole. However, there were still no signs of significant differences in wealth. 
mutual survival demanded that people with higher status work alongside everyone else.

Eventually, rising productivity created a surplus that was large enough to plan community projects. 
When enough food could be produced to feed everyone in the village, small groups of people could be as-
signed to construct irrigation systems to increase next year’s harvest. Others might clear roads to improve 
trade with nearby groups. Time that is freed from food production can also be used to design better ways 
to do things. Science and technology — astronomy, writing, mathematics, engineering, manufacture, and 
medicine — developed from the desire to increase production and raise living standards. Releasing some 
people from food production allowed society to advance when there was not enough surplus to free every-
one from regular toil.

People are inventive and creative. Those who were delegated to manage the surplus for the community 
found themselves in a position to impose their will over the community. The same armed guards who were 
hired to protect the village from raiders could also protect the elite from villagers who challenged their 
power.

Historians estimate that the collectively-produced surplus began to be claimed as the private prop-
erty of individuals about 6,000 years ago. The development of a ruling class was possible only because there  
was not enough surplus for everyone. People need not submit to the power of wealth when they have their 
own. Unfortunately, the potential to create that much wealth would not be realized for a few thousand 
more years.

With the development of private property, humanity split into classes: the majority who labor to produce; 
the minority who claim ownership of what is produced; and a small group of people in between. Class divi-
sions did not develop because “some people are naturally greedy.” The potential for greed is in every human 
being. However, if greed were a dominant characteristic, class divisions would have appeared along with 
humanity — 150,000 years ago. Human behavior is flexible. When there is no surplus, everyone benefits by 
sharing. When there is plenty for all, greed provides no benefit. When there is enough to free some from 
daily labor, but not enough to lighten everyone’s load, greed can reward the well-placed few. 

Communal living did not succumb easily to class divisions. However, with a ruling elite driving their 
economies forward, class societies became more technically advanced. North American aboriginals with 
spears on foot were no match for Europeans with rifles on horseback. The transition from cooperative to 
class society took different forms in different regions, but the process was always violent and bloody. In some 
areas, egalitarian societies were completely wiped out. In others, conquered peoples were enslaved or herded 
onto reservations.

The beginning of class divisions marked the end of thousands of years of sharing the ups and downs of 
life. As the elite seized the biggest and best for themselves, their living standards rose. As the laboring classes 
lost a growing proportion of what they produced, their living standards fell. For these people, the division of 
humanity into classes meant less food, more sickness, and shorter lives.

Private property

Human beings arrange their relationships — their social system — based on how they produce their liv-
ing. Societies that depend on mutual cooperation develop a culture to support their prime directive, “Share.” 
When the elite seized the surplus, the rule of reciprocity was overthrown even though reciprocal relationships 
remained necessary for the day-to-day survival of the majority.
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Class society established a new prime directive: “Seize the Surplus.” The ruling class not only claims 
ownership over the products of labor, but also over the means of making a living that were once com-
monly owned, such as land, water, science, and technology. Claiming these means of making a living as 
“private property” removes them from common control. Let me emphasize that private property is not the 
same as personal property, or personal-use items. Throughout history, people have kept, lent, given away, 
and traded clothing, tools, toys, furniture, homes, and other personal possessions. The term “private prop-
erty” should be reserved only for the means of making a living. Confusion about the difference between 
personal and private property is widespread because people are encouraged to view their homes as private 
property (not personal property) so they will feel loyal to the system of private property. In fact, private 
property consumes personal property. In 2005, the Supreme Court ruled that cities can seize and demolish 
people’s homes to make way for shopping malls and other money-making enterprises.

The emergence of private property marked a fundamental change in human relationships. Pre-class so-
cieties used land in common, having no concept of individual land ownership. Once land was declared the 
private property of some and not others, it became a source of conflict. European peasants were killed for 
gathering wood and for hunting on previously common lands that were claimed as “the lord’s estate.” A 
massive land grab in North America required the decimation of native peoples. Human beings could also 
become private property; the first signs of slavery appeared about 5,000 years ago.

The biggest problem for every ruling class is preventing private property from reverting to common con-
trol. The State was organized for this purpose. An effective State includes a legal system to uphold the rule of 
private property, police to serve the elite and protect their property, officials to collect surplus in the form of 
taxes, armies to enforce the rule of the State, a religious system to preach obedience to authority, an educa-
tion system to prepare children for their roles in the social hierarchy, and a penal system to crush rebels and 
keep potential rebels under control.

Inheritance laws ensure that ruling families retain their wealth and power. For the “rightful heir” to be 
determined, the sexuality of women has to be restricted. Class society makes children the property of their 
parents and distinguishes between “legitimate” and “illegitimate” children.

Private property, the State, and the oppression of women and children developed together in different 
locations around the world, indicating a common response to the needs of emerging ruling classes.

Simple and complex

You might be wondering how changing the prime directive from “Share” to “Seize the Surplus” could 
cause such a dramatic change in society. Simple rules can generate complex systems. When simple equations 
are fed into a computer and repeated in a continual feedback loop, they generate complex geometric pat-
terns called fractals. Nature works in a similar way. Have you ever wondered how a school of fish or a flock 
of birds could change direction, seemingly all at once, and then change direction again, as if they were one 
giant organism? It appears as if there must be some master hand at work. Not so. Each fish or bird follows 
two simple rules: maintain a constant distance from your neighbors and turn when they do. We do not see 
these rules, only the patterns that result when these rules are applied.

modern society is similar. Despite its complexity, there is no invisible hand directing things. Of course, 
corporations collude to set prices and fleece their customers, and politicians conspire to win support for 
pro-business laws and for wars, but there is no grand conspiracy. There doesn’t need to be. Two simple rules, 
reproduced throughout society, create the complex web of relationships that we experience every day. These 
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rules are Seize the Surplus (where common holdings become private property) and Compete or Die, which 
is discussed in the next chapter. What we experience as immense social complexity is generated from these 
two rules being applied in different situations.

Societies based on the same rules can look very different. Before classes existed, there were many differ-
ent societies based on the rule of reciprocity. These societies varied in appearance because they interpreted 
the need to share according to local conditions. Nevertheless, the rule of reciprocity dominated them all 
so that a person from one egalitarian society would feel fairly at home in another. When humanity broke 
into classes, the rule of private property replaced the rule of reciprocity, leaving no room for those who 
followed the old ways. Aboriginal peoples could not be assimilated into class societies without destroying 
their culture and identity. It was easier to move in the opposite direction — people “went native” to escape 
oppression and exploitation.

Class societies also developed variations in different conditions. The European, Egyptian, Chinese, and 
mayan dynasties were early class societies that arose on separate continents. While they varied in many ways, 
the power relations within them were basically the same — a minority class exploited the labor of the major-
ity. Capitalism also takes many forms: electoral systems like the U.S.A. and Canada; monarchies like Nepal 
and Saudi Arabia; one-party States like China and Cuba; religious States like Israel and Iran; military dicta-
torships like myanmar and occupied Haiti; and so on. A person from one class society can fit into any other 
class society by accepting the prevailing social hierarchy.

Because complex societies are based on simple rules, changing those rules changes society. Replacing the 
rule of reciprocity with the rule of private property resulted in a complete transformation of human expe-
rience. As the final chapters explain, society can be transformed again, not by changing the behaviors that 
result from social rules, but by changing the rules themselves.

Capitalism

Capitalism differs from previous class societies in the extent to which it denies the majority any control 
over the means of making a living. In feudal Europe, peasants could own small plots of land, even though 
the landlord took most of what was produced. Craftspeople also owned their own tools and could make 
a living selling their products. Capitalism revolutionized the way work was done. Small family farms have 
been swallowed up by giant farming corporations called “agribusiness.” Artisans cannot compete with fac-
tory production. With few exceptions, the modern capitalist class controls virtually all the means of produc-
tion: land, livestock, factories, fisheries, mines, machines, methods, and technology. Even seeds, plants, and 
animals are patented.

There seems to be no limit to the process of claiming every square inch of the planet as private property. 
Corporations claim ownership over the water supply and charge for its use. Nations claim ownership of air 
space. There are even disputes over who owns the moon. Only the national debt is collectively owned. How 
did the ruling class get so much power?

Like every ruling class before it, the capitalist class established itself by theft, by claiming exclusive posses-
sion of what had formerly been held in common. In the United States, land was taken by force from aborigi-
nal peoples, and many founding families built their fortunes by buying and selling this land. Others enriched 
themselves through slave labor. Such “primitive accumulation” laid the foundation for more sophisticated 
capital accumulation, as the following example shows.
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Profit

Let’s say that someone manages, by hook or by crook, to obtain enough surplus to hire workers to con-
struct a factory. The factory-owner then offers a wage to entice people to work in his factory. In exchange for 
this wage, the capitalist claims ownership over everything the workers produce. Security systems ensure that 
no worker removes “company property.”

Let’s say that each worker can build one machine every eight hours, or the length of one workday. At the 
end of the day, the worker takes home her wage and leaves the machine that she made in her employer’s pos-
session. Let’s say that this machine can be used to build more machines. The next day, the capitalist demands 
that the worker use the machine she made yesterday to produce two more machines today.

If the worker insists on being paid twice as much to make two machines, or if she insists on working 
only four hours (the length of time it now takes to make one machine), or if she insists on taking home the 
second machine, she would enjoy higher wages, a shorter workday, or possession of a growing number of 
machines. However, the capitalist would make no profit.

The capitalist is not a philanthropist. He invested in the factory to make a profit, not to raise workers’ 
living standards. The capitalist demands that the worker accept the same wage as before and work the same 
eight hours as before and give up her right to both machines. That way, the capitalist will enjoy a one-hun-
dred percent profit, equivalent to one additional machine every eight hours. The capitalist wants the worker 
to be the philanthropist and build the capitalist’s fortune.

The essence of class conflict lies in the dispute over who should own what the worker produces. The 
worker points out that she made the machine. The capitalist claims that he paid for the factory, tools, and 
raw materials. He neglects to mention (and hopes that we have forgotten) that he or his ancestors stole the 
assets needed to acquire these things. The State sides with the capitalist, declaring that the factory is his pri-
vate property, so that everything made there belongs to him. The worker is commanded to relinquish all 
rights to what she produces. The capitalist is overjoyed. He gets to keep the value of what the worker makes, 
which is always more than what he pays her in wages.

The process of taking surplus away from those who produce it is called exploitation. The surplus taken 
by the capitalist is called profit. Profit that is used to extract more surplus from workers is called capital. 
Capitalists live to accumulate capital.

Every process of capital accumulation involves repeated changes [of capital] from one form to the 
other: money capital is used to buy means of production, raw materials and labor power [productive 
capital]; this is put together in the production process to turn out commodities [commodity capital]; 
these commodities are then exchanged for money [money capital]; this money is then used to buy 
more means of production, raw materials and labor power, and so on.23

Capitalism is the social arrangement between the capitalist class and the working class where the capitalist 
takes what the worker produces today in order to more effectively exploit the worker tomorrow.

The social creation of private wealth

most capitalists would disagree that profits are created by workers. They believe that their profits repre-
sent their share of the work. In fact, capitalists do no socially useful work. Their job is to maximize profit: 
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to get more out of their workers; to outfox their competitors; and to avoid paying taxes. A society that pro-
duced for human need would have no use for such “work.”

Others say that capitalists are richer because they are smarter or work harder. This is a delusion. In their 
book, I Didn’t Do It Alone: Society’s Contribution to Individual Wealth and Success, Chuck Collins, mike 
Lapham and Scott Klinger explain how important luck is to individual accomplishment. Where you are 
born, the time in which you live, the family into which you are born, your skin color, and your sex strongly 
influence the possibility of success.They provide the example of Nick Szabo, who survived a plane crash 
while the person sitting next to him was killed. Szabo used the insurance money from his injuries to buy 
Silicon Valley real estate and make a fortune.

No business could prosper and no capitalist could become wealthy without the social support of property 
laws, laws of inheritance, and patent protection of ideas, methods, and products. Bill Gates built his mega-
fortune by buying and selling software that other people produced. He could do this only because the legal 
system upholds the right of the capitalist class to privately own the means of production and, therefore, all 
the wealth that workers create.

Business also depends on the publicly-funded infrastructure of society — roads, highways, bridges, rail-
ways, airports, shipping ports, power-grids, communication systems, police, schools, and medical facilities. 
The auto industry would quickly go belly-up if it had to finance the building and maintenance of roads 
and bridges.

Billions of dollars of government money fund the research and development that support corporate 
profits. Ross Perot, who ran for U.S. president in 1992, was called “the welfare billionaire” for using public 
money to build his fortune. The pharmaceutical industry has become the most lucrative business in America 
by relying on taxpayer-funded scientific research.

While business profits from the use of social resources, the legion of low-paid workers who pay for and 
provide these resources receive no portion of the profits. Nor is society repaid in the form of corporate taxes. 
Tax deductions and loopholes see to that. According to the New York Times,

Almost two-thirds of America’s corporations paid no federal income taxes during the late 1990’s, when 
corporate profits were soaring. Nine out of 10 companies paid less than the equivalent of 5 percent of 
their total income.24

If the social basis of private wealth were openly acknowledged, then all of society would have a claim  
on this wealth. The myth of the “self-made” man or woman helps to keep socially-produced wealth in 
private hands.

The degradation of work

God, I hated that assembly line. I hated it. I used to fall asleep on the job standing up and still keep 
doing my work. There’s nothing more boring and repetitious in the world. On top of it, you don’t feel 
human. The machine’s running you, you’re not running it.25

Lillian Rubin captured the anguish of this 33-year-old mechanic in Worlds of Pain: Life in the Working-
Class Family. Workers are rarely allowed to use their creativity and judgment, to be the masters of their ma-
chines. What happened to the generations of skilled artisans who took pride in their work?
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In Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century, Harry Braverman 
explains that for capitalists to gain control over production, workers had to lose control over the labor pro-
cess — to become alienated from their own labor. Initially, this was accomplished through the pressure of 
starvation, the compulsion of the orphanage, the fear of the workhouse, and the force of the prison.

In the late 19th century, Frederick Winslow Taylor developed the concept of “scientific management” 
(also called Taylorism) to maximize the extraction of profit. Braverman emphasizes that “Scientific man-
agement enters the workplace not as the representative of science, but as the representative of management 
masquerading in the trappings of science.” Taylor developed three principles to fragment the work of skilled 
artisans into small segments that could be assigned to less skilled workers. By de-skilling work, management 
can remove control from the worker and cut the cost of labor.

Taylor’s first principle is to remove skill from the labor process. managers gather all the traditional knowl-
edge previously possessed by workers and reduce this knowledge to simple rules and formulas. Time-and-
motion studies are one way to do this. management can then re-design the work for maximum productivity. 
The nineteenth-century writer John Ruskin observed,

It is not, truly speaking the labor that is divided; but the men: divided into mere segments of 
men — broken into small fragments and crumbs of life; so that all the little piece of intelligence that 
is left in a man is not enough to make a pin, or a nail, but exhausts itself in making the point of a pin 
or the head of a nail.26

Taylor’s second principle is to separate conception from execution. All possible brain work is removed from 
the shop floor to the planning department. In the 1930’s one manager boasted, “We hire Chevrolet workers 
from the neck down.” Divorcing mental and manual work severs the connection between brain and hand 
and sets them against one other. Those who make all the decisions do none of the actual work. Those who 
do all of the work make none of the decisions. Braverman concludes,

In this way the remarkable development of machinery becomes, for most of the working popula-
tion, the source not of freedom but of enslavement, not of mastery but of helplessness, and not of 
the broadening of the horizon of labor but of the confinement of the worker within a blind round 
of servile duties in which the machine appears as the embodiment of science and the worker as little 
or nothing.27

Taylor’s third principle is to control each step of the labor process. management gives each worker instruc-
tions describing in detail the tasks to be accomplished, the method to be used, and the time allotted. The 
worker is reduced to an animated tool of management, a general-purpose machine, adaptable to a large range 
of simple tasks. This degradation can be imposed on the worker because property laws grant management 
power over the workplace.

The lack of worker control over production leads to the dissociated perception that machines, not people, 
move society forward. Braverman notes, “It has become fashionable to attribute to machinery the powers 
over humanity which arise in fact from social relations.”

The machine, the mere product of human labor and ingenuity, designed and constructed by humans 
and alterable by them at will, is viewed as an independent participant in human social arrangements. 
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[The machine] is given life…is endowed with the power to shape the life of mankind, and is some-
times even invested with a design upon the human race.28

Films like The Matrix and I, Robot exploit fears of machine domination. It seems as though machines 
have great power, while the people who build and operate the machines are irrelevant. This illusion is shat-
tered when workers strike, the machines stop, and society grinds to a halt. Employers and politicians hate 
strikes, not only because they disrupt business. Workers who strike challenge the power of the capitalist class 
to dictate what happens in the workplace.

It wasn’t easy for the capitalists to get control of the labor process. Craft unions fought against a fully-
managed process that stripped them of skills and subordinated them to machines. However, skilled workers 
cannot compete with cheaper manufactured goods, and most of them were forced into the factory system.

Today, the de-skilling process continues to penetrate previously unconquered areas of work. Fast-food 
restaurants function like assembly lines. Classroom courses are scripted “down to instructions on the appro-
priate hand gestures to make while teaching.”29 Hospitals function like factories where different departments 
attend to different parts of the body in assembly-line fashion. Physicians and psychotherapists, who were 
trained to use skill and judgement to treat patients, are provided with manuals listing the services they can 
and cannot provide.

As work is degraded, life’s fulfillment becomes life’s drudgery. Workers stripped of their dignity suffer 
low morale and frequent absenteeism, both of which lower productivity. To boost productivity, medicine, 
psychology, sociology, and human relations experts serve as the maintenance crew for the human machin-
ery. These professionals do not remedy the degradation of work and the alienation of workers; they man-
age workers’ reactions to degradation and alienation. The worker, not the organization of work, becomes 
the problem.

These same scientific managers have not ceased to complain bitterly, as is their wont, of the character-
istics of a working population which they themselves have shaped to suit their ends, but they have not 
yet found a way to produce workers who are at one and the same time degraded in their place in the 
labor process, and also conscientious and proud of their work.30

As the de-skilling process advances into each new field, it is bitterly opposed by workers who are more 
aware of what they are losing than those who have already adapted to the loss. Braverman concludes that 
until workers fight back as a class, they will “remain servants of capital instead of freely associated producers 
who control their own labor and their own destinies,” and they will “work every day to build for themselves 
more ‘modern,’ more ‘scientific,’ and more dehumanized prisons of labor.”

Alienation and dissociation

Richard Sennett and Jonathon Cobb discovered that most of the people they interviewed for their book, 
The Hidden Injuries of Class, felt inadequate and powerless. One worker told them,

The more a person is on the receiving end of orders, the more the person’s got to think he or she is really 
somewhere else in order to keep up self-respect. And yet it’s at work that you’re supposed to “make some-
thing” of yourself, so if you’re not really there, how are you going to make something of yourself?31
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This statement reveals the link between alienation and dissociation. Alienation is the condition of being 
cut off from control over the work process — being “on the receiving end of orders.” Dissociation is a psycho-
logical defense against powerlessness — having to go “somewhere else.” Dissociation preserves “self-respect.” 
However, dissociation keeps the worker trapped in his alienated condition — “if you’re not really there, how 
are you going to make something of yourself?” In short, alienation makes dissociation necessary, and disso-
ciation allows alienation to continue.

Alienation and dissociation re-enforce each other in innumerable ways. People who are forced to func-
tion like cogs in a machine have dissociated relationships with the other cogs. Instead of relating to each 
other as fellow producers, directly exchanging what they want and need, workers use their wages to pur-
chase goods and services that are created by other workers. These workers relate to each other as dissociated 
consumers — you pay my boss for what I made and I pay your boss for what you made. In effect, capitalism 
transforms human relationships into commodity transactions. There is no direct and conscious sharing of the 
creative, productive process. As a result, despite living, working, commuting, and shopping together, most 
people feel estranged from one another. We exchange superficial pleasantries, not knowing what else to say.

Lack of control over the work process disrupts the bonds of mutual care that protected our ancestors. Pre-
class societies did their best to provide for the elderly, sick, and disabled. Today, workers who become ill or 
injured discover that employers feel no loyalty to them. People who produce their entire lives are discarded 
like worn-out machinery, as employers gut pensions and politicians attack Social Security. According to the 
U.S. National Center on Health Statistics, starvation, dehydration, and bedsores are commonly listed as the 
cause of death on nursing-home death certificates. Working people are not provided with paid leave to care 
for elderly relatives at home, nor do they earn enough to pay for private care. The result is helpless anguish 
as families watch loved ones die of neglect.

How human beings relate to each other is inextricably linked with how they relate to the environment. 
Before class society, life was governed by the rule of reciprocity. Communal societies viewed the environment 
as an extension of themselves and treated it the same way they treated each other, with respect and gratitude. 
They took only what they needed and gave back what they could.

Class society severed the link between humanity and the environment in order to exploit both. Workers 
are used up and thrown away. Nature has become a source of raw materials to pillage on the one end and a 
massive toilet in which to dump garbage on the other. Natural resources are designated private property to 
be exploited for profit, regardless of the impact on people or the environment. We have all seen the result: 
excessive logging causes lethal mud slides; shoreline development removes natural barriers to storms and 
tsunamis; the over-use of fossil fuels heats the atmosphere, melts the ice fields, causes sea levels to rise, and 
creates more turbulent weather. At the same time, there is no profit in reforestation, evacuating people in 
advance of storms, and relocating residents of flooded coastal areas. Hurricane Katrina demonstrated how 
disregard for human beings and disregard for the environment go hand-in-hand.

Capitalism encourages people to live as if there were no past, no future, and no consequences. Only the sale 
is important. Every year, millions of tons of pesticides, herbicides, industrial chemicals, cosmetics, and pharma-
ceuticals enter the market as commodities, with no consideration for what happens after they are sold. Once 
used, these products are thrown away, washed away, and excreted from human and animal bodies, entering riv-
ers, streams, and lakes, returning to us in the form of contaminated food and water. In 2001, Bill moyers hosted 
a PBS television program that documented widespread chemical pollution of the environment, the link with 
human disease, and the collusion between government and industry to deny the problem. moyers’ own blood 
and urine tested positive for 84 different toxic chemicals, including some that had been banned for decades.
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People who are denied control over their work and society are forced to live dissociated lives, powerless to 
counter the growing dangers around them.

Longing to belong

Pre-class societies valued everyone because everyone’s contribution was needed to survive. The only 
worthless people were those who refused to contribute. Individuals did strive for excellence in their work. 
However, doing something well did not make a person more worthy any more than failing made a person 
less worthy. While studying the !Kung people of the Kalahari desert, anthropologist Richard Lee observed,

The !Kung are a fiercely egalitarian people, and they have evolved a series of important cultural prac-
tices to maintain this equality, first by cutting down to size the arrogant and boastful, and second by 
helping those down on their luck to get back in the game.32

The !Kung are fiercely egalitarian because survival demands it; life is hard, food is scarce, and lives are 
short. Cooperation is so important that nature did not leave it to chance. Human beings have an inborn 
need to contribute. At a very early age, children insist on helping with household tasks and react with delight 
when their contributions are appreciated. Throughout life, human beings have a biological need to bond 
with others, making disconnection literally painful. The human brain experiences separation and rejection in 
the same way that it experiences physical pain; a broken heart hurts just as much as a broken leg. Scientists 
believe that the system of emotional attachment evolved alongside the system of physical pain because con-
nection is so critical for human survival.

Human beings are such a social species that every society we have created, including capitalism, is based 
on social labor. Human bonding is literally a matter of life and death. In pre-class societies, banishment 
from the tribe was equivalent to a death sentence. Today, solitary confinement in prison breaks the mind 
and the body. Isolated people have higher blood pressure, get sick more often, and suffer higher death rates 
than those who are socially connected. Strong social bonds protect health. People with Alzheimer’s disease 
who have strong social networks preserve their brain functions better than those with the same severity of 
the disease and less social support.

Human beings have a biological need to belong, and yet, no species is so divided against itself. Class 
society shattered the assumption of equal worth by dividing people into classes — the exploiters and the ex-
ploited. Capitalism promotes constant competition and measures a person’s worth by his or her position in 
the social hierarchy. Those closer to the top are valued more than those further down. Those who work with 
their minds are valued more than those who work with their hands. Those who do the hardest, dirtiest work 
are the least valued. These evaluations are based on the structure of the social hierarchy, not the social useful-
ness of the work. Doctors who treat disease are well paid and highly respected, while garbage collectors who 
remove the source of disease are poorly paid and not respected. If an ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
of cure, then garbage collectors contribute more to social health than doctors.

The conflicted state of humanity creates a conflict inside every human being. Instinct propels us toward 
others; yet, experience warns that others can hurt us. We vacillate between the need for connection and 
the need for protection. When this conflict becomes unbearable, we dissociate. And, wrongly, we blame 
ourselves.
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I have been listening to people’s problems for more than 30 years and, over that time, thousands of people 
have revealed to me their secret shame at being (in their minds) inadequate, not loveable, not good enough, 
failures, losers, worthless, useless, etc. They assume that because they are not rich, successful, educated, 
good looking, or popular, there must be something wrong with them. Capitalism promotes widespread 
social shame, so that stories of redemption — sought, denied, lost, and found — have strong appeal (The 
Unforgiven, Spiderman, Xena, etc.). most people hide their shame at feeling unworthy in the belief that they 
are the only ones who feel that way. One person told me, “It’s easier to keep everyone at bay. It feels safer to 
love and care for them and not let them love and care for me.” The fact that so many people feel the same, 
yet feel so alone, indicates how disconnected we are from one another.

People are healthier when they feel valued, and they feel valued when they are treated fairly. In one study, 
people who felt fairly treated at work had lower blood pressure and 30 percent less risk of developing heart 
disease. Employees felt fairly treated when supervisors told them the truth, considered their point of view, 
and shared information concerning decision-making. By definition, class society devalues the majority of 
people. Employers, politicians, and other authorities don’t tell the truth, disregard public opinion, and ex-
clude ordinary people from the decision-making process.

Social harmony results when society cherishes, includes, and provides for all of its members. As long as 
inequality exists, people will hunger to get even (equal). Until all are considered worthy, no one can feel se-
cure. Fortunately, despite the corrupting impact of capitalism, reciprocity has deep roots in the human spirit. 
Until 2004,

Conductors on the Long Island Rail Road allowed employees of madison Square Garden to ride with-
out paying, and in return workers at the arena gave employees of the commuter railroad free admis-
sion to sports events.33

While workers on both sides of this reciprocal arrangement undoubtedly considered it fair and equitable, 
officials complained about “lost revenue” and warned that further “violations of policy” would not be toler-
ated. Behind their official indignation lay the fear that workers would even think of bypassing management 
to make direct arrangements with each other. The next chapter explains how reciprocity is incompatible with 
capitalist competition.

Summary

Human survival depends on cooperation. For most of human history, people lived in sharing societ-
ies without bosses or rulers. Class society split humanity into two antagonistic groups: the exploited who 
create surplus and the exploiters who seize it as their private property. Alienation describes the social ar-
rangement where workers labor to create a world that exploits and oppresses them. Dissociation is a psycho-
logical defense against alienation. Alienation and dissociation reinforce each other in a cycle of powerlessness. 
Nevertheless, the longing to contribute, to belong, and to be equal are basic to human nature and cannot be 
extinguished.
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Chapter �

Compete or Die

Capital is dead labor which, vampire-like, lives only by sucking living labor, and the more la-
bor it sucks, the more it lives…The vampire will not let go while there remains a single muscle, 
sinew, or drop of blood to be exploited.

 Karl Marx

Why do capitalists have such an insatiable thirst for profit? Before capitalism, ruling families consumed 
the surplus, demanding the biggest, the best, and the most of what was produced. Capitalism transformed 
the goal of production from consumption to accumulation.

Even though the economy of the middle Ages was dominated by agriculture, there was an embryonic 
class of capitalists that operated small workshops and bought and sold goods. Over several centuries, this 
class grew in size and influence until it began to challenge the rule of the landed aristocracy. The French 
Revolution (1789–1799) marked the first capitalist revolution.

The capitalist class replaced the feudal system of production-for-use with a new system of production-
for-profit. To the prime directive of all class societies, “Seize the Surplus,” capitalism added a second direc-
tive, “Compete or Die.” All capitalists are engaged in a race to accumulate capital. As the previous chapter 
explained, capital is surplus extracted from the worker that is used to extract more surplus. There is a limit to 
how much surplus can be consumed, but there is no limit to how much capital can be accumulated. In the 
19th century, Karl marx described the driving force of capitalism as, “Accumulate, accumulate! That is moses 
and the prophets! Accumulation for the sake of accumulation, production for the sake of production.”

The capitalist cannot stop competing for profit. Capitalist A buys a knitting machine so that his workers 
can produce more sweaters at a cheaper rate. As his profits roll in, other capitalists rush to purchase knitting 
machines. Soon, sweaters glut the market and the price of sweaters plummets. Capitalist A has lost his ad-
vantage. If he wants to stay in business, he must find another way to raise his profits.
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Raising productivity

The key to raising profits is to increase worker productivity. Productivity is a measure of the value of what 
workers produce over and above the value of the wages they are paid. Compete or Die demands that each 
capitalist outdo his competitors in raising productivity. Some ways of doing this include:

•  lengthen the workday

•  increase the number of days worked per year

•  increase the speed of production

•  redesign the work to increase output per worker

•  use machines to increase output per worker

•  employ the fewest number of workers

•  cut wages and benefits

Employers lengthen the workday by demanding overtime. Unpaid overtime is even more profitable. 
According to the U.S. Labor Department, the practice of working “off the clock” is illegal and widespread. 
The workday is also lengthened when wages fall so low that more than one job is needed to make ends meet. 
Productivity rises when workers don’t take holidays and when employers don’t replace workers who fall ill, 
are injured, retire, or quit. Like speeding up the assembly line, deliberate “short-staffing” forces those who 
remain to work harder for the same pay. As if people weren’t working hard enough, performance-enhanc-
ing drugs are being developed to keep people working longer and performing better. One study found that 
a compound called CX717 helped sleep-deprived monkeys perform better than when they were well rested. 
Non-sleep-deprived monkeys who were given the drug did even better.

It is more profitable to overwork one section of the labor force and keep the rest unemployed than it is 
to provide jobs for everyone. maintaining a pool of unemployed workers pressures those with jobs to accept 
conditions they might otherwise reject. The unemployed are not rewarded for boosting the profits of the 
capitalist class. On the contrary, the jobless are condemned as “free-loaders,” even though the capitalists are 
the ones getting the free ride.

Productivity rises when more workers accept temporary, part-time jobs that typically pay less, have few if 
any benefits, and can be easily terminated. In 2001, 31 percent of female and 23 percent of male workers in 
America were employed in such jobs. Productivity also rises when employers can pay lower wages to young, 
female, Black, immigrant, and disabled workers.

Employers also increase productivity by cutting wages and benefits. The current attack on unions is be-
ing driven by the demand for higher productivity. Even as profits rise, retired seniors are being forced back 
to work to pay medical bills that are no longer covered by their pension benefits. Employers who hire un-
documented immigrants can pay them less than the law demands and sometimes nothing at all. By shafting 
vulnerable workers, dead-beat bosses make super-profits.

Each new industrial technology is designed to extract more value out of each worker. Each generation of 
workers is promised that if they accept the new technology, they will enjoy easier work, more leisure time, 
and a higher standard of living. Between 1973 and 2000, the output per worker per hour nearly doubled in 
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the U.S. In other words, all the goods and services produced in 1973 could be produced in half the time by 
2000. In her book The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure, Juliet Schor calculates that 
if workers controlled production,

We actually could have chosen the four-hour day. Or a working year of six months. Or every worker 
in the United States could be taking every other year off from work — with pay.34

Why did this not happen?

More work, less pay

Because the capitalist class owns the means of production, it claims all the benefits that flow from rising 
productivity. Workers get falling living standards in return for their labors. Between 2000 and 2003, the pro-
ductivity of American workers rose 12 percent, while the median household income dropped three-and-a-half 
percent over the same period. It has continued to fall every year since then. To compensate for falling wages, 
people work more hours. By 2000, the average American worker was putting in 199 more hours on the job, 
or five weeks more than in 1973. In 1991 Schor calculated,

In the last twenty years, the amount of time Americans have spent at their jobs has risen steadily…
about nine hours, or slightly more than one additional day of work [every year]…Working hours are 
already longer than they were forty years ago. If present trends continue, by the end of the century, 
Americans will be spending as much time on their jobs as they did back in the nineteen twenties.35

most Americans are not only working longer and harder, they are also taking home less money. In the late 
1960’s, the minimum wage in America was half of what the average worker earned per hour. By 2003, it had 
fallen to 34 percent of the average wage. A 2004 report called Working Hard, Falling Short found that,

more than one out of four American working families now earn wages so low that they have difficulty 
surviving financially. By 2003, one in five American workers were in occupations where the median 
wage was less than $8.84 an hour, which is considered to be a poverty-level wage for a family of four. 
A full-time job at the federal minimum wage of $5.15 an hour would not be enough to keep a family 
of three out of poverty…In all, more than 14 million, or 21 percent of all kids under 18, still live in 
poverty — a higher proportion than in 1975.36

Real wages have dropped so low that two people must work to earn the same income that one used 
to make. By 2000, half of all families were two-earner families, and more than half of low-income work-
ing families were headed by married couples. Families that depend on two incomes are less able to provide 
home-care for young children, the sick, and the elderly. The resulting stress on the family is discussed in the 
next chapter.

Because the capitalist class seizes the surplus, rising productivity enriches the capitalist class at the expense 
of the working class. The difference in pay between executives and workers is one measure of this growing 
inequality. Between 1950 and the mid-1970’s, average executive compensation was about 35 times the average 
wage. By 1999, the average CEO of a major US corporation was taking home 330 times the average wage and 
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476 times the average blue-collar wage. By 2004, the proportion of the economy going home in workers’ 
pockets had dropped to the lowest level ever recorded.

The land of opportunity should be renamed the land of inequality. Between 1992 and 2000, the incomes 
of the 400 wealthiest taxpayers in the U.S. increased 15 times faster than the bottom 90 percent, whose in-
come barely kept up with the rate of inflation. In 2005, the New York Times reported that 

The top fifth of earners in manhattan now make 52 times what the lowest fifth make — $365,826 com-
pared with $7,047 — which is roughly comparable to the income disparity in Namibia…Put another 
way, for every dollar made by households in the top fifth of manhattan earners, households in the 
bottom fifth made about 2 cents.37

Competition corrupts

In 1869, Thomas Joseph Dunning wrote,

Capital shuns no profit just as Nature abhors a vacuum. With adequate profit, capital is very bold. A 
certain profit of 10 percent will ensure its employment anywhere; 20 percent profit will produce eager-
ness; 50 percent positive audacity; 100 percent will make it ready to trample on all human laws; 300 
percent, and there is not a crime at which it will scruple, not a risk it will not run, even to the chance 
of its owner being hanged. If turbulence and strife will bring a profit it will freely encourage both. 
Smuggling and the slave-trade have amply proved all that is here stated.38

Competition breeds corruption. When only winners are rewarded, people will do anything to win. 
Businesses cook their books, employers violate health and safety regulations, students cheat on exams, poli-
ticians take bribes, and athletes inject performance-enhancing drugs. In 2006, the media reported that 
hundreds of Americans had been given tissue transplants from illegally-looted corpses. When a corpse can 
provide thousands of dollars worth of transplantable parts, someone is bound to cut corners.

Corruption is standard business practice and occurs in all sectors of the economy, as those with access to 
desired goods and services enrich themselves by granting favors. According to Global Corruption Report 2006,

In the health sphere, corruption encompasses bribery of regulators and medical professionals, manipu-
lation of information on drug trials, the diversion of medicines and supplies, corruption in procure-
ment [bribes, kickbacks], and over-billing of insurance companies.39

The greed for profit overrides human decency. In 2002, America’s largest telecommunications company 
announced that it was cutting 7,000 jobs on the East Coast. Just a year earlier, Verizon had hailed these same 
workers as heros for the way they labored around the clock to restore communication networks destroyed on 
9/11. The layoffs were not the result of there being too many workers. Quite the opposite. The company was 
experiencing rising numbers of customer complaints, more service disruptions, and longer waits for instal-
lations and repairs. Nor was the company suffering financially. Verizon’s net income had more than doubled 
over the previous quarter, and the company’s top executives were making millions of dollars. Driven by 
Compete or Die, they wanted more. This level of greed is difficult for most people to understand.
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Capitalists have no use for reciprocity; they profit only by taking more than they give. In contrast, ordi-
nary people depend on reciprocity to survive. When my car blew a tire on a major highway, a passing truck 
driver pulled over and changed it for me. He refused my offer to pay him for his time, insisting, “If it was 
my wife or mother, I would want someone to stop and help her.” Life in the working class is precarious, and 
one needs all the friends one can get. As the saying goes, “It’s only the way the cards have been dealt, that I 
am the helper instead of the helped.”

Interpersonal conflict

Compete or Die creates conflict in human relationships. When the elite seize the surplus, everyone else 
must scramble for the crumbs they leave. There are not enough good jobs and affordable housing. There is 
stiff competition for higher education and for higher-paid jobs. The competition that dominates our lives 
is dramatized in “reality” shows like Survivor, American Idol, The Apprentice, and America’s Top Model. The 
premise of these shows — There Can Be Only One — implies that those who are not chosen have no value. 
This message is so pervasive that people will even compete for admiration, love, and respect — as if there 
were not enough to go around. Such competition can take the form of malicious gossip and bigotry, where 
putting down others is a way to elevate yourself. Children quickly learn that a well-placed “put-down” can 
bring attention, even admiration, at someone else’s expense.

While feeling one-up generates elation, feeling put-down generates resentment and a burning desire 
to get even, fueling interpersonal conflict and law suits. In 2003, four-and-a-half billion dollars were paid 
to settle medical malpractice claims in the U.S. Doctors are not being sued for making mistakes, because 
most doctors who make mistakes are not sued. Doctors are sued for being arrogant. When medical errors 
occur, doctors who express genuine concern for their patients are rarely sued; whereas doctors with a con-
descending attitude are sued repeatedly.

Personal competition is fierce because success is determined by the ability to surpass or defeat others. 
The year I applied to medical school, there were 2,000 applicants for 64 places. All 2,000 applicants quali-
fied academically; they could apply only if they had three years of university with a Grade Point Average 
of 3.6 or higher (out of 4). However, neither the government nor the medical profession wanted to admit 
all 2,000 applicants. The government wanted to limit the number of doctors to minimize the budget for 
medical care. The medical profession wanted to limit the number of doctors to keep physician incomes 
high. Even though society needed more doctors, and all 2,000 applicants were able and willing to contrib-
ute in that way, only 64 would be selected.

For 64 hopefuls to win the medical-school lottery, 1,936 would have to lose. The admissions process 
claimed to distinguish the more worthy candidates from the less worthy ones. Its actual function was to 
make the lottery appear less arbitrary, because there was no significant difference between those who won 
and those who lost. At no point in this process did the 2,000 cry, “Foul! Unfair! Let us all in!” The few 
who were admitted believed that they were chosen because they were superior, while those who were re-
jected believed that they were turned down because they were inferior (or tried again in the belief that 
their superiority had been overlooked).

In Disciplined Minds, Jeff Schmidt recounts how Black and White applicants to U.C. Davis medical school 
were set against each other when a few minority students with slightly lower test scores were admitted under 
affirmative action policies. A White student who was not admitted sued the university, claiming “reverse dis-
crimination,” because his test scores were higher than some of the minority students. Schmidt concludes,
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Such racism takes the anger that springs from the frustrations of a life of limited opportunity and 
aims it at other victims — the minorities — thus taking the heat off the hierarchical system that by its 
very nature restricts the number of openings. And so we have ludicrous situations like the one at U.C. 
Davis, where almost 2,000 rejected whites could think of 16 minorities as stealing their opportunity to 
become doctors.40

They compete and we die

Capitalist competition is deadly because business is concerned only with making profit in the here-and-
now. What comes later is of no concern. The necessity for short-term gain explains why beef producers 
would endanger human lives and risk their own livelihoods.

mad Cow Disease began in 1986 in Britain as a result of diseased animal carcasses being fed to livestock 
that were later consumed by human beings. Over a hundred people died and an unknown number were 
infected with a deadly brain disease. millions of cows had to be destroyed, and the British beef industry col-
lapsed. How did this happen?

Cows are normally vegetarians. However, they grow faster when they are fed rendered protein. Rendering 
is the process of pulverizing discarded and diseased animal parts to produce a sludge of raw protein that can 
be incorporated into animal feed. (Rendered protein is also used to make pet food, fertilizer, cosmetics, con-
crete, tires, gelatin, candy, and many other products.) The rule of Compete or Die demands that when one 
rancher starts fattening his cattle on rendered protein, all must do the same to stay competitive.

Despite the British disaster, the lure of profit prolonged the feeding of rendered beef to North American 
livestock until 1997, when the U.S. Food and Drug Administration banned the practice. However, the FDA 
continued to allow diseased cattle remains to be fed to pigs and chickens, whose remains could then be fed 
back to cows. In December of 2003, the first case of mad Cow Disease surfaced in the U.S. Before the diag-
nosis was confirmed, meat from the infected animal had been distributed to more than eight states, and the 
cow’s spinal cord had been incorporated into food for pets, pigs, and poultry.

The government’s first concern was to protect the beef industry. As the news broke, Agriculture Secretary 
Ann Veneman stated, “We believe that the food supply is fully protected and that consumers should feel 
fully confident that the beef supply in this country is very safe to eat.” Another diseased cow was identified 
in December, 2003, and a third was found in June, 2005.

In 2004, the Department of Agriculture refused to allow a Kansas beef company to test all of its cattle 
for BSE (the infection that causes mad Cow Disease). The National Cattlemen’s Association applauded 
this decision on the basis that testing all cattle would imply that untested beef might not be safe. While 
BSE testing is inexpensive, more testing would increase the risk of finding the disease. In 2006, the 
Department of Agriculture announced that it was reducing testing for BSE from the 1,000 tests per day 
(about one percent of slaughtered cattle) initiated in response to the first sick cow to one-tenth of that. 
The reason given was that the risk of BSE was “extraordinarily low.” With less testing, the risk of identify-
ing sick animals is even lower.

Servant to capital

In the most elementary sense, the State is guarantor of the conditions, the social relations, of capitalism, 
and the protector of the ever more unequal distribution of property which this system brings about.41
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The capitalist State has a huge presence in everyday life. The State is more than the government; the State 
is a complex structure that includes the legislative, executive, and judicial sections of government, the police 
and the military, the penal and education systems, and government-funded agencies. (The capitalized “State” 
refers to this complex structure, in contrast to the lower case “state,” which refers to the level of government 
below the federal.)

The State presents itself as a class-neutral force. In reality, the State manages the capitalist system for the 
ruling class. The State also functions as a capitalist in its own right. The U.S. government is the biggest ven-
ture capitalist in the world; three-quarters of all American research engineers and scientists work in feder-
ally-funded enterprises.

The capitalist State and the corporate class are inseparable. In 2006, coal industry executive Richard 
Stickler was appointed head of the mine Safety and Health Administration. The mines that Stickler had 
previously managed injured workers at rates that were double the national average. No doubt they were also 
more profitable.

State officials and corporate executives are interchangeable because they have the same goal — to serve 
business through favorable legislation and lucrative contracts. Almost half the politicians who leave Congress 
become lobbyists or “influence peddlers” for business. This is equally true of Republicans and Democrats. 
Well-connected lobbyists enable the industries they represent to influence State policies: energy companies 
decide energy policy, chemical industries dictate pollution regulations, drug companies shape drug policy. 
Former politicians are also valued for their ability to secure government contracts. In 2006, the New York 
Times reported that, in the three years since its founding, more than two-thirds of the senior executives at 
Homeland Security had become executives, consultants, or lobbyists for private security companies that sell 
services to the federal government.

The incestuous relationship between the corporate class and the State is exemplified by Dick Cheney, for-
mer CEO of energy corporation Halliburton. Shortly after becoming vice-president, Cheney moved to de-
regulate the power industry, allowing energy corporations to inflate the price of power and pocket billions of 
dollars in profit. With Cheney as vice-president, Halliburton secured a contract with the Pentagon to service 
its global military operations. After the U.S. invaded Iraq, Halliburton was awarded a multi-billion-dollar 
contract to put out the oil fires, rebuild Iraq’s oil infrastructure, and provision the military. 

The rule of Compete or Die also dominates international relations. To give the advantage to its own capi-
talist class, each State strives to:

•  regulate and maintain the supply of labor

•  referee the competition of capitalists within the nation

•  provide corporate welfare

•  cushion industry from economic crises

•  provide military forces to protect (and extend) domestic capital interests.

To regulate the supply of labor, the State sets immigration policy; polices the national borders; regulates 
and funds education; and licences the skilled trades and professions. When more workers are needed, more 
immigrants are admitted, and people are encouraged to have more children, or denied the means to control 
their fertility. To reduce the number of workers, governments clamp down on immigration and restrict the 
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right to have children. During World War II, the federal government passed the Lanham Act, funding day-
care for an estimated 600,000 children. This measure enabled more women to enter the workforce to replace 
men who had been sent to war. When the men returned after the war, the Lanham Act was terminated and 
women were pushed back into the home.

Slave-owners were responsible for feeding and clothing their slaves, and feudal lords had a duty to care 
for those they ruled (noblesse oblige). The capitalist class is so obsessed with accumulating capital that it is 
willing to work its laboring class to death.

The industrial revolution of the 19th century plunged workers into desperate conditions. Slum hous-
ing had little or no ventilation. Garbage and excrement littered the streets, and toxic fumes filled the air. 
Unguarded machinery mangled human limbs, as malnourished men, women, and children worked around 
the clock. Frederick Engels documents

Women made unfit for childbearing, children deformed, men enfeebled, limbs crushed, whole genera-
tions wrecked, afflicted with disease and infirmity, purely to fill the purses of the capitalist class.42 

The capitalist class refused to solve these problems, so the State stepped in to prevent total social collapse. 
Today, the State is responsible for public sanitation, housing standards, public health, and pollution control. 
Labor laws regulate the hours and conditions of work. The State also provides minimal support to the unem-
ployed, the destitute, the elderly, and the disabled. These measures reduce or cushion the destructive effects 
of capitalist competition — preserving the beast by preventing it from devouring its own tail.

Referee

Compete or Die locks every capitalist in cut-throat competition with every other capitalist. To prevent 
complete chaos, the State imposes rules of competition. The State is no neutral referee between warring 
capitalists; it can be bought. By 2005, there were 34,750 registered lobbyists in Washington — 65 for every 
member of Congress. By 2004, over two billion dollars were being spent every year to influence the federal 
government. This money is distributed fairly evenly between Democrats and Republicans, with more going 
to whichever party is office. Lobbying is a good investment. The Hewlett-Packard Corporation paid lobbyists 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to promote federal legislation that saved the company millions of dollars 
in taxes on overseas profits.

What happens when the interests of different industries conflict and both are lobbying hard? Consider 
the following example. General motors spends more money on medical care than it spends on steel for its 
automobiles. As the New York Times points out,

General motors covers the health care costs of 1.1 million Americans, or close to half a percent of the 
total population, though fewer than 200,000 are active workers while the rest are retirees, children or 
spouses. Not only are such costs escalating rapidly, but Gm’s rivals, based in Japan and Germany, have 
virtually no retirees from their newer operations in the United States and, at home, the expenses are 
largely assumed by taxpayers through nationalized health care systems.43

The U.S. auto industry would be more profitable if the State took over the cost of providing medical 
care; however, a State-funded medical system would put the medical insurance industry out of business. 
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Both industries make hefty political contributions. The inability of the State to resolve this conflict leads to 
convoluted bureaucratic dances, like the 2004 proposal to establish a “federally chartered but privately run 
reinsurance organization” for the purpose of “shielding employers from the most expensive medical cases.”

Corporate welfare

The State supports the capitalist class by taking from the poor and giving to the rich — a kind of reverse 
Robin Hood. Every year, city and state governments give businesses $50 billion to “create jobs” in their lo-
calities. Corporations play cities and states against each other to get the maximum pay-outs. North Carolina 
gave Dell Corporation a $200 million subsidy package for a factory that was expected to cost $100 million. 
Dell also arranged to get several million more at the local level for the same facility.

Corporate subsidies do not require that any jobs be created because these subsidies come without strings. 
Once they have the money, businesses can use it to downsize, contract work out, eliminate unions, and even 
move away. Such betrayal is inevitable because the primary function of business is to make profits, not cre-
ate jobs. Governments understand and support this goal. The hype about job creation is designed to make 
corporate welfare more acceptable to taxpayers and voters.

Government-funded social services are another form of corporate welfare. After workers in Flint, 
michigan, made General motors the biggest corporation in the world, Gm abandoned the city. Instead of 
forcing Gm to meet its obligations, the government subsidized Gm’s move from the city by providing wel-
fare to thousands of laid-off auto workers.

The State enables employers to pay poverty wages by covering the difference between what workers earn 
and what they need to survive. medicaid, Social Security, children’s medical insurance, free school lunches, 
Section-Eight housing assistance, income tax credits, and other social supports are a massive boon to em-
ployers. In 2001, the state of California spent $86 million providing food stamps and subsidized housing to 
Wal-mart employees alone.

Of $21.2 billion of public assistance provided to low-income California families in 2002, 48 per-
cent — or $10.1 billion — went to families in which at least one member worked at least forty-five 
weeks per year.44

The State works to shift the tax burden of the capitalist class to the middle and working classes. Waged 
workers have taxes deducted automatically from their paychecks, while businesses have innumerable ways to 
avoid paying their share. In Perfectly Legal: The Covert Campaign to Rig Our Tax System to Benefit the Super-
Rich — And Cheat Everybody Else, David Cay Johnston explains that legal tax-dodges allow the richest 20 
percent of Americans to pay the same portion of their income in tax as the poorest 20 percent of Americans. 
By 2002, less than 10 percent of federal revenue was coming from corporations.

Business tax shelters cost the U.S. treasury an estimated $54 billion in revenue every year. By creating 881 
offshore subsidiaries, the Enron corporation paid absolutely no taxes for four of the five years before it col-
lapsed. Between 1998 and 2001, CSX Corporation made $900 million in profits and paid no taxes at all. On 
the contrary, it received $164 million in tax rebates. Twenty-one states permit utilities to keep the taxes they 
collect from customers. Between 2002 and 2004, Xcel Energy collected $723 million in taxes, paid none of 
it to the government, and received $351 million in tax refunds.
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In 2005, the Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation calculated that the federal government could in-
crease tax revenues by $311 billion over the following 10 years if it pressed rich individuals and corporations to 
meet their tax obligations. However, the State has no interest in clamping down on the class that it serves and 
protects. In 2003, the IRS audited fewer than one quarter of one percent of corporate tax returns. Corporate 
tax evaders who are caught are seldom punished or even made to pay the money they owe. Furthermore, 
Congress periodically grants U.S. corporations tax holidays — times when they can import billions of dollars 
in overseas profits virtually tax free.

The State also cushions the corporate class from market forces. Because production is driven by profit, the 
economy moves through a “profit cycle” of booms and slumps. When producing steel is profitable, everyone 
rushes to produce it. The resulting boom in steel eventually creates more product than can be sold profitably. 
“Excess” steel is left to rust, steel workers are laid off, and some steel companies go bankrupt. When steel 
finally becomes profitable to produce again, capitalists will compete again to produce it. This boom-slump 
cycle affects every sector of the economy.

Despite talk about “market forces,” the State cannot allow large corporations to go bankrupt and take 
down chunks of the economy with them. In the 1980’s, billions of tax dollars bailed out the bankrupt Savings 
and Loans industry. Twenty years later, the federal government helped ailing industries to offload their pen-
sion obligations. In 2004, a federal judge ruled that the nation’s fourth-largest coal company no longer had 
to provide medical and retirement benefits to more than 3,000 workers, many of whom suffer from Black 
Lung and other occupational diseases. A year later, a federal bankruptcy court allowed United Airlines to 
walk away from almost seven billion dollars’ worth of pension obligations, the biggest pension default in 
American history.

Competition goes global

The trouble with America is that when the dollar only earns 6 percent over here, then it gets restless 
and goes overseas to get 100 percent. Then the flag follows the dollar and the soldiers follow the flag.

 Major General Smedley Butler

Compete or Die is a global imperative; all capitalists need a home State to support them against their for-
eign rivals. Small industries rely on their State to protect them from foreign competition by setting up tariff 
barriers. Larger industries depend on their home State to help them penetrate foreign markets. The opposing 
interests of small and large businesses drive the conflict between “protectionism” and “free trade.” Workers 
lose either way. Protectionist polices shield smaller industries from having to compete in the world market. 
Eventually, these less-competitive industries fail anyway, as thousands of laid-off American steelworkers can 
confirm. Free trade policies make it easier for larger industries to penetrate foreign markets and to set up 
shop in countries where wages are lower, driving down wages at home. Workers can defend themselves against 
free trade and protectionism only by uniting across national borders.

The “free market” is anything but free because every State does its utmost to further the interests of its 
own capitalist class. Farm subsidies are a good example. In 2005, the U.S. government paid farmers a record 
$23 billion in subsidies. These payments allow American agribusiness to dump a surplus of cheap food on 
the world market. Farmers in poor nations cannot compete with this subsidized produce and are forced out 
of business, making their countries even more dependent on U.S. food imports.
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The stronger the State, the more it can push the interests of its home-based corporations. U.S. corpora-
tions dominate the world because the U.S. is the world’s strongest military power and can dictate the terms 
of doing business. According to New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman,

The hidden hand of the market will never work without a hidden fist. mcDonald’s cannot flourish 
without mcDonnell Douglas, the designer of the F-15, and the hidden fist that keeps the world safe 
for Silicon valley’s technology is called the U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy and marine Corps.45

U.S. major General Smedley Butler (1881-1940), who was decorated with two Congressional medals of 
Honor and a distinguished service medal, had this to say about the link between business and the military.

I spent thirty three years and four months in active military service as a member of this country’s most 
agile military force, the marine Corps…And during that period, I spent most of my time being a high 
class muscle-man for Big Business, for Wall Street and for the Bankers. In short, I was a racketeer, a 
gangster for capitalism. I helped make mexico, especially Tampico, safe for American oil interests in 
1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect rev-
enues in. I helped in the raping of half a dozen Central American republics for the benefits of Wall 
Street…I helped purify Nicaragua for the international banking house of Brown Brothers…I brought 
light to the Dominican Republic for American sugar interests in 1916. In China I helped to see to it 
that Standard Oil went its way unmolested…During those years, I had, as the boys in the back room 
would say, a swell racket. Looking back on it, I feel that I could have given Al Capone a few hints. The 
best he could do was to operate his racket in three districts. I operated on three continents.46

War without end

Compete or Die drives nations to war. As economic rivalry grows more fierce, military conflict becomes 
more deadly. During the 17th century, the dollar rode the sword around the globe in search of resources 
to exploit. By the end of the 19th century there was no new territory to conquer, and the imperial pow-
ers turned on one another. World War I proved that capitalism was as efficient at killing people as it was at 
producing wealth. World War II was even more deadly. President Franklin D. Roosevelt condemned the 
German bombing of British cities as inhuman barbarism. Five years later, the U.S. dropped half a million in-
cendiary bombs on Tokyo, killing 100,000 people in the course of one night. Six months after that, America 
dropped atomic bombs on two Japanese cities, introducing humanity to the prospect of complete annihila-
tion. Instead of being horrified by these new weapons, every ruling class wanted them.

The United States emerged from World War II as the world’s dominant nation. Over the next 40 years, 
the U.S. and the Soviet Union were locked in an economic and military struggle for world domination called 
the Cold War. Because the Soviet Union was economically weaker to begin with, its efforts to match the 
U.S. in the arms race weakened its economy even further. When the Soviet Union finally collapsed in the 
late 1980’s, the United States emerged as the number one super-power. However, it wasn’t long before a new 
challenger appeared.

At the beginning of the 21st century, the Chinese economy was growing so fast that it was predicted 
to match the U.S. economy within 30 years. In 2004, the U.S. produced six times more than China did. 
Nevertheless, China was producing 70 percent of the world’s toys, 60 percent of its bicycles, 50 percent of its 
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shoes, and 33 percent of its luggage. China also accounted for one-third of the global growth in automobile 
sales and had become the world’s third largest producer of personal computers. The lure of profit contin-
ues to draw foreign investment to China. The average Chinese wage is five percent of the average American 
wage, and more than one billion Chinese represent a huge market for goods and services

While China poses a growing economic threat to the U.S., there is no contest when it comes to military 
power. The American military budget is greater than all other nations in the world combined. Not count-
ing Social Security, the federal budget for 2007 was over two trillion dollars, half of which was designated 
for the military. The U.S. Defense Department budget alone is six times the military budget of Russia, and 
eight times the military budget of China. Nevertheless, the United States viewed China’s attempt to buy an 
American oil company as a threat to national security. For the U.S., national security means economic domi-
nance, and China’s efforts to fuel its growing economy threatens that dominance. Compete or Die is no mere 
slogan. With economic and military rivalry intertwined, war is inevitable.

The United States will sacrifice everything to maintain its global dominance. In 1980, President Jimmy 
Carter proclaimed that any attempt by another nation to control the Persian Gulf would be considered an 
attack against the U.S. and would be repelled by military force. Well before 9/11, the U.S. Department of 
Defense declared that, “the mission of the U.S. military today and tomorrow” is “full-spectrum dominance,” 
defined as “the ability of U.S. forces, operating alone or with allies, to defeat any adversary and control any 
situation across the range of military operations.” In 2002, President George W. Bush declared the right of 
the United States to use military measures (including nuclear weapons) against any nation that challenges the 
United States and to ignore international treaties or agreements that interfere with American interests.

The current wars in the middle East have the potential to ignite a Third World War that would wipe 
humanity off the planet. We can prevent that terrifying outcome by replacing capitalism with a sharing, co-
operative society that has no need for war. That is what most people want. The insistence that war arises from 
human nature, not capitalist competition, is mistaken. As the next chapter explains, capitalism survives only 
by overriding the human longing for belonging and security.

Summary

Capitalism is based on the rule, Compete or Die. The competition for capital respects no limits, subor-
dinating everyone and everything to the quest for profit. Economic competition has pushed productivity so 
high that, if the surplus were shared, everyone could have a decent standard of living. However, the capitalist 
class controls production so that the more workers produce, the more the capitalists take, and the less work-
ers get in relation to what they produce. military competition threatens to destroy the world. The only force 
that stands opposed to this deadly competition is the desire of ordinary people to live in peace.
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Chapter �

Burden the Family

Our culture places tremendous value on self-sufficiency and self-reliance. Just as individuals are 
esteemed for taking care of themselves rather than relying on others, effective families are glori-
fied as being self-contained, self-regulating, autonomous entities.

 Steven Gold

In 2001, Andrea Yates methodically drowned her five children, one by one, in the bathtub of their Texas 
home. How could a mother do such a thing?

Yates was diagnosed with post-partum psychosis when she tried to kill herself after her fourth child was 
born. After giving birth to her fifth child, she was prescribed anti-psychotic medications. Three months later, 
her father died and her mental state deteriorated. A few months after that, she drowned all of her children.

Expecting a grieving, psychotic woman to take care of five young children under the age of seven is a 
tragedy waiting to happen. Those children might be alive today if their family had been given more sup-
port. However, families are not supposed to need support, especially not fundamentalist Christian families 
like the Yates. Andrea was expected to have as many children as she could and school them at home, which 
was a 350-square-foot converted bus. She was not to have any friends, interests, or activities outside of her 
family, and she was to accept her husband’s authority in all matters. According to religious commentator 
Anne Eggebroten,

The conditions of her life were unbearable, but to challenge them would have been to oppose God’s 
will…She did not see the drownings as a sin in the eyes of God. In fact, she felt she had already com-
mitted the greater sins — being a bad mother and producing children who were ruined and would go 
to hell if allowed to reach adulthood…She had twice tried to kill herself for this sin and failed.47

The prison psychiatrist described Yates as severely mentally ill. Nevertheless, she was charged with mur-
der. At trial, the prosecuting attorney warned jurors that a guilty verdict was necessary to deter other moth-
ers from murdering their children. Yates was convicted and sentenced to 40 years in prison without parole. 
During the trial, no one condemned the burdens that had broken this family.
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The big squeeze

most families suffer from severe stress. In 2001, 84 percent of women and 82 percent of men reported 
that their lives were moderately or extremely stressful. People between 25 to 44 years of age (the child-raising 
years) reported the highest stress levels. A 2005 study found that parents of both sexes were more likely to 
report depression than non-parents. Why is this happening?

The drive to increase productivity and profits sucks the life out of the family. men’s wages have fallen and 
the cost of living has climbed, forcing women out to work to keep their families afloat. In 2003, 78 percent 
of women with school-age children worked outside the home, including 59 percent of women with children 
under the age of five. Women’s wages are essential for family survival. In 2003, 62 percent of working women 
brought home more than half of their entire family’s income.

more hours on the job mean fewer hours at home. Between the early 1970’s and the later 1980’s, one-third 
of the time that people had off-the-job disappeared. After grocery shopping, cooking, cleaning, and laundry, 
most people don’t have time for themselves, let alone for their children. Joan, a 28 year-old mother of two, 
describes her situation:

my husband and I work four jobs between us. We can’t afford childcare, so we work staggered shifts 
seven days a week. When he’s at work, I’m at home, and vice versa. I rarely see him — we leave notes 
for each other — and we never get to be a family together. But it’s the only way we can keep a roof 
over our heads and pay the bills.

Financial necessity forces many parents to work as much overtime as they can get. Bill drives transport 
trucks and may not see his family for days at a time. Although he misses them terribly, he reasons, “I can 
spend time with my kids, or I can feed them.”

Despite working harder than ever, most families are financially insecure. When women go out to work, 
families have added expenses, like childcare. A second car may be needed where public transportation is 
inadequate. In 2004, more than three out of ten Americans named transportation as their biggest monthly 
expense after rent or mortgage payments.

medical bills have become a nightmare for families. According to a 2004 survey by the Kaiser Family 
Foundation:

•  Nearly one-quarter of Americans had problems paying their medical bills. more than 60 percent of 
these people had medical insurance.

•  more than one in five Americans had an overdue medical bill, 15 percent were contacted by a collection 
agency because of medical bills, and eight percent borrowed money or took out another mortgage to 
pay for medical care.

•  Nearly three in ten adults could not afford to pay for medical care at some time over the previous year. 
This figure is almost double what it was in 1976.

By 2001, total household debt was 10 percent greater than total household disposable income. In Life and 
Debt: Why American Families are Borrowing to the Hilt, Alex Baker writes,
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Debt burdens are at record levels because families have been stretched to the limit in recent years. 
With more income going to housing and other rising expenses related to medical care, education, 
vehicles, child care, and so forth, families are relying on credit as a way to meet everyday needs. 
Remarkably, a family with two earners today actually has less discretionary income, after fixed costs 
like medical insurance and mortgage payments are accounted for, than did a family with only one 
breadwinner in the 1970’s.48

According to Elizabeth Warren and Amelia Warren Tyagi, authors of The Two-Income Trap: Why Middle-
Class Mothers and Fathers Are Going Broke:

This year, more people will end up bankrupt than will suffer a heart attack. more adults will file for 
bankruptcy than will be diagnosed with cancer. more people will file for bankruptcy than will gradu-
ate from college. And, in an era when traditionalists decry the demise of the institution of marriage, 
Americans will file more petitions for bankruptcy than for divorce.49

The decline in real wages, combined with the rising cost of necessities, has caused bankruptcy rates to 
escalate. Ninety percent of bankruptcies result from excessive medical bills, job loss, and divorce. Compared 
with their parents’ generation, today’s families are five times more likely to go bankrupt and three times more 
likely to lose their homes. Families with children are more than twice as likely to file for bankruptcy and 75 
percent more likely to lose their homes than families without children.

The State does not help families that are drowning in debt. On the contrary, a 2005 federal law makes it 
harder for ordinary people to declare bankruptcy and start over. At the same time, a “millionaire’s loophole” 
lets the rich shield their assets from creditors and lets corporations declare bankruptcy to avoid paying pen-
sions and medical benefits.

Women’s oppression

Unlike machines that can be worked continuously, human beings need time to rest and recover their 
energy. And while machines enter the world fully formed, human beings take years to mature. As a result, 
every society must solve the problem of how to maintain those who labor, how to respond to sick, injured, 
and old workers, and how to raise the next generation of workers.

Egalitarian societies shared these tasks. Everyone helped to care for the young and supported the disabled 
and elderly. This changed with class society. To maximize profits, the ruling class shuns responsibility for the 
maintenance and reproduction of the working class. Consequently, the bulk of this burden falls upon the 
individual family, primarily upon the women in the family, who cook, clean, do laundry, care for sick and 
elderly relatives, and raise young children.

The capitalist State provides some social services, but never enough to lift the burden of reproduction 
from the family. In 1995, it was calculated that if employers and governments had to pay for all the socially-
necessary work done in the family, it would cost them $11 trillion world-wide and $1.4 trillion in the U.S. 
alone. Unpaid domestic labor represents a massive financial gift to the system and is the root source of wom-
en’s oppression. As long as women must do socially necessary labor in the home, they cannot participate in 
work and society as equals with men.
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Employers take advantage of women’s domestic responsibilities to pay them lower wages. Lower wages 
make women workers more desirable; however, to engage all women in the workforce, employers would 
have to pay for or provide 24-hour childcare, convenient family eateries, and drop-off laundries. The cost of 
these services would negate the profits to be made by employing women. Capitalism has a conflict: it wants 
women in the home providing free social services and it also wants them in the workforce making profits. 
This conflict is reproduced within each woman’s life. A lack of social services compels women to work at 
home, and financial necessity compels them to also work outside the home. To manage this double burden, 
40 percent of employed women work evenings, nights, or weekends on a regular basis. To provide continu-
ous care for their children, one in three employed women works a different shift from her mate.

The reproductive (nuclear) family

The modern family was formed during the industrial revolution. Within feudal societies, extended 
families lived and farmed together. The intensity of work changed with the seasons, and the length of the 
workday was determined by the amount of daylight. Capitalism shattered these families, sucking men, 
women, and children into the factory system and working them around the clock. Each family mem-
ber might work in a different location, and all labored such long hours that they seldom saw each other. 
The sick, injured, and elderly were left to fend for themselves. Pregnant women worked until they went 
into labor, and they returned to work immediately after giving birth. The infant death rate skyrocketed. 
Surviving children were put to work as young as two years of age. Parents could neither protect nor care 
for their children, and children, as one investigator at the time remarked, “neither recognized duties to 
their parents nor felt any affection for them.”

In 19th century England, the life span of the average factory worker fell to 18 years. Under such ter-
rible conditions, the working population could not reproduce itself. Something had to be done; however, 
the capitalist class refused to pay for social supports for the working class. Pressed by workers’ demands, 
government reformers enacted laws that excluded women and children from the most dangerous jobs and 
prohibited the youngest children from working. These and other laws and practices increased women’s 
financial dependence on men, made men responsible for supporting women and children, held parents 
responsible for raising children, restricted divorce, and severely punished male homosexuality. The nuclear 
family was born, and it was very different from what had come before.

Feudal families were units of production and reproduction. many generations worked and lived to-
gether, and their ties to the land made these families relatively stable. By removing production from the 
family and locating it in the workplace, capitalism created a family system with only one function — re-
production. This kind of family is more vulnerable to disintegration. Today, half of all marriages end in 
divorce, and this figure would be higher if divorce did not bring so much financial hardship.

World War II showed how easily the reproductive family could break down. In America, the State es-
tablished a system of comprehensive childcare so that women could take industrial jobs. During this time, 
same-sex relationships flourished. After the war, during the 1950’s, a repressive campaign was launched 
to re-build the nuclear family. The better-paying jobs were closed to women and funding for childcare 
was cut off, forcing women back into the home. Psychiatry labeled homosexuality a mental illness to be 
“treated” with castration, lobotomy, electroshock, and forced confinement in psychiatric institutions. 
Women who suffered emotional problems from constricted lives were prescribed psychiatric drugs called 
“mother’s little helpers.”
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The biological need to belong causes people to gravitate towards each other. How they live together is 
socially determined. To maintain the reproductive family, society restricts the ways in which people can live. 
Housing is designed for nuclear families composed of two parents and their children. most cities regulate 
how many “non-related” people can live in one dwelling. Same-sex couples and people designated as “non-
related” are denied rights granted to family members, including employment benefits, Social Security, and a 
say in medical and legal matters that affect their loved ones.

The reproductive family system is maintained by force of law, medicine, religion, and custom. The op-
pression of women is key. If women were free to work as they pleased, to chose their partners as they felt, and 
to have or not have children as they wished, the reproductive family system would be replaced by different 
family forms that actually met people’s needs. To sustain the nuclear family system, women must be com-
pelled to work in the home by denying them other options. Restrictions on contraception and abortion rob 
women of control over their reproductive functions. Lack of childcare and other social supports force women 
to provide cooking, cleaning, and childcare services in the home. Lower wages, the absence of paid maternity 
leave, and little or no job security after pregnancy keep most women in a state of financial dependence on 
higher-waged men. Forcing men to support women and children provides the added bonus of controlling 
male workers. Spouses who want out of marriages and parents who want relief from childcare duties can be 
prosecuted and held financially responsible for “dependents.” Youngsters who run away from home are forc-
ibly returned to their families, placed in alternate families, or confined in detention centers. The American 
Psychiatric Association persists in designating variations in sexual behavior as mental disorders. And homo-
sexuals continue to be victims of discrimination, violence, and murder.

The systematic under-funding of social services forces a life-long dependence on the family. Those who 
are sick, injured, unemployed, broke, or in trouble, are expected to rely on their families. Existing social sup-
ports are either too expensive (private care), or so inadequate (institutional care) that only the most desperate 
people use them. To make the absence of alternatives more palatable, the reproductive family is praised as the 
best way — the only way — to live.

Family values

The phrase, “family values,” evokes warm images of love, comfort, and mutual aid — what everyone de-
sires. Ironically, this slogan is used to deprive families of social support. While the State supports the capital-
ist class in innumerable ways, it provides next to nothing for families. The richest nation in the world does 
not provide paid leave for workers to care for needy relatives. Currently, twelve percent of women and eight 
percent of men care for a sick or aging relative. Twenty-nine percent of these care-givers provide more than 
40 hours’ assistance per week. There is no paid maternity leave and no national system of childcare in the 
United States. Individual parents are solely responsible for nurturing, socializing, and educating children be-
fore they enter the school system. In this privatized system of reproduction, good parents are expected to find 
the resources they need. Those who cannot are condemned as bad parents lacking family values. Psychologist 
Steven Gold explains,

Hidden behind the aura of dominion implied by the term “family values” is the expectation and de-
mand that families be self-sufficient. Not only should they be liberated from the constraints of outside 
forces, they should be capable of functioning without depending on external supports and should be 
independent of outside influences.50
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Advocates of “family values” oppose social support for families. They insist that “a woman’s place is in 
the home,” even though most women must work outside the home and need childcare to do so. Publicly-
provided childcare has been shown to be as good or better for children than home parenting. Nevertheless, 
politicians use “pro-family” arguments to oppose funding childcare programs. The lies that “all you need is 
love” and “love conquers all” serve to deprive working people of social resources.

media campaigns push the importance of good parenting at the same time that funding for children’s 
programs like Headstart is reduced or eliminated. In 2000, the Invest in Kids foundation organized a mass 
campaign to “Love your child to launch your child.” Parents were urged to spend quality time with their 
kids and to involve them in music and art. This joint government-corporate crusade was launched at the 
same time that family, recreation, and school-support programs were being scrapped to pay for corporate 
tax cuts.

Parents want to provide their children with the best start in life, and they need social support to do so. 
State-funded childcare, unemployment insurance, social assistance, Social Security, medicare, and paid leave 
are a form of “social wage” that benefits the entire workforce. Studies show that workers are more produc-
tive, absent less often, and stay longer with companies that provide these benefits. For these reasons, some 
employers do provide family support for difficult-to-replace employees. In general, however, it is more cost-
effective not to provide social benefits and to condemn families that cannot manage on their own.

Children pay the price

All mammals have an inborn attachment system that connects newborns to adults who can nurture and 
protect them. The human attachment system is especially important for the development of the human 
brain. However, the capitalist family system is designed to replace the labor force, not to promote healthy 
human development. Let me explain.

At birth, human infants cannot regulate their feelings. When newborns are hungry, they are completely, 
totally, and desperately hungry, with no memory of not being hungry and no sense that hunger will ever end. 
Now is all there is, and now is filled with hunger. When an adult responds to the infant’s hunger-cry with 
food and soothing touch and voice, the infant’s hunger is replaced with satisfaction and comfort. Thousands 
of such interactions teach the child that food follows hunger, and so he learns to tolerate feeling hungry. The 
same process applies to other emotions.

Infants need adults to “tune-in” to their needs — feeding them when they are hungry, soothing them 
when they are distressed, providing them with stimulation when needed, and allowing them to pull away 
when overstimulated. Embraced in a synchronized emotional dance with the care-giver, children learn how 
to manage a wide variety of feelings and situations, developing a balanced nervous system that is neither too 
aroused nor too withdrawn. Adults don’t need to be perfect to provide this secure base for children, they only 
need to be available and responsive most of the time. The reproductive family is not structured to provide 
that time.

It takes a village to raise a healthy child. However, most people live in overburdened, isolated, family 
units. In a village, children can form bonds with many adults, so that there is always someone available in 
times of need. The nuclear family has at best two accessible adults and often only one. When parents are 
busy, stressed, sick, or needy, many children have no one else to turn to.
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Unlike adults, children cannot put events into context. When they are pressed into the service of over-
whelmed parents (“Take care of your mother/father”) children mistakenly conclude that their own needs 
are unimportant and that they do not deserve to have their needs met.

Children are psychologically more vulnerable than adults because immature nervous systems cannot 
handle intense emotions. Children in stressed families need more time and attention, more calming and 
soothing; however, these are the times when parents have the least to give. Not surprisingly, sickness and 
stress in parents is strongly correlated with emotional problems in children. In such situations, parents and 
children can become trapped in a cycle of deprivation, where adult stress triggers child distress and child 
distress elevates adult stress. Whether professionals treat the overwhelmed parent or the distressed child, the 
social problem of overwhelmed families is rarely acknowledged.

When most people hear the phrase “childhood trauma,” they think of child abuse. In fact, most child-
hood trauma is not abuse. Children are most frequently traumatized by separations — when a parent is in-
jured, imprisoned, deported, or dies, and when family members are dislocated by war and other disasters. 
Youngsters who seem calm in such crises are actually dissociating, which increases their risk of developing 
post-traumatic stress disorders later on.

Children who experience too much stress and receive too little nurturing have more difficulty managing 
strong emotions like fear, grief, and anger. To shift out of intolerable emotional states, these children may 
bang their heads, engage in prolonged rocking, behave impulsively or violently, and daydream excessively. As 
adolescents they are more likely to take drugs and engage in risky behaviors. As adults, they are more likely 
to be violent towards themselves and others. Instead of meeting their needs (and the needs of their families) 
society punishes and medicates these youngsters to make them “behave.”

Capitalism deprives the majority of what they produce. Deprived adults cannot provide what chil-
dren need to thrive. Deprived children grow up believing that they don’t deserve to have their needs met. 
Employers capitalize on low self-esteem to take even more from workers, creating more deprived adults, 
more deprived children, and an expanding ocean of misery.

Family violence

It would be hard to find a group or institution in American society in which violence is more of an 
everyday occurrence than it is within the family.51

People long for their families to be a refuge, the heart of a heartless world. Sadly, families are anything but 
safe. One is much more likely to be assaulted or murdered by a family member than by a stranger. more than 
one in three Americans has witnessed an incident of domestic violence, and 80 percent of children experience 
violence from their siblings. Almost one in three adults has experienced physical assault, sexual assault, or a 
combination of both during childhood.

While family violence occurs in all social classes, it occurs more frequently as one moves down the social 
ladder. more stress and fewer options increase the likelihood of interpersonal violence. An overwhelmed 
parent who can find no relief is more likely to explode in frustration than one who can hire a babysitter and 
get a few hours off. Families with annual incomes under $15,000 suffer six times more physical and sexual 
child abuse. This figure may be inflated. Poor families are scrutinized more by authorities, while better-off 
families can hide their problems more easily. However, severe physical abuse is difficult to hide. One study  
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found that parents who worked in semi-skilled or unskilled jobs were three times more likely than profes-
sional parents to seriously physically harm their children.

People commonly dismiss the link between deprivation and violence with comments like, “Not everyone 
who comes from poverty is violent, so it must be that some people choose to behave badly.” This is a curi-
ous reaction. Everyone accepts that the cold virus causes colds, even though not everyone who is exposed to 
a cold virus gets a cold. Likewise, not everyone who suffers poverty becomes violent. Nevertheless, in both 
cases, the probability of being afflicted increases with exposure. One could argue that poverty “creates” vio-
lence in the same way that germs “cause” disease.

The probability that any particular individual will be violent (and the probability that any particular in-
dividual will get sick) depends on past and present conditions. The developing nervous system is very sensi-
tive to stress. Stable conditions in childhood increase resilience to stress, whereas chaotic conditions increase 
vulnerability to stress. Family background is one reason why some people remain cool under severe stress 
while others “lose it” in response to seemingly mild stress.

Strong social bonds increase resilience to stress. Families and individuals who band together for mutual 
support are more stable and less violent than families and individuals who lack social support. Children who 
suffered bad treatment, yet grew up to become kind and generous adults, had at least one person along the 
way — a relative, teacher, neighbor — who treated them well. Adults who were badly parented themselves 
can become good parents when they are provided with social support. One study found that regular home 
visits from a nurse, beginning in pregnancy and continuing through a child’s second birthday, significantly 
reduced child abuse among highly disadvantaged families. And the effects were long-lasting.

Those who dismiss social conditions and insist that “People always have a choice,” are unrealistic and 
lack compassion. It is easy to condemn the behaviors of others from a safe distance. As Chapter 4 explained, 
severe stress causes the brain to react automatically with flight, fight, and freeze reactions, providing no time 
for conscious choice. Like Andrea Yates, people who feel overwhelmed do not make good choices. People 
make better choices when they have more support. Blaming individuals for family problems undercuts ef-
forts to improve social conditions and provide people with more choices.

The State sanctions family violence by permitting adults to use force against children for discipline and 
control. In the United States, one-quarter of all children between one month and six months of age are hit, 
and half of all children between six months and one year of age are hit. As long as “reasonable” force is ap-
plied, parents cannot be prosecuted for physically assaulting their children.

most people think that spanking children is harmless. However, children do not think like adults. In 
most cases, the harm does not lie in the severity of the violence but in its emotional impact. When a child is 
completely dependent upon someone who becomes a source of pain and humiliation, that child feels con-
fused and frightened. Long-lasting emotional problems can result.

Nearly 100 studies have documented a link between childhood spanking and adult mental health prob-
lems. One study found that almost 80 percent of people had been slapped, spanked, or both by an adult 
during childhood. Forty percent of the people in this study reported being frequently slapped or spanked 
as children. This group suffered much higher rates of anxiety and were more likely to have drug or alcohol 
problems as adults. Keep in mind the strong connection between family deprivation and family violence. 
The harmful effects of spanking cannot be separated from the impact of living in overly-stressed families.

Societies that foster equality and cooperation suffer less interpersonal violence. In a world where the 
strong dominate the weak and where diplomacy is backed by force, using violence against children is not 
surprising. Even though family members have a common interest in cooperating, parents are encouraged to 
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view youngsters as unmanageable and in need of “a firm hand.” The possibility that children might want to 
cooperate, and could be encouraged to cooperate, is dismissed as a nice idea that could never work in prac-
tice. In fact, punishment is what doesn’t work.

Actions speak louder than words. Physical punishment demonstrates to children that those with more 
power have the right to use violence against those with less power. Like children, hamsters also learn by ex-
ample. Studies show that when normally placid hamsters are threatened and attacked as youngsters, they 
grow up to be cowards when caged with larger hamsters and bullies when caged with smaller ones.

Battle of the sexes?

When people hear the phrase “domestic violence” or “spouse abuse,” they usually picture a man hitting 
a woman. There are many reasons for this. The women’s movement of the 1970’s brought the issue of vio-
lence against women to public attention and secured funding for a network of shelters for battered women. 
Feminism promotes the view that men seek power over women and children because it is in their nature to 
do so. The assumption that males are naturally more violent than females has caused most research on domes-
tic violence to examine male perpetrators and female victims. In contrast, violence perpetrated by women 
against men is not considered to be a social problem.

Female-perpetrated violence is under-estimated for several reasons. Female victims are more likely to re-
port spousal violence than males, who are ashamed to admit they were assaulted by females. most studies do 
not distinguish between minor assaults, perpetrated by both men and women, and serious assaults that are 
more commonly perpetrated by men. These factors combine to give the mistaken impression that domestic 
violence is always serious, if not life-threatening, and that women only attack men in self-defense.

The private nature of relationships makes it difficult to know for certain how much men and women con-
tribute to violent encounters. The problem cannot be attributed solely to a “battle between the sexes” because 
same-sex relationships are also afflicted with interpersonal violence. Studies show that men in relationships 
with men are battered as often as women in relationships with men. And between 17 and 45 percent of lesbi-
ans report having been the victim of at least one act of physical violence perpetrated by a female partner.

A fuller awareness of the ways that men and women hurt each other would be useful. However, many 
feminists oppose research on female-perpetrated violence for fear that evidence of battered husbands will 
undermine efforts to combat wife abuse. They have reason to fear. Anti-feminists have opposed funding for 
domestic violence programs that refuse to acknowledge females as perpetrators.

I have treated battered women, abused men, and adults of both sexes who were maltreated in child-
hood by mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters. It does not help to debate whether men or women are 
more responsible for domestic violence. All victims of family violence deserve support, and all perpetrators 
need treatment.

Making men tough

To understand why men are violent, we only need to look at how they are socialized. Society directs an as-
tonishing level of violence against males. Teaching males to be tough prepares them for a world of “Compete 
or Die,” where death is preferable to failure.

The most sensitive parts of men’s bodies are singled out for attack. Parents are encouraged to circumcise 
their sons in the first week of life, a traumatic procedure that is commonly performed without anesthetic. 
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The same surgery done on female infants (removing the skin around the clitoris) is illegal and deplored as 
cruel and mutilating. more than 13 percent of boys have experienced assaults directed at their genitals, and 10 
percent of boys have been kicked in the groin before junior high school. While boys are subjected to physical 
violence, they are prohibited from expressing pain or vulnerability. In films, a man being kicked in the groin 
is usually presented as comical, despite the excruciating pain of such trauma. Laughing at someone’s pain is 
a sign of dissociation, and both girls and boys are taught to deny male vulnerability from an early age.

Sexist stereotypes depict real men as strong and powerful, not as victims. To be a victim is to be without 
power — like a woman — and the most important thing for a man is to not be a woman. males victimized by 
females are especially shamed and ridiculed. One of my students confessed that she found herself laughing 
while reading a description of a woman battering her husband until she realized that she would be “scream-
ing bloody murder” if the roles were reversed.

Taunts like “Don’t be a cry-baby” and “Don’t be a girl” teach boys to feel ashamed of feeling scared or 
hurt. The belief that even very young boys should be tough causes them to be separated from their mothers 
much earlier than girls. males are discouraged from showing feelings other than anger, which is considered a 
manly emotion because of its power. Consequently, boys learn to respond with anger, even rage, when they 
feel vulnerable or detect vulnerability in other males. Homophobic bullying is a common way for boys and 
men to bolster their masculine identity.

The school system plays an important role in promoting violence against young males. Physical abuse 
during initiation rituals for social clubs and sports teams is justified as “character building.” In Columbine 
High School, site of the 1999 shooting massacre, sports initiation rituals included senior wrestlers twisting 
the nipples of newcomers until they turned purple and older tennis players sending hard volleys into the 
backsides of younger ones. School transforms recreational play into war-games, where there is no gain with-
out pain — preferably the other guy’s pain.

Sports train young men to hurt others, and to risk being hurt, in order to win. Head injuries and con-
cussions are common in ice hockey, so an injury-prevention video was developed for players aged nine to 
ten. However, 22 of 34 minor-league coaches refused to show their teams the video because they thought it 
would “decrease aggressive play,” “make players think they will hurt other players on the ice,” and “decrease 
competitive success in the game.”

The pressure for men to appear invincible can be lethal. In the summer of 2001, six players died from 
heatstroke during football practice. One of them was minnesota Vikings’ Pro Bowl tackle Korey Stringer.

On the day of Stringer’s collapse, the heat index peaked at 103 degrees…[yet he]…remained at 
practice even after vomiting several times, one of the most well-known warning signs of severe heat-
related problems.52

Despite the publicity surrounding Stringer’s death, two days later, Northwestern’s Rashidi Wheeler col-
lapsed and died after an intense practice in stifling heat. The pressure not to “wimp out” is so strong that 
Wheeler spent his last conscious moments protesting his removal from the field.

Shame and rage

Shame plays an important role in interpersonal violence. Shame is the intensely painful feeling of being 
unworthy or unacceptable — a loser. Intolerable shame can transform into anger or rage that is directed 
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at one’s self or at someone else. Rage and shame reinforce each other in a downward spiral that can erupt 
in violence.

The most common source of shame is the social hierarchy that divides people into a few winners and 
many more losers. The lower down the ladder you stand, the harder it is to feel good about yourself. Studies 
show that those most likely to injure their partners are not the most powerful people, but the most power-
less. Abusive men are more likely to feel like failures, to be unemployed or intermittently employed, and to 
have less than high-school education. They are also more likely to suffer from addictions that temporarily 
soothe their inner anguish, but also increase their shame and consequent rage.

mothers are usually blamed when their sons have relationship problems. However, researchers have 
found that fathers play a more important role. In The Abusive Personality: Violence and Control in Intimate 
Relationships, Donald Dutton notes.

To our surprise, we found that the biggest childhood contributors to adult [male] abusiveness were 
(in order of importance) feeling rejected by one’s father, feeling a lack of warmth from one’s father, 
being physically abused by one’s father, being verbally abused by one’s father, and feeling rejected 
by one’s mother…It seemed that the emotional aspect of paternal treatment was paramount. Being 
punished in a rejecting way by your father was the worst thing that could happen, far worse than 
simply being punished.53

The human longing for connection is incompatible with the competition that capitalism demands. 
Intimacy requires openness and vulnerability, while competition favors secrecy and guardedness. Fathers 
consider it their duty to toughen their sons to help them succeed in life. A conflict is created between the 
son who needs his father’s affection and the father who has learned to suppress his own emotions and thinks 
his son should do the same.

The child who is ridiculed by the parent for feeling needy is put in an impossible position; shame at dis-
pleasing the parent increases the need for reassurance and the shame of needing reassurance. Both girls and 
boys learn to avoid this problem by never stating what they want and then punishing those who fail to de-
liver. This behavior pattern commonly precedes interpersonal violence.

On the surface, wife-battering looks like a display of male power. In reality, most men who batter or kill 
their female partners feel extremely dependent and extremely ashamed of their dependence. The desire for 
complete control over the partner is in direct proportion to the sense of unworthiness and the fear of loss. As 
the longing for love competes with the fear of rejection, frustration is directed at those who fail (as fail they 
must) to take away the pain. A “battering cycle” can begin where discontent builds to an explosion of rage 
that drives the partner away. Terror at the prospect of being abandoned leads to acts of contrition to draw the 
partner back. The return of the partner revives the fear of being shamed through rejection, and anger builds 
again. These people are at their partners’ throats one minute and at their knees the next.

men are most likely to murder their partners when they feel least powerful — when the partner leaves or 
threatens to leave. Those who kill their partners often kill themselves at the same time. In general, men are 
11 times more likely than women to kill themselves when a relationship breaks up. Such violence is not a 
result of male power, but the tragic outcome of traumatizing males and then shaming them for feeling hurt 
and needing comfort. As early as five years of age, males are more likely than females to kill themselves. This 
difference increases through life. By age 22, men are six times more likely and by age 85 fifteen times more 
likely to kill themselves.
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Shared stress and mutual violence

Interpersonal violence is a defense against feeling powerless, and both boys and girls learn this in the fam-
ily. Sons of violent parents are 1,000 times more likely to beat their female partners than sons of non-violent 
parents. Daughters of violent parents are 600 times more likely to assault their male partners than daughters 
of non-violent partners.

Women suffer more serious violence from male partners than men suffer from female partners. This 
is an undeniable social problem. At the same time, most violence in intimate relationships is minor and 
mutual. Within this more common category, women are as likely to incite the violence as their male 
partners. The 2003 Youth Risk Behavior Survey found that 8.9 percent of boys and 8.8 percent of girls in  
high school reported being hit, slapped, or physically hurt on purpose by a girlfriend or a boyfriend. 
Examples of adult mutual violence are routinely found in police reports. Here are a couple of items from 
my local newspaper:

Domestic dispute. Husband and wife arrested after they started punching each other during an argument. 
Both are charged with assault.

Couple charged in domestic. A husband, 46, and wife, 45, were both charged with assault after an argu-
ment turned physical. Both suffered minor injuries but did not require medical attention.

These are not descriptions of male dominance and female submission. This is mutual aggression that re-
sults when overly stressed individuals take their frustrations out on each other. In such disputes, women are 
generally disadvantaged in size and strength. At the same time, many men refuse to fight back in the belief 
that only cowards hit women.

When it comes to children, women are more violent than men. One study found that mothers were the 
assailants in 52 percent of child abuse cases. In another study, mothers were the perpetrators 61 percent of 
the time. Women who were themselves being battered were more likely to hurt their own children. These 
findings are consistent with the premise that lack of choices and lack of power increase the likelihood of in-
terpersonal violence.

That females can be violent should not be surprising. The double burden of work and family duties falls 
on women, who also have more financial stress. Anger is a response to injustice, and women’s oppression pro-
vides a daily diet of injustice. Depression is another response to injustice, and no one disputes that depres-
sion is common among women. However, female rage remains controversial, partly because sexist stereotypes 
define females as nurturing and submissive. It is easier to blame men for family violence. However, in Myths 
of Male Dominance, anthropologist Eleanor Burke Leacock warns,

To consign the grim brutalities of abused power we see everywhere about us to what amounts to mas-
culine “original sin” not only denies the historical and ethnographic record (plus what we may person-
ally know of individual men), but seriously disarms all of us, as humanity, in the urgency of our need 
to understand and redirect our social life if we would ensure ourselves a future.54
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Tainted love

People look to their family and personal relationships for understanding, acceptance, and relief from 
the rat race. Some find comfort. many do not. Different social expectations for men and women create 
barriers to intimacy. Because women are expected to be care-givers in the family, they are raised to be warm 
and responsive. Because men are expected to compete at work, they are trained to be aggressive and ac-
tion-oriented. Incompatible gender roles are not the only barriers to closeness. Same-sex couples have just 
as much difficulty. After many years of pondering why so many relationships fail, I have come to the fol-
lowing conclusions:

mutually satisfying relationships are based on equality and cooperation; capitalism cultivates inequality 
and competition. marriage expert John Gottman discovered that when one or both partners expresses con-
tempt for the other (rolling eyes, condescending tone of voice), the marriage is more likely to fail. Contempt 
is an expression of superiority and inequality.

Daily frustrations and humiliations increase the need for comfort and reassurance. At the same time, work 
and domestic chores consume so much time and energy that, too frequently, emotional needs are put on hold. 
The combination of pressing needs and insufficient time breeds resentment and anger. When there doesn’t seem 
to be enough to go around, people compete for what little there is. Children compete for their parent’s time. 
Adults compete for each other’s love. The winners of this competition feel anxious about losing what they have. 
The losers feel hurt and resentful. Everyone feels cheated. Relationships that begin full of hope break down in 
anguish. The competition of capitalism reproduces itself in the most private corners of our lives.

When relationships don’t work, people wrongly assume that the problem is a lack of love, lack of try-
ing, or a mismatch of individuals. The material and social pressures that make it so difficult for relation-
ships to work are seldom considered. People blame themselves (“I’m not good enough”) and each other 
(“You don’t care about me”). The man who feels ashamed of having emotional needs blames his wife for 
not knowing how to meet them. The woman who is exhausted from her double day blames her husband 
for not helping more.

Social pressures make it difficult for people to create satisfying relationships and to leave intolerable re-
lationships. There is tremendous pressure to stay together, regardless of the level of suffering. Women’s low 
pay keeps them financially dependent on men, especially when they have children. The State insists that men 
support women and children, regardless of their ability to do so. People who feel trapped in relationships 
are more likely to attack each other. The next chapter explains how even the misery created by capitalism is 
exploited for profit.

Summary

Capitalism organizes the maintenance and reproduction of the labor force in isolated family units. Because 
social services are inadequate, individual women are compelled to do most of this work in the home. The 
current family system controls men by forcing them to support women and children and deprives children 
of the social support they need to thrive.

Human beings seek comfort and connection in personal relationships. However, female oppression, male 
trauma, lack of support, and a competitive social environment make sustained emotional closeness virtually 
impossible. Family conflict results from too much work, too little time, too few choices, and the unreason-
able expectation that love alone can solve all problems.
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Chapter �

Profit From Pain

I’m standing on the shore of a swiftly flowing river. I hear a scream for help. I dive into the wa-
ter and pull a woman to shore. As I revive her, I hear another cry. I jump back in the river to 
save a child. There is another call. Again I rescue. I’m so busy pulling people out of the water 
that I don’t look upstream to see who is pushing them in.

This anecdote describes the predicament of medical workers, social workers, counselors, and therapists 
who “service the human machinery” for capitalism. We are too busy rescuing people to question why so 
many are in distress. It is simply assumed that they must have done something wrong: they were too close to 
shore, they were careless, they never learned to swim, they forgot their life jackets, and so on. An exclusive 
focus on personal failings ignores the many ways that society makes people sick. This chapter explains how 
capitalism manufactures disease, and how the medical system is structured, not to eliminate that disease but 
to contain it politically, and to make a profit in the process.

Blood money

Go reckon our dead by the forges red 
And the factories where we spin. 

If blood be the price of your cursed wealth, 
Good God! We have paid it in!

The assault on health begins at work. As the ruling class extracts surplus from the working class, it leaves 
sickness and death behind. To maximize profits, employers compel workers to use cheaper, toxic materials 
instead of safer, more expensive ones. To raise productivity, managers demand the maximum output per 
hour, despite the fact that injury rates rise with the intensity of the work. Add shift-work, overtime, and the 
stress of personal problems, and you have a recipe for disaster.

An estimated six million American workers were injured on the job in 1997. Almost four million work-
place injuries were serious enough to be treated in hospital emergency rooms. In 2002, nearly 300,000 new 
cases of occupational illness were reported; however, the Bureau of Labor Statistics admits that this number 
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greatly underestimates the actual amount of sickness caused by work. One medical study estimated that 
more than 55,000 Americans die every year from occupational illness and injury — more than die in motor 
vehicle accidents.

The drive for profit makes work dangerous, despite efforts to promote workplace safety. Industrial laun-
dry workers in massachusetts were instructed never to put their hands in the machines. Signs in three lan-
guages were posted to emphasize this warning. When material got stuck, workers were instructed to shut 
down the machine and call the maintenance department. At the same time, every worker had a daily pro-
duction quota, and those who failed to meet it could be fired. Because management had “down-sized”’ the 
maintenance department, a worker reporting a jammed machine could wait from 20 minutes to 2 hours for 
it to be fixed. Lost production during that time was counted against the worker. The written rule was: “Don’t 
put your hand in the machine.” The real rule was: “If you want to keep your job, you must clear the machine 
yourself.” The resulting injuries were predictable.

Between 1993 and 2003, the number of workers who died on the job every year ranged between 5,534 and 
6,632 — more than twice as many as died on 9/11. Despite this shocking level of industrial slaughter, politi-
cians do not denounce employers as “terrorists.” Homeland Security does not include the workplace.

Ninety percent of all work sites in the U.S., covering 40 percent of the country’s total workforce, are not 
inspected regularly for health and safety violations. When violations are found, the penalties are too small to 
force a change in work practices. One corporation was cited for more than 400 safety violations over a period 
during which 4,600 of its workers were injured and nine were killed. Three deaths were found to be caused 
by deliberate violations of federal safety standards, yet this company was never threatened with closure.

The State virtually gives employers a license to kill workers. In 1970, Congress declared that causing the 
death of a worker by deliberately violating safety laws is a misdemeanor (not a felony) with a maximum sen-
tence of six months in jail. This is half the maximum for harassing a wild donkey on federal land.

In 2003, New York Times’ journalist David Barstow reported that an excessive number of workers were be-
ing “decapitated on assembly lines, shredded in machinery, burned beyond recognition, electrocuted, buried 
alive…” The Occupational Safety and Health Administration investigated 57 percent of these deaths, and 
laid charges in only seven percent of them, despite finding that

Between 1982 and 2002, a total of 2,197 workers were killed on the job because their employers “will-
fully” violated safety laws. With full knowledge of their responsibilities, they ignored accepted safety 
precautions, removed safety devices to speed up production or denied workers protective gear.55

The body never lies

Productivity in America shot up in the first quarter of 2002 by 8.6 percent at an annual rate, the big-
gest leap since 1983. Employees worked longer and harder as unemployment rose.56

Higher productivity results from paying workers less than the full value of what they produce. When 
the media trumpet higher productivity and profits as great news for everyone, workers become confused. 
They are told that surrendering more of what they produce is good, even as their living conditions deterio-
rate. Do they trust what they are told, that they live in the best possible world? Or do they trust their expe-
rience, that life is getting harder? Going with your gut puts you in conflict with the system. Going with the  
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system puts you in conflict with your gut. When people face such seemingly unsolvable problems, their 
bodies cry out in protest.

The biological stress response developed as an emergency measure — you kill the bear or the bear kills 
you. But what happens when you cannot get away? What happens when the threat you face comes from 
your job and from the society in which you live? Bodies subjected to continual stress adapt by dissociating 
from the awareness of being stressed so that stress feels “normal.” No matter how well people seem to adapt 
to stressful conditions, the body never lies about the true state of an organism.

Bodies flooded with stress hormones respond with backaches, headaches, insomnia, fatigue, anxiety, de-
pression, digestive and respiratory problems, chest pains, high blood pressure, recurring infections, rashes, 
allergies, muscular spasms, sexual and menstrual difficulties. These symptoms can be relieved with medicines, 
but there can be no cure as long as the individual is unjustly treated by society. As michael Schneider wrote 
in Neurosis and Civilization,

As long as the working class does not rebel against these new and intensified forms of exploitation, 
heart, stomach and circulatory diseases of individual workers will rebel for them. Even though the 
worker may still ‘go along,’ his circulation, in any event, will not. Even if he says, ‘actually I feel al-
right,’ his stomach ulcer will prove the contrary.57

Inequality kills

As wealth flows upwards to the few, the many who produce it are increasingly impoverished. In 1970 the 
richest 0.1 percent of Americans took in 100 times the average annual income. By 2001, this same group 
enjoyed 560 times the average annual income. As surplus accumulates at the top of society, sickness and 
misery accumulate at the bottom, and not only from injuries, illnesses, and fatalities at work. Inequality 
itself is deadly.

Human health is inextricably linked with equality. more unequal socieities have overall higher death 
rates. A study of 282 metropolitan areas in the United States found that the greater the difference in in-
come, the more the death rate rose for all income levels, not just for the poor. And the rise in death rates was 
substantial. Researchers calculate that reducing income inequality to the lowest level found in the United 
States would save as many lives as would be saved by eradicating heart disease, or by preventing all deaths 
from lung cancer, diabetes, motor vehicle crashes, HIV infection, suicide, and homicide put together! Even 
greater benefits would flow from eliminating inequality completely.

Consider the lives that would be saved by eliminating racism. Black people in the United States suffer 
almost 300 more deaths per 100,000 people than White people do. If there were no racism, the death rate 
for Blacks and Whites would be the same. Compare these 300 additional deaths with the much smaller U.S. 
murder rate of about 10 people per 100,000. Every year, racism kills 30 times more people than die at the hands 
of individual murderers.

Inequality kills children. Even though the United States is the richest nation in the world, 42 nations 
have lower infant death rates. The infant mortality rate in Washington, D.C. is more than double the infant 
mortality rate in the capital of China. There are also 25 nations where the average life span is longer than it 
is in America.

In Unhealthy Societies: The Afflictions of Inequality, Richard Wilkinson found that inequality is so harm-
ful that poor people who live in nations with less inequality tend to be healthier and live longer than  
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better-off people who live in more unequal nations. Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries in the 
world, yet Bangladeshi men are more likely to reach age 65 than Black men living in Harlem, New York. 
Harlem men have greater incomes and a higher standard of living than Bangladeshi men; however, the 
U.S. is a much more unequal society. For one thing, Black men in Harlem suffer more cardiovascular dis-
ease, which is linked with class and racial oppression.

A classic study of the British civil service found that health deteriorates as social status falls. This de-
terioration in health cannot be explained by factors like smoking, exercise habits, and body weight. most 
surprising, those near the top of the power structure have worse health than those at the top, even though 
their life-styles are essentially the same. This relationship between power and health has been found in every 
nation studied, including the United States. Income differentials cannot explain these findings. The non-pro-
fessional who earns as much money as the professional has significantly more health problems. The difference 
is one of power. Your place in the social hierarchy determines how much control you have over your life, and 
the less control people have, the more stress and stress-related illnesses they suffer.

Those with little control over demanding jobs, like public servants and social service workers, have more 
than double the rate of cardiovascular disease compared with those who have more control. Those with less 
control are more likely to be overweight and develop high cholesterol regardless of age, amount of exercise, 
and smoking habits. Demanding work, on its own, is generally not related to poor health unless there is also 
a lack of power. The most health-damaging jobs saddle workers with great responsibility (like finding hous-
ing for the homeless) while denying them the resources required to do the job (affordable housing). People 
working under sustained conditions of high demand and low control suffer three times as many heart prob-
lems, three times as much back pain, five times as many cancers, two to three times as much interpersonal 
conflict, two to three times as many mental health problems, two to three times as many infections, two to 
three times as many injuries, and twice as much substance abuse.

Feeling powerless is linked with higher death rates from cardiovascular disease; the more powerless a per-
son feels, the faster the disease progresses. Bosses live the longest, healthiest lives because they have the most 
power. As power diminishes, stress rises and health deteriorates. Less education, lower income, and higher 
unemployment are all linked with more deaths from cardiovascular disease.

Children show rising levels of stress hormones as their social position falls. Nurses who work under 
“unfair and unreasonable” bosses suffer higher blood pressure. Simply speaking with someone whose social 
status is higher will raise a person’s blood pressure. Higher rates of chronic disease in the working class, and 
especially in its oppressed sections, are not only the result of obvious factors — inferior nutrition, less medi-
cal care, more dangerous work, greater exposure to environmental toxins, etc. Continuous, damaging stress 
results when people are put down and ordered around their entire lives.

Stress triggers a higher heart rate, a release of adrenaline, glucose and other neurological responses to help 
the body respond to a short-term threat. But when extended over long periods of time, they can harm 
the cardiovascular and immune systems, making individuals more vulnerable to a wide range of condi-
tions including infections, diabetes, high blood pressure, heart attack, stroke, asthma and aggression.58

It makes sense that inequality would make people sick. Human survival has always depended on coop-
eration and strong social bonds. Social support is linked with better health and longer life. Strong social ties 
may explain why Hispanic Americans have less chronic illness than White Americans, despite having lower 
incomes. Inequality ruptures social bonds. Exclusion from the decision-making process is strongly linked 
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with heart disease. Since capitalism excludes the majority from the decision-making process, it is not surpris-
ing that heart disease has become a leading cause of death. No matter how you look at it, ending inequality 
would reduce the burden of disease and raise the level of health more than any other single measure.

Our early ancestors preserved social ties by valuing equality and reciprocity. Cultural practices of gift-
giving, food-sharing, and making collective decisions were accompanied by social taboos against selfishness, 
snobbery, and greed. By rejecting these ancient values and setting people against one another, capitalism has 
created a world of sickness. Sadly, the medical system is designed not to eliminate this misery, but to profit 
from it.

Caring for profit

In medicine, business comes first. I learned this as a medical intern in a big city hospital. One morn-
ing, a 67-year-old man who was waiting for a hernia repair asked me to cancel his surgery because he had a 
strong feeling that he would die on the operating table. When I conveyed this information to the surgeon, 
he became furious. Storming into the patient’s room, the doctor berated the patient for wasting his time. The 
patient submitted, the surgery proceeded, and the patient died. The surgeon was paid just the same.

In a social system where human needs come first, the medical system would be organized to promote 
health and prevent disease. Under capitalism, the medical system is organized to produce profit, and there 
is no profit in health. Healthy people don’t need doctors, hospitals, and medicines. In contrast, disease is a 
highly profitable gold mine. People will pay anything to relieve their suffering and care for their loved ones. 
Our “health-care” system is really a disease-care system because most medical spending is devoted to treating 
disease, not preventing it. Consider the following example.

Over a 100 years ago, Louis Pasteur discovered the link between germs and disease. Today, modern hos-
pitals spread disease because it is not profitable to keep them clean.

Hygiene is so inadequate in most American hospitals that one out of every 20 patients contracts an 
infection during a hospital stay. Hospital infections kill an estimated 103,000 people in the United 
States a year, as many as AIDS, breast cancer and auto accidents combined.59

In 2005, New York City’s mount Sinai Hospital experienced an outbreak of illness that is caused when 
fecal material from one person enters another person’s mouth. The germs were being transmitted by nursing 
assistants who wore the same clothes while emptying bed pans and delivering food trays. These workers were 
not provided with enough time to change their clothes between duties.

most infections caught in hospitals could be prevented by basic sanitation; however, keeping hospitals 
clean is labor-intensive work. Sanitizing surfaces, changing clothes, and washing hands absorbs time that 
could be invested in profit-making activities. As a result, budget-squeezed hospitals tend to cut cleaning staff 
and rely on antibiotics to manage infections. The overuse of antibiotics has caused more than 70 percent of 
hospital-acquired infections to become antibiotic-resistant and more deadly.

The greatest profits flow from denying people medical treatment. While medical insurance companies 
promise to provide care in times of need, they profit by withholding care: charging high premiums; enroll-
ing only the healthiest individuals; denying coverage for “pre-existing” ailments; demanding co-payments an 
deductibles; limiting pay-outs; and reserving the right to abandon programs and regions that provide them 
with insufficient profits.
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In the movie John Q, the lead character is a factory worker whose insurance company refuses to pay for 
his son’s heart transplant. In real life, former Humana Evaluator Dr. Linda Peeno testified before Congress 
that she was pressured to deny a heart transplant to a patient who died as a result. She stated, “Humana’s 
only concern was cost. The young man fit all the criteria, a donor had been found, his doctor was ready to 
do the operation.” Humana proved that it had no heart when it purchased a sculpture for its head office that 
cost as much as the transplant would have cost.

As medical care becomes more expensive, more employers are shifting the cost to workers, who then 
have less money for housing, food, transportation, and childcare. A Harvard study found that half of U.S. 
bankruptcies, affecting two million people annually, are caused by sickness or medical bills. Three-quarters 
of those bankrupted by illness had medical insurance when they first got sick. One doctor concluded, “It’s a 
cruel irony that in trying to help our patients we often ruin them financially. We heal their bodies, but inflict 
lasting financial wounds.”

Medical capitalism

Organizing medicine as a business is profitable for some and lethal for many others. In 2003, New York 
Times’ reporters Walt Bogdanich and Eric Koli revealed how Bayer pharmaceutical company knowingly al-
lowed hemophiliacs to be infected with HIV.

Hemophilia is caused by a lack of clotting factors in the blood and is treated with regular injections of 
a blood product that is concentrated from pools of donors. In march of 1983, the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control reported that 74 percent of hemophiliacs who were using unheated blood concentrate were testing 
positive for HIV. Bayer had developed a heat-treated product that was free of HIV. Nevertheless, for more 
than a year, the company continued to sell its unsafe product in Argentina, Japan, Hong Kong, malaysia, 
Singapore, Indonesia, and Taiwan. 

According to company documents, Bayer did not want to be stuck with large supplies of a product 
that could not be sold in the U.S. and Europe. So Bayer instructed its Hong Kong distributor to “use up 
stocks” of the old product before switching to the newer, safer one. Even after it began selling the heat-
treated product, Bayer continued to make the unheated product for several months because it was cheaper 
to produce, and the company had several fixed-price contracts. In total, Bayer exported more than 100,000 
vials of unheated concentrate after its safer product was available. In may of 1985, an official at the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration stated that “It was unacceptable for [Bayer] to ship that material over-
seas,” but requested that the issue be “quietly solved without alerting Congress, the medical community 
and the public.” Bayer continued to ship unheated concentrate for another two months. Bayer was not 
unique in selling death for profit. Three other American-based companies, Armour Pharmaceutical, Baxter 
International, and Alpha Therapeutic also sold unheated blood concentrate after developing a heat-treated 
product. Bogdanich and Koli cite the case of 42-year-old hemophiliac, Lee Ching-Chang, who lived in 
Taiwan and became HIV-positive after using Bayer’s unheated blood concentrate. Who knows how many 
more hemophiliacs were infected?

No amount of regulation can stop the production of harmful drugs and devices if enough profit can be 
made by selling them. In 2003, the Guidant Corporation pleaded guilty to 10 felonies, admitting that it lied 
to the U.S. government and hid thousands of serious health problems, including 12 deaths, caused by a de-
fect in one of its medical devices. Guidant was rushing to compete with a company whose medical device  
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was approved by the FDA the same day that Guidant’s device was approved. As of this writing, Guidant is 
still in business, despite continuing problems with defective devices.

It is a sick fact that corporations profit by suppressing evidence that their products can kill. 
GlaxoSmithKline knowingly marketed anti-depressants that increased the risk of suicide in children. merck 
knowingly produced a pain-killer that doubled the risk of heart attack and stroke. Pfizer knowingly sold a 
similar pain-killer that more than tripled the risk of heart attacks, strokes, and death. AstraZeneca knowingly 
promoted an anti-cholesterol drug that resulted in 75 times more kidney failure than all of its competitors 
combined. This is a partial list of incidents in one year from one industry. As long as profit rules, the safety 
of products cannot be guaranteed.

The role of the State

The State has a conflict regarding matters of health. To preserve the capitalist system, the State must ig-
nore the systemic causes of disease. At the same time, sick workers are less productive. One U.S. study found 
that time off work due to illness cost the economy $260 billion a year. To counter this loss, the State must 
ensure some level of medical care. In the United States, about 100 million people, one in three, have access to 
medical care through government-funded programs like medicaid, medicare, the military, and government 
employee health plans. These programs make the U.S. government the largest provider of medical care in 
America. However, providing everyone with medical care would undermine the profitability of the American 
medical system. Dr. David Himmelstein calculates,

There’s something like $50 billion a year in profit extracted from the health care system, and that’s 
only about one-sixth as much as the bureaucratic costs of actually extracting that profit. In fact, 
we spend each year about $320 billion or $340 billion on useless bureaucratic work in order to ap-
portion the right to health care according to ability to pay, enforce inequality in care, and enforce 
the collection of profit by insurance companies, for-profit hospitals, the drug industry — a whole 
panoply of players.60

To generate profits, people must be denied medical care. In 2005, the average annual insurance premium 
for a family of four was $10,880 — more than the entire annual income of a full-time minimum-wage worker. 
(This fee does not include the cost of deductibles, co-payments, and non-insured medical treatments.) As a 
result, 28 percent of Americans had no medical insurance at all; more than 40 percent of Americans making 
between $20,000 and $40,000 had no medical insurance for some portion of the year; and 67 percent of the 
uninsured lived in families with at least one full-time worker.

People without medical insurance are more likely to be admitted to hospital for preventable conditions, 
and they die at almost twice the rate of those with insurance. The Institute of medicine estimates that 18,000 
unnecessary deaths result every year from a lack of medical insurance. When the Institute recommended that 
the federal government provide medical coverage for all Americans, Health and Human Services Secretary 
Tommy Thompson replied that universal medical coverage was unrealistic. He did not say that it wasn’t 
affordable.

In 2004, the U.S. government spent two trillion dollars on medical care — an average of $6,820 per per-
son — which is more than any other government in the world, including those that offer universal medical  
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care. In effect, the U.S. government could provide top-notch medical care for all Americans without spend-
ing a penny more than it already does. Dr. Steffie Woolhandler points out,

We pay the world’s highest health care taxes. But much of the money is squandered. The wealthy get 
tax [deductions for medical care]. And HmOs and drug companies pocket billions in profits at the 
taxpayers’ expense. But politicians claim we can’t afford universal coverage…We already pay for it, but 
we don’t get it.61

Politicians have no problem with police, emergency, military and fire-fighting services being publically 
funded and administered. Health-care is treated differently because big business insists on it. To defend 
their profits, medical insurance companies contribute more money to federal politicians than banks, mili-
tary contractors, oil and gas companies, and the real estate industry. The top lobby group is the pharmaceu-
tical industry, which is also the most profitable business in America. In 2004 alone, drug companies paid 
1,291 lobbyists $123 million to influence various levels of government. Favorable legislation is not the only 
result. The U.S. government contributes more money to the development of new drugs than any other 
government in the world.

There is a revolving door between Washington and the pharmaceutical industry with a pot of gold on 
both sides. A 2005 report by the Center for Public Integrity found that one-third of 3,000 lobbyists em-
ployed by the drug industry were former federal government employees, with more than 75 being former 
members of Congress. Here is one example of how it works. Over 15 years, the drug industry donated more 
than $200,000 to Congressman Billy Tauzin’s election campaigns. In return, Tauzin designed a medicare 
law that expressly forbids government from negotiating lower drug prices. In 2004, Tauzin’s loyalty was re-
warded when he traded his $158,100 legislative post for a two-million-dollar-a-year job as president of the 
drug industry’s chief lobby group, the Pharmaceutical and Research manufacturers of America.

The tight relationship between Washington and the drug industry makes a joke out of the Food and Drug 
Administration’s mandate to protect the public from harmful drugs. The FDA serves the drug industry by 
providing rapid drug approval with minimal testing and by covering up problems that occur after drugs are 
approved. When a class of FDA-approved anti-arthritis drugs were found to increase the risk of death, the 
FDA did not rush to protect the public. On the contrary, an FDA scientist was pressured not to publish his 
finding that one of these drugs had caused as many as 140,000 incidents of heart disease and 56,000 deaths 
over a period of five years. When the bad news finally broke, Washington protected the drug industry, not 
the public. Drug companies had made billions of dollars selling these dangerous products, and they could 
afford to pay for the harm they had caused. Nevertheless, the White House ruled that drug companies did 
not have to pay punitive damages caused by drugs and medical devices that the FDA had approved.

A pill for every ill

Eliminating class divisions would be the best way to improve human health. However, the medical system 
does not challenge the class system because it is an integral part of it. The treatment of disease is limited to 
the treatment of individuals. In essence, the symptoms of class inequality — sickness, injury, and premature 
death — are dissociated from their social roots and classified as individual medical problems. This approach 
is highly profitable for the pharmaceutical industry.
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When continuous stress elevates blood pressure and cholesterol and irritates the stomach lining, these 
symptoms are given medical diagnoses — Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia, Hyper-Acidity — that sug-
gest they are distinct diseases. Once a symptom is labeled as a disease or medical condition, a drug can be 
developed to treat it. (Sometimes the drug comes first and the “disease” comes later.) The nine top-selling 
drugs in the world treat symptoms: one lowers blood pressure; two lower cholesterol; three reduce stomach 
acid; two are anti-depressants; and one reduces pain and inflammation. In the United States, the top three 
selling drug categories are anti-depressants, stomach-acid reducers, and cholesterol reducers. Lipitor, a drug 
that lowers blood cholesterol, is the top-selling drug in the U.S., with sales of nearly $10 billion in 2003.

The $500 billion-a-year U.S. drug industry works hard to ensure that the preferred treatment for ev-
ery ailment is a drug, preferably an expensive one. Consider the problem of child bed-wetting. Ferring 
Pharmaceuticals promotes a drug that claims to prevent this problem. One advertisement shows a smiling 
child underlined with the caption, “Not only is there hope for bed-wetting, but now it can happen as early 
as age five.” The ad concludes, “Bed-wetting is a medical condition that when left untreated can be harmful 
to a child’s self-esteem.”

In fact, most children wet their beds because their urinary systems are not fully developed, and bed-wet-
ting stops as children mature. At age five, about 16 percent of children wet their beds. By age eight, this figure 
has dropped by half. By 12 years of age, only three percent wet the bed and by age 15, only one percent have 
wet beds. Experts advise that patience and understanding are the best response to childhood bed-wetting. 
The problem is that most parents do not have time to change the bed every morning, do extra laundry, and 
reassure their kids. Physicians are not paid to reassure parents or to teach them how to use non-drug methods 
to reduce bed-wetting. Instead of providing reassurance, Ferring plays up the shame of bed-wetting and of-
fers to rescue parents, children, and physicians with a drug that costs about $200 per month. Adverse effects 
listed for this drug include: headaches, nosebleeds, chills, dizziness, nausea, abdominal pain, wheezing, skin 
rash, and, in rare cases, lethargy, mental impairment, seizures, and coma.

Treating social problems as individual medical conditions has made the pharmaceutical industry the most 
profitable business in America. Forty-four percent of Americans take at least one prescription medicine, and 
17 percent take three or more. Sixty-two percent of people visiting doctors’ offices or hospital outpatient de-
partments leave with a prescription, regardless of the reason for their visit. Retail pharmacies dispense close 
to $200 billion worth of drugs a year. The top 10 drug companies enjoy a 30 percent profit margin, almost 
double the profit margin of commercial banks. Their products are so expensive that 26 percent of seniors 
take less medicine than they are prescribed or go without entirely.

Both the drug industry and the government insist that high profits are necessary to develop new medi-
cines. In reality, the industry spends about $60 billion a year marketing drugs, which is nearly double what it 
spends on research and development. manufacturers of brand-name drugs employ 80 percent more people 
in marketing than in research. And, between 1995 and 2000, drug companies hired 59 percent more market-
ing employees, while cutting back the number of research workers. Under capitalism, the function of the 
pharmaceutical industry is to make profit, not treat disease.

To promote their products, drug companies finance or directly provide the bulk of physician education. 
In 1997, the FDA made it easier for the pharmaceutical industry to market prescription drugs directly to 
consumers. By 2005, drug companies were spending $4 billion a year on television and print ads to give their 
products the same level of brand recognition enjoyed by popular soft drinks and breakfast cereals. The more  
drugs are advertised, the more patients request them and the more doctors prescribe them. One study found 
that more than 70 per cent of doctors prescribed the drug their patients demanded. In half of these cases, 
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doctors admitted that they prescribed the drug only because the patient asked for it.
Some drug companies go so far as to offer coupons, free samples, free trials, and money-back guaran-

tees for prescription drugs. One group of Florida residents found a month’s supply of Prozac in their mail 
boxes. The recipients were not taking this drug, had not requested it, and had no idea why they received 
it. Information from medical and pharmaceutical records had been used to identify people who might try 
this anti-depressant.

It is more profitable for drug companies to re-package existing medicines than to invest in developing 
new ones. Since the 1990’s, the number of new drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration has 
fallen steadily. most of the 1,035 drugs approved by the FDA between 1989 and 2000 were“me too” drugs 
that were basically more expensive versions of already-existing medicines. For instance, advertisements tout 
Clarinex as a superior anti-allergy medicine. In fact, Clarinex is a re-make of Claritin, a drug that was about 
to lose its patent protection, drop in price, and provide less profit.

Poor people cannot afford medicine, so there is no profit in developing treatments for diseases that af-
flict them. Consequently, only 10 percent of global medical research is devoted to finding treatments for 90 
percent of diseases. In 1990, eflornithine hydrochloride was licensed as a medicine to treat sleeping sickness, 
a disease that kills thousands of people in Africa every year. In 1995, production was stopped because African 
patients could not afford to buy this medicine. When eflornithine was found to reduce unwanted facial hair, 
the drug was repackaged as a skin cream and marketed to women in the U.S.

Inventing disease

While people die from diseases that are not profitable to treat, drug companies invent medical conditions 
to sell drugs to those who can pay. A letter from merck Frosst informs physicians,

A new campaign to promote disease awareness for male pattern hair loss is now appearing on televi-
sion and other media…A follow-up to last year’s radio campaign, this latest undertaking is expected 
to motivate an increased number of male patients to speak to their doctors about hair loss…62

Since when is baldness a disease? Since merck developed a drug to treat hair loss. One month’s treatment 
costs about $60, and the product remains effective only with continual use. merck’s “campaign to promote 
disease awareness” aims to increase discontent with baldness, thereby creating the very condition that merck 
aims to treat.

The more drug companies blur the boundary between normal processes and disease states, the more drugs 
they can sell. Wyeth manufactures Premarin, a hormone designed to treat symptoms of menopause. many 
women have no problem with menopause; however, some suffer hot flashes, night sweats, insomnia, and 
other distressing symptoms. For those who can find no relief, hormone treatment can be helpful. However, 
Wyeth’s profits would be much greater if all menopausal women took hormone replacement therapy (HRT) 
for the rest of their lives. To make this happen, menopause itself would need to become a disease.

Wyeth found the man for the job in Dr. Robert Wilson, whose 1968 best-seller, Feminine Forever, insists 
that “menopause is both unnecessary and harmful” and promotes estrogen as a fountain of youth for the 
“dull and unattractive” menopausal woman. In a separate article, Wilson warns that declining female hor-
mones constitute a potentially fatal “deficiency disease.” Wyeth was more than happy to fund Wilson’s book, 
his research foundation, and his promotional tours.
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Wyeth joined with other pharmaceutical companies to fund the North American menopause Society, a 
major promoter of HRT. Physicians and medical researchers were funded by the drug companies to give talks 
praising HRT at scientific conferences. Scientists were commissioned to write articles promoting HRT for 
respected medical journals, and these articles were used as medical education for doctors.

The campaign to promote HRT was so successful that an advisory committee to the FDA recom-
mended that HRT be approved to prevent heart disease, despite the complete absence of any evidence 
to support this claim. The National Women’s Health Network opposed this mass experiment on women 
and demanded that studies be done to assess the actual benefits and risks of HRT. Over the objection 
of Wyeth-funded scientists, the FDA finally launched a study in the fall of 1997. The study was stopped 
prematurely when it was discovered that women taking HRT showed higher rates of coronary artery dis-
ease, stroke, and breast cancer than women who took the placebo. Women taking HRT were also twice 
as likely to develop Alzheimer’s Disease. It was a huge scandal. For 25 years, doctors had been prescrib-
ing harmful drugs to millions of healthy women. National Women’s Health Network Director, Cynthia 
Pearson, explained,

There was never one single clinical trial that showed that HRT prevented cardiovascular disease or 
stroke…The belief that hormones are good preventive medicine has been a triumph of marketing over 
science…Women [who took HRT] were placed in the way of harm by their physicians, who acted as 
unsuspecting patsies for pharmaceutical companies.63

Wyeth suffered no penalty. Barely a year later, a full-page ad in a medical publication announced that 
Wyeth was “proud of past accomplishments” and trumpeted its “commitment to a single mission: leading 
the way to a healthier world.”

The entire HRT scandal might as well have happened in the Twilight Zone. At its 2002 annual confer-
ence, the Endocrine Society recommended that every man over age 50 be screened for testosterone deficiency. 
This conference was funded by Solvay Pharma, a pharmaceutical giant that manufactures testosterone gel. 
This same company provides research grants, speaking fees, public relations communications, and direct-to-
consumer advertising urging tired, depressed men with low sex drive to ask their doctors about testosterone 
replacement. This HRT campaign for men was launched despite the fact that testosterone can increase the 
risk of prostate cancer and cardiovascular disease.

A pattern has developed where medical conditions “appear” as drugs are developed to treat them: Social 
Phobia to sell Paxil; Erectile Dysfunction to sell Viagra; Pseudobulbar Affect (uncontrollable laughing or cry-
ing) to sell Neurodex; Overactive Bladder to sell anticholinergic drugs; and Hyperhidrosis (excessive sweat-
ing) to sell Botox. As pharmaceutical companies push the boundaries of disease, the healthy person becomes 
someone who has not yet been diagnosed with a medical condition that can be treated with a drug.

Constructing mental illness

The definition of mental illness has always been political. During slavery days, experts argued that Black 
people were psychologically suited to a life of slavery, so that there must be something wrong with those 
who rebelled. The diagnosis of Drapetomania (an intense desire to run away) was developed in 1851 to ex-
plain why slaves kept trying to escape. The racist delusion that Black people like being slaves could also be  
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considered a sign of mental illness. Who decides which behavior is normal or healthy and which behavior is 
sick or deviant?

Before the 20th century, the stresses of life were considered to be either spiritual issues or physical ill-
nesses, and people turned to either their religious advisors or their physicians for relief. medical doctors 
treated “hysteria” and “nerves” as physical problems. Psychiatry was restricted to the treatment of severely 
disturbed people in asylums. There was no concept or treatment of mental illness outside of institutions. In 
1918, the first classification of psychiatric disorders in the United States contained 22 categories, and all but 
one referred to various forms of insanity.

During the early 20th century, Sigmund Freud revolutionized psychiatry by breaking down the barrier 
between mental illness and normal behavior. In his 1901 book, The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, Freud 
argued that commonplace occurrences — slips of the tongue, what people find humorous, what they forget, 
and the mistakes they make — indicate repressed sexual feelings that lurk beneath the surface of normal be-
havior. By linking everyday occurrences with mental illness, Freud and his followers released psychiatry from 
the asylum and began to treat people with a broad range of problems. Between 1917 and 1970, the proportion 
of psychiatrists practicing outside institutions swelled from eight percent to sixty-six percent.

The social movements of the 1960’s opposed psychiatry’s exclusive focus on inner conflict and high-
lighted the social sources of human misery. Dr. Alvin Poussaint recalls the 1969 convention of the American 
Psychiatric Association (APA),

After multiple racist killings during the civil rights movement, a group of black psychiatrists  
sought to have murderous bigotry based on race classified as a mental disorder. The APA’s officials re-
jected that recommendation, arguing that since so many Americans are racist, racism in this country 
is normative…64

In 1980, the APA greatly expanded its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). 
According to the Task Force established to create the new manual, any disorder could be included

If there is general agreement among clinicians, who would be expected to encounter the condition, 
that there are significant number of patients who have it and that its identification is important in the 
clinical work.65

In other words, the new DSM was not based on science but on the need to maintain existing patients 
and to include new ones who might seek treatment for any number of problems. A profitable and self-per-
petuating industry was born. By 1994, the DSM listed 400 distinct mental disorders covering a wide range 
of behaviors in adults and children.

Racism, homophobia (fear of homosexuality), and misogyny (hatred of women) have never been listed 
as mental disorders in the DSM. Homosexuality was listed. In They Say You’re Crazy: How the World’s Most 
Powerful Psychiatrists Decide Who’s Normal, Paula Caplan protests,

In a culture that scorns and demeans lesbians and gay men, it is hard to be completely comfortable 
with one’s homosexuality, and so the DSM-III authors were treating as a mental disorder what was 
often simply a perfectly comprehensible reaction to being mocked and oppressed.66
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The women’s movement condemned labeling the effects of oppression as symptoms of mental illnesses. 
Paula Caplan describes efforts to prevent masochistic Personality Disorder (mPD) from being included in 
the DSM. Among other things, this disorder assumes that women who stay with abusive spouses do so be-
cause they like to suffer, not because they lack the resources to leave. Despite protest, mPD was included in 
the 1987 edition of the DSM, although it was later dropped. The DSM inclusion of Pre-menstrual Dysphoric 
Disorder (PmDD) also raised a protest. According to Caplan,

The problem with PmDD is not the women who report premenstrual mood problems but the diag-
nosis of PmDD itself. Excellent research shows that these women are significantly more likely than 
other women to be in upsetting life situations, such as being battered or being mistreated at work. To 
label them mentally disordered — to send the message that their problems are individual, psychologi-
cal ones — hides the real, external sources of their trouble.67

Eli Lilly campaigned to have PmDD listed in the DSM so that it could repackage its best-selling drug 
Prozac in a pink-pill format, rename it Serafem, and promote it as a treatment for PmDD. By creating 
Serafem, Eli Lilly was able to extend its patent (and its profits) on the Prozac formula for another seven years. 
PmDD continues to be listed as a mental disorder.

Is everybody crazy?

Capitalism denies most people control over their lives, and needs them to believe that this condition is 
normal. Anxiety, depression, and other stress-reactions are treated as signs of personal inadequacy, biological 
defects, mental illnesses — anything other than reasonable responses to unreasonable conditions. The result 
is a highly profitable form of social control.

In 2005, American researchers announced that “About half of Americans will meet the criteria for a DSM-
IV disorder sometime in their life.” How can we explain this? Has it become normal to be mentally ill or has 
the definition of mental illness expanded beyond reason? Both are true. Capitalism produces an immense 
amount of suffering. At the same time, defining more people as mentally ill takes the focus off social prob-
lems and boosts drug sales.

most people know the difference between normal behavior (such as grief over the death of a loved one) 
and abnormal behavior that could indicate an internal disorder (such as grief for no apparent reason or be-
yond what would normally be expected). However, the DSM lists and categorizes symptoms without regard 
to what is happening in people’s lives. As a result, surveys based on DSM categories inflate the number of 
people who can be classified as mentally ill. This is no accident.

In 2006, a medical journal revealed that most of the scientists, psychiatrists, and other experts who 
worked on the DSM had financial ties to the pharmaceutical industry. Every new mental disorder listed in 
the DSM is worth millions to drug companies. The FDA will not approve a drug to treat a mental condition 
that does not appear in the DSM, giving the pharmaceutical industry a financial interest in maximizing the 
number of mental disorders listed.

Along with inflated rates of mental illness comes the warning that too many mentally ill people are not 
getting treatment. The question of whether all the people who are designated as sick are actually sick is never 
raised. many people suffer from overwork, unemployment, excessive family responsibilities, illness, death 
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of loved ones, and severe financial stress — all of which can cause feelings and behaviors that are similar to 
those seen with mental illness.

Rates of mental illness are also inflated by equating the extent of an illness with the number of prescrip-
tions for drugs used to treat that illness. By this measure, the rate of depression in the U.S. has gone through 
the roof. In 1980, there were 10 million prescriptions dispensed for anti-depressant drugs. Twenty years later, 
this figure had jumped to 170 million prescriptions. Antidepressants are the top-selling category of drugs 
in America, with billions of dollars in retail sales every year. This dramatic rise in drug sales is the result of 
increasing human misery plus highly successful marketing. Studies have shown that the number of prescrip-
tions written for anti-depressants is linked to the amount of money spent on promoting them. One drug 
company runs full-page, glossy ads urging doctors to “Look for the Paxil spectrum in every patient” in the 
hope that physicians will prescribe this anti-depressant for more troubled people.

Sick people, healthy profits

As living standards decline, the emphasis on drugs increases. Between 30 and 40 thousand people die 
from influenza every year in the U.S. Instead of correcting the social conditions that favor the spread of in-
fectious disease — people pressured to go to work sick, stressed families, crowded classrooms, poor nutrition, 
and increased pollution — public officials push the flu vaccine. This strategy has neither lessened the inci-
dence of flu nor reduced the number of flu-related deaths. Nevertheless, President Bush asked Congress for 
seven billion dollars to stockpile vaccines and other drugs to fight avian flu. It may be a coincidence that the 
Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, owns $25 million worth of shares in the company that developed 
the avian flu vaccine.

The pharmaceutical industry, the medical system, and the State all treat illness not as a social problem that 
requires social solutions but as an individual problem that requires individual treatments. A good example is 
schizophrenia, an illness that is assumed to be genetic and commonly treated with drugs. Studies from sev-
eral countries show that living in a city gives a person a higher probability of developing schizophrenia than 
having a family member with the disease. moving from rural to urban centers increases the risk of develop-
ing schizophrenia, while moving in the other direction reduces the risk. What could explain such patterns? 
City living is associated with increased exposure to lead, infection, malnutrition, stress, trauma, and racial 
discrimination — all of which have been linked with higher rates of schizophrenia. Instead of demanding 
improved social conditions to reduce schizophrenia, the medical system extracts the individual from society, 
splits the brain from the body, severs the mind from the brain, and drugs the brain. Why people put up with 
such treatment is the subject of Part Three.

Summary

The cost of doing business under capitalism is disease, disability, and premature death. Inequality on its 
own is a major source of sickness. The medical system disguises social problems as individual medical ill-
nesses and services only those who can pay. The most effective way to improve human health is to improve 
social conditions. Under capitalism, drugs are preferred because they support the status quo and provide 
profits in the process.
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Part Three

Why do we put up with it?

Why do we tolerate them? Why do we tolerate these men who  
use nuclearweapons to blackmail the entire human race?

 Arundhati Roy

Knowing what is wrong with society is not the same as being able to change it. To change the world 
we need to know how the few maintain their power over the many and how this hold can be broken. The 
capitalist class is so small in numbers that they would drown if we all spat at them at the same time. It 
sounds so simple. However, accomplishing such a feat would require: a) agreement about who should be 
spit on; b) agreement about who should not be spit on; c) agreement that spitting is the preferred action; 
and d) sufficient numbers to organize and participate in the spitting. The people in power are determined 
to prevent this level of clarity and organization. By keeping the majority confused and divided so they don’t 
know who are their enemies, who are their friends, what should be done, and who should do it, the status 
quo can be maintained.

Part Three examines four basic methods for keeping the majority subordinate. Each is powerful on its 
own; in combination, they present a formidable barrier to change. However, as Part Four explains, these bar-
riers have been overcome in the past and can be overcome again.

•  Chapter 9. The Lies That Bind Us reveals the deceptions that keep the elite in power.

•  Chapter 10. Blame the Victim explains how blaming the victim protects the system.

•  Chapter 11. Divide and Rule exposes how the few divide the many in order to rule them.

•  Chapter 12. Suffer the Children shows how the oppression of children maintains the system.
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Chapter �

The Lies that Bind Us

To tell deliberate lies while genuinely believing in them, to forget any fact that has become  
inconvenient, and then, when it becomes necessary again, to draw it back from oblivion for  
just so long as it is needed, to deny the existence of objective reality and all the while to take  
account of the reality which one denies — all this is indispensably necessary.

 George Orwell

More than 50 years ago, Orwell wrote this passage from Nineteen Eighty-Four to describe how the elite 
manipulate information to stay in power. The novel’s main character works at the ministry of Truth, 
where he deletes facts from the public records. In 2005, the Chief of Staff for the White House Council on 
Environmental Quality was discovered editing government reports to minimize the connection between 
fossil fuel emissions and global warming. In 2004, more than 60 leading scientists issued a public statement 
condemning the Bush administration for “distorting and censoring scientific findings that contradict its poli-
cies.” Among other things, the government was accused of

repeatedly censoring and suppressing reports by its own scientists, stacking advisory committees with 
unqualified political appointees, disbanding government panels that provide unwanted advice and 
refusing to seek any independent scientific expertise in some cases.68

Orwell wrote Nineteen Eighty-Four shortly after World War II, when the so-called “glorious war” turned 
out to be a horrific slaughter. In Orwell’s novel, as in life, nothing is as it seems. The ministry of Truth 
dispenses lies; the ministry of Peace conducts war; the ministry of Love operates the penal system; and 
the ministry of Plenty supervises the exploitation of workers. The ruling party has three slogans: WAR is 
PEACE, FREEDOm is SLAVERY, and IGNORANCE is STRENGTH. One could add a fourth slogan 
for today: ImPERIALISm is DEmOCRACY. This chapter explains why the capitalist class lies and why we 
believe them.
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The birth of capitalism

The middle Ages is commonly portrayed as a stagnant period where nothing much happened. In fact, 
a gradual accumulation of discoveries and inventions laid the foundation for industrial society. By the 16th 
century, innovations in mechanics, engineering, metal working, and navigation had increased productivity 
so much that an abundant future seemed inevitable. However, industrial capitalism had reached the limit of 
what it could achieve within the social framework of feudalism. Feudalism was based on the land. Capitalism 
built cities. Feudalism revered custom and tradition. Capitalism promised progress. Feudalism feared science. 
Science was essential to industry, and industry was the motor of capitalism. Conflict was inevitable.

During the French Revolution, the capitalist class overthrew the lords of the land and took power. Being 
too weak to depose the aristocracy on its own, the capitalist class mobilized the working population to 
fight under the banner of Liberty, Equality, and Brotherhood. However, once they secured power, the new 
capitalist rulers called a halt to the revolution. When workers pressed to continue the fight, their former 
leaders turned on them in a bloody slaughter. As it turned out, the two classes define Liberty, Equality, and 
Brotherhood quite differently. For capitalists, Liberty means freedom from restrictions on trade and com-
merce, Equality means an end to the privilege of birth (replaced by the privilege of money), and Brotherhood 
lasts only as long as it serves their interests. For working people, Liberty means freedom from exploitation 
and oppression, Equality means no class divisions, and Brotherhood means a sharing society. None of these 
is possible under capitalism.

Capitalists in England were horrified by the French Revolution. Like their counterparts in France, they 
longed to break free of feudal restrictions; yet, they feared to rouse a working class that could rebel against 
capitalist masters as easily as feudal lords. They had reason to fear. The Chartist movement in Britain was 
organizing tens of thousands of workers to demand democratic rights. In 1842, workers in Lancashire orga-
nized the first general strike in history. Five years later, the Communist Manifesto urged workers to build a 
new society based on workers’ control of production.

In the spring of 1848, there were mass revolts against Europe’s remaining autocracy. Again, workers joined 
with capitalists to break down feudal restrictions. The growing power of the working class frightened the 
capitalists, who switched sides and joined the aristocrats in crushing the revolt that threatened to sweep them 
both away. Seeing the writing on the wall, the European monarchies agreed to cede power to the capitalist 
class in exchange for retaining some of their privileges.

The capitalist bid for power revealed a central weakness in the capitalist order. Feudalism had Church 
doctrine to justify class inequality. Having broken the power of the Church, capitalism needed some other 
way to control the masses.

Freedom is Slavery

America was built on slavery, indentured servitude, and the theft of native land. The 1705 Virginia Slave 
Code declared all non-Christian servants entering the colony to be slaves, defined slaves as real estate, and 
acquitted masters who killed slaves during punishment. By 1763, almost half the population of Virginia 
were slaves.

As the American colonies struggled to free themselves from British domination, they raised the cry for 
freedom and democracy. However, the elite had no wish to free the slaves who produced their wealth. 
So, the Founding Fathers enshrined the first official lie of the fledgling nation in the 1776 Declaration of 
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Independence. To proclaim that “all men are created equal” while maintaining a slave-based economy equates 
freedom with slavery. The doctrine of racial inferiority was designed to resolve this contradiction. As histo-
rian Barbara J. Fields explains, “Bondage does not need justifying as long as it seems to be the natural order 
of things. You need a radical affirmation of bondage only where you have a radical affirmation of freedom.”

The second contradiction was to promote democracy while denying the majority any control over the 
direction of society. To keep power in the hands of the elite, the Constitution denied the vote to all women 
and to all men without property. When official policy declares that all people are created equal and denies 
rights to some people, then additional doctrines are needed to designate some people as less-than-human. 
The doctrine that Blacks, women, and working class people are inferior served this purpose.

Lies built on lies. In 1791, Congress amended the Constitution to guarantee the right to free speech. A 
few years later, Congress passed the Sedition Act of 1798, making it a crime to say or write anything against 
the government. (Ignorance is strength.) Despite this law, slave revolts and workers’ rebellions continued to 
rock the nation.

The Civil War interrupted the class struggle, but not for long. In 1872, a strike by 100,000 workers in 
New York City won the 8-hour workday and 150,000 people paraded through the streets in celebration. 
Beginning in the mid-1890’s the number of strikes per year rose steadily to reach 4,000 in 1904. Between 
1899 and 1904, union membership quadrupled to more than two million.

Capitalism had broken feudalism’s constraints on society and roused people’s longing for a better life. It 
had also organized workers into large industries where they had their hands on the levers of production. To 
stay in power, the capitalist class needed absolute control over production. Union organizers were threatened, 
beaten, jailed, tortured, deported, and killed. In 1914, the National Guard machine-gunned and then set fire 
to the tents of miners striking against Rockefeller’s Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation. Twenty-six men, 
women, and children died in what came to be known as the Ludlow massacre. Such actions only deepened 
people’s hatred of the robber barons and the government officials who served them. The working class had 
become too large and too powerful to be controlled by force alone.

Ignorance is Strength

If you can control people by force, it’s not so important to control what they think and feel. But 
if you lose the capacity to control people by force, it becomes more necessary to control attitudes 
and opinions.

 Noam Chomsky

The capitalist class did not see the prospect of a better world in workers’ rebellions, only the loss of their 
power and privilege. The feudal aristocracy had thought the same thing when the capitalists threatened to 
depose them. All ruling classes want history to end with their rule, and the capitalist class is no different. 
Capitalism was confronted with an inescapable problem — class-divided societies are incompatible with 
genuine democracy. A numerically small ruling class cannot impose its will on a larger population as long as 
that population is actively involved in political life. A section of the middle class proposed a solution: control 
the majority by manipulating their minds. As early as 1895, French sociologist Gustave Le Bon warned in The 
Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind,
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Today the claims of the masses are becoming more and more sharply defined, and amount to nothing 
less than a determination to destroy utterly society as it now exists…The divine right of the masses is 
about to replace the divine right of kings.69

In 1916, Wilfred Trotter wrote The Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War in which he argued that work-
ers’ revolts and anti-war protests were based on mindless “herd instinct.” Sigmund Freud built on LeBon 
and Trotter’s work. In Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, Freud argues that being in a crowd over-
rides the social constraints that keep animal instincts under control. In 1930, he wrote Civilization and Its 
Discontents, warning that “civilization” must control the “savage forces” that would otherwise rise up to de-
stroy it. In The Future of an Illusion, he argues that “these dangerous masses must be held down most severely 
and kept most carefully away from any chance of intellectual awakening.”

In 1920, in The Behavior of Crowds: A Psychological Study, Everett Dean martin warns that “crowd-be-
havior” poses a “serious menace to civilization” that can be countered only by the “rational” middle class. As 
he put it,

We must become a cult, write our philosophy of life in flaming headlines, and sell our cause in the 
market. No matter if we meanwhile surrender every value for which we stand, we must strive to cajole 
the majority into imagining itself on our side…70

In PR!: A Social History of Spin, Stuart Ewen explains that “corporate PR starts as a response to the threat 
of democracy and the need to create some kind of ideological link between the interests of big business and 
the interests of ordinary Americans.” One of the first PR-men in America was journalist Ivy Lee, who was 
hired by the Rockefeller family to defuse public outrage over the Ludlow massacre. Lee provided the media 
with false information, claiming that striking miners had deliberately provoked the National Guard who 
fought back only in self-defense. However, the first person to formulate a theory of public relations was 
Edward Bernays, the nephew of Sigmund Freud. In Propaganda, Bernays argues that “propaganda is the 
modern instrument by which [intelligent men] can fight for productive ends and help to bring order out of 
chaos.” Bernays began his career in public relations promoting World War I.

Engineering consent to war

Never before in history had such a campaign of education been organized; never before had American 
citizens realized how thoroughly, how irresistibly a modern government could impose its ideas upon 
the whole nation.71

One week after the United States entered World War I, Washington established a Committee on Public 
Information (CPI) to mobilize journalists, artists, advertising experts, and social scientists to “sell” the war. 
The CPI faced an uphill battle; Americans did not want the war. Ordinary people saw no reason to be in-
volved in a dispute between rival empires fighting for territory and power. Just a few months earlier, President 
Woodrow Wilson had been re-elected on a promise to keep America out of the war. Anti-war meetings were 
drawing thousands of people. To turn the country around, the CPI used a two-punch strategy — promoting 
the war with one fist and crushing the anti-war movement with the other.
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To sell the war, the CPI constructed a giant propaganda machine with a Domestic Section and a Foreign 
Section. Each Section had multiple Divisions. The News Division sent press releases to every form of media 
on a 24-hour basis. The Advertising Division employed advertising agencies to flood the nation with pro-
war posters and billboards. The Division of Pictorial Publicity and the Bureau of Cartoons provided pro-war 
images. The Division of Films conscripted Hollywood to produce pro-war movies. Academics were assigned 
to write material promoting the war. Pro-war exhibits were mounted at fairs, in schools, and in churches. 
Teachers were given pro-war material to teach, and students were enrolled in speaking contests to support 
the war.

The CPI’s Division of Four-minute men recruited 75,000 businessmen and professionals to deliver short 
and seemingly spontaneous pro-war speeches in movie theaters, at picnics, and everywhere people gath-
ered. (Junior Four-minute men made pro-war speeches in primary and secondary schools.) An estimated 
750,000 four-minute speeches were delivered in 5,000 American cities and towns. Hatred of the Germans 
was whipped to a fever pitch.

While one hand of the State promoted the war, the other hand silenced those who opposed it. To sell the 
war as a glorious venture binding rich and poor in a common cause, the CPI hid the truth about war profi-
teers, soldiers’ mutinies, and anti-war protests. most importantly, the unprecedented level of slaughter could 
not be acknowledged — 10 million lives were lost on the battlefield and 20 million more died from hunger 
and disease. Fifty thousand American soldiers perished in fewer than 19 months.

The Director of the CPI sat on the U.S. Censorship Board. Before publication, all newspapers and maga-
zines had to submit articles to this Board for approval. Editors who refused to cooperate could be prosecuted, 
their publications could be denied mail service, and their source of newsprint could be cut off. No anti-war 
material was allowed through the mails. The mainstream media did not protest. On the contrary, the New 
York Times proclaimed, “It is the duty of every good citizen to communicate to proper authorities any evi-
dence of sedition that comes to his notice.”

When the U.S. entered the war, Congress passed the Espionage Act that made it a federal crime to op-
pose the war. Four-minute men implored their audiences to report anyone expressing anti-war views. The 
American Vigilante Patrol attacked those who opposed the war. With a membership of 100,000 people in 
600 towns and cities, the American Protective League claimed to uncover three million cases of such “dis-
loyalty.” Two thousand anti-war activists were prosecuted and 900 were imprisoned. Socialists at the core of 
the anti-war movement were targeted. Prominent labor leader and socialist, Eugene Debs, was sentenced to 
10 years in jail for speaking out against the war.

America got behind the war. As one writer observed, “We hated with a common hatred that was exhila-
rating.” At one church meeting, “a speaker demanded that the Kaiser, when captured, be boiled in oil, and 
the entire audience stood on chairs to scream its hysterical approval. This was the kind of madness that had 
seized us.” To the delight and relief of the ruling class, the CPI had made the unthinkable acceptable.

Practice makes perfect. Over the following century, Washington had many more opportunities to push 
unpopular measures and disable the opposition.

“The Communist Menace”

In the two years following the end of [World War II ], the CIO [Congress of Industrial Organizations] 
launched the greatest strike wave in the history of the United States. millions of workers in the steel, 
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auto, railroad, mining, maritime, and tobacco industries were among those who took part… Workers 
had kept their “no-strike” pledge during the war as an act of patriotism, but now the war was over, a 
new era was beginning, and these industrial workers were determined to shape it.72

The ruling class was enraged. The demands of American workers were standing in the way of a U.S. vic-
tory over Russia in the Cold War.

To fight the Cold War, the U.S. had to maintain a huge military establishment on a near-permanent 
war footing. Supporting that military establishment required the diversion of billions of dollars from 
pressing domestic needs. To sell this kind of sacrifice to a population that had just emerged from the 
Second World War, Truman would have to “scare the hell out of the country.”73

Anti-communist propaganda was used to purge the labor movement of socialists and other radicals and 
to get America behind the Cold War. This period was known as the mcCarthy Era, named after the most 
zealous anti-communist, Senator Joseph mcCarthy (R-Wis.).

mcCarthyism was the most widespread and longest lasting wave of political repression in American 
history. In order to eliminate the alleged threat of domestic Communism, a broad coalition of politi-
cians, bureaucrats, and other anticommunist activists hounded an entire generation of radicals and 
their associates, destroying lives, careers, and all the institutions that offered a left-wing alternative 
to mainstream politics and culture. That anticommunist crusade…used all the power of the state 
to turn dissent into disloyalty and, in the process, drastically narrowed the spectrum of acceptable 
political debate.74

Between march 1947 and December 1952, seven million federal government workers were fingered as 
potential Russian spies. The investigations relied on secret evidence and paid informers and were conducted 
without judge or jury. Although not a single case of espionage was confirmed, the witch-hunt intensified, 
penetrating every level of society.

State governments, colleges and universities, trade unions and civic organizations purged workers and 
members who refused to sign loyalty oaths. The repression reached absurd levels. People applying for 
licenses to fish in New York reservoirs had to sign loyalty oaths. Physics students at the University of 
Chicago feared that signing a petition calling for the installation of a Coke machine in the laboratories 
would signal their “disloyalty.”75

Conservative union leaders were happy to cooperate in removing militants who challenged their leader-
ship. Between 1949 and 1950, the CIO expelled 11 Communist-Party-led unions — more than 10 percent of 
its total membership. By 1954, 59 unions barred communists from holding union office, and 40 unions pro-
hibited communists from being union members.

The witch-hunting frenzy reached its peak when Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were charged with “con-
spiracy to commit espionage” and sentenced to death, despite the absence of any credible evidence that they 
were spies. Around the world, people campaigned to save the Rosenbergs. Unions submitted protest peti-
tions. The Pope appealed for clemency. Albert Einstein and other Nobel-Prize-winners protested, along with 
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many famous writers and artists including Pablo Picasso, Jean-Paul Sartre, Dashiell Hammett, Diego Rivera, 
and Frida Kahlo. Washington refused to back down and executed the Rosenbergs in 1953.

Their execution case sent a chill through the ranks of the left. “From the point of view of a young 
person, we all thought that it could be our parents,” recounts Arlene Tyner, a longtime activist whose 
family was involved in the Rosenberg clemency movement. “Everybody felt, especially if you were 
Jewish, during the witch-hunts that the government could come and take away your parents and ex-
ecute them. It was a direct threat to your survival.”76

By the end of the 1950’s, thousands had lost their jobs and countless families were ruined. most impor-
tant, the union movement had lost its best fighters. Operation Dixie, the CIO’s project to organize Black 
and White workers in the American South, was scuttled. With unions gutted and the working class divided, 
the capitalist class could drive up productivity, make the U.S. the strongest economy in the world, and win 
the Cold War. And that was the real purpose of the anti-communist campaign. more than 50 years later, the 
American labor movement and the American Left still have not recovered.

The anti-communist campaign proved so successful that it was repackaged for use in the 21st century; 
only the terms have changed — “terrorist” has been substituted for “communist.” Like the Cold War, the War 
on Terror demands that ordinary people support U.S. foreign policy. Those who resist the militarization of 
the economy, the destruction of other nations, and the loss of civil rights at home are denounced as terrorists 
and terrorist sympathizers. The War on Communism and the War on Terror both serve to keep the ruling 
class firmly in control.

The Great Lie

The great lie of the 20th century was that the Cold War was a conflict between American Democracy and 
Russian Communism. In reality, the Cold War was a power struggle between two super-powers to determine 
which one would rule the world. Democracy had nothing to do with it and neither did communism, as I 
shall explain.

In 1917, the Russian working class revolted against a corrupt ruling class and the horrors of World War I. 
The working class took power but could not hold onto it. Economic ruin caused by the war, the devastation 
of the civil war, and a subsequent trade blockade combined to strangle the revolution. With no food for the 
people, no raw materials for the factories, and no other revolution in Europe to come to its aid, the Russian 
Revolution was defeated. During the 1920’s, capitalism was restored in Russia in the form of State capitalism. 
The State controlled production, and everyone worked for the State. “Russia Incorporated” fulfilled the two 
directives of capitalism: to Seize the Surplus produced by the working class; and to Compete or Die in the 
Cold War with the United States.

Both sides portrayed the Cold War as a conflict of ideologies. Russia called itself Communist, which was 
equated with State control over the economy. The United States called itself Democratic because it had an 
electoral system. In fact, State intervention was important to the economy of both nations, and neither na-
tion exposed its top decision-makers to the risk of popular elections. Masking the commonality between the 
U.S. and Russia was important for both ruling classes.

Because conditions for Russian workers were so oppressive, Washington could claim that capitalism 
was better, despite mass inequality and savage racism at home. Those who organized for social change or 
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opposed America’s wars could be denounced as agents of communism. moscow reaped parallel benefits. 
Because conditions for American workers were so oppressive, moscow could claim that communism was  
better, despite mass oppression at home. Those who organized for social change or opposed Russia’s wars 
could be denounced as agents of capitalism.

Pretending that they represented fundamentally different social systems (instead of variations on the capi-
talist model) made it easier for both the U.S. and Russia to advance their empires. In 1947, President Truman 
announced that America had a duty to combat communism (the Truman Doctrine) and promptly sent the 
marines to Latin America to spread “democracy.” Not to be outdone, Russia dispatched the Red Army to 
Eastern Europe to “liberate” the population from capitalism.

Portraying the United States as democratic and Russia as communist was brilliant propaganda that served 
both forms of capitalism, East and West, and confused people everywhere. Chris Harman writes,

many socialists in the West and the Third World were misled into believing the rulers of the USSR 
were on their side, while many dissidents in the Eastern bloc believed Western leaders who claimed to 
stand for “freedom” and “democracy.” Those who stood out against this nonsense at the beginning of 
the 1950’s were tiny in number.77

Imperialism is Democracy

Inspired by the French Revolution, slaves in Haiti fought to free themselves from French domination. 
You would think that a nation committed to democracy would welcome such a struggle. Not so. President 
Thomas Jefferson was horrified by the prospect of an independent Black Republic so close to American 
shores, and he supplied the French army with munitions to put down the rebellion. Against all odds, the 
slaves won their independence in 1804. 

Real democracy is a threat to capitalism. In 1915, U.S. marines invaded Haiti and occupied it continu-
ously until 1934. The invasion was justified by the racist argument that Haitians needed to be taught how 
to govern themselves. Before the troops left, Haiti’s Constitution was re-written to allow American cor-
porations to plunder the island’s natural resources and exploit its population. In 2004, the U.S. invaded 
the island again, forced the democratically-elected president into exile, imprisoned democratically-elected 
government officials, and installed a U.S.-friendly military dictatorship. Again, the invasion was disguised 
as humanitarian intervention. Why the need for deceit?

Ordinary people won’t support wars that benefit the rich and powerful, so imperial ventures must be 
given a noble character. As historian Howard Zinn points out,

President Polk lied to the nation about the reason for going to war with mexico in 1846. It wasn’t that 
mexico “shed American blood upon American soil” but that Polk, and the slave-owning aristocracy, 
coveted half of mexico. President mcKinley lied in 1898 about the reason for invading Cuba, saying 
we wanted to liberate the Cubans from Spanish control, but the truth is that he really wanted Spain 
out of Cuba so that the island could be open to United Fruit and other American corporations…And 
everyone lied about Vietnam — President Kennedy about the extent of our involvement, President 
Johnson about the Gulf of Tonkin, and President Nixon about the secret bombing of Cambodia. They 
all claimed the war was to keep South Vietnam free of communism, but really wanted to keep South 
Vietnam as an American outpost at the edge of the Asian continent.78
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After the U.S. defeat in Vietnam, it became more important to counter anti-war sentiment so U.S. wars 
of conquest were promoted as humanitarian missions: removing a “tyrant” from power in Panama in 1989; 
countering an “illegal” invasion by Iraq in 1990-1991; saving Somalians in 1992-1993. In 1999, Washington 
bombed parts of Yugoslavia, supposedly, to stop ethnic cleansing. As had been predicted, the bombing in-
creased the flood of refugees; however, Washington achieved its real objective — to plant military bases in 
former Russian territory, without arousing mass opposition at home. As Noam Chomsky points out, “When 
you’ve got your boot on somebody’s neck, you can’t just say, ‘I’m doing this because I’m a brute.’ You have 
to say, ‘I’m doing it because they deserve it. It’s for their own good.’”

Compete or Die ensures that the biggest bully rules. However, this cannot be admitted. The U.S. claims 
the right to impose its will on the world because it is morally superior to all other nations. The 20th century 
slogan, “What’s good for General motors is good for America” has become the 21st century slogan, “What’s 
good for America is good for the world.” Because it is the world’s most heavily-armed nation, the U.S. can 
dictate who can have nuclear weapons (the U.S. and its allies) and who cannot (opponents of the U.S.), who 
can invade and occupy other countries (allies like Israel) and who cannot (enemies like Iraq), which brutal 
dictators should be removed from power (Panama’s uncooperative General Noriega) and which should be 
placed in power (Chile’s cooperative Augusto Pinochet), which crises to respond to (civil war in strategic 
areas like the middle East) and which crises to ignore (civil war in less strategic areas like Africa), who are 
terrorists (opponents of the U.S.) and who are freedom fighters (supporters of the U.S.).

Lies build on lies. The U.S. bombing of Afghanistan was named, “Operation Enduring Freedom.” When 
weapons of mass destruction could not be found in Iraq, the invasion was recast as a war against tyranny and 
renamed “Operation Iraqi Freedom.” During his second inauguration speech, President Bush proclaimed, 
“The best hope for peace in our world is the expansion of freedom in all the world.” Neglecting to mention 
U.S. military domination of the Balkans, the middle East, the Philippines, and much of Latin America, 
Bush uttered the words “free” or “freedom” more than 25 times in fewer than 20 minutes. Such lies secure 
domestic support for war and seduce young people into the military, in the mistaken belief that war can 
make the world a better place.

War is Peace: The soldier betrayed

I think when the world’s most powerful medium colludes with the world’s most powerful military to 
put propaganda in mainstream films and television shows, that has to have an effect on the American 
psyche.

 David L. Robb

In Operation Hollywood: How the Pentagon Shapes and Censors the Movies, David L. Robb explains 
how Hollywood collaborates with the Pentagon to show the U.S. government and military in the best pos-
sible light. movie producers who want access to military ships, tanks, planes, bases, weapons, uniforms, or 
troops must accept Pentagon control over their film scripts. After the script is approved, a military advisor 
is stationed on the set to ensure that no unauthorized changes are made. The Pentagon also claims the right 
to pre-screen the film before its public release. Producers who reject Pentagon censorship are denied access 
to military props, and their films can be barred from military theaters and U.S. bases. Not surprisingly, 
Pentagon-approved war films are sanitized and Disneyfied. As Robb explains,
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Hollywood producers have been known to turn villains into heroes, remove central characters, change 
politically sensitive settings, or add military rescues to movies that require none. There are no bad 
guys in the military. No fraternization between officers and enlisted troops. No drinking or drugs. No 
struggles against bigotry. The military and the president can’t look bad.79

Pro-war films encourage young people to join the armed forces. When soldiers discover the brutal reality 
of war, they feel deceived. In Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing of Character, Jonathon 
Shay explains how people of good character can go berserk when they are betrayed by their superiors. The 
betrayal of the soldier takes many forms: lying about the reason for the mission; inadequate training and 
faulty equipment; incompetent officers; and having to kill innocent people. All these things happened to 
American soldiers in Vietnam, and are happening again in Afghanistan and Iraq. Living under constant at-
tack, never feeling safe, and suffering the loss of one’s closest comrades can combine with the bitterness of 
betrayal to unravel the most upstanding person. Such conditions provoke the atrocities of war. more than 
one parent of a veteran has cried, “I gave them a good boy, and they sent me back a murderer.”

The army has total control over its soldiers and should be held accountable for their behavior. Shay ex-
plains how officers encourage soldiers to turn their grief into revenge, yet, superiors take no responsibility 
when grief-stricken soldiers go berserk and lose their restraint, their morality, and their humanity. In 2005, 
Spc. Charles A. Graner Jr. was sentenced to 10 years in a military prison for torturing prisoners at Iraq’s 
Abu Ghraib Prison. Graner was condemned as a “torture ringleader,” while the top officers who supervised 
the prison system were cleared of any responsibility. meanwhile, the mastermind of U.S. torture policy, 
Alberto Gonzales, was rewarded with the top job at the Department of Justice. Betrayal doesn’t come any 
bigger than that.

While the people in power promote war as necessary for peace, prosperity, and security; peace never 
comes, only the wealthy prosper, and life becomes increasingly insecure. The ordinary American, the 
American soldier, and the people they are supposed to hate — all are victimized by the powerful people 
who call the shots.

Pay the piper, pick the tune

This is an industry, it’s a business. We exist to make money. We exist to put commercials on the air. The 
programming that is put on between those commercials is simply the bait we put in the mousetrap.

 ABC Nightline anchor Ted Koppel

The media are supposed to be objective and unbiased. In reality, the mainstream media are the voice 
of Corporate America. A handful of corporations dominate radio, and five giant conglomerates command 
the print and television media. Business also controls the media through advertising dollars. magazines 
obtain half their revenues from advertising, newspapers get three-quarters of their income from advertis-
ing, and radio broadcasting depends almost entirely on advertising.

The media avoid stories that might offend corporate sponsors. Fearing a lawsuit, Fox Network refused 
to air a report on the health risks of milk produced using monsanto Corporation’s growth hormone. 
According to reporters Steve Wilson and Jane Akre, Fox’s lawyer told them, “it doesn’t matter if the facts 
are true.” When Wilson and Akre protested, Fox’s manager replied, “We paid three billion dollars for these 
television stations. We will decide what the news is. The news is what we tell you it is.”
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Journalists are not allowed to challenge the media’s pro-business, pro-Washington bias. Fox fired Wilson 
and Akre. The New York Times fired Pulitzer-Prize-winning journalist Sydney Schanberg for writing about 
corporate power and corruption. The San Jose Mercury fired Gary Webb for reporting how the CIA brought 
cheap cocaine into the U.S. to fund anti-government terrorists in Nicaragua. most of the time, such disci-
pline is not necessary because most journalists share their employer’s pro-capitalist, anti-labor views.

media bias becomes most obvious in times of war. Amy Goodwin, host of radio program Democracy 
Now!, explains,

The media are the same corporations that profit from war. During the 1991 Gulf War, CBS was owned 
by Westinghouse, and NBC was owned by General Electric. They made most of the parts for most 
of the weapons used in the war, so it’s no accident that what we were watching on TV was a military 
hardware show.80

In Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media, Edward S. Herman and Noam 
Chomsky explain that the media depend predominately on “information provided by government, business, 
military and other ‘experts’ who are funded and approved by these primary sources and agents of power.” 
Journalists who rely on the establishment for information inevitably become the voice of the establishment. 
Reflecting on his experience as a correspondent during World War II, John Steinbeck wrote,

We were all part of the war effort. We went along with it, and not only that, we abetted it. Gradually, 
it became a part of us that the truth about anything was automatically secret and that to trifle with it 
was to interfere with the war effort. ..at that time we believed, fervently believed, that it was the best 
thing to do.81

To ensure that its policies are promoted, the U.S. government pays individuals and PR firms to plant sto-
ries in the media. In 1991, the public relations firm of Hill and Knowlton brought a 15-year-old Kuwaiti girl 
to testify before a Congressional Caucus. The girl stated that she personally witnessed Iraqi soldiers invading 
Kuwaiti hospitals, ripping infants from their incubators and leaving them to die on the floor. This atroc-
ity was used to justify the U.S. war against Iraq. In fact, there was no atrocity. The girl turned out to be the 
daughter of the Kuwaiti Ambassador to the United States, and subsequent investigations found not a shred 
of evidence for her claims. The story was pure PR.

In 1991, the CIA hired a different PR firm to spread the story that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction. 
After the 2003 invasion, the Pentagon hired more PR firms to plant pro-American stories in the Iraqi media. 
Although these stories were written by U.S. troops, they were presented as unbiased reports by independent 
journalists. One Pentagon official confessed to reporters, “Here we are trying to create the principles of de-
mocracy in Iraq. Every speech we give in that country is about democracy. And we’re breaking all the first 
principles of democracy.”

Washington also plants propaganda in the media at home. Between 2003 and the first half of 2005, the 
Bush administration paid public relations firms, advertising agencies, media organizations, and individuals 
almost two billion dollars to promote its policies. Journalists were paid to write articles supporting the gov-
ernment’s viewpoint and PR firms were hired to create favorable “video news releases” that were broadcast as 
if they were independent news reports. Ironically, Washington was spending more to produce fake news than 
media networks were budgeting for real news. When the Congressional Government Accountability Office 
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ruled that such activities were illegal and deceptive, “covert propaganda,” the Justice Department instructed 
all government agencies to disregard the ruling.

The government doesn’t have to tell the media what to say — they already know. During the U.S. bomb-
ing of Afghanistan, the chairman of CNN sent a memo to his staff stating that, “it seems perverse to focus 
too much on the casualties or hardship in Afghanistan.” He instructed them to “balance” coverage of civilian 
devastation with reminders that “it is that country’s leaders who are responsible for the situation Afghanistan 
is now in.” CNN’s head of standards and practices suggested various ways to convey that information such 
as, “We must keep in mind…that these U.S. military actions are in response to a terrorist attack that killed 
close to 5,000 innocent people in the U.S.” He emphasized that, “Even though it may start sounding rote, it 
is important that we make this point each time.” The result is media grief over the deaths of Americans and 
media silence in response to the deaths of non-Americans.

Why we believe them

You can say anything you want during a debate, and 80 million people hear it. So what if it’s not true. 
maybe 200 people read [the correction] or 2,000 or 20,000.82

Before the 2003 invasion of Iraq, 80 percent of Americans thought that the president was saying that Iraq 
either had weapons of mass destruction (WmD) or was in the process of developing them. Seventy percent 
believed that the administration was saying that Iraq was directly or indirectly responsible for the attacks 
on the World Trade Center. These beliefs crossed party lines and were linked with support for the war. At 
the same time, a series of UN inspectors found no evidence of WmD, a CIA report concluded that Iraq’s 
“WmD capability” had been destroyed in 1991, and the 9/11 Commission found no connection between Iraq 
and the bombing of the World Trade Center. Nevertheless, on the eve of the 2004 presidential election, 49 
percent of Americans still believed that Iraq had WmD, and 52 percent still believed that Iraq was involved 
in the attack on New York.

We know why Washington lied about the reasons for the war; they knew that the American public would 
not support a war for oil. The more important question is, why do people believe these lies? Why do they 
believe a president who assures them that America has no interest in building an empire, only in promoting 
democracy and freedom around the world?

Part of the answer is because we want to believe this. We want to believe that the people in power have 
the best of intentions and are genuinely concerned for our safety and our future. We want to trust them be-
cause we want to feel safe.

Trust connects people. Because human beings are social creatures, we want to give others the benefit of 
the doubt. Every con artist relies on this willingness to trust. At the same time, all social species have a built-
in ability to detect when they are being unfairly treated. The successful con artist must avoid triggering the 
victim’s sense of being cheated or deceived. The best way to disarm distrust is to build a relationship. Very 
wealthy politicians will mimic the dress and speech patterns of ordinary folks to imply, “I’m just like you.” To 
preserve an important relationship, people will ignore their gut feeling that something is wrong and refuse 
to believe that a spouse is unfaithful, that a child is stealing, or that a president is lying.

The willingness to trust is bolstered by the desire to avoid the pain of betrayal. The American public had 
the option of believing the president or feeling massively betrayed, so they gave him the benefit of the doubt. 
Consider the fable of the emperor who wore no clothes. Everyone went along with the lie that he was clothed 
because they feared to admit the truth.
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In relationships where one person is more powerful and the other is less powerful, and there seems to be no 
alternative to this arrangement, the less powerful person will protect the connection with the more powerful 
person, even when that person cannot be trusted. This phenomenon is called the Stockholm Syndrome after 
a 1973 bank robbery in Sweden where hostages defended their captors. The same phenomenon can be seen 
in maltreated children who defend the adults who hurt them. These children will “forget” the abuse, forgive 
the abuser, and blame themselves instead. Battered adults who cannot escape will also make excuses for their 
abusers and blame themselves. There is some logic to this. As long as people feel powerless, it feels safer to trust 
the people with power. A captive who turns against a captor, a child who turns against an abusive parent, and 
a battered spouse who turns against the batterer all risk greater harm and possible death.

The more dependent we feel on our rulers, the more willing we are to reject evidence that discredits them, 
no matter how convincing it is. When authorities reassure us that their greatest concern is our well-being, 
we long to believe them. No matter how often they swindle us, we look for signs that they are right and we 
are wrong. We forgive them again and again. Our “amnesia” flows from the mistaken belief that submission 
is the only option.

If people acknowledged that the president, his administration, and the media were all lying to them, 
what would they do? Facing the truth is an option only when there is some alternative (or some hope of 
an alternative) to the existing social arrangement. In terms of the middle East wars, the American people 
saw no alternative. During the 2004 election, the Democrats supported the invasions of Afghanistan and 
Iraq and viciously attacked the only anti-war candidate, Ralph Nader. The anti-war movement collapsed to 
support the Democrats, and the revolutionary left was too small to make a difference. When Bush was re-
elected, many people turned from politics to religion, needing something to believe in and someone they 
could trust.

No one can stand alone against the system. When people organize to fight for their rights, they find it 
easier to reject the lies that bind them to their oppressors. Social support helps to clear the brain, allowing 
people to see the world as it is and the possibility of creating a better world.

While lies keep the majority confused, lies are not enough to keep the ruling class in power. Someone 
must take responsibility for social problems. The next chapter explains how the ruling class protects the sys-
tem by blaming its victims and convincing them to blame themselves and each other.

Summary

If the structure of society were ordained by God or Nature, there would be no need for rulers to lie. 
However, society is created by human beings and can be changed by them. The capitalist class needs the 
consent of the majority to rule so it cannot tell the truth — that its primary concern (to maximize profit) 
conflicts with what most people want (to meet human needs). The majority will believe the lies they are fed 
as long as they see no alternative and feel powerless to create one.
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Chapter �0

Blame the Victim

CUT POWER OR LOSE IT

…screamed the headlines. In August, 2003, an unprecedented power blackout pulled the plug on 50 mil-
lion people living in a 9,300 square-mile triangle bounded by New York City in the east, Detroit in the west 
and Ottawa in the north.

Officials warned of further blackouts if people didn’t start conserving energy. After the power returned, a 
radio-journalist in Toronto dubbed “the hydro vigilante” roamed the streets interrogating people she found 
“wasting” energy, including a man pushing an electric lawn mower and an old woman sitting in front of 
her air conditioner. media stories blasted irresponsible “juice hogs.” I overheard a bus driver and a passenger 
agree that we could not return to our wasteful ways. People felt justified in scrutinizing their neighbors’ hab-
its. After all, didn’t our wanton use of power cause the problem and weren’t we responsible for fixing it? The 
answer is no — on both counts.

Ever since the U.S. power industry was deregulated in the 1980’s, energy experts had warned of the prob-
ability of large-scale blackouts. Before deregulation, government controlled the generation and distribution 
of electricity. After deregulation, no one was accountable for making sure the system worked. Freed from en-
forceable operating standards and hungry for profit, power companies cut every corner they could. Between 
1994 and 1996, there were three major blackouts affecting western North America.

A joint US-Canada investigation into the 2003 blackout found no evidence of excess power use by con-
sumers; the power went out because of managerial incompetence, poorly trained workers, lack of coordina-
tion, and numerous violations of operating standards. In short, an electricity grid designed to produce power 
was being operated to produce profit.

Electricity users got no apology for being falsely accused. Ordinary people continue to be blamed, and to 
blame themselves, for systemic problems over which they have no control. The reason why goes back to the 
beginning of capitalism.

The myth of scarcity

When France’s Queen marie Antoinette was informed that her people were starving, she replied that if 
they lacked bread they should eat cake instead. Her arrogance enraged the people, and they chopped off her 
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head. The lesson was not lost. Rulers who wish to keep their heads cannot openly thumb their noses at those 
they exploit.

minister Thomas Robert malthus (1766-1834) was determined to prevent a revolution in England by pro-
viding explanations for social problems that protected the capitalist class and its system. To explain poverty 
and deprivation, he argued that there are too many people and not enough to go around. To explain why 
wealth could not be shared, he insisted that the poor were biologically inferior and that improving their con-
dition would only cause them to multiply. According to malthus, “natural law” made it impossible to achieve 
the ideals of the French Revolution — liberty, equality, and brotherhood.

malthus believed that what was good for the capitalist class was good for society and that any threat to 
the flow of profits threatened society. In The Legacy of Malthus, Alan Chase writes,

To malthus, any measures that eased the lot of the greatest number of people — from sanitary reform 
to medical care to birth control and, above all else, higher wages — were not only immoral and unpa-
triotic but also against the laws of God and Nature. According to malthus, all such social instruments 
for the improvement of the individual, family, and public health shared the common and fatal “ten-
dency to remove a necessary stimulus to industry.”83

malthus is known as the founder of “scientific racism” because he was the first to use scientific-sounding 
language to legitimize prejudice and bigotry. His 1798 publication, Essay on the Principle of Population as it 
Affects the Future Improvement of Society, argues that workers are not impoverished by capitalism but by their 
inferior biology — in essence, that their poverty is genetic. Chase observes,

With or without malthus…people of means would still hate to pay the taxes required to fund effective 
legislation for social welfare. However, by demeaning the intrinsic worth to society of most newborn 
children and their families, as well as by denigrating the value to the greater society of any and all hu-
man welfare legislation, scientific racism and its propagandists have for two centuries served succes-
sions of greedy men and penny-pinching governments.84

malthus laid the basis for modern victim-blaming. He was the first PR-man for capitalism, promoting 
fictions like: people starve because there are too many of them; they are poor because they are lazy; they 
are in prison because they make bad choices; they suffer inequality because they are inferior; they destroy 
the environment because they consume too much; they get sick because they don’t take care of themselves; 
and they are injured because they are accident-prone. Before we examine these arguments, let’s look at how 
malthus’ ideas were propagated.

The genetic superiority of wealth

Francis Galton (1822-1911) was a wealthy man who perverted genetics to support class inequality. In 
Hereditary Genius, Galton declares that intelligence is hereditary because the children of the rich are more 
likely to rise to the top of society. (He ignores the fact that they inherit their families’ wealth.) Because 
the rich are healthier, Galton argues that they must be biologically superior. Therefore, society could be 
improved if those of “superior breeding stock” have more children and the poor are prevented from hav-
ing any. Galton opposed all social programs that might allow more “ineffectives” to survive and breed. 
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He coined the term “eugenics,” meaning “well born,” to describe his efforts to improve humanity through 
selective breeding.

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) also corrupted science to justify class inequality. He created “Social 
Darwinism,” a fraudulent science that applies “natural laws” to human society. It was not Darwin but 
Spencer who coined the phrase “survival of the fittest.” Spencer insisted that the poor are biologically unfit 
to live and that supporting them only burdens the wealthy with taxes. On this basis, he campaigned against 
State-funded education and medical care, opposed all laws to improve working conditions, and rejected all 
forms of charity, including food for the starving.

Galton, Spencer, and other followers of malthus (malthusians) rejected all scientific evidence that im-
proved social conditions improved people’s health. Cholera epidemics had plagued England since 1831. 
By 1866, a network of clean water and sewage systems ended these epidemics. In Liverpool, basic sanita-
tion measures had dramatically reduced deaths due to small pox, measles, scarlet fever, and typhoid fever. 
Nevertheless, malthusians continued to insist that poverty and inequality are rooted in biology and cannot 
be altered because they did not want to raise workers’ expectations that they had a right to a better life. Like 
all charlatans, they understood that a well-crafted lie vigorously defended by influential people can triumph 
over the truth. This strategy continues to serve the capitalist class.

A 1969 memo from the Brown and Williamson tobacco company observed, “Doubt is our product since 
it is the best means of competing with the ‘body of fact’ that exists in the mind of the general public. It is 
also the means of establishing a controversy.” A 1998 memo from the American Petroleum Institute out-
lined its strategy to promote doubt about global warming, “Victory will be achieved when…recognition 
of uncertainty becomes part of the ‘conventional wisdom.’” The strategy of sowing doubt keeps genuine 
scientists on the defensive, trying to prove the merits of their findings. In fact, these battles have nothing 
to do with truth or science. They are about protecting the right of the rich and powerful to run society in 
their own interests.

Eugenics in America

malthus’ theories found a home in 19th century America, where the class struggle was raging. To bolster 
their side, the capitalist class embraced the theory that the rich are superior beings with a natural right to rule 
society. In 1910, the Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Harriman families funded Charles Davenport, a professor of 
biology at Harvard University, to document the hereditary basis of poverty and inequality.

At the turn of the century, poor people in the American South were suffering an epidemic of pellagra, 
a disease that causes skin rashes, muscular weakness, dizziness, and mental deterioration. Davenport was 
a devout malthusian who argued that pellagra and other diseases of the working population were heredi-
tary. Appointed head of the Pellagra Commission, Davenport promoted a do-nothing policy on the basis 
that treating “pellagrins” would only allow them to survive to breed more “pellagrins.” In 1916, Dr. Joseph 
Goldberger, head of the Public Health Service, showed that pellagra was a form of malnutrition that could 
be cured by eating foods rich in Vitamin B6. Davenport rallied influential doctors and politicians to reject 
Goldberger’s findings, with the result that pellagra was ignored for another 17 years.

Davenport’s mission was to reduce the numbers of poor and rebellious people in society. Allowing 
them to die from disease was one strategy. Eugenics was another. Davenport’s Eugenics Records Office 
was instrumental in shaping the two arms of American eugenics policy: forced sterilization and racist im-
migration controls. In 1907, the state of Indiana passed the world’s first compulsory sterilization law in 
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the belief that “heredity plays a most important part in the transmission of crime, idiocy and imbecility.” 
In 1913, President Theodore Roosevelt declared, “it is obvious that if in the future racial qualities are to 
be improved, the improving must be wrought mainly by favoring the fecundity of the worthy types…At 
present we do just the reverse. There is no check to the fecundity of those who are subnormal…” In 1927 
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of forced sterilization, declaring “It is better for all 
the world if instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, or let them starve for their im-
becility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from breeding their kind.”

By 1931, thirty states had passed laws to sterilize members of the “socially inadequate classes.” 
Compulsory sterilization was promoted for: the “feeble-minded;” anyone thought to be insane, criminal, 
or delinquent; epileptics, alcoholics, and drug addicts; the deaf, blind, and crippled; anyone with tuber-
culosis, syphilis, leprosy, or any other chronic infection; and dependents upon the State including inmates 
of government institutions, paupers, orphans, and the unemployed. People could be designated as feeble-
minded and sterilized simply for doing poorly on I.Q. tests. Recent immigrants, those who knew little 
English, and the poorly-educated fell into this category.

In the midst of the Great Depression, the Third International Congress of Eugenics convened in New 
York City. The Congress called for the mass sterilization of unemployed workers and their children to 
eliminate “the existence among us of a definite race of chronic paupers, a race parasitic upon the com-
munity, breeding in and through successive generations.” One speaker declared that, “a major portion of 
this vast army of unemployed are social inadequates, and in many cases mental defectives, who might have 
been spared the misery they are now facing if they had never been born.” By 1935 an estimated 20,000 
people in the U.S. had been forcibly sterilized.

In theory and practice, the United States had become the world’s foremost advocate of racial purity. 
Germany’s 1933 Nazi Act for Averting Descendants Afflicted with Hereditary Diseases, was openly modeled 
on Davenport’s 1922 model sterilization law. Between 1933 and 1945, Nazi Germany sterilized an estimated 
two million people and exterminated millions more in Race Hygiene death camps.

Instead of being horrified, American eugenicists praised Germany’s bold pursuit of racial improvement. 
In 1934, the editor of the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine proclaimed, “Germany is perhaps 
the most progressive nation in restricting fecundity among the unfit.” Psychiatrists were especially en-
thusiastic. In 1931, the president of the American Psychiatric Association advised, “I believe the time has 
arrived when we should, as an Association, again most strongly express our approval of the procedure of 
sterilization as an effective effort to reduce the number of the defective population” Between the 1930’s and 
the 1950’s, the American Journal of Psychiatry published numerous articles in support of eugenic steriliza-
tion and euthanasia. A 1942 article recommended euthanasia for severely mentally disabled children, who 
“should never have been born — nature’s mistakes.” An editorial in the same issue advised psychiatrists to 
convince parents of such children “that euthanasia is the most humane solution.”

Both American and German eugenics policies were based on the belief that some “races” are superior 
to others, and that social problems can be solved by preventing the most disadvantaged people from hav-
ing children. Historian Howard Zinn points out that the U.S. did not enter World War II to fight Hitler’s 
ideas of “white Nordic supremacy.” On the contrary,

The United States’ armed forces were segregated by race. When troops were jammed into the Queen 
Mary in early 1945 to go to combat duty in the European theater, the Blacks were stowed down in the  
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depths of the ship near the engine room, as far as possible from the fresh air of the deck, in a bizarre 
reminder of the slave voyages of old.85

After the war, when the full horror of the Nazi genocide came to light, talk of racial purity was discredited 
in the U.S. Facing a public relations crisis, the American eugenics movement re-invented itself as a campaign 
against “overpopulation.” The poor would still be blamed for social problems, not for being genetically defec-
tive but for being morally deficient — lazy, criminal, and, most importantly, too numerous.

Culling the poor

After World War II, America’s campaign to sterilize the poor escalated, bolstered by a new generation of 
malthusians like William Vogt. Published in 1948, Vogt’s book, The Road to Survival, warns that the greatest 
threat facing humanity is too many poor people. According to Vogt, the United Nations “should not ship 
food to keep alive ten million Indians and Chinese this year, so that fifty million may die five years hence.” 
Special venom was reserved for advocates of the poor who, “Through medical care and improved sanitation 
…are responsible for more millions living more years in increasing misery.” Alan Chase points out how in-
fluential these arguments were.

Every argument, every concept, every recommendation made in The Road to Survival would become 
integral to the conventional wisdom of the post-Hiroshima generation of educated Americans…would 
for decades to come be repeated, and restated, and incorporated again and again into streams of books, 
articles, television commentaries, speeches, propaganda tracts, posters and even lapel buttons.86

In the 1950’s, the U.S. began testing “population control” measures on poor people in Puerto Rico. By 
the end of the 1960’s, more than one-third of women of child-bearing age on the island had been sterilized. 
By 1980, Puerto Rico had the highest rate of female sterilization in the world. Population control methods 
developed in Puerto Rico were exported for use in other poor nations.

The social movements of the 1960’s opposed mass sterilization programs, arguing that high rates of pov-
erty were caused by economic exploitation, not overpopulation. In 1968, Paul Erlich wrote The Population 
Bomb to counter these arguments. Like Vogt, Erlich insisted that overpopulation (not poverty) is the great-
est threat facing humanity, and he opposed giving food aid to famine-stricken nations unless they agreed to 
sterilize their poor. The Population Bomb became a best-seller.

By the late 1960’s, America was pouring millions of dollars into foreign and domestic sterilization programs. 
In the United States, poor people, First Nations’ peoples, and Black people were targeted. Poor Black women 
were sterilized so frequently that the procedure was nicknamed, “the mississippi appendectomy.” In 1974, fed-
eral judge Gerhard Gesell ruled that “…poor people have been improperly coerced into accepting a sterilization 
operation under the threat that various federally supported welfare benefits would be withdrawn unless they 
submitted to irreversible sterilization.” According to the judge, “Over the last few years, an estimated 100,000 
to 150,000 low-income persons have been sterilized annually under federally funded programs.”

Despite such condemnation, forced sterilization continued. In the 1990’s medicaid paid for poor women 
to have hormone-releasing contraceptive devices implanted under their skin. Removing the device was not 
funded. In 2000, a Louisiana woman convicted of child abuse was given the “choice” of medical sterilization 
or lengthy jail time.
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Too many people?

Today, sections of the environmental movement continue to promote the false doctrine of overpopula-
tion. The website of Support a Comprehensive Sierra Club Population Policy (SUSPS) states, “Unending 
population growth and increasing levels of consumption together are the root causes of the vast majority of 
our environmental problems.” This is a dangerous argument. If you believe that too many people are de-
stroying the planet, then you would have to cheer every famine, war, flood, and earthquake that reduced the 
population. You would also have to welcome diseases that kill millions every year.

Contrary to popular belief, environmental destruction is not caused by too many people on the planet. 
Environmental damage is accelerating despite falling global birth rates. The average number of children 
born per woman (the fertility rate) needs to be 2.1 to keep a population from declining over time. Between 
1970 and 2000, the fertility rate in the world’s poor nations dropped more than half, from 6.2 down to 3. In 
Europe, the fertility rate has fallen to 1.4, which is below replacement level. The United States has the great-
est impact on the environment, yet its fertility rate has been below the replacement level for the past three 
decades.

There are several reasons for declining fertility. more people are moving from rural to urban centers. Rural 
families benefit from more children helping on the farm, while urban families can achieve higher living stan-
dards by having fewer children. Also, women who gain access to education and jobs have fewer children. 
Poverty is not caused by people having too many children; people have more children when they are poor.

malthus was also wrong about hunger being the result of too many people and not enough food. There 
is only one reason people go hungry: food is produced for profit, not for need. We can produce enough to 
feed twice the number of people living on the planet, but if all that food came to market, the price of food 
would plummet. To keep prices high, States restrict food production or keep what is produced off the mar-
ket. To keep farmers on the land, they are paid not to produce. The ridiculous result is that some people 
pay inflated food prices and higher taxes for farm subsidies, while others cannot afford to eat at all. In India, 
where more than half the children are malnourished, the State spends more to stockpile food than it does to 
feed the hungry.

People are not the problem. Environmental destruction is caused by social policies that put profit first — it 
is profitable to pillage natural resources and to use the environment as a dumping ground. The belief that 
social and environmental problems are caused by too many people persists, not because it is true, but because 
it serves the ruling class. Part Four explains how production could be reorganized to meet the needs of people 
and the environment.

The twin myths of scarcity and overpopulation provide false explanations for class inequality. The more 
the majority can be convinced to tighten their belts, the more the elite can stuff under theirs. malthusian lies 
make the unacceptable seem inevitable: beggars on the streets of the world’s most prosperous cities; millions 
starving while mountains of food are left to rot; people dying because medicines are priced out of reach; one 
part of the population being overworked, while the other part is desperate for work; obscene wealth growing 
alongside desperate poverty.
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Class struggle

The war between the classes is conducted in two dimensions. In the material realm, the capitalist class 
extracts surplus from a working class that resists exploitation. In the realm of ideas, the doctrines of the capi-
talist class do battle with opposing ideas. For capitalism to survive, the capitalist class must dominate both 
dimensions. 

Opposition to the ruling class and its ideas ebbs and flows, depending on the relative strength of the op-
posing classes. During the 1950’s, the ruling class was more confident and smashed the opposition and its 
ideas. During the 1960’s, the working class pushed back, challenging the ruling class and its ideas. Over the 
past few decades, the ruling class has taken back the ground it lost during the 1960’s and strengthened ideas 
that blame the victim. To win the next round, we need to understand how we lost the last one.

After World War II, Black American veterans believed that they had earned the right to equality at home. 
Over the next two decades, their struggle for civil rights merged with other struggles to form a general work-
ing-class rebellion. During the 1960’s, millions of Americans demanded racial equality, women’s liberation, 
aboriginal rights, gay liberation, safer conditions at work, more affordable housing, better schools, and more 
access to medical care. There was organized opposition to poverty, pollution, nuclear power, the arms race, 
the death penalty, and U.S. foreign policy. A massive anti-war movement challenged U.S. imperialism, and 
American cities were shaken by Black rebellions. The belief that ordinary people could change the world was 
in the air, and it was intoxicating. Support for capitalism was cracking in the heart of the system.

The ruling class fought back on two fronts: granting limited reforms to promote confidence in the sys-
tem and moving to crush the opposition. Let’s look at the reforms first. In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson 
announced a War On Poverty and launched social programs like Head Start, food stamps, medicare, and 
medicaid. Passage of the 1965 Voting Rights Act made it easier for Black people to vote. The Civil Rights Act 
made racial discrimination illegal. To counter past discrimination, affirmative action policies set aside some 
jobs, admissions to higher education, and other opportunities for members of oppressed groups. In 1967, a 
moratorium was placed on executions. That same year, the Supreme Court ruled that children had the right 
to due process. In 1973, women won the legal right to abortion. In 1970, Congress enacted the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act (OSHA) to improve workplace health and safety. And all over the country, employers 
raised wages and benefits. These social improvements were no act of charity. They were won by masses of 
people who fought and died for them.

The ruling class also met the call for social justice with repression. Civil rights demonstrators were at-
tacked with water hoses, dogs, clubs, and guns. Black churches were bombed and civil rights workers were 
murdered. malcolm X was assassinated in 1965, and martin Luther King was killed three years later. Between 
1967 and 1968, dozens of leading members of the Black Panther Party were imprisoned and murdered. 
Chicago police viciously attacked demonstrators during the 1968 Democratic National Convention. Deadly 
force was used to suppress anti-war campus protests. In 1970, the National Guard killed four students at 
Kent State University and wounded nine others. At Jackson State University, police killed two students and 
wounded 12 others.

Despite reforms and repression, the social crisis deepened. The U.S. was losing the war in Vietnam. The 
North Vietnamese forces refused to be beaten, the American people had turned against the war, and the U.S. 
Army was in revolt. The Watergate scandal exposed the corruption at the heart of the system. In 1973, the 
U.S. withdrew from Vietnam. In 1974, President Nixon resigned in disgrace. That same year, the economy 
went into recession.
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The employers’ offensive

Battered by social protest, imperial defeat, and economic crisis, the capitalist class was desperate to re-
store its credibility and its profitability. In 1972, the heads of major U.S. corporations organized a Business 
Roundtable to “enable chief executives from different corporations to work together” to influence public 
policy. Founders of the Business Roundtable included the chief executives of Alcoa, General Electric, and 
U.S. Steel. In 1974, Business Week described the difficulty of their task,

It will be a hard pill for many Americans to swallow — the idea of doing with less so that business 
can have more…. Nothing that this nation, or any other nation, has done in modern economic 
history compares in difficulty with the selling job that must be done to make people accept the 
new reality.87

And sell they did, through newspapers, magazines, radio, and television stations, book publishers, and 
movie studios. The new reality was called “neoliberalism” or “trickle down economics.” The plan was for work-
ers to accept less in the present in order to build the economy, which would then reward them with higher 
living standards in the future. This was not a new idea. In 1961, President Kennedy had claimed that “a rising 
tide would raise all boats.” It was pure PR, designed to get the majority to back the goals of the ruling class. It 
was also a lie. Under capitalism, wealth produced at the bottom flows up; it never trickles down.

As one chorus, the ruling class touted economic growth as the best way, the only way, to solve social prob-
lems. However, neoliberalism was never about solving social problems; it was the beginning of a one-sided 
class war to restore the power and profitability of American capitalism. This war had two fronts: to restruc-
ture the economy in favor of the capitalist class; and to undercut resistance by blaming the victim. The more 
that ordinary people blamed themselves and each other for social problems, the less they would challenge 
the system.

By the late 1970’s, the employers’ offensive was in full swing. To restructure the economy, governments 
gave massive tax cuts to Corporate America and removed many of the restrictions on business that had 
protected workers and the environment. Deregulation and “downsizing” spelled the end of hundreds of 
thousands of good jobs. Employers demanded concession contracts to roll back wages and benefits they 
had previously granted. Union-busting companies proliferated. In 1980 alone, the National Labor Relations 
Board reinstated 10,000 workers who had been illegally fired for union organizing. The massive upward 
transfer of wealth caused the 1980’s to be known as “the looting decade,” which was followed by the even 
greater plunder of the 1990’s. Between 1981 and 2000, the average annual compensation of the 10 highest-
paid executives in the United States soared from just under four million dollars to $154 million.

A rising economic tide was lifting the yachts by sinking the rowboats. Never before had real wages fallen 
while the economy was booming. Life for ordinary people became harder and meaner. Someone had to take 
the blame for falling living standards, and it was not going to be the capitalist class.

Assault on the poor

The second front of the employers’ offensive was to blame the victim. Blaming the victim shifts criticism 
away from unjust social policies and onto the victims of those policies. Victim-blaming also makes it easier 
to transfer tax revenue from social programs into the pockets of the rich.
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During the 1960’s, right-wing groups and individuals pumped out blame-the-victim propaganda; how-
ever, pressure from the social movements kept these ideas on the fringe of society. The employer’s offensive 
brought them back into the mainstream. When Charles murray wrote Losing Ground to attack social welfare 
programs, the ruling class embraced it as gospel. President Ronald Reagan concocted the outrageous myth 
that women on welfare were living high off the hog, wearing fur coats, and driving Cadillac cars. As the 
media jumped on the poor-bashing bandwagon, the image of the “welfare queen” became a symbol of the 
undeserving poor.

In 1994, The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life became a best seller. Reviving 
malthus’ equations, authors Charles murray and Richard Herrnstein claim that the growing gap between the 
classes is caused by smarter people rising to the top of society, marrying each other and having even smarter 
children, while duller people fall to the bottom of society, marry each other and have even duller children. 
The authors conclude that social resources should be shifted from those at the bottom of society (who will 
always be dull and poor) to the better-off, who have better prospects of fulfilling their potential. The Bell 
Curve contained hundreds of pages of scientific-looking charts and graphs — all bogus. Like Losing Ground, 
The Bell Curve was malthusian propaganda masquerading as science. That suited the ruling class just fine, 
and murray was invited to address the House of Representatives. Another book, Inequality by Design, de-
molished every argument in The Bell Curve; however, its authors were not invited to address Congress. 
Politicians embraced The Bell Curve because it suited their slash-and-burn approach to social programs.

The extent of inequality is determined by the balance of class forces, not by biology. The rebellions of the 
1960’s raised the standard of living so that, by 1969, income inequality fell to a post-war low. In the 1970’s, 
the employers’ offensive drove down the standard of living of working people and caused inequality to rise 
again. Today, the gap between the super-rich and everyone else is greater than ever.

People don’t accept being robbed easily. The ruling class needs some way to keep the growing numbers of 
poor and angry people under control.

The injustice system

The prisoner is the visible symbol of crime contained — the criminal caged and restrained — to give the 
unwitting citizen the feeling that the cops and jails are preserving his safety.

 William Ryan

Everyone wants justice, and everyone wants to feel safe. Unfortunately, human needs are irrelevant to the 
“justice” system. Defense attorney Clarence Darrow explains:

a jail is evidence of the lack of charity of the people on the outside who make the jails and fill them 
with victims of their greed…Those men who own the earth make the laws to protect what they have. 
They fix up a sort of fence or pen around what they have, and they fix the law so the fellow on the 
outside cannot get in. The laws are really organized for the men who rule the world. They were never 
organized or enforced to do justice. We have no system for justice, not the slightest in the world.88

The “justice” system exists to legalize the crimes of capitalism — class inequality and deprivation. It is 
perfectly legal for the capitalist class to commit theft by taking what workers produce, to assault workers to 
raise productivity, and to commit murder through wars of acquisition. Crime is defined in ways that target 
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the working class. If you take something from your workplace, that is considered stealing. If the power com-
pany raises its rates every month, that is considered business. In 2006, Las Vegas declared it a crime to feed 
homeless people in public parks. Failing to provide housing for the homeless, jobs for the jobless, medicine 
for the sick, and food for the hungry are not considered crimes. Governments and corporations can legally 
withhold life’s essentials from those who cannot pay. Parents who treated their children this way would be 
thrown in jail.

In The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison, Jeffrey Reiman calculates that corporate crime costs or-
dinary people far more money and causes many more deaths than common street crimes. Executives market 
dangerous and defective products like the Ford Pinto, manufacturers dump toxic chemicals into the environ-
ment, managers destroy jobs to raise profits, and drug company barons price medicines out of reach.

Unlike many murderers sitting in prison for life, these gentleman bandits, these intelligent, educated 
men and women who slowly and methodically plan the crimes that wreck the future of untold num-
bers of people, know exactly what they are doing and who will be hurt. Their crimes of cold, selfish 
greed reflect, in their own way, even more indifference to life than murder.89

Darrow defined a criminal as “a person with predatory instincts who has not sufficient capital to form a 
corporation.” Those who do form corporations can ignore the law. General Electric has been convicted of 282 
counts of contract fraud, and not a single GE executive sits in jail. A common criminal with 282 convictions 
would be incarcerated for life. Under California’s “three-strikes” law, Gary Ewing was sentenced to 25 years 
in prison for stealing three golf clubs, and Leandro Andrade was sentenced to 50 years in prison for stealing 
nine children’s videotapes.

The definition of violence also serves the system. If you kill someone, it’s called murder. If the State kills 
someone, it’s called justice. Politicians who demand that we “get tough on crime” never talk about cracking 
down on the causes of crime because the class system is the cause of crime. The poorest neighborhoods have 
similar (high) murder rates, whether they are predominately Black, White, or Hispanic. Drug addiction, 
prostitution, theft, assault, and murder are the result of no jobs, no money, no future, and no hope. 

A 2004 national survey of American cities revealed a direct relationship between deprivation (unemploy-
ment, less education, and lower income) and serious crime, including murder, rape, and robbery. The safest 
city was Newton, massachusetts and the most dangerous city was Camden, Pennsylvania. Newton’s employ-
ment rate was more than five times higher than Camden’s. more than two-thirds of Newton residents had a 
university degree, compared with only five percent of Camden residents. And the median household income 
in Newton was more than three times that of Camden’s. The real crime in Camden is deprivation. If Camden 
residents had the same living standards as Newton residents they would enjoy the same low crime rates. 

The violence that capitalism perpetrates is perfectly legal. In contrast, rebellion against injustice is not 
tolerated. As a result, prisons are filled with the victims of the greedy people who run society. 

The world’s biggest jailer

The fuse of America’s prison explosion was lit in the late 1960’s. With a war raging in Vietnam, riots 
sweeping major cities, and protests roiling college campuses… Congress responded with a major  
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anti-crime bill that doled out millions of dollars to local police and increased the federal govern-
ment’s involvement in local law enforcement. Crime had never been much of an issue in federal 
politics before, but Richard Nixon made it a central campaign theme that year.90

In 1971, President Nixon announced that the nation’s greatest problem was illegal drug use (not the pov-
erty and desperation that cause people to use drugs). The subsequent War on Drugs was a War on the Poor 
in disguise. Previous administrations had sterilized the poor and left them to die from preventable diseases. 
The Nixon administration launched a campaign to imprison them in record numbers.

In 1973, New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller dramatically raised the penalties for drug offenses, so 
that anyone caught selling one ounce of narcotics, or possessing two ounces, would get an automatic mini-
mum sentence of 15 years in prison. Elaine Bartlett, a 26 year-old mother of four young children was sen-
tenced to 20 years to life-in-prison for her first offense, selling four ounces of cocaine. To those who moralize 
that Brown shouldn’t have sold drugs, reggae artist Bounty Killer replies, “We do what we do so we stay alive. 
We sell what we sell because we want to survive.”

mass incarceration went hand-in-hand with the assault on the gains of the 1960’s. Troublemakers could 
be locked up. The victims of heartless social policies could be painted as dangerous instead of deprived. A 
population that feared the criminal-next-door would be more willing to back the criminals-in-power. In 
1976, the Supreme Court reinstated the death penalty, and over the next 30 years, more than a thousand 
people were executed by the State. All were poor, and almost all were people of color.

Anti-drug laws and longer sentences filled America’s prisons. Between 1970 and 2001, the national crime 
rate did not rise, yet the number of people in prison exploded from 200,000 to over two million, most of 
them nonviolent drug offenders. By 2001, the Rockefeller Drug Laws had resulted in an additional 325,000 
person-years of incarceration in New York State alone. These years of life lost to prison were equivalent to 
9,848 deaths, or more than three times the losses suffered in the bombing of the World Trade Center.

By 2004, one out of every 138 U.S. residents was in jail. About five million Americans are arrested every 
year, and one in every five Americans has a criminal record. The victims of the penal system are the most 
vulnerable members of the working class, as the Reverend Jesse Jackson explains,

Sixty-five percent of all prisoners are high school dropouts, 70 percent are functionally illiterate, and 
63 percent recidivate. We are often tempted to think of China as an oppressive country, but we in-
carcerate 500,000 more people in this country — despite the fact that we have less than one-fourth 
the population of China. We lock up our poor, our uneducated, our unruly, our unstable and our ad-
dicted, where other countries provide treatment, mental hospitals and care.91

mass incarceration is socially harmful. Like the workhouses of the 19th century, modern prisons are gi-
ant incubators for disease, confining sick people in crowded quarters with poor food and little or no medical 
care. Imprisoned addicts are denied clean drugs and clean needles, and all prisoners are denied condoms. As 
a result,

The number of prisoners with HIV is 10 times the rate in the general population…Hepatitis C, an 
often-lethal liver disease spread by blood exchange, infects an estimated 41 percent of inmates in 
California prisons, compared to less than 2 percent of the population at large.92
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The law-enforcement approach to drug use is directly responsible for soaring rates of HIV/AIDS in 
America. Every year, hundreds of thousands of released prisoners take their diseases out of prison with 
them, endangering family, friends, and co-workers. In the early 1990’s, a deadly strain of Tuberculosis swept 
through the New York prison system killing 35 prisoners and infecting more than 1,000 people outside.

The employers’ offensive has transformed the 1960’s dream of liberation into a nightmare of persecution, 
incarceration, and disease. With only five percent of the world’s population, the United States holds more 
than 25 percent of the world’s prisoners. The Twin Towers Correctional Facility in Los Angeles is the biggest 
jail on the planet. The ruling class undoubtedly feel safer. However, the prison system does not prevent vio-
lence, it strengthens the greatest source of violence — the system itself. martin Luther King Jr. acknowledged 
this when he said,

I knew that I could never again raise my voice against the violence of the oppressed in the ghettos 
without having first spoken clearly to the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today — my own 
government.93

Blaming Blacks

Inequality in America is not just a matter of class. Whole sections of the population are treated like 
second-class citizens solely because of their skin color. The ruling class needs to explain the oppression of 
Black people in a way that does not implicate the system. The solution is blame-the-victim racism.

In 1965, a U.S. government report titled, The Negro Family: The Case for National Action, blamed the 
depressed condition of Blacks on their weak family structure. The report claimed that “unless this dam-
age is repaired, all the effort to end discrimination and poverty and injustice will come to little.” Instead 
of pointing out that weak family structure is a result of racism and poverty, influential publications like 
Life, Look, and the New York Times supported the attack on anti-poverty programs. William Ryan wrote 
Blaming the Victim, to protest “the resurgence of ideas about hereditary defects in Blacks, the poor, and 
working people in general.”

In 1967, a trio of Harvard professors claimed that the urban rebellions that were rocking American cit-
ies could not be attributed to poor social conditions because most people who shared those conditions did 
not participate in the uprisings. Therefore, there must be something “peculiar” about those who rebelled, 
and that peculiarity should be studied. (They showed no interest in why more people did not rebel against 
injustice. Under capitalism, submission is not considered to be a social problem.) The Department of 
Justice rushed to fund the professors’ quest to identify a “violence gene” and “chemical imbalances” that 
could be corrected by psychiatric drugs and brain surgery. One prisoner was recommended for psycho-
surgery because he was disrespectful, led a work strike, read revolutionary material, and refused to stop 
teaching Karate and judo to his fellow inmates.

In 1972, the National Institute for mental Health decided to study the biological roots of violence in 
Black youth. A national opposition movement closed down this project two years later; however, a number 
of states launched their own programs. California planned several Centers for the Study of the Reduction of 
Violence that would conduct genetic research and do brain surgery. Activists made sure they never opened. 
As Peter and Ginger Breggin point out,
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The argument used to be that blacks were docile and hence biologically predisposed to slavery. Now, 
in a few generations, they’re supposed to be genetically predisposed to rebellion. This is not science…
This is the use of psychiatry and science in the interest of social policy.94

Washington was not deterred. In 1993, the National Research Council recommended mass psychiatric 
screening of Black children as young as four months old to identify those who might be “violence-prone” so 
they could be treated with “medications that reduce violent behavior.”

The insistence that Black = Criminal has long been used to persecute and incarcerate Black people. White 
people form 70 percent of the U.S. population and commit the majority of inter-personal crimes, so that 
the “typical” American criminal is White. However, only 35 percent of the prison population is White. Black 
and Hispanic people fill the nation’s prisons, not because skin color is genetically linked with criminality, 
but because the penal system has a history of targeting people-of-color, from the Black Codes of the early 
1800’s, through Jim Crow segregation, to the War on Drugs. Continuing efforts to paint all Blacks as crimi-
nals have reversed the gains of the civil-rights movement and driven a wedge of fear between the Black and 
White populations.

modern “racial profiling” is a form of blaming-the-victim that goes something like this: most people in 
prison are Black; therefore, Blacks are more likely to be criminals; therefore, the penal system is justified in 
targeting Black people. Racial profiling has made it a crime to drive-while-Black. Every day, thousands of 
Black drivers are pulled over by police, searched, and abused simply because of their skin color. According to 
the Justice Department, police are more than twice as likely to search vehicles driven by Blacks, even though 
Whites are more than twice as likely to be found with illegal items. A report for the New Jersey State Police 
found that,

African-Americans and Latinos account for 78 percent of those searched, [yet] troops found evidence 
[of drugs] in the searches of whites 25 per cent of the time, of blacks 13 percent of the time, and of 
Latinos only 5 percent of the time.95

A 1998 national survey found that affluent, educated Whites are more likely to be drug users and drug 
addicts. Nevertheless, police looking for illegal drug activity target Blacks and Black neighborhoods. Blacks 
are more likely than Whites to be arrested, convicted, and sent to prison. Anti-drug laws victimize the poor 
who are also more likely to be Black. Probation is the only penalty for possessing five grams of expensive 
powdered cocaine. In contrast, possessing five grams of cheaper crack cocaine carries a mandatory five-year 
prison sentence. Because of such systemic racism, 90 ninety percent of the people in prison for drug posses-
sion are Black.

In 1980, there were three times as many Black men in college as there were in prison. By 2000, there 
were nearly 200,000 more Black men in prison than there were in college. On any given day, nearly one in 
three young Black men in America is in prison, on probation, or on parole. In some places like Baltimore, 
maryland, and Washington, DC, more than half the Black male population is under the thumb of the ju-
dicial system.
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More victim-blaming

The demand for greater productivity leads to more workplace accidents, injuries, illnesses, and fatalities. 
Instead of taking responsibility for these problems, employers blame workers for being careless and accident-
prone. In 1966, the term “accident-prone personality” was listed as a psychiatric diagnosis in the American 
Handbook of Psychiatry. Blaming the worker is more cost-effective than providing a safe workplace. Consider 
the following example:

Thirty-year-old lineman Brent Churchill died when he reached for a 7,200 volt cable with his bare hands. 
His boss blamed Churchill’s death on his failure to put on his insulating gloves. The story behind the story 
was that the company had “down-sized” the lineman department and was caught short-handed during a 
major storm. Instead of calling back the laid-off workers, management forced the existing crews to work 
overtime. For 55 of the 60 hours before he died, Churchill was climbing up and down 30-foot poles in freez-
ing weather. He was neither careless nor lazy. He was overworked and exhausted.

Human beings are not machines. It is normal for people to become absent-minded and distracted by 
stress, fatigue, family problems, and other worries. At times, everyone misunderstands, misinterprets, and 
misreads. A workplace that functions safely only when no one ever makes a mistake is a dangerous workplace. 
A safe workplace protects workers when they make inevitable human errors.

medicine under capitalism has a strong element of victim-blaming — the assumption that people who 
become sick must have done something wrong or be defective in some way. The protest movements of 
the 1960’s challenged this view, emphasizing social conditions as a cause of poor health and demanding a 
national health-care system. To counter this movement, the Rockefeller Foundation sponsored a confer-
ence in 1975 to set a new direction for health policy that would cut medical costs, crush the expectation 
that medical care should be a right, and divert attention from the social causes of disease. All three goals 
could be accomplished by blaming the victim. Speakers at the conference condemned “irresponsible in-
dividuals” who indulge in “sickness-promoting behaviors” and burden “responsible” people with excess 
taxes and higher medical insurance premiums. Following this conference, the Rockefeller group wrote a 
series of policy papers promoting individual responsibility for health. In 1979, Healthy People: The Surgeon 
General’s Report on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention blamed “personal excesses” for “the lion’s share 
of runaway health costs.” Subsequent government health-promotion campaigns instructed the public to 
eat right, get active, stop smoking, drink responsibly, say no to drugs, abstain from sex, work safely, etc.

The nation’s medical journals fell in line with the new policy, treating health as an individual respon-
sibility and sickness as a personal failure. One journal article blamed the lead poisoning of poor children 
on the “permissive socialization of oral behavior.” Instead of demanding that landlords remove lead-based 
paint from low-income apartments, parents were held responsible for letting children put their hands in 
their mouths after touching objects coated with lead dust. Blame-the-victim articles increased as more 
research funding was dedicated to study how poor people make themselves sick.

The campaign to blame the sick found an ally in the self-help movement of the 1970’s. People practic-
ing holistic health care rejected the use of medicines and vaccines. Self-care was promoted as the way to 
free oneself from reliance on doctors and potentially harmful medical treatments. The New Age empha-
sis on personal responsibility meshed with the employers’ efforts to dismantle state-funded medical care. 
While social activists fought for more access to the medical system, self-help advocates like Ivan Illich 
argued that less access would be more beneficial.
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When it comes to epidemics like cancer, victim-blaming is rampant. While industries flood the environ-
ment with cancer-causing chemicals and the State dismantles environmental protections, cancer research 
concentrates on modifying individual behaviors (drinking, smoking, nutrition) and developing individual 
treatments. Cancer prevention is dismissed as unrealistic. According to the website of the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, “Breast cancer cannot be prevented, however, studies show that early detection of 
breast cancer saves lives.” Preventing cancer would require removing carcinogens from production, cleaning 
up toxic waste dumps, closing down the nuclear power industry, and prohibiting the military from using 
chemical and radioactive weapons. In other words, cancer prevention is impossible under capitalism.

With cancer prevention blocked at the social level, experts concentrate on advising individuals what 
they should and should not do to prevent cancer. These recommendations are as useful as “duck and cover” 
exercises during the Cold War, where school children were instructed to duck under their desks and cover 
their heads in case of a nuclear attack. Personal protective measures don’t prevent cancer, they blame people 
for getting cancer by focusing on individual behavior. Even personality can be targeted. Some experts warn 
that the risk of cancer increases for people who repress their emotions and ignore their needs. (Ironically, 
the same behaviors that employers demand of workers, especially women.) In fact, the “cancer-prone” per-
sonality is a myth. Scientific studies on two continents found absolutely no connection between personal-
ity type and susceptibility to cancer. Nevertheless, the myth endures because it offers (false) hope to people 
who want to avoid cancer, makes money for those who sell hope, and takes pressure off the primary source 
of cancer — the capitalist system.

It would be wonderful if people could be healthy simply by making the right choices. However, most ill-
nesses arise from social conditions — overwork, unemployment, workplace hazards, excess stress, inadequate 
housing, poverty and malnutrition, environmental toxins, and lack of medical care. As long as people live in 
health-damaging conditions, it is impossible to distinguish how much the individual contributes and how 
much society contributes to any particular problem.

Do individuals have any responsibility for their health? People should be held responsible only for what 
they control. They cannot be held responsible for what they do not control. Capitalism turns this principle 
upside down. Those with the most power take no responsibility for social problems. Those with the least 
power get all the blame. During the Great Depression of the 1930’s, Henry Ford blamed lazy workers for 
high unemployment, “the average man won’t really do a day’s work unless he is caught and cannot get out of 
it. There is plenty of work to do if people would do it.” A week later, he laid off 75,000 auto workers.

An unjust world

The pyramid-shaped socioeconomic hierarchy, and the power elite at the top of it, will be secure as 
long as those at the lower levels blame one another for their lack of access to jobs with greater deci-
sion-making power — and as long as they fail to question the system that makes the decision-making 
power scarce in the first place by holding so much of it at the top.

 Jeff Schmidt

We want to think that we live in a just world, where people reap what they sow, where what goes around 
comes around, and where those who play by the rules are rewarded. Belief in a just world is shaken by 
tragedy and secured by blaming the victim. When Andrea Yates killed her children in a psychotic state, I 
overheard someone say, “She shouldn’t have had so many children if she couldn’t take care of them.” Such 
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blaming comments shield people from thinking about the desperate conditions that could drive a mother, 
possibly any mother, to kill her children. It is more comforting to condemn Yates than to think about how 
trapped she was and how trapped we are.

People blame themselves for the problems in their lives because, in a strange way, self-blame offers the illu-
sion of control (“I could have made something of myself, if only I had…”). Blaming implies responsibility, that 
a person had the power to make things right and just messed up. People would rather blame themselves than to 
think that forces beyond their control could pull the rug out from under them no matter what they do.

If there is no justice in society, if people can be harmed through no fault of their own, then we are power-
less to protect ourselves and our loved ones. Powerlessness is so frightening that people dissociate from reality 
and believe what they want to believe. It is more comforting to believe that misfortune visits only those who 
make bad decisions so that one can be safe by making good decisions. In reality, the world is a dangerous 
place because the people in charge protect themselves at the expense of everyone else.

The struggles of the 1960’s exposed capitalism as a sick system, and masses of people began to see that 
they were in the same boat. To take back control, the ruling class had to change that perception. Hollywood 
did its part, producing films like Easy Rider and Up in Smoke that portrayed the 1960’s as a continuous orgy 
of drugs, sex, and rock-n-roll. (“If you remember the 1960’s then you weren’t there.”) The fact that millions 
of people had organized to change the world was belittled and then erased from public memory. When the 
social matrix in which we are embedded is invisible, it is easier to blame individuals for social problems and 
for individuals to blame themselves and each other.

Ordinary people do not benefit from victim-blaming. By 2001, the annual cost of police, courts and 
prisons had reached $167 billion, up from $36 billion in 1982. This money was taken from social programs 
known to reduce crime — education, job-training, recreational programs, better housing, and treatment for 
mental illness and drug addiction. Persecuting poor people doesn’t make society safer; it results in more des-
peration and less public safety.

Criminalizing drug use leads to more drug use and more drug-related crimes. Illegal drugs are so expen-
sive that poor addicts must sell them to pay for their own supply. Others resort to theft and prostitution. 
One study of a crackdown on illegal drug use found that as police cleared one area, drug-related activity 
moved into new areas.

A 1994 study funded by the White House recommended that funds be transferred from law enforcement 
to drug treatment programs because “Treatment is seven times more cost-effective than domestic drug en-
forcement in reducing cocaine use and 15 times more cost-effective in reducing the social costs of crime and 
lost productivity.” The Clinton administration rejected this advice because the War on Drugs is not about 
stopping drug use; its purpose is to impose social control. That same year, President Clinton ended educa-
tional grants for prisoners even though education is the single most important factor in whether a released 
prisoner returns to jail.

Prisons are big business — the public foots the bill, and private corporations reap the profits, not only 
from government contracts but also from convict labor. In 1979, Congress created the Prison Industry 
Enhancement Certification Program that allows businesses to employ inmates and sell prisoner-made goods. 
The prison labor system is modern, legal slavery. Prisoners are compliant, disposable labor with no legal 
rights. Inmate workers earn just pennies an hour, so the profits are huge — billions of dollars every year. 
more prisoners and longer sentences mean even more profit.

At the beginning of the 21st century, class inequality has never been greater. The race to incarcerate re-
flects the determination of the capitalist class to continue squeezing the working class and to prevent them 
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from rebelling against this injustice. Criminalizing drug use allows the State to intervene in the daily activi-
ties of the working class. more cops, more prisons, and harsher laws give the ruling class more power to 
dominate society.

Blaming the most exploited and oppressed for social problems is like blaming the canaries in the mine 
who keel over when toxic gas levels rise. The canaries warn the miners that their lives are in danger. The poor 
and the persecuted are like society’s canaries; their suffering warns everyone else that they are next. We can 
shoot the messenger by blaming the victim, or we can heed the message.

Portraying victims as villains works only when the majority is divided. The next chapter explains how the 
capitalist class divides in order to rule.

Summary

Feudalism attributed class inequality to God’s will. Capitalism attributes class inequality to the superior-
ity of the few and the defectiveness of the many. Blaming the victim protects the system. As long as ordinary 
people blame themselves and each other for problems that are created by the ruling class, there will be more 
problems and more victims.
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Chapter ��

Divide and Rule

They divided both to conquer each.

 Frederick Douglass

One day when I was five years old, I saw a Black man walking down the street. Delighted, I cried, “There’s 
a chocolate man!” and ran to get a closer look. Fourteen years later, while working as a receptionist, my boss 
handed me a stack of job applications and instructed me to discard forms submitted by Black applicants. 
When I asked why, he replied, “The shippers don’t want to work with those people.” These two stories dem-
onstrate opposite reactions to human differences. One is delight and curiosity. The other is fear and hate. In 
order to divide and rule, the capitalist class promotes fear and hate.

Death by a thousand cuts

Capitalism splinters humanity. The first cut is the deepest — the horizontal divide between the many 
who labor and the few who confiscate the fruits of labor (Seize the Surplus). This class division traverses the 
globe to create an international ruling class, an international working class, and a buffer class in the middle. 
In every nation, a minority ruling class dominates a majority working class. Even the poorest nations have 
their elite. In 2005, Latin America had 300,000 millionaires with combined assets of more than four trillion 
(U.S.) dollars. Africa had 100,00 millionaires worth a total of $800 billion (U.S.) dollars.

Hundreds of vertical cuts slice humanity into nations that compete economically and militarily (Compete 
or Die). There is no such thing as a “community of nations” or an “international community.” Stronger na-
tions exploit weaker ones using methods that range from unfair trade policies to direct military occupation.

Within each nation, the class-divided population is chopped vertically into multiple segments based on 
race, sex, language, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, politics, age, geographic location, state of 
health, and practically any other characteristic you can think of. Each segment retains the horizontal class 
divisions. For example, in all nations, the majority of Black people are working class, some are middle class, 
and a tiny few inhabit the ruling class (Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas and Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice in the U.S.).
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In order to rule, the capitalist class portrays all these divisions as fixed and indisputable. Class inequality is 
explained as the superiority of the few and the inferiority of the many (“the cream rises to the top” and “sur-
vival of the fittest”), while racism, sexism, xenophobia, and homophobia are declared to be instinctual. None 
of this is true. Throughout history, human behavior, values, and social structures have changed repeatedly.

The truth is that when two classes have opposing interests, the smaller one can rule only by dividing the 
larger one. This chapter examines some of the divisions that sustain the capitalist order.

How different are we?

Humanity is one species that capitalism has fragmented into many different races and nations, even 
though our similarities far outweigh our differences. Compare any two people in the world and you will find 
that 99.8 percent of their genetic material is identical and only 0.2 percent is different. People are so similar 
because our species has one origin — Africa. According to geneticist Svante Pääbo, “From a genetic perspec-
tive, all humans are Africans, either residing in Africa or in recent exile.”

As people migrated from the mother Land, isolated groups developed minor physical variations. 
Anthropologist James Shreeve notes that skin and eye color, the shape of eyes, nose, and mouth, and the 
color, texture, and distribution of hair are biological variations that “do vary from region to region, but they 
do so independently, not in packaged sets.” most people who live in Asia have skin folds on their eyelids, as 
do the Bushmen of southern Africa. Black-skinned people can have kinky hair and poker-straight hair. There 
are Black people with thin lips and narrow noses, and White people with full lips and broad noses. As more 
people migrate through the world, even these regional variations are disappearing.

The Human Genome Project discovered that “racial differences” make up only 0.01 percent of the body’s 
genes. These differences are so superficial that someone who looks very different from you and lives on the 
other side of the world could be a better organ donor for you than someone who resembles you and lives on 
your street. The American Anthropological Association concludes,

… human populations are not unambiguous, clearly demarcated, biologically distinct groups…. 
Throughout history, whenever different groups have come into contact, they have interbred. Any at-
tempt to establish lines of division among biological populations is both arbitrary and subjective.96

The biological concept of race has no scientific basis; however, it does serve a political purpose — to di-
vide people by maximizing their differences and minimizing their similarities. Racist assumptions are deeply 
embedded in the English language. The designations “Black” and “White” divide people by skin color and 
exaggerate that difference. In fact, White people are not really white, they are various shades of beige. This 
can be demonstrated by holding a sheet of white paper against the skin. Similarly, Black people are not really 
black, they are various shades of brown, including beige. It would be more color-accurate to use the labels 
“Brown” and “Beige.” Using the terms, “Black” and “White” implies polar opposites; when all human beings 
are actually shades of the same color. To indicate that “Black” and “White” are political labels, not colors, I 
have capitalized them throughout the text (except in quotations that appear as originally written).

How natural is the tendency to classify people by skin color? A clever two-part experiment set out to 
answer this question. In the first part of the experiment, volunteers were shown photographs of individuals 
that were matched with specific sentences. Then the sentences were shown out of order and the volunteers 
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had to reunite each sentence with the photograph of the person it was originally paired with. The volunteers 
tended to connect sentences with individuals based on the color of their skin.

In the second part of the experiment, the individuals and their matching sentences were grouped in two 
color-coded teams, one wearing gray shirts and one wearing yellow shirts. Both teams contained Black and 
White members. This time, volunteers matched the sentences to their owners by shirt color more than by 
skin color. The researchers concluded that “less than four minutes of exposure to an alternate social world 
was enough to deflate the tendency to categorize by race.” Racial categories are so artificial that they need 
constant reinforcing to be maintained. The history of racism in America reveals how important racial divi-
sions are to capitalism.

Slave republic

The United States of America was founded on the destruction of aboriginal peoples through ethnic 
cleansing (forcing them onto reservations); biological warfare (distributing blankets contaminated with dis-
ease); and outright genocide to steal their land. The wholesale massacre of men, women, and children was 
supported by racist propaganda portraying them as sub-human (“The only good Indian is a dead Indian”).

Having seized control of the land, large land-owners needed people to work it. Free laborers kept leaving 
the plantations to establish their own farms, so indentured servants, aboriginals, and convicts were pressed 
into service. Poor people were literally kidnaped off the streets of England to work in America. Still, the 
demand for labor outstripped the supply. The solution was slavery. An unlimited number of slaves could 
be captured from Africa and forced to work with no hope of a better life. The business of kidnaping poor 
Whites shifted to the even more lucrative business of kidnaping African Blacks. In Capitalism and Slavery, 
Eric Williams describes how

Kidnaping in Africa encountered no such difficulties as were encountered in England. Captains and 
ships had the experience of the one trade to guide them in the other. Bristol, the center of the servant 
trade, became one of the centers of the slave trade. Capital accumulated from the one financed the 
other. White servitude was the historic base upon which Negro slavery was constructed.97

In A People’s History of the United States, Howard Zinn notes that, “Africa lost 50 million human beings 
to death and slavery in those centuries we call the beginnings of modern Western civilization.” Black slavery 
financed the Industrial Revolution in England and built the fortunes of America’s ruling families. Being es-
sential to the economy, the slave system was enshrined in the U.S. Constitution.

Racism

Slavery was not born of racism: rather, racism was the consequence of slavery.

 Eric Williams

Racism is the practice of discriminating against a group of people and the beliefs that justify that practice. The 
feudal ruling class had no need for a theory of racial difference. Feudal inequality was justified as God’s will (the 
divine right of kings). Being rooted in science and industry, the capitalist class needed a secular explanation, so it 
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attributed inequality to biology (human nature). However, a specific theory of racial inferiority did not develop 
until “the Land of the Free” needed to justify Black slavery. According to historian Barbara J. Fields,

It was the prevalence of freedom rather than the fact of slavery that created [American racism]. English 
people might find Africans and their descendants to be heathen in religion, outlandish in nationality, 
and weird in appearance but that did not become an ideology of racial inferiority until one further 
ingredient became part of the mixture, and that was the incorporation of Africans and their descen-
dants into a society in which they lacked rights that others not only took for granted, but claimed as 
a matter of self-evident natural law.98

In 1857, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that slaves were property, not people, and that “the Negro might 
justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit.”

The American Civil War did not begin as a war against slavery. On the contrary, Northern armies  
were instructed to return fleeing slaves to their masters. Frederick Douglass observed that, “The South was 
fighting to take slavery out of the Union, and the North fighting to keep it in the Union…” President 
Lincoln wrote,

my paramount object in this struggle is to save the Union, and is not either to save or destroy slavery. 
If I could save the union without freeing any slave, I would do it; and if I could save it by freeing all 
the slaves, I would do it; and if I could do it by freeing some and by leaving others alone I would also 
do that.99

In 1862, Lincoln threatened to free the slaves if the South did not surrender. As an added incentive, 
he promised that states pledging allegiance to the Union could continue using slaves. A year later, the 
Emancipation Proclamation freed slaves only in states that remained hostile to the Union. However, the need 
to defeat the South forced Lincoln to abolish slavery altogether. After the Civil War, laws were passed to pro-
hibit racial discrimination and grant Black people the right to vote, to own land, and to hold public office.

Hungry for cheap labor, Southern plantation owners organized the Ku Klux Klan and other vigilante 
groups to beat, burn, lynch, and terrorize Blacks into accepting conditions that were not much better than 
slavery. In this matter, Northern industrialists allied with Southern landowners. In 1883, the Supreme Court 
nullified the Civil Rights Act of 1875. Thirteen years later, it established legal segregation by ruling that Blacks 
and Whites could be “separate but equal.” The Smithsonian Institute and the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science gave credibility to segregation legislation by reviving the claim that Blacks were sub-
human. more than 400 “Jim Crow” laws, constitutional amendments, and city ordinances made it a crime 
for Blacks to mingle with Whites in hotels, hospitals, restaurants, washrooms, marriage, military service, and 
even in cemeteries. If it were natural for people to stick with “their own kind,” such measures would have 
been unnecessary.

The civil rights movement of the mid-20th century abolished legal segregation; however, actual or de 
facto segregation continues in employment, housing, education, medicine, banking, sports, prisons, the mil-
itary — virtually every aspect of American life. Racism persists because it is necessary to divide the working 
class. Capitalism could not survive the challenge of a unified majority. By pitting Black and White workers 
against each other, employers can control both groups. Racism is so important to capitalism that it permeates 
all classes and all social institutions.
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Medical racism

The American medical system is deeply racist. medical statistics are collected primarily on the basis of 
race and rarely on the basis of social class, occupation, income level, or access to medical care even though 
these factors have the greatest impact on health. In Backdoor to Eugenics, Troy Duster warns that using racial 
categories to measure infant death rates, disease rates, and life expectancy supports the myth of racial inferi-
ority. By emphasizing race, medicine transforms social problems into biological defects.

medical research typically compares Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians, when there is no scientific 
way to decide who fits into which group or how to distinguish between these groups. The 1890 Census estab-
lished the “one drop” rule that decreed that an individual with one Black ancestor was considered Black even 
if that person had white skin, blond hair, and blue eyes. Later on, people were categorized by appearance. 
Beginning with the 2000 Census, Americans could check more than one of six races, including “some other 
race,” to produce a total of 63 combinations of race and a total of 126 possible categories or combinations of 
race and ethnicity. migration and intermarriage make it so difficult to decide one’s racial group that many 
people change their racial category with each survey.

Business has never let science interfere with profit. Linking illness with race creates a market for race-spe-
cific drugs. Researcher Jonathan Kahn describes how a combination drug named BiDil was rejected by the 
FDA for treatment of heart failure and subsequently reinvented as a specific treatment for Blacks. In 2002, 
Bidil was granted the first U.S. patent for a “race-specific” drug. In granting this patent, the federal govern-
ment declared African-Americans to be a distinct biological group.

There is no evidence that BiDil will help Black people. The drug trial enrolled only Black subjects, so 
no one knows if BiDil is more beneficial for Blacks than for Whites. Furthermore, the study assumed that 
if some Blacks respond well to BiDil, then all Blacks will. We come back to the question of who is Black. 
Because there is no biological way to differentiate between the races, subjects in the BiDil study were catego-
rized as Black if they said they were Black. Bad science can be good economics. If BiDil had been approved 
for general use, its patent would have expired in 2007. When BiDil was approved as a race-specific drug, its 
patent was extended to 2020.

There are some biological differences in how people metabolize drugs; however, these differences do 
not correspond to skin color. An analysis of 15 studies that compared Black and White reactions to blood-
pressure-lowering drugs found that the difference between Whites and Blacks was much smaller than the 
variations within each color group. Another study compared 23 drug-metabolizing genes among 354 people 
representing eight classically-defined races. The genes fell into four groupings that did not match any of the 
race categories. The researchers concluded, “There is no clear link between skin pigment and drug metabo-
lism genes. Skin pigment is a lousy surrogate for drug metabolism status or most any aspect of human physi-
ology.” But never mind the facts; the federal government is determined to link race and health.

The Department of Health and Human Services funded a study to determine the effect of race on cal-
cium metabolism. One researcher announced that,

While we found a racial difference in calcium retention in adolescents, we also confirmed that blacks 
retain more sodium on a high-salt diet than whites….This proves that salt is processed differently in 
the races…100
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This sweeping conclusion was based on a study of “22 African-American girls and 13 Caucasian girls.” The 
results of this study were considered to be valid because the girls’ diets were strictly monitored; however, no 
one revealed how the racial categories were determined. This study was published in the American Journal 
of Clinical Nutrition, and its conclusion — “Calcium retention is significantly greater in black girls than in 
white girls” — was headlined by the media. 

People who are identified as Black do suffer more medical problems, not because of different biology but 
because they live in a racist society, and racism has biological consequences. Inequality creates disease, and 
medical problems multiply as one moves down the social ladder. While the overall U.S. poverty rate is 12 
percent, 24 percent of American Blacks are poor. Black unemployment is double the rate of White unem-
ployment, and the median income for Black households is almost 40 percent less than for White households. 
Black babies die at more than double the rate for White babies. Black women are almost four times more 
likely to die from pregnancy-related causes. Black people as a whole are more likely to die of heart disease, 
stroke, cancer, and diabetes than White people of the same age.

Despite their greater need, Black people get second-rate medical care. Studies show that Black patients 
with congestive heart failure and pneumonia receive inferior medical treatment. Black people with early-
stage lung cancer are less likely to have surgery and are more likely to die as a result. Blacks are more likely to 
be mis-diagnosed as schizophrenic and to be institutionalized for mental illness. The only medical procedure 
that Blacks receive more than any other group is limb amputation, as a result of neglected health problems.

Because of racism, the average life expectancy of Black Americans is six years shorter than that of White 
Americans. Racism causes an estimated 84,000 additional deaths in the United States every year, more 
than the equivalent of a Hurricane Katrina every week. The editor of the Harvard School of Public Health’s 
Minority Health Today, declares “This is nothing short of a national medical emergency. When are we going 
to stop talking about it and start doing something about it?” The problem is what to do.

Race-based medical research and race-specific treatments fail to address the social conditions that kill 
Black and White people. All Blacks experience special oppression. But that doesn’t mean that all Whites 
are doing fine. most poor people in America are White; most people without medical insurance are White; 
most homeless people are White; and most people on welfare are White. In deprived areas where more Black 
babies die, more White babies also die. The medical focus on skin color avoids the political issue of why so 
many people, Black and White, live and work in harmful social conditions. The best way to improve the 
health of Black people is to end the deprivation that makes people sick regardless of their skin color.

Imperial racism

Empires rule by dividing the populations they conquer. A many-times-conquered people, Africa knows 
the terrible cost of divide-and-rule. In Rwanda in the spring of 1994, as many as one million people were 
“hacked, shot, strangled, clubbed and burned to death.” The American media attributed the massacres to 
age-old tribal feuding. In fact, imperial powers sowed the seeds of this slaughter.

Before Germany and Belgium dominated Rwanda, there were three occupational groups: the Hutu were 
farmers, the Tutsi raised cattle, and the Twa were hunter-gatherers. These were not class divisions; one could 
be a poor Tutsi or a rich Hutu. All spoke the same language, intermarriage was common, and a person could 
shift from one group to another simply by changing occupation.

The colonial period that began in the 1890’s transformed Rwanda’s occupational groupings into racial 
divisions. Because they looked the same and spoke the same language, people were forced to carry identity 
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cards designating them as Tutsi or Hutu, and movement between the groups became more difficult. The 
Belgians praised the Tutsi as racially superior and gave them privileges in the colonial hierarchy, even though 
the majority of Tutsi remained poor.

The racialization of consciousness affected everybody, and even the ‘small Tutsi,’ who did not benefit 
from the system in any way, started to believe they were indeed a superior race and that under the 
same rags as their Hutu neighbors wore, a finer heart was beating. The Hutu, deprived of all political 
power and exploited by both the whites and the Tutsi, began to hate all Tutsi, even those who were 
just as poor as they.101

When the Tutsi elite decided to run Rwanda independent of Belgian control, the Belgians backed a Hutu 
rebellion to oust the Tutsi from power. Civil conflict intensified as the World Bank and the International 
monetary Fund imposed economic “shock therapy” that impoverished the country. As Rwanda slid into 
bankruptcy, it disintegrated into warring factions. Weapons from France, Egypt, and South Africa poured 
into the country. Disregarding warnings of impending massacres, the United Nations pulled most of its 
troops from Rwanda. This move was viewed as a green light to escalate the slaughter.

The tragedy of Rwanda has been, and continues to be, replayed throughout Africa and the world. To con-
trol India, the British empire played Hindu, muslim, and Sikh against each other. To control Iraq, the U.S. 
is playing Shiite muslims, Sunni muslims, and Kurds against one another.

Imperial conquest has divided and re-divided the Balkans. After World War II, Yugoslavia established a 
fairly integrated society. In the 1980’s, the economy began to sink under the burden of international debt. 
Factional leaders staked out their territory and provoked a civil war. The greater the social cohesion, the more 
terror is needed to shatter those bonds. The most atrocious interpersonal violence was used to turn friends, 
family, and neighbors against each other so decisively that no reconciliation seemed possible. Like vultures, 
other nations armed whichever side they thought would position them most favorably. The United States 
emerged as the primary beneficiary of the war, obtaining military bases in territory previously controlled by 
the Soviet Union. The former-Yugoslavia remains divided under military occupation.

Duplicity is basic to divide-and-rule. Imperial powers befriend and betray based on their own interests, 
regardless of the harm they cause. During the Cold War, the U.S. armed and trained Osama bin Laden, the 
Taliban, Al-Qaeda, and other Islamic fundamentalists to fight the Russians in Afghanistan and to promote 
U.S. interests in the middle East. These former friends are now enemies. During the civil war in Yugoslavia, 
the U.S. backed the muslims, claiming they were the under-dogs. muslims later became villains when the 
U.S. invaded Afghanistan and Iraq. During the 1980’s, the U.S. backed and armed both sides of the Iran-Iraq 
war. Now both countries stand in the way of America’s plans to control the middle East. When today’s allies 
are tomorrow’s enemies, the result is war without end.

Nations divide

It seems as if the world has always been divided into nations. In fact, the nation-state is a recent inven-
tion of capitalism. People in feudal societies lived and worked in a multitude of small fiefdoms, each ruled 
by a wealthy family, most having their own language and customs. As capitalism developed, this patchwork 
of independent economies presented a barrier to trade and commerce. The capitalist revolutions of the 18th 
century began to consolidate this hodgepodge into the system of nation-states we know today.
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As the global economy becomes more international, you would think that capitalism would welcome 
more open national borders, or no borders at all. However, competition compels capitalists to rely on the 
financial, political, and military support of their home States. Corporate America dominates the world eco-
nomically because the American State dominates the world militarily.

To improve their economic clout, nations have banded together in formal and informal trade blocks 
like the European Union, mercosur (Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Venezuela), and the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (United States, Canada, mexico). These blocks do not reduce competi-
tion; they take it to a higher level. As long as capitalism exists, the economic pressure to integrate the world 
economy will strain against the national divisions that are necessary for capitalist competition. Like a volcano 
building up steam, these pressures periodically erupt in wars that redraw national boundaries.

The capitalist class compares the nation to a family, with itself in the role of parent; however, this is a false 
comparison. most families are composed of people from the same social class, while nations are composed 
of people from antagonistic classes. When President Bush says, “You’re either with us or against us,” he uses 
“us” to mean “the nation as a whole,” when he actually means “me and my class.” The myth of the nation-as-
family seduces workers into supporting the policies of the capitalist class as if they were good for everyone.

Like sports teams, nations unite and divide. Sports fans are typically loyal to their own teams and hostile 
to competing teams. Flag-waving is practiced in sports and reaches a frenzy in times of war. Nationalism 
unites the people in one country by dividing them from the people in other countries. Concepts like ‘nation’ 
and ‘national identity’ assume that people inside a set of borders share a common culture and common val-
ues that other people do not share. This is fiction. People living in the same apartment building don’t share 
the same beliefs and practices, let alone nations of millions.

Because national divisions are necessary for capitalist competition, each capitalist class tries to convince 
its working class that “our” nation is the best. By fostering emotional bonds between capitalists and workers, 
patriotism divides and weakens the working class.

Border wars

Patriotism and nationalism are forms of racism — the belief that the differences between people on either 
side of a border are more important than their common interests. These differences are as artificial as the bor-
ders themselves, which move back and forth in response to political conflict and territorial conquest. (“We 
didn’t cross the border, the border crossed us.”) Any map more than ten years old is already out of date.

The capitalist class polices national boundaries to separate “us” and “them” and, supposedly, to pro-
tect “us” from “them.” To exaggerate the fear of outsiders, foreigners and immigrants are called “aliens,” a 
term used to describe non-humans from outer space. The result is the kind of paranoia displayed by U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement,

We believe it is a very serious vulnerability when there are illegal aliens working at Air Force bases, 
nuclear power plants, chemical plants and airports. They have access to some of the most sensitive 
work sites in the U.S. Our job is to take actions to immediately remove them from positions where 
they can do harm.102

The racist assumption that immigrants are dangerous, even terrorists, has created a major conflict inside 
the United States. Rich nations need immigrants because their birth rates are too low to supply the demand 
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for labor. The National Research Council calculates that immigration results in a net gain to the U.S. econ-
omy of $10 billion a year. Instead of appreciating immigrants for their contribution, the State has declared 
war on them. A 2003 Supreme Court ruling allows Congress to pass laws against immigrants that would vio-
late the Constitution if they were applied to citizens. Homeland Security has a plan called “Endgame” to ap-
prehend, incarcerate, and deport all “removable aliens” from the U.S. by 2012; however, the economy would 
be crippled if this goal were actually achieved. The capitalist class does not want to remove all immigrants; 
it wants a fearful, disposable, low-waged workforce with no legal rights. So the State attacks immigrants and 
ignores those who hire them.

To survive, workers must move to where there are jobs. The 1994 Free Trade Agreement between the U.S. 
and mexico devastated the mexican economy and forced mexican workers to seek jobs in the U.S. That same 
year, the Clinton administration launched Operation Gatekeeper to make it harder for mexican workers to 
enter the U.S. By 2006, the U.S. Border Patrol had a $1.6 billion budget to turn the boundary between the 
U.S. and mexico into a war zone. Anti-immigrant attacks coming from the top of society emboldened the 
far right, and vigilante border patrols formed, bolstered by White supremacist groups like the Ku Klux Klan. 
Since 1994, more than 4,000 migrant workers have been killed trying to cross the border, and this number 
continues to rise.

The capitalist class profits from the oppression of immigrants. Workers without rights can be paid less, 
or not at all, and deported when they complain or try to organize unions. Promoting competition between 
native-born and foreign-born workers makes it easier to exploit both groups and drive down wages in a “race 
to the bottom.”

Immigrants also make convenient scapegoats for social problems like crime, unemployment, and falling 
living standards. What are the facts? In terms of crime, Harvard sociologists found first-generation immi-
grants to be “45 percent less likely to commit violence than third-generation Americans.” They concluded 
that increased immigration in the 1990’s could explain why the murder rate during that decade dropped to 
levels not seen since the 1960’s.

Immigrants do not cause unemployment. Areas with higher immigration offer more job opportunities. 
Immigrants increase the demand for goods and services, and many immigrants start businesses that provide 
jobs. Nor do immigrants cause wages to fall. The capitalist class is responsible for keeping the minimum 
wage at $5.15 an hour while the cost of living rises. Twelve million undocumented workers cannot be held re-
sponsible for the existence of 40 million low-waged jobs. On the contrary, immigrant workers have launched 
union organizing drives that benefit all workers. Lies about immigrants are used to divide workers and pre-
vent a revival of the labor movement.

many people think that immigrants use more public services than they pay for in taxes, when the op-
posite true. most undocumented immigrants work for established companies and pay taxes just like other 
workers. Undocumented immigrants pay about seven billion dollars more into Social Security than they get 
back and one-and-a-half billion dollars more into medicare than they receive in services. Over a lifetime, 
each immigrant pays on average $80,000 more in taxes than he or she will ever use in government services.

The ruling class tries to convince those who have little that they will have less if others have rights. 
Experience shows that the opposite is true. In 1994, half the Black voters in California endorsed an anti-im-
migrant measure that denied undocumented workers basic social services like welfare and emergency medical 
care. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor points out,
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…most of the African Americans thought that voting yes on Proposition 187 would improve their 
own economic status — operating from the assumption that Latino immigrants were taking limited 
resources away from poor and working class Blacks. Instead, Proposition 187 helped to foster an envi-
ronment of racism and scapegoating that no doubt contributed to the passing of an anti-affirmative 
action referendum two years later.103

In late 2005, the House passed a bill making it a felony to be an undocumented immigrant or to as-
sist one. There are an estimated 12 million undocumented immigrants in the United States. This measure  
would have criminalized all of them and all who helped them — family, friends, neighbors, clergy, social 
workers, medical workers, and lawyers. In response to this outrageous attack, millions of people poured 
into the streets to demand rights for immigrants. Repeated nation-wide demonstrations emptied schools 
and closed workplaces. There were general strikes in Chicago and Los Angeles. Chanting “We are America” 
and “No human being is illegal,” the working class rose up and punched the ruling class in the face. Reeling 
from this blow, both the House and the Senate failed to pass their anti-immigrant bills before the 2006 
summer recess.

The “Great American Boycott” reclaimed the mass strike as a legitimate weapon of protest. The ruling 
class retaliated with anti-immigrant raids and the deployment of thousands of National Guards on the bor-
der. However, there is no going back. The American working class is multinational; as long as goods and 
services can cross borders freely, then the workers who create those goods and services will want the same 
right.

In the 19th century, Karl marx concluded that working people have no nation because all nations are 
anti-worker. Employers can shift production to countries where wages are lower, because borders prevent 
workers from going where wages are higher. Capital can flow freely across borders in search of profits because 
borders block workers from uniting to raise their living standards. A workers’ nationality is like a dog-tag 
that specifies which ruling class has the right to take what the worker creates and to make the worker fight 
its wars. Capitalism forces workers to choose: be loyal to your nation and betray your class or to be loyal to 
your class and betray your nation.

Who is the enemy?

All capitalist wars require a parallel war at home against those who resemble the enemy. In order for 
England to dominate Ireland, it must promote discrimination against the Irish to prevent unity between 
English and Irish workers. For the United States to dominate Latin America, it must promote discrimina-
tion against Hispanics to prevent unity between American and Latin American workers. During the U.S. 
war against Japan, more than 110,000 Japanese-Americans were forced into internment camps and their 
homes and property were confiscated. The official purpose of this measure was to protect America from do-
mestic traitors. In fact, only 10 people were convicted of spying for Japan during the war and not one was of 
Japanese or Asian descent. The persecution of Japanese-Americans created an internal enemy to boost sup-
port for the war and prevent a unified anti-war movement. The persecution of American communists served 
a similar purpose during America’s Cold War with Russia.

U.S. wars in the middle East demand the persecution of Arabs and muslims in America. This has noth-
ing to do with keeping America safe. When Timothy mcVeigh bombed the federal building in Oklahoma 
City in 1995, there was no mass round-up of White American veterans. According to the Southern Poverty 
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Law Center, right-wing individuals and groups have attempted at least 60 terrorist plots since then, includ-
ing plans to bomb or burn government buildings, banks, refineries, utilities, clinics, synagogues, mosques, 
and bridges; to assassinate judges, politicians, and civil rights leaders; and to acquire machine guns, missiles, 
explosives, and biological and chemical weapons. The extent to which the mainstream media ignore White, 
home-grown terrorists is astonishing.

Arabs and muslims were targeted after 9/11 to build public support for Washington’s plan to invade the 
middle East. To promote paranoia, American airport security were warned that anyone from the middle-
East could be a terrorist. It didn’t take long for all brown-skinned people to be included. By 2004, Amnesty 
International reported,

Racial profiling of citizens and visitors of middle Eastern and South Asian descent, and others who 
appear to be from these areas or members of the muslim and Sikh faiths, has substantially increased 
since September 11, 2001….Approximately thirty-two million Americans, a number equivalent to the 
population of Canada, reported they have already been victims of racial profiling.104

One U.S. airport official confiscated a bundle of cooking spices that my East Indian friend was bringing 
back from her visit home. She was told that the spices were a potential weapon that could be thrown in the 
pilot’s eyes. From the ridiculous to the outrageous, people are being questioned, humiliated, detained, in-
terrogated, strip-searched, imprisoned, deported, and tortured for the “crime” of having brown skin, being 
Arab, or being muslim.

President Bush responded to the increase in attacks against Arab-looking people by stating that all Arabs 
and muslims are not enemies. But actions speak louder than words. The U.S. bombing of Iraq made no dis-
tinction between military and civilian, friend and foe. The State encouraged anti-Arab racism by imprisoning 
people on the suspicion of being terrorists, holding them without charge or access to legal counsel in what the 
Justice Department later ruled were mentally and physically abusive conditions. The aim of such measures 
was to send the message that all Arabs and all muslims are possible terrorists.

Those who oppose State policies are also treated as enemies. (“Whoever is not with us is against us”). 
In 2002, the Department of Justice launched Operation TIPS (Terrorism Information and Prevention 
System). The plan was to recruit “a million letter carriers, meter readers, cable technicians, and other work-
ers with access to private homes as informants to report to the Justice Department any activities they think 
suspicious.” That same year, the Pentagon launched its own spy program, Total Information Awareness 
(TIA), to monitor all electronic transaction data in the United States and internationally. While Operation 
TIPS and TIA were officially dropped, domestic spying continues on a massive scale. Washington spends 
more than $40 billion a year to fund its spy agencies. FBI counter-terrorism units monitor civil rights 
groups like the American Civil Liberties Union, peace groups like United for Peace and Justice, environ-
mental organizations like Greenpeace, charities, churches, and thousands of individuals who have com-
mitted no crimes.

War brings the iron fist of the State out of its velvet glove. Police attack anti-war demonstrators to 
show what happens to those who oppose the government. Under the Patriot Act, political dissenters can 
be charged with “domestic terrorism” and treated like terrorists. A man finds federal agents at his door to 
question his opposition to the war. A youngster is suspended from school for wearing a political T-shirt. 
Secret Service agents question a high-school student about anti-war drawings he made in art class. The de-
mand for conformity is expressed by the slogan, “America: Love It or Leave It.” Anyone who protests this 
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loss of civil liberties is considered a traitor. As Attorney General John Ashcroft warned, “To those who scare 
peace-loving people with phantoms of lost liberty, my message is this: Your tactics only aid terrorists.”

Losing humanity

The strategy of divide-and-rule dehumanizes society by breaking human bonds and turning people 
against each other. It isn’t easy to convince ordinary people to kill people just like them or to support such 
killing. The targeted population must be painted as less-than-human. Britain’s Prime minister Tony Blair 
defended the invasion of Iraq by insisting, “These are not people like us. They are not people who abide by 
the normal rules of human behavior.” Perverse logic justifies brutalizing “them” on the basis that they are 
not as civilized as “we” are. The ordinary soldier gets the message. Photographs of U.S. and British soldiers 
torturing Iraqi prisoners show the victims with hoods over their heads, reduced to faceless objects. Writer 
Luc Sante observed,

The pictures from Abu Ghraib [prison] are trophy shots. The American soldiers included in them 
look exactly as if they were standing next to a gutted buck or a 10-foot marlin…There was something 
familiar about that jaunty insouciance, that unabashed triumph at having inflicted misery upon other 
humans. And then I remembered: the last time I had seen that conjunction of elements was in pho-
tographs of lynchings.105

Every war comes home. methods developed to subdue foreign populations are inevitably used domesti-
cally. As a military policeman in Vietnam, Jon Burge was trained to torture suspects. Back in America, he 
joined the Chicago police force and found a new use for his skills. In 1993, Burge was fired for supervising 
the systematic torture of more than 100 Black men over a period of more than 20 years. Thirteen of these 
men had been sentenced to death on the basis of confessions obtained through beatings, burnings, suffoca-
tions, electric shock, and mock executions.

A 2004 New York Times’ investigation found that prisoners in the United States were being treated much 
the same as prisoners in Iraq. This is no coincidence. Prison officials with experience torturing American 
inmates were selected to run Iraqi prisons and train Iraqi prison guards.

Torturing prisoners is not an aberration, nor is it caused by a few bad apples. Those who profit by domi-
nating others will do whatever is necessary to secure their power. The people at the top set the example by 
dehumanizing the enemy. General James mattis, commander of U.S. forces in Afghanistan and Iraq, was 
quoted as saying, “It’s fun to shoot some people.” Admiral Harris, commander of the American prison at 
Guantánamo, told reporters that three prisoners being held without hope of release had killed themselves 
because, “They have no regard for life, neither ours nor their own.” With leaders like these, it’s no wonder 
that ordinary soldiers assault, torture, and murder. In An Open Letter to GIs in Iraq, Stan Goff describes his 
experience in Vietnam.

We had to dehumanize our victims before we did the things we did. We knew deep down that 
what we were doing was wrong. So they became dinks or gooks, just like the Iraqis are now being 
transformed into ragheads or hajjis. People had to be reduced to ‘niggers’ here before they could be 
lynched. No difference…so long as they were human beings, with the same intrinsic value we had as 
human beings, we were not allowed to burn their homes and barns, kill their animals and sometimes 
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even kill them. So we used these words, these new names, to reduce them, to strip them of their es-
sential humanity…106

Goff’s warning to soldiers stands as a warning to us all. When you take away the humanity of another, 
you kill your own humanity. You attack your own soul because it is standing in the way.

Their gain, our pain

You tell me the truth. You tell me that my son died for oil. You tell me that my son died to make your 
friends rich. You tell me my son died so you can spread the cancer of imperialism in the middle East. 
You tell me that.

 Cindy Sheehan

In 1995, when 60 Minutes host Lesley Stahl asked Secretary of State madeleine Albright, “We have 
heard that a half a million children have died [because of the sanctions against Iraq]. I mean, that is more 
children than died in Hiroshima. And, you know, is the price worth it?” Albright replied, “I think this is a 
very hard choice, but the price, we think, is worth it.” Ten years later, President George W. Bush claimed 
that the mounting death toll in Iraq was worth it. most parents of dead Iraqis and dead American soldiers 
would not agree. The elite reap the power and profit that are paid for with other people’s lives and other 
people’s suffering.

It is commonly believed that ordinary Americans benefit from U.S. imperialism. This is not true. What 
the U.S. capitalist class takes from the poor people of the world does not “trickle down” to American work-
ers. On the contrary, this surplus is invested in extracting more wealth from all workers, including those 
in the United States. While U.S. oil companies were reaping billions in oil profits from the war, ordinary 
Americans were paying record high prices at the gas pumps.

In no way does capitalism at home or imperialism abroad benefit ordinary workers. Workers’ living stan-
dards rise and fall based on their willingness to fight the employers to keep more of what they produce. The 
living standard of American workers reached a peak in the late 1960’s as a result of class struggles. Conditions 
have deteriorated since then because workers have submitted to employers’ demands for higher productivity 
and more profits.

Capitalist competition is always waged at the worker’s expense. On the economic front, each employer 
goads his employees to produce more and faster than his competitors’ employees. The capitalist who can 
pressure his workers to give up the most surplus wins. The workers of the losing enterprise are laid off, and 
the workers of the winning enterprise have increased their own exploitation. On the military front, each 
State goads its workers-in-uniform to fight harder and kill more people than the workers-in-uniform of the 
opposing State. Rulers who command the most brutal and destructive military forces win, while the workers 
of both nations lose, as the following examples reveal:

In 2003, the U.S. launched its war against Iraq on the pretext of protecting America from further terror-
ist attacks. By 2004, the number of terrorist attacks reached a record high. In 2005, the number of terrorist 
attacks had more than tripled over the previous year. (Attacks on military personnel were not included.) 
The war on terror has made the world more dangerous. Washington refuses to admit this, and the State 
Department has stopped publishing the data.
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The primary beneficiary of the war against Iraq is the U.S. capitalist class, which has seized control of 
one of the world’s richest sources of oil. American corporations have also reaped a windfall in war-profits. 
The primary losers of the war are ordinary Iraqis and ordinary Americans. The U.S. tax dollars being spent 
to conquer Iraq represent a transfer of wealth from the American working class to a few wealthy U.S. corpo-
rations and individuals. The web site of the National Priorities Project keeps a running total of how much 
money Congress is appropriating to wage the war in Iraq and what that money could provide in terms of 
medical care for America’s uninsured children, public education, public housing, and stopping HIV/AIDS. 
The costs are broken down by state, by U.S. household, and by individual American. Every social issue in 
America today is linked with this war.

When Hurricane Katrina slammed into the Gulf Coast, most of the Louisiana and mississippi National 
Guard were deployed in Iraq, along with essential equipment like high water vehicles and refueling tankers 
and generators. A nearby army brigade from Fort Polk was not mobilized to help the flood victims because 
it was preparing to go to Afghanistan. By march of 2006, Congress had appropriated more than $245 bil-
lion for the Iraq war, while hundreds of thousands of Americans displaced by Hurricane Katrina remained 
homeless. One anti-war demonstrator made the connection when she held up a sign, “No Iraqi left me on 
a roof to die.”

Whether they live in the invading or the invaded country, ordinary people pay for war with their blood. 
The people in power do not send their children to war; they send the children of the working class. By 2005, 
over 2,000 American soldiers had been killed in Iraq, and tens of thousands were disabled with horrible in-
juries. The proportion of U.S. soldiers in Iraq suffering from depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress 
disorder is approaching the one-in-three ratio suffered by Vietnam veterans.

Soldiers and their families get shabby treatment in return for their sacrifice. For months at a time, active-
duty soldiers are paid late or not at all. The General Accounting Office found the Defense Department’s pay-
roll system to be “so primitive and error-prone that few people fully understand it.” many returning soldiers 
have lost their jobs, homes, and families. According to the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans, nearly 
200,000 veterans are homeless on any given night and more than half a million are homeless over the course 
of a year. more than one out of every three homeless males in America is a veteran. While the military gets 
billions of dollars to develop new weapons, the Department of Veterans Affairs is starved of funds to treat 
the sick and wounded.

The bombs produced in America leave behind toxic waste that pollutes our air, water, and food. Soldiers 
also bring the war home. During the 1991 Gulf War, Timothy mcVeigh was ordered to kill surrendering Iraqi 
soldiers. Four years later, he bombed the federal building in Oklahoma City. In October 2002, Gulf War 
veteran John Allen muhammad went on a shooting rampage in Washington, D.C. that left ten people dead. 
Other veterans have killed family members, strangers, and themselves. The war machine that turned these 
men into murderers is not put on trial.

Soldiers and anti-war activists have a common interest; both want to end the war and bring the troops 
home. The ruling class dreads such an alliance. The film, Sir! No Sir!, documents the scale and heroism of 
the soldier’s revolt that forced the U.S. defeat in Vietnam. To keep soldiers out of the anti-war movement, 
war mongers attack anti-war activists as traitors who despise their own soldiers and root for the enemy. (They 
just as falsely portray all soldiers as gung-ho for war and hostile to the peace movement.) The myth that anti-
war activists spat on soldiers returning from Vietnam is pure PR. Vietnam veteran Jerry Lembcke, author 
of The Spitting Image: Myth, Memory, and the Legacy of Vietnam, insists that “stories of spat-upon Vietnam 
veterans are bogus.”
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The Veterans Administration commissioned a Harris Poll in 1971 that found 94 percent of Vietnam 
veterans reporting friendly homecomings from their age-group peers who had not served in the mili-
tary. moreover, the historical record is rich with the details of solidarity and mutuality between the 
anti-war movement and Vietnam veterans. The real truth, in other words, is that anti-war activists 
reached out to Vietnam veterans and veterans joined the movement in large numbers.107

The benefits of unity

To prevent the majority from uniting against them, the capitalist class pits groups of people against each 
other: White against Black; men against women; citizen against immigrant; Christian against muslim, and 
so on. By fostering such competition, employers divide, rule, and profit.

In a divided society, some people are better off than others, including within the working class. It is easier 
to be White than Black, to be male than female, to be a citizen instead of an immigrant, to be heterosexual 
instead of homosexual, to be able instead of disabled, and so on. It can seem that those who are better-off 
benefit from those who have it worse. This is the point of divisions — to keep ordinary folks so busy measuring 
whose crumb is bigger that nobody notices who ran off with the bakery. Of course, some crumbs are preferable 
to others. It is better to be educated than to be illiterate, to have a home than to be homeless, to have a job 
than to be unemployed, to be free than in prison. However, these differences are insignificant compared with 
the humongous difference created by class.

In 1999, the world’s 225 richest people had a combined wealth of one trillion dollars. That’s as much as 
the combined annual income of the world’s 2.5 billion poorest people. The wealth of the world’s three richest 
individuals is greater than the combined Gross Domestic Product of the 48 poorest nations. If the height of 
the Washington monument (555 feet) represented the average income of the top 500 American CEOs, the 
average American worker’s income would be 16 inches tall in comparison. Now, that’s a real difference.

Talk of “White privilege” and “male privilege” makes it seem that all Whites benefit from Black oppres-
sion and that all men benefit from women’s oppression. This outlook ignores the class divide and who really 
benefits. The Grand Canyon between the wealthy elite and everyone else is possible only because the major-
ity is divided. Instead of fighting for crumbs, a united majority could take control of the world’s wealth and 
share it.

Those who argue that Whites benefit from Black oppression ignore the fact that no benefit from this divi-
sion could possibly compare with what both could have if they pulled together. Consider the American South.

The South remains the region… where discrimination against Blacks is most severe. The South is also 
the region where incomes of white workers are lowest and poverty among whites is highest…where 
the rights of labor, white and Black, have been most trampled; where trade union membership and 
influence have been most drastically curtailed.108

The capitalist class does benefit from oppression. The difference between the wages of higher-paid and 
lower-paid workers goes to the employers. The bosses also pocket the difference between what these workers 
make and how much more they could make if they were not divided. Like Frederick Douglass said, “They 
divided both to conquer each.”

By insisting that all men benefit from the oppression of women, feminist politics divides the working 
class. In reality, workers of both sexes are exploited and oppressed by capitalists of both sexes. During a strike, 
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women workers understand that class comes first. They fight beside their male co-workers instead of seeking 
allies with their female employers or with the female relatives of their male employers.

The power and privileges of upper-class women depend on the exploitation of male and female work-
ers. In contrast, the oppression of women makes life more difficult for ordinary men. Women’s lower wages 
pull down the family income. When women suffer, the men in their lives also suffer. men whose wives have 
stressful jobs, unsupportive bosses, and few promotions are seven times more likely to develop heart disease 
regardless of the status of their own jobs. When women advance, the men in their lives benefit. Having a 
wife with more education lowers the husband’s risk of smoking, being overweight, having high blood pres-
sure, high blood cholesterol, and dying of heart disease.

Where social conditions are better for women, they are also better for men. One study examined the sta-
tus of American women in all fifty states, measuring political participation, employment, wages, and repro-
ductive rights. Expecting to find a link between better conditions for women and lower female death rates, 
researchers were surprised to find that,

Strikingly, male mortality rates were even more strongly linked to the status of women than female 
death rates, suggesting that men are better off, health-wise, where women’s status is more equal to 
men’s…The critical finding is that gender inequality has costs for men, as well as women. In general, 
a society that tolerates greater gender inequalities is more likely to be less healthy for both men and 
women.109

There is strength in unity. The union movement has a saying, “United We Stand; Divided We Fall.” The 
belief that ordinary people benefit from imperialism, racism, sexism, and homophobia is just as mistaken 
as the belief that more police, more prisons, and more wars will keep us safe. Only the ruling class benefits 
from divisions that keep the majority subordinate. The next chapter explains how people are indoctrinated 
from childhood to accept the world as it is.

Summary

The few can dominate the many only by dividing them — by minimizing similarities and magnifying 
differences. However, the differences between ordinary people are insignificant compared with the colossal 
chasm between the classes. The capitalist class profits from divide-and-rule, while ordinary people are pre-
vented from working together to build a better life.
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Chapter ��

Suffer the Children

Weakening the parent-child bond and disintegrating families  
within a group are a means of subordinating the entire group.

 Dorothy Roberts

In 1860, the U.S. government began forcibly removing aboriginal children from their homes and placing 
them in residential schools far from their families. These schools punished children for speaking their native 
languages, and physical and sexual abuse were common. Untold numbers died of cold, malnutrition, and 
disease. Those who made their way home lacked the skills to contribute to their communities. Launched 
in 1958, the Indian Adoption Project removed over one-third of all aboriginal children from their families. 
These and other assaults on the aboriginal family have left a legacy of domestic violence, addiction, mental 
illness, and suicide.

In Shattered Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare, Dorothy Roberts explains how disrupting family ties is 
a weapon of social control that has been used since slavery days. Because family loyalties undermined the 
slave-owners’ control, slave children were sold apart from their parents and slave parents were punished in 
front of their children. As Roberts explains,

Slave law installed the white master as head of an extended plantation family that included his slaves…
Slaves, on the other hand, had no legal authority over their children. Naming a slave after his owner 
reenforced the child’s ultimate subservience to his master rather than to his parents.110

After Emancipation, Black parents tried to re-unite with their children. However, plantation owners used 
apprenticeship laws to keep as many former slaves as they could. In maryland, 10,000 of the 90,000 eman-
cipated slaves were re-enslaved under apprenticeship laws. It was argued that,

…Black children needed the supervision afforded by apprenticeship because the Black race “was not 
prepared for freedom yet.” A key component of Blacks’ presumed need for continued white supervi-
sion was a ‘theory of black parental incompetence.’111
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Today, the American prison system and child welfare system are responsible for the largest separation of 
families since slavery. Half the parents in prison are Black, and 90 percent of the children in long-term foster 
care have a parent in prison. An estimated 10 million American children have lost a parent to prison at some 
point in their lives. Parents can be imprisoned in locations far from their children, and children may have 
no way to visit. many children of prisoners suffer shock and show symptoms of post-traumatic stress from 
prolonged separation. According to the Los Angeles-based Center for Children of Incarcerated Parents,

Across the country, an estimated 1.5 million children have a parent behind bars — an increase of more 
than half a million since 1991, according to the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics. No one knows the 
exact number, because in virtually every jurisdiction nationwide, no official body — not police, courts, 
or prisons — is responsible for even asking if prisoners have children.112 [italics added]

Parent to the nation?

How did the State get so much power over families? The doctrine of parens patriae (parent to the nation) 
originated in feudal England, where the King decided the fate of orphans and others who could not care for 
themselves. In 1838, this policy was adopted by the United States. Parens patriae gave the State the right to 
intervene in family life. Social workers, police, and judges could apprehend, detain, interrogate, institution-
alize, and adopt out children without the knowledge or consent of their parents.

Just as there were more slaves than masters on the plantations, there were also more workers than bosses 
in the cities. Breaking up families helps to control the urban working class. The Truancy Act of 1853 allowed 
children to be arrested simply for being poor. That same year, the Reverend Charles Loring Brace founded 
the New York Children’s Aid Society (CAS) to serve as a “moral and physical disinfectant” against the “mul-
titude of…boys swarming now in every foul alley and low street” who might “come to know their power and 
use it.” During its first 25 years, the CAS received government funding to remove more than 50,000 poor 
and homeless children from New York City and place them on farms where they were commonly mistreated 
and overworked.

Children sent to reform schools were seldom returned home. Parents seeking to retrieve their children 
were told that they had been given away. An 1864 massachusetts state report noted, “We have felt it our duty 
generally to decline giving [children] up to their parents and have placed as many of them as we could with 
farmers and mechanics.” The Bill of Rights did not apply to minors until 1967, when the Supreme Court 
granted them the right to due process.

Breaking up families

State policies assume that those needing government support must be lazy, losers, or cheats. Condemning 
the poor serves three functions: to blame poverty on the victim not the system; to justify withholding re-
sources from the working class; and to increase State control over society. The American child welfare system 
serves all three functions.

The underlying philosophy of the present child welfare system is that all families should be able to 
function adequately without the assistance of society…and that failure to perform the parental role 
without such assistance is indicative of individual pathology.113
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In America, poverty is considered proof of parental incompetence. It is assumed that parents who care 
about their kids will find a way to take care of them. In reality, as previous chapters explained, families are 
pushed into crisis by social policies that overburden them on the one hand and deprive them on the other. 
To prevent families from seeking government assistance, those that do risk losing their children. Let’s look 
at how this happens.

The capitalist system does not provide social support to all. To emphasize that support is not a right, a 
great deal of effort is spent to distinguish the worthy poor, who presumably deserve relief, from the unwor-
thy poor who do not. The profession of social work was developed for this purpose. Screening families for 
eligibility gives the State a licence to inspect homes, scrutinize lives, and judge parenting practices. It is as-
sumed that the poor are trying to cheat the system. It is never acknowledged that the system is looking for 
ways to cheat the poor.

Social workers are under pressure to separate children from parents. Failing to remove a child who 
is later harmed can cause a social worker to be disciplined, demoted, fired, and prosecuted. Even when 
there is no evidence of harm in the present, social workers are urged to remove children on the possibility 
of harm in the future. To make this decision easier, there is no penalty for wrongfully removing children 
from their families.

Better-off families in crisis can avoid police and social workers because they can pay (or have insurance 
that pays) for physicians, therapists, counselors, childcare, and so on. In contrast, poor families who are tem-
porarily unable to look after their children can lose them to foster care. The courts view “failing to provide 
for a child” as a parental crime that is equivalent to physical or sexual abuse. Portraying poverty as a parental 
deficit allows the state to remove children from any poor family. In America, poverty, not maltreatment, is the 
single most important factor in the decision to place a child in foster care. According to the National Coalition 
for Child Protection Reform,

Far more common than a child who comes into care because he was beaten are children who come 
into foster care because the food stamps ran out or because an illness went untreated after parents were 
kicked off medicaid or because a single mother trying to stay off welfare could not provide adequate 
supervision while she worked…some children are taken just because their parents are down on their 
luck, out of work, or unable to provide adequate shelter.114

The State pays for respite care for foster parents of children with serious mental illness. It does not provide 
this same relief for biological parents. Some parents with sick children become so desperate that they falsely 
claim to be neglectful or abusive, so their children can enter foster care and receive state-funded medical 
treatment. A federal investigation found that, in 19 states, parents had relinquished custody of more than 
12,700 children so they could receive mental health services. Parents who give up their children lose any say 
over where the child is sent or what kind of treatment is provided. Tragically, despite their parents’ sacrifice, 
many of these children get no treatment at all.

In 2003, Congressional investigators found that 15,000 children with psychiatric disorders, some as 
young as seven years old, were incarcerated in juvenile detention centers because mental health facilities 
were unavailable. A full eight percent of all youth in detention centers were mentally-ill youngsters waiting 
for treatment.

Biological parents have parental rights that guarantee them access to their children, even after divorce. 
Parents of children in foster care enjoy no such protection. On the contrary, seemingly endless bureaucratic 
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hurdles prevent families from reuniting. The courts assume that parents with children in foster care are 
incompetent until proven otherwise. Psychologists and psychiatrists probe them for character flaws. They 
must prove they are free of addiction. If they are working, they must have approved child care arrangements. 
The State imposes housing requirements that discriminate against the poor — a separate bedroom for the 
parent(s) and different bedrooms for male and female children. At the same time, the State does not provide 
addiction treatment, accessible childcare, or affordable housing. Roberts points out that

Inadequate housing is frequently at the center of caseworkers’ decisions to place children in foster 
care…children from families with housing problems are also more likely to stay in the system lon-
ger…The court-appointed administrator of the District of Columbia’s foster care system determined 
that as many as half of the children in foster care could be immediately re-united with their parents if 
housing problems were resolved.115

When reunification takes too long, the courts can permanently terminate the parents’ rights. Delay in re-
unification, not parental fitness, is the most common reason why parents lose all legal rights to their children.

Some prominent psychiatrists support breaking the bonds between parents and their children who are in 
foster care. In Beyond the Best Interests of the Child, Anna Freud (Sigmund Freud’s daughter) contends that 
children can form such strong psychological bonds with their foster parents that serious psychological dam-
age can result when these children are returned to their original families. The bonds that children maintain 
with their original parents are treated as having little or no value. The option of preserving the child’s rela-
tionship with both sets of parents is not even considered.

On the basis of such “expert” advice, American courts regularly deny competent parents custody of their 
children in favor of “continuity of care” by foster parents. One Iowa court ruled that a strong bond between 
parent and child is not an overriding factor in considering whether or not to terminate all parental rights, in 
effect preventing the birth parents from ever seeing or communicating with their children again. Severing 
parental rights is supposed to help move foster children into permanent homes. In reality, the number of 
children available for adoption far exceeds the number of people looking to adopt.

Assault on the Black family

Racism and poverty intersect in the American child welfare system. Proportionally, there are three times 
as many Black children in foster care as there are in the population as a whole. In contrast, there are half as 
many White children in foster care as there are in the population as a whole. A government-sponsored fact 
sheet states, “No differences have been found in the incidence of child abuse and neglect according to racial 
group.” If there is no difference in the rate at which Black and White parents mistreat their children, why are 
so many more Black children removed from their families?

Because of racism, Black American families suffer less education, higher unemployment, lower wages, 
more medical problems, and less access to medical care than White families. About 54 percent of Black chil-
dren live below the poverty line, compared with 15 percent of White children. As a result, Blacks are more 
likely to live in substandard housing in unsafe neighborhoods.

Racism also causes Black parents to be scrutinized more often and more harshly than White parents. 
Black families are more likely to be reported than White families when their children suffer the same  
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injuries. A Florida study of pregnant women found that the rate of drug abuse was similar for Black and 
White women; yet 10 times as many Black women were reported to government authorities for drug use.

Black children were more likely to be placed in foster care even when their parents were employed, 
drug-free, and not receiving welfare; even when they came from small families and safe neighbor-
hoods; and even when they had no disabilities or mental health problems.116

Roberts points out that, once Black children are removed from their families, they “remain in foster care 
longer, are moved more often, receive fewer services, and are less likely to be either returned home or adopted 
than other children.” The double whammy of racism and poverty results in a predominately Black foster 
care population. In New York City, one of every 22 Black children is in foster care. In Central Harlem, one 
of every 10 children is in foster care. In Chicago, 95 percent of the children in foster care are Black. Almost 
all Chicago families who have lost their children are clustered in two zip code areas that are very poor and 
almost exclusively Black.

Roberts concludes, “Placing so many Black children in the state’s custody implements the quintessen-
tial racist insult — that Black people are incapable of governing themselves and need white supervision.” 
malcolm X, whose own family was dismembered by the welfare system, called it “Nothing but legal, modern 
slavery — however kindly intentioned.”

Saving children?

The strongest argument for taking children from their families is to remove them from danger. How 
much harm does the child welfare system prevent? Roberts explains that,

For every child placed in foster care because she was malnourished or unsupervised, there are hundreds 
more who suffer the same deprivations… The system haphazardly picks out a fraction of families to 
bludgeon, while it leaves untouched the conditions that are really most damaging to children.117

In 2003, eighteen percent of American children were living below the official poverty level of $18,810 
for a family of four. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, poverty is the 
most important cause of child maltreatment. Child abuse is 14 times more common and child neglect is 
44 times more common in families with annual incomes under $15,000 compared with families whose 
annual incomes are over $30,000. The best way to prevent child maltreatment would be to raise fam-
ily incomes and improve social services. However, the child welfare system emphasizes punishment over 
support. As a result, parents who fear that they might harm or be unable to provide sufficiently for their 
children are less likely to seek help. Concerned relatives will hesitate to contact an agency if doing so might 
result in the loss of the child.

When case workers are kept busy supervising families simply because they are poor, the children who are 
in real danger of being harmed or killed by their parents are more likely to fall through the cracks. The rec-
ommended standard for social workers is no more than 17 cases at any one time. In Newark, New Jersey, a 
seven-year-old boy died and his two brothers were found almost starved. The worker assigned to that family 
had over 100 children in her caseload and was working nights, weekends, and holidays.
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Sometimes children need to be removed from dangerous families, and the State does provide some chil-
dren with safer places. However, even more are removed from the frying pan and dumped into the fire. 
Imagine the agony of parents whose children are taken from them, supposedly for their own good, only to 
die in foster care.

In Los Angeles, the pipes in a grandmother’s rented house burst, flooding the basement and mak-
ing the home a health hazard. Instead of helping the family find another place to live, child protec-
tive workers take away the granddaughter and place her in foster care. She dies there, allegedly killed 
by her foster mother. The child welfare agency that would spend nothing to move the family offers 
$5,000 for the funeral.118

Social agencies are quick to prosecute birth parents for child abuse, while ignoring the more serious prob-
lem of foster-parent abuse.

National data on child abuse fatalities show that a child is twice as likely to die of abuse in foster 
care as in the general population…A study of reported abuse in Baltimore found the rate of ‘sub-
stantiated’ cases of sexual abuse in foster care more than four times higher than the rate in the gen-
eral population.119

State-run group homes and orphanages have a horrific record of child neglect and abuse. A 1997 Los 
Angeles County Grand Jury report found that “many of the nearly 5,000 foster children housed in Los 
Angeles County group homes are physically abused and drugged excessively while being forced to live with-
out proper food, clothing, education, and counseling.” An investigation of all 50 states did not find one that 
was fully compliant with federal standards for protecting children.

The State is an incompetent parent. A 1991 national survey found that 46 percent of former foster chil-
dren did not complete high school and 51 percent were unemployed. more recent studies have found similar 
results. Thirty percent of the nation’s homeless population were in foster care as children. The welfare of 
children should not be entrusted to a State that impoverishes families and then removes their children, only 
to neglect, abuse, and abandon them.

Poverty is the greatest source of childhood trauma. In the United States, 13 million children and youth 
live in poverty. Seventeen percent of American children do not receive adequate nutrition. The State gives 
billions of dollars in tax cuts to the capitalist class, while turning children into the largest destitute group in 
the nation. For that reason alone, the State is the single greatest perpetrator of child abuse.  

Welfare as social control

In The Children of Neglect, margaret Smith and Rowena Fong conclude,

The traditional view of both poverty and child neglect is that they are due to personal problems of par-
ents, and therefore, not the responsibility of the community to resolve…thus children are condemned 
to live in poverty because the child welfare system is about the culpability of parents, not about pro-
viding resources to resolve the issues associated with poverty.120
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The Social Security Act of 1935 entitled poor families to social assistance as long as they needed it. In 1996, 
the Clinton administration placed a time-limit on how long anyone could get welfare, regardless of need. 
Families that exceed their time-limit and become destitute can lose their children to foster care. Ironically, 
the State pays foster parents twice as much to look after other people’s children as it pays biological parents 
to look after their own children.

The Clinton welfare laws also require welfare recipients to find waged work. most women on welfare are 
single parents, yet the State provides no funds for childcare. In New York City, most of the families investi-
gated for “lack of supervision” had no access to affordable childcare.

In Genesee County, michigan, which includes Flint, the foster-care population has doubled…One of 
the main reasons is they’re removing children from women forced to leave their children with unsuit-
able caretakers while they go to jobs they must take under the state’s welfare laws.121

The State won’t provide adequate welfare because the capitalist class needs a low-waged work-force, and 
people won’t work for low wages if social assistance is available. most importantly, the working class cannot 
be allowed to think that it has a right to anything. As a result, the State spends more money to break up 
families than it spends to keep them together.

…a 1998 michigan Auditor General report found that the average cost for family preservation services 
was $4,367 per family, compared to the annual cost per child of $12,384 for foster care and $56,206 for 
institutional care.122

Welfare policies are not designed to help people; they are designed to help the State control “the danger-
ous classes.” The threat of losing financial support instills fear and submission in the needy. Funding religious 
organizations to deliver aid to the poor adds another layer of control, forcing people to submit to religious 
doctrine as a condition of receiving support. While welfare polices target the poorest families, the entire 
working class gets the message — Don’t expect any help from the State. 

Teach them their place

Education as social control goes back to slavery days, when it was a crime to teach Black slaves to read 
and write. By the time slavery was legally abolished in 1863, more than 95 percent of Blacks were illiterate. 
Newly-freed slaves were hungry to learn.

Few were too young, and none were too old, to make the attempt to learn. As fast as any kind of 
teachers could be secured, not only were day-schools filled, but night schools as well…Day-school, 
night-school, and Sunday-school were always crowded and often many had to be turned away for 
want of room…123

Teachers flooded down from the North; however, the Southern establishment tried to block their efforts. 
“In the interior of Texas, Alabama, mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and maryland…Negroes 
were disposed of their school buildings, teachers were not allowed to enter upon their duties and churches 
and schoolhouses were sometimes burned.”
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The Black civil rights’ movement won the legal integration of public schools in the 1950’s; however, the 
employer’s offensive has eroded that victory. As the courts lifted desegregation laws and attacked affirma-
tive action, the proportion of Black students attending integrated schools dropped. In Chicago today, al-
most 90 percent of public school students are Black or Latino. In The Shame of the Nation: The Restoration 
of Apartheid Schooling in America, Jonathan Kozol explains how education-funding policies perpetuate a 
race-segregated school system. Education is funded primarily through property taxes, so schools in poor 
neighborhoods are starved for money, teachers, books, and other resources. Because of racism, Blacks and 
Hispanics are more likely to live in poor neigborhoods. A vicious cycle is created where Black and Latino 
children are deprived of educational opportunities that could help them get better-paying jobs as adults.

The education system is designed to keep all working-class people down. Before industrial capitalism, 
young people learned by watching and listening, by exploring the world on their own, by apprenticing them-
selves to those who had something to teach them, and by trial and error. This kind of learning — directed by 
curiosity and embedded in society — is incompatible with a work system that demands repetitive movements 
and unquestioning obedience.

In The Underground History of American Education, John Taylor Gatto explains that the modern school 
system developed in response to working-class rebellions that shook capitalism in 1848 and again after World 
War I. The ruling class needed a school system to keep the masses in their place — working for capitalism. 
This was no secret conspiracy. President Woodrow Wilson announced,

We want one class to have a liberal education. We want another class, a very much larger class of ne-
cessity, to forego the privilege of a liberal education and fit themselves to perform specific difficult 
manual tasks.124

To preserve the class system, schools teach children only what they will need to do their future jobs and 
no more. A few creative critical thinkers are needed at the management and professional level; however, the 
majority are expected to work in low-waged, mind-numbing jobs. These students cannot be allowed to 
develop their potential. William Torrey Harris, U.S. Commissioner of Education between 1889 and 1906, 
writes approvingly,

Ninety-nine [students] out of a hundred are automata, careful to walk in prescribed paths, careful to 
follow the prescribed custom. This is not an accident but the result of substantial education, which, 
scientifically defined, is the subsumption of the individual.125

The de-skilling of work has been accompanied by a rising rate of illiteracy. Based on American military 
testing, 98 percent of adult men could read or write in the 1930’s. By World War II, this number had dropped 
to 96 percent. During the Korean war, the literacy rate declined to 81 percent. By 1973, only 73 percent of 
recruits for the Vietnam war had a minimal level of literacy. Literacy rates have fallen faster for Whites than 
for Blacks. Between 1940 and 1992, Black illiteracy doubled, while White illiteracy quadrupled.

A 1992 nation-wide survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Education found that 21 percent of 
the adult population did not have basic reading and writing skills, and eight million people were unable to 
perform even the simplest literacy tasks. A 2003 survey found that prose literacy among adults had fallen 
at every level of education. Is the school system failing? In Dumbing Us Down: The Hidden Curriculum of 
Compulsory Schooling, John Taylor Gatto quotes David Albert:
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Schools are not failing. On the contrary, they are spectacularly successful in doing precisely what they 
are intended to do, and what they have been intended to do since their inception. The [school] sys-
tem, perfected at places like the University of Chicago, Columbia Teachers College, Carnegie-melon, 
and Harvard, and funded by the captains of industry, was explicitly set up to ensure a docile malleable 
workforce to meet the growing, changing demands of corporate capitalism.116

In Savage Inequalities: Children in America’s Schools, Jonathan Kozol explains how working-class youth 
are denied education. Schools in more affluent areas can hire the best teachers and provide the most engag-
ing learning experiences. Schools starved of funds cannot feed hungry minds. In some states, the difference 
between rich and poor schools is more than $2,000 per student per year.

The U.S. has one of the highest high-school dropout rates in the industrialized world. Only two-thirds 
of all students, and only half of minority students, graduate from high school. In New York City, only 18 
percent of students, and nine percent of Black students, qualify for admission to college. These statistics are 
the result of a school system that preserves racial and class inequalities, providing just enough education to 
prepare children for their pre-determined roles in society. Youngsters naturally resent such unfairness. Kozol 
quotes a high-school student from the South Bronx.

most of the students in this school won’t go to college. many of them will join the military. If there’s 
a war, we have to fight. Why should I go to war and fight for opportunities I can’t enjoy — for things 
rich people value, for their freedom, but I do not have that freedom and I can’t go to their schools?127

What did you learn in school today?

In 1964, Tom Paxton wrote What Did You Learn in School Today?, a song that describes how schools cre-
ate a distorted view of the world. History lessons highlight the deeds of “great men” and ignore the contri-
butions of regular folks. The message is that ordinary people have nothing to offer society. Eleven-year-old 
Oliver maynard-Langedijk recounts his experience:

I came into school and most of my friends had their backpacks on. I asked them where they were 
going, and they told me that it was a special kids’ trip, to this comic book convention. The principal 
selected them. most of them had something special about them. They were really quiet, or they were 
really, really, smart. I don’t know. No one told me how they got to go. It made me feel left out. The 
other kids who didn’t get to go felt the same as me. I was really mad, so I told my mom. Some other 
parents were mad too, so they all went to the principal and he said that they wouldn’t do it again. But 
they did.

Oliver is learning that some people get special privileges and others don’t and that you’re not supposed 
to question this arrangement. He is learning that people in authority do as they please, that they cannot be 
trusted, and that parents are powerless against them. The school system is designed to teach these lessons 
to working-class children. A few students, those who seem eager to please the authorities, are groomed for 
professional training; the rest are channeled into low-paying jobs. To prepare youngsters for life under capi-
talism, schools must:
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•  discipline children to obey without question. (Think and do as we say)

•  pressure children to conform to external expectations. (Be who we want you to be)

•  accustom children to competition. (Fight over the crumbs we throw you)

•  grade and sort children into categories based on future functions. (Adapt to the needs of the machine)

•  groom a few students to manage and control the others. (Workers need managers)

•  degrade and humiliate the rest for not being good enough. (You don’t deserve better)

Schools teach dissociation

To accomplish the tasks listed above, schools must remove children from sources of independent learning. 
Huck Finn did not attend school, and look at the trouble he got into (freeing a slave and all). Homework 
ensures that children stay busy with school-directed chores. For most children, school attendance is compul-
sory — there is no choice.

Schools claim to help children fulfill their creative and intellectual potential. In practice, most schools 
are run like assembly-line factories without regard for students’ needs. Government-mandated programs and 
standardized testing demand that every child learn the same thing at the same time in the same way. As one 
Los Angeles principal told his teachers, “When I stand in the hallway, I should be able to hear all fourth 
grade teachers saying the same thing. Do not deviate from the scripted program and do not fall behind in 
the pacing plan.”128

To condition them for the workplace, students are trained to obey the clock. Bells ring periodically to sig-
nal a change of station. At the ring of the bell, students must drop what they are doing and move to the next 
classroom. No thought, conversation, or project can continue beyond the time allotted. When concentra-
tion is continually interrupted, only now matters. Repeated disengagements of this kind teach children not 
to think too long or care too much about anything. Television re-enforces the immediate and the temporary. 
Politicians appreciate voters who don’t recall past betrayals.

Schools promote dissociation when they divide subjects into arbitrary categories with no seeming con-
nection, divorce facts from their historical context, and make no effort to relate material to the child’s world. 
Large numbers of students in each classroom keep teachers busy enforcing discipline instead of responding 
to students’ individual needs.

Schools teach children to rely on and take direction only from experts. Students confined in age-segre-
gated classrooms can neither learn from older children, nor teach younger ones. They must sit quietly and 
not talk to one another. Only the teacher is presumed to have anything important to say.

Students are not allowed to speak, to move from their seats, or to go to the toilet without permission. 
“Big Brother” surveillance reinforces authoritarian control. In 2002, three-quarters of the 950 new public 
schools that opened across America were equipped with spy cameras. Continual electronic monitoring of 
classrooms and corridors sends the message that youngsters cannot be trusted.

Schools enforce the rules that govern male and female behavior. males are shamed for being quiet or emo-
tional, while females are shamed for being loud or aggressive. males are groomed to act tough and disdain 
everything female, while females are pressured to look sexy and defer to males. No ambiguity is tolerated. 
Rigid sex-role expectations keep children focused on their “performance.” The more they censor themselves, 
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the less they relate to each other in genuine ways. These rigid sex roles, that are reinforced throughout life, 
block compassion, prevent intimacy, and contribute to marriage break-down.

Schools teach bigotry and intolerance. The Human Rights Watch publication, Hatred in the Hallways: 
Violence and Discrimination against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Students in U.S. Schools, ex-
plains how “more than two million school age youth in the United States who are different from the major-
ity of their peers soon learn that the principle of equality does not apply to them.” In one Iowa school, gay 
students reported hearing anti-gay epithets about every seven minutes. The report condemns

the abject failure of the United States government to protect lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 
youth who attend public schools from harassment and violence. Government at the local, state, and 
federal levels has refused to dismantle the laws and policies and to eliminate the practices that effec-
tively discriminate against these youth.129

Bullying 101

A 1998 survey of more than 15,500 public- and private-school students in grades six through ten found 
that 40 percent of boys and 30 percent of girls had been bullied in school. About half of the boys and one 
third of the girls reported that they bullied others. most were bullies and victims at different times. Why is 
bullying so common among young people?

Children learn by mimicking adults. Schoolyard bullying fits with a world where might makes right 
(regardless of what adults say). In response to the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School, President Bill 
Clinton pleaded on national television, “We must teach our children to resolve their differences with words, 
not weapons.” While the president was preaching non-violence, the U.S. military was bombing Yugoslavia.

Children are keen observers, and they copy what adults do. In 2002, a bystander videotaped four police 
officers beat a handcuffed Black teenager, drag him along the ground and slam him against a police car. 
What provoked this savage attack? Sixteen-year-old Donovan Jackson was “slightly built,” and had hearing 
and speech problems. It seems that the officers became enraged when the youngster did not respond quickly 
enough to their verbal commands.

Actions speak louder than words. A “do as I say, not as I do” model of behavior establishes two standards: 
one for those with more power and a different one for those with less power. The lesson is not lost on chil-
dren who ‘practice’ the three roles of powerful persecutor, helpless victim, and passive bystander. These roles 
are acted out at home when parents attack each other and children feel helpless to intervene, when a parent 
singles out one child for punishment and forces the rest to watch, and when a parent punishes a child over 
the protests of the other parent. In the classroom, the teacher humiliates one student to discipline them all. 
In the workplace, management targets a few workers to control the rest. On a world scale, stronger nations 
destroy weaker ones to demonstrate their power. Schoolyard bullying is a ‘copycat’ response to the bullying that 
saturates the child’s world.

The most effective response to bullying is for people to unite against it. Schools don’t want youngsters 
learning this lesson. Eighth grader, Anthony Soltero, stood up to the bullies in march of 2006, when he 
helped to organize a student walkout in Los Angeles to protest anti-immigrant legislation. After the march, 
the school administrator threatened to send Antony to jail for three years and fine his mother $250. In de-
spair, Anthony killed himself. To honor Soltero’s commitment to justice, LA students organized another 
march for immigrant rights and called on students across the country to do the same.
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Winners and losers

I’m the king of the castle, and you’re the dirty rascal

Every child has proudly chanted this ditty on top of the tallest mound and has also been humiliated by 
someone else who got there first. Through games and chants, pre-school children prepare for a world of com-
petition. As soon as they enter school, they are immersed in win-lose situations. By means of tests, contests, 
games, and sports, teachers evaluate, rank, and sort youngsters, advancing the winners and de-grading the 
losers.

Schools hold out the promise that hard work will be rewarded, but win-lose competitions teach children 
otherwise. my six-year-old grandson loves to spell, and he works hard at it. One day he came home from 
school dejected. He had spelled two words wrong and was denied a gold star. His mother reassured him, but 
he remained sullen. After dinner, he hit his sister. When reprimanded, he began to howl and would not be 
consoled. Children have an innate sense of fairness and know when promises are not kept (“It’s not fair!”) 
my grandson was learning that hard work counts only when it results in perfection. There is no recognition 
for hard work or for learning through trial and error. He was treated like a loser and that made him angry. 
As Oliver observed, “You feel mad, so you take it out on other people.”

Schools produce bored and angry children. When adults reward the efforts of only a few children, those 
who see their efforts ignored or belittled lose interest in learning. Children who cannot win at school will 
compensate by trying to win the recognition of their peers, often by defying the system that is excluding and 
humiliating them. “Uncooperative” and “misbehaving” children are like red flags that signal serious social 
problems.

When children have problems with school, teachers and parents are blamed. Teachers are squeezed be-
tween the needs of their students and the demands of the administration. If they provide engaging op-
portunities for children to learn, they are disciplined for not following the curriculum. If they impose the 
curriculum, they become the enemies of the students. Parents are treated like extensions of the school. They 
are supposed to “make” their children do homework and provide extra support for those who fall behind. 
When children rebel, parents are pressured to give them drugs to make them more compliant.

Say “yes” to our drugs

The school system neglects, oppresses, and humiliates children, and then labels those who rebel as sick 
or defective. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) considers child rebellion to 
be a sign of mental illness. Conduct Disorder and Oppositional Defiant Disorder are psychiatric diagnoses 
listed under the category of Disruptive Behavior Disorders. The following study exposed how absurd these 
diagnoses are.

In North Carolina, a gambling casino opened midway through an eight-year study of child psychiatric 
illness. Because the casino was owned by the First Nations, it paid each aboriginal family a financial bonus 
that rose every year. These payments elevated 14 percent of the families out of poverty, while 53 percent re-
mained poor. Thirty-two percent of the families were not poor to begin with. Before the casino opened, the 
poor children had more than four times as many psychiatric symptoms as the children who had never been 
poor. After the casino opened, psychiatric symptoms among children who were no longer poor fell to the 
same level as children who had never been poor. In contrast, psychiatric symptoms remained high among the 
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children who remained poor. Similar results were found in non-aboriginal children whose families moved 
out of poverty during the same period. Why would rising income levels solve child behavior problems?

Chapter 7 explained that all children have difficulty regulating emotions. At times, all children are impul-
sive, hyper-active, aggressive, and defiant. Supportive adults must teach children how to manage their feel-
ings. Deprived and overly stressed parents cannot do this. The resulting child “misbehavior” signals a crisis 
in the family. money does not solve all family problems; however, it can meet enough of the parents’ needs 
so that they, in turn, can meet their children’s needs. Unfortunately, society refuses to support families and 
drugs kids instead.

Cuts in funding for education, family support, and child services have led to an escalation in the num-
ber of children being prescribed psychiatric drugs. The psychiatric diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder 
(ADD) — also called Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) — was created to permit doctors 
to drug children who act out in school. Drug prescriptions for school-aged children peak in September and 
drop in June — the duration of the school year. One program offered an alternative to drug treatment — a 
trained social worker met weekly at home and at school with children diagnosed with ADD and their par-
ents. While they were participating in this program, none of the children needed medication. When funding 
for the program ended, all the children began to have problems and went back on medication.

The drugs most commonly prescribed for ADD are powerful stimulants, like amphetamines and meth-
ylphenidate [Ritalin]. According to the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration,

In clinical studies…neither animals nor humans can tell the difference between cocaine, amphet-
amine, or methylphenidate when they are administered the same way at comparable doses. In short, 
they produce effects that are nearly identical.130

Between 1991 and 1999, U.S. production of amphetamines increased more than 2,000 percent, and sales 
of methylphenidate increased nearly 500 percent. About 80 percent of all prescriptions for both these drugs 
are for children diagnosed with ADD. In some areas, one in four school children is taking these drugs. 
Twice as many boys are given drugs for ADD, compared with girls, who are more likely to be given anti-
depressants. Every year, an estimated 500,000 American children are prescribed anti-depressant drugs. A 
national survey found that increasing numbers of children are also being prescribed anti-psychotic drugs 
that have been linked with serious health problems. In 1993, 275 children out of every 100,000 were taking 
these drugs. By 2002, the number had risen to 1,438 out of every 100,000 children. While politicians call 
for “a drug-free America,” the nation’s children are being drugged at an unprecedented rate.

The American Academy of Pediatrics estimates that between four and twelve percent of school-aged chil-
dren suffer from ADD. It is more likely that politicians and bureaucrats are afflicted with ADD because they 
pay no attention to the harm caused by their slash-and-burn social policies. In contrast, children are fully 
aware of their suffering, and they protest in the only ways they can — with anger, agitation, anxiety, depres-
sion, and defiance.

Who hears the cries of our children? Teachers are tied to a restrictive curriculum and deprived of re-
sources. Doctors prescribe drugs instead of protesting oppressive conditions. Courts force children to take 
mood-altering drugs. Parents who refuse to medicate their kids have been charged with child abuse and 
threatened with losing custody. When medication fails, there is always punishment.
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School as prison

We are breeding a generation of children who think they are criminals for the way they are being 
treated in school…School used to be a refuge. Now it’s a lockdown environment. We are bringing the 
practices of criminal justice into the schools.

 Annette Fuentes

Today’s youngsters are being criminalized by policies of “zero tolerance” in schools. making mistakes is 
human and unavoidable, especially during adolescence, which is a time to explore and experiment. By forc-
ing youngsters into behavioral strait-jackets, zero-tolerance policies invite rebellion, beginning a cycle of 
punishment and defiance that turns children into criminals. Students in Texas can be suspended for “cheat-
ing, violating dress codes, horseplay, excessive noise and failure to bring homework to class.” Because student 
suspensions are reported to the county juvenile justice board, a child could be saddled with a criminal record 
for being rowdy. In 2003, journalist Annette Fuentes investigated the impact of zero-tolerance policies in 
public schools.

Every year, more than 3 million students…are suspended and nearly 100,000 more are expelled, from 
kindergarten through twelfth grade. Of those, untold thousands…face police action for disciplinary 
problems that were previously handled in school, because forty-one states now require that certain acts 
committed in school be reported to the police.131

Boys are the primary targets, and Black males are singled out. Even though they do not break the rules 
more often, two to three times more Black students than White students are suspended from school.

African-American students are 17 percent of the entire public school population but account for 34 
percent of all out-of-school suspensions and 30 percent of expulsions. White students, by contrast, are 
62 percent of the student population but account for 48 percent of out-of-school suspensions and 49 
percent of expulsions.132

Zero-tolerance policies are enforced by police, police dogs, and metal detectors in schools that feel like 
prisons. Public officials insist that such heavy-handedness is necessary to prevent youth crime. In fact, rates 
of school violence are much lower now than when the parents of today’s youth were in school. There is only a 
one-in-two-million chance of anyone being killed at school. Seventy-five percent of all murders of youngsters 
under age 18 are committed by adults. One would never know this from the media.

Demonizing youth

Portraying youngsters as criminals helps to justify more police, more prisons, and more social control. In 
1995, John DiIulio of Princeton University wrote, “The Coming of the Super-Predators,” in which he pre-
dicted the rise of an especially violent type of juvenile criminal. In 1996, Bill Bennett, co-chair of the Council 
on Crime in America predicted that “America is a ticking violent crime bomb. Rates of violent juvenile crime 
and weapons offenses have been increasing dramatically and by the year 2000 could spiral out of control.” 
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In 1997, Florida Congressman William mcCollum stated that today’s youth are “the most dangerous crimi-
nals on the face of the Earth.” The facts said otherwise. Crimes committed by young people had been falling 
for years. According to FBI statistics, in 1999 (the year of the Columbine High School shooting) incidents 
of school violence and juvenile violent crime had hit their lowest level in twenty years. There had been an 
increase in youth embezzlement. Perhaps DiIulio should have titled his report: “The Coming of the Super-
Embezzlers,” but people might have thought he was referring to Corporate America.

In “The myth of the Grade-School murderer,” mike males provides the following statistics.

In raw numbers, about 60 grade-school kids were arrested every year for homicide during the 1960’s, 
70 per year during the 1970’s, 40 per year in the 1980’s and 1990’s, just 22 in 1998, and 17 in 1999. A 
grade-school child was arrested for murder once a week, on average, in the halcyon days of 1965 when 
Father Knows Best and “I Want to Hold Your Hand” ruled the airwaves. Today, when ultra-violent 
video games, slasher movies, gangsta rap, explicit TV, internet savagery, more poverty and family disar-
ray, and automatic firearms are rampant, grade-school kids are 65 percent less likely to murder.133

Despite the facts, the mainstream media revel in the image of youngsters as dangerous criminals. A group 
of New York high-school students studied the New York Times’ coverage of youth and crime. They found 
that over a three month period, 54 percent of the articles portrayed youth as perpetrators of crimes, and 44 
percent portrayed them as victims of crime. A study of the San Francisco Chronicle found that stories on 
youth and crime portrayed youth as perpetrators almost 75 percent of the time. The hype against youngsters 
is so effective that when people hear the words “youth” and “violence,” they think of youth as violent — not 
as victims of violence. (Test this yourself.) In reality, young people are victims of violent crime more than 
12 times more often than they are perpetrators. The media all but ignores the estimated 2,000 deaths and 
475,000 incidents of violence that adults inflict on youngsters every year.

What about teen drug abuse? Adults suffer far more drug abuse and addiction than young people. Eighty 
percent of drug overdose deaths occur in people over 30 years of age. Fewer than three percent of these deaths 
occur in people under age 20. Today’s 40 year-olds are three times more likely to suffer serious illegal-drug 
abuse problems than today’s 16 year-olds. males concludes,

Nearly all the imagined youth crises of today — from guns to heroin to suicide — are hallucinations…
The fastest growing population in terms of drug abuse, criminal arrest for violent, property, and 
drug offenses, and imprisonment is persons aged 35 to 59, mostly white…Teens comprise perhaps 2 
percent of America’s drug problem, but 90 percent of the raging controversy over drug use. That is 
scapegoating.134

The flood of negative hype against youngsters has an impact. A 1999 survey found that most adults in 
the United States have disapproving and negative attitudes towards teenagers, and most believe that the 
next generation will not make the world a better place. By demonizing young people, the ruling class drives 
a wedge between the generations. When people lose faith in the future, they resign themselves to the way 
things are.
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Child convicts

During the 1960’s, schools and communities provided a variety of music, art, and athletic programs for 
young people. Since then, cuts to social programs have left many youngsters with no organized activities. As 
a result, 75 percent of teens report hanging out with their friends with nothing specific to do. No one thinks 
twice when adults hang out with their friends; however, teens are condemned for doing the same thing. 
When parents are working two and three jobs, peer acceptance becomes more important for young people. 
Instead of condemning the lack of social support for youngsters, politicians and the media condemn youth 
“gangs” and call for a crackdown on young people, including harsher penalties, trying youngsters as adults, 
and jailing them in adult prisons.

Between 1994 and 2000, the rate of juvenile violent crime fell 40 percent in the U.S., and the juvenile 
homicide rate fell 70 percent. Yet from 1990 to 1999, the number of incarcerated juveniles rose 74 percent. 
Juvenile detention centers are filled with children convicted of under-age drinking and smoking, truancy, 
breaking curfew, running away, and other minor offenses that are illegal only for minors.

The racism of the adult prison system extends to the youth prison system. Between 1988 and 1997, the 
rate of increase in detentions for Black youth was more than double the rate of increase for White youth. In 
1997, judges sent 27 percent of Black delinquents to juvenile prisons compared with just 15 percent of White 
delinquents. Young people of color form one-third of the total youth population and two-thirds of young-
sters in criminal detention.

A two-way conveyor belt runs between the foster care and prison systems. Dorothy Roberts observes, 
“The prison system supplies children to the child welfare system when it incarcerates their parents. The child 
welfare system then supplies young adults to the prison system when it abandons them after years in foster 
care.” Foster children form fewer than two percent of the general population, yet they make up 15 percent of 
all the children in detention. In some states, the rates are much higher. In Connecticut, 75 percent of youth 
in the state criminal justice system had been in foster care. In Illinois, 80 percent of adult prisoners were in 
foster care as children.

All 50 states allow juveniles to be tried as adults. Young defendants are less likely to have adequate legal 
representation, with the result that youth sentences average 60 percent longer than adult sentences for the 
same crimes. In 1999, 12-year-old Lionel Tate killed his six-year-old playmate while showing her wrestling 
moves he had seen on television. He was tried as an adult and convicted of first-degree murder. When he was 
13 years old, a Florida court sentenced him to life in prison. Young Black males like Tate are three times more 
likely to be charged with violent crimes, six times more likely to be tried in adult court, and seven times more 
likely to be sentenced to prison when they are tried as adults. Frightened, defenseless, subject to all manner 
of abuse, children in adult jails are up to eight times more likely to kill themselves than those held in juvenile 
detention centers. Nothing condemns capitalism more than its barbaric treatment of children.

The kids are all right!

Children are the future. Despite efforts to drive a wedge between the generations, most adults think 
that helping kids get a good start in life is extremely important — more important than preventing crime. 
Seventy-five percent of adults agree that “given enough help and attention, just about all kids can learn and 
succeed in school.” Eighty-nine percent think that “given enough attention and the right kind of guidance,  
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almost all teenagers can get back on track.” This belief in youngsters runs counter to social policies that treat 
troubled youth as unmanageable and in need of harsh punishment.

Young people deserve support and admiration. What society gives them instead is neglect and abuse. 
The powers-that-be fear the energy and moral indignation of youth. Young people who organize against 
injustice are maligned by the media and assaulted by police. Some are even killed as a warning to the rest. 
When 23-year-old Carlo Guiliani was murdered by police during a demonstration in Genoa, Italy, his fa-
ther praised him.

Carlo was the exact opposite of what people have written about him. He was a boy of great generosity 
who was opposed to injustice. He read, he studied, he discussed, and he protested for his ideas. He 
always cared about others. And he always worked, if irregularly. He worked in the jobs that all young 
people are forced to take — in the black economy, without any security, without any rights. Carlo 
didn’t accept the notion that eight leaders of the world should decide the life and deaths of hundreds 
of thousands of people.135

In the story of the emperor who wore no clothes, the adults admired the emperor’s invisible threads, while 
the child could see that he was stark naked. When the child spoke up, the adults were faced with a choice. 
Should they confront the emperor or force the child to conform? The next chapter explains why it is neces-
sary to take sides.

Summary

A society that oppresses the majority must also oppress its children. Children question everything and 
do not tolerate injustice. To maintain the status quo, the potential of youth to build a better world must be 
suppressed. Schools demand subservience to prepare most youngsters for low-waged work. Youth who rebel 
against their oppression are slandered by the media, torn from their families, drugged by doctors, brutalized 
by authorities, and incarcerated by the State. Despite efforts to drive a wedge between the generations, belief 
in the potential of youth remains strong and provides hope for the future.
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Part Four

What Will it Take?

How will we find a way out? 
We walk and talk with Babylon’s mouth.

 Faith Nolan

In her song, How Will We Find a Way Out?, Faith Nolan wonders how we can create a new society when 
every aspect of our lives is shaped by the old one. The answer to this question lies in the question itself. Those 
who are completely dominated do not question the way things are. Questioning reveals a desire for change. 
The last part of this book shows how the elements of a new society exist within the old, creating pressure for 
change.

At some point in their development, all species face problems that they must solve or they will perish. 
The most important question humanity faces today is the question of power — who will control society, the 
minority or the majority? Part Four explains how humanity can break free of capitalism and create a classless 
society based on equality, reciprocity, and cooperation.

•  Chapter 13. Decide Which Side You’re On explains why we must take sides.

•  Chapter 14. Seize the Power shows how the working class could take control of society

•  Chapter 15. Beware the Middle Ground reveals the danger of compromise.

•  Chapter 16. Claim the Surplus outlines the prospect of producing for human need.
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Chapter ��

Decide Which Side You’re On

I don’t believe it’s possible to be neutral. The world is already moving in certain directions.  
Wars are going on. Children are starving. And to be neutral, to not take a stand in a situation  
like that is to collaborate with whatever is going on, to allow it to happen.

 Howard Zinn

Why do we have to take sides? Wouldn’t everyone benefit from an end to famine, preventable disease, pol-
lution, and war? It’s a lovely thought; however, class divisions exist because the two major classes have con-
flicting goals. The prime directive of the capitalist class is to Seize the Surplus at the expense of the working 
class, which can resist only by raising its own demand, Share. Because it is impossible to seize the surplus and 
share it at the same time, only one class can rule. Which one should it be? This chapter explores which class 
best represents the interests of humanity.

Defining class

Forty percent of Americans think that it’s easier to move up the class ladder now than it was 30 years ago. 
America is described as the land of opportunity, where people can better themselves if they try hard enough. 
In reality, fewer American families improved their conditions over the 1980’s compared with the 1970’s, and 
even fewer moved up during the 1990’s. Between 1980 and 2002, the proportion of U.S. income earned by 
90 percent of the population fell, while the share going to the top 0.1 percent more than doubled.

Stories of individual success support the myth of upward mobility. A newspaper article titled “mcJob 
can lead to career: mcDonald’s employee worked his way up” highlights Glen Steeves, a top mcDonald’s 
executive who started off as a restaurant worker. The message is that entry-level jobs can lead to professional 
careers for those with the right stuff. Lotteries use the same logic. Someone has to win; why not you? In re-
ality, corporations hire few executives, and even fewer people win lotteries. Nevertheless, the lure of success 
draws many into a game that enriches only a few. No matter how hard people work, a hierarchical society 
cannot provide a decent life for all.
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A 2005 investigation by the New York Times concluded, “class is still a powerful force in American life. 
Over the past three decades, it has come to play a greater, not lesser, role in important ways.” Those who 
insist that “you can’t reduce everything to class” fail to understand how profoundly class affects every aspect 
of life, from birth to death. Health and life-span decline as you go down the social ladder. Raising children 
is much easier with nannies, maids, and regular vacations. Retirement with health and wealth is very dif-
ferent from retirement with neither. The poor are hit harder by economic recessions and natural disasters. 
Earthquakes, hurricanes, and tidal waves that devastate trailer parks spare the sturdy homes of the wealthy.

The existence of inequality cannot be disputed. However, what “class” means is highly disputed. In 
the United States, those who are neither very rich nor very poor are generally assumed to be middle class. 
According to author Lillian Rubin,

…all the talk about the middle class serves to obscure class realities rather than to clarify them…To ac-
knowledge the existence of a working class challenges the long-held American fiction that this nation 
has conquered the invidious distinction of class. Instead, the political rhetoric supports and strength-
ens the myth that we are a classless society…136

Class is commonly defined by a person’s income, wealth, education, and occupation. However, these 
categories are not useful. Unionized factory workers can make more money than middle-class professionals; 
top athletes can acquire larger fortunes than Pentagon Generals; and skilled workers can be more educated 
than small business owners. A gardener could be a unionized worker or own a business, and the category 
of “white collar” includes the filing clerk and the chartered accountant. many people think that class is too 
complicated to define. It doesn’t have to be.

Human beings are a social species, and class is a social relationship. Individual characteristics like a per-
son’s income, wealth, education, and occupation tell us nothing about a person’s relationship to others and 
to society. We need a social definition of class.

Historically, people have created different social arrangements to secure the necessities of life and raise the 
next generation. In pre-class, egalitarian societies, everyone shared the work. Sharing the work means shar-
ing the decisions about what will be done, how it will be done, and who will benefit. In class societies, most 
people work and a few live off their labor. The people at the top make the decisions and everyone else carries 
them out. The questions of work and power are central to both social arrangements.

A social-based definition of class would measure two variables: the control that people have over their 
work and the control that they have over other people’s work. Using these criteria, we can divide modern 
society into three classes: the class that rules (the capitalist class); the class that obeys (the working class); and 
the class in between (the middle class). The following sections flesh out these definitions.

The class that rules

The capitalist class, also called the ruling class, has the most power because it owns or controls the natural 
resources required to create wealth, the labor process of creating wealth, and the wealth that is created (Seize 
the Surplus). Because it controls all of these things, the capitalist class decides the overall direction of society, 
determining what will be produced, how it will be produced, and who will have access to the resulting goods 
and services. The values of the capitalist class also dominate society. This class has the power to launch a war 
and to pay for that war by gutting social programs.
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People in the capitalist class include CEOs of the largest corporations, presidents and directors of the larg-
est universities and banks, and the highest-ranking politicians, government bureaucrats, judges, and military 
officers. Each nation has its own capitalist class, and together they form a global capitalist class.

Capitalists are in constant competition for capital (Compete or Die). Larger corporations swallow up 
smaller ones and grow larger. Stronger nations dominate weaker ones and grow stronger. Ceaseless competi-
tion has caused the ruling class to shrink in size while it grows in wealth and power. By 2005, one percent of 
people at the top of society owned one-third of America’s financial wealth.

The class that obeys

The capitalist class controls the means of production; the working class sets it in motion. Although it cre-
ates all the wealth in society, the working class has the least power. People in the working class own no land, 
no factories, no machines, no businesses, nor any other means of making a living. (They can, of course, own 
personal property such as a home and a vehicle.) Workers can survive only by selling their ability to labor 
in exchange for a wage. They have no control over how they produce and what they produce. They have no 
control over the labor of others.

Some people argue that workers can buy into capitalism by purchasing company stocks. In fact, most 
stocks and bonds are owned by the top ten percent of the population. Furthermore, owning shares does not 
give people the power to control corporate decisions. Employees who owned shares in United Airlines were 
powerless to stop the restructuring that cost them their jobs, benefits, and pensions.

While the ruling class has shrunk over time, the working class has grown in size. more than half the 
global population is urban working class (with the next largest group being small farmers who are middle 
class because they own a little land). In the United States, about 80 percent of the population is working 
class — the vast majority. The working class includes clerks, receptionists, book-keepers, cleaners, janitors, 
cashiers, paramedics, miners, telephone operators, service technicians, mechanics, bank tellers, and also fac-
tory, farm, retail, restaurant, hotel, construction, and transport workers.

Over the past 50 years, the composition of the working class has changed. Rising productivity has made 
it possible to accumulate more surplus from fewer workers. Some of this surplus was used to expand the 
service sector — finance, transportation, hotels, restaurants, and the education, medical, and penal systems. 
This shift in capital caused the proportion of industrial workers to fall and the proportion of service workers 
to rise. Both industrial and service workers are working class. Neither group controls the conditions of its 
own work or the work of others. Workers’ efforts to exert some control over their work through unions will 
be discussed later on.

The class in the middle

The middle class is the second largest social class. Forming about 20 percent of the North American 
population, the middle class sits between the two other classes, blending into the capitalist class at one end 
and the working class at the other end. People in the middle class have an intermediate level of power, hav-
ing some control over their own work and some control over the work of others. The middle class owns 
or controls some means of production: the small farmer owns some land; the self-employed artisan owns 
some tools: the corner-store retailer buys and sells produce. Sections of the middle-class employ and exploit 
workers — on a small scale.
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The 18th century middle class was composed primarily of small farmers and fishermen, artisans, enter-
tainers, lower-level clergy, traders, and owners of small businesses. As capitalism developed, it concentrated 
capital in fewer hands, obliterating much of the traditional middle class. This process continues today. Giant 
agricultural corporations (agribusiness) swallow family farms, forcing people off their land and into the cit-
ies. Fast-food chains replace family restaurants. Factories flood the market with cheap, mass-produced goods, 
pushing skilled craftspeople to the fringe of the economy. With no family business to inherit, children of the 
traditional middle-class have gone to work for the same corporations that put their parents out of business. 
Some become middle-class managers and professionals.

modern industry has expanded the role of the salaried professional. The owner of a small factory can per-
sonally direct every worker. In large industries, many supervisors are needed to oversee the work of hundreds 
or thousands of workers. Supervision is needed because bosses and workers have opposite goals. Bosses want 
workers to produce as much as possible to boost profits. Workers want to slow down to preserve their health. 
Bosses want to lower wages to cut costs. Workers want higher wages so they can pay their bills. Because the 
capitalist can stay in business only by forcing the worker to produce more, and to surrender more of the 
value of what she produces, the worker will always resist producing for the capitalist. The job of middle-
managers is to impose the will of the boss on the workers — to make sure that workers never think they have 
the right or the ability to control what happens in the workplace.

The capitalist also needs middle-class financial, legal, scientific, design, and technical experts to find ways 
to increase profits. While ordinary workers are micro-managed, salaried professionals are encouraged to 
think creatively and act independently, within the limits set by the boss. (How professionals are trained to do 
this is explained later on.)

middle-class managers, supervisors, foremen, overseers, and professionals can be distinguished from waged 
workers by the amount of control they exercise in the workplace. A unionized electrician on a construction 
site could be more educated, more skilled, and make more money than the site supervisor. However, the su-
pervisor tells the electrician what to do. The supervisor has the power to schedule work, and some have the 
power to hire and fire. In turn, the supervisor is under the control of the big boss and keeps his job only as 
long as he carries out the boss’s wishes.

The grey zones

An indeterminate number of people inhabit the two grey zones on either edge of the middle class. The 
zone between the middle and ruling classes includes members of the ruling class who perform upper-level 
managerial functions, and upper-level managers who are occasionally invited to make big decisions. This 
layer is of little interest to our discussion.

There is a much larger grey zone between the middle and working classes. At the one end are middle-class 
professionals whose degraded working conditions resemble industrial assembly lines. Physicians working for 
Health management Organizations (HmOs) are permitted to order only those tests and provide only those 
treatments that the employer approves. By removing their decision-making functions, HmOs force doctors 
into working-class conditions. In response, thousands of doctors have joined unions and organized collective 
bargaining units recognized by the National Labor Relations Board.

At the other end of the zone between the working and middle classes are waged workers with small busi-
nesses on the side, like the book-keeper with a weekend gig in a dance band. People in the grey zone may al-
ternate between working for others and working for themselves. Consider the restaurant worker with a small 
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catering business on the side. If her business does well, she may hire an apprentice and move into the middle 
class. If she drops her business to work full time at the restaurant, she moves back into the working class. The 
prostitute who works for herself is middle class. The one who works for a pimp is working class. When it is 
difficult to decide if someone is middle or working class, that person is most likely in the grey zone.

Blended-class families are formed when middle- and working-class people marry: a doctor marries a sec-
retary; a musician marries a truck driver; a minister marries a miner. Changes of fortune also create blended-
class families: the disbarred lawyer takes a job at the post-office and the steel-worker’s daughter goes to 
medical school.

The grey zone also includes workers who perform managerial functions. These include salaried social 
workers, nurses, grade-school teachers, prison guards, and active duty soldiers. All are working class because 
they have little or no control over their own working conditions. At the same time, their jobs give them some 
control over others. Chapter 12 described how social workers can support or destroy the lives of people who 
have even less power.

Teachers have power over their students, grooming some for success and abandoning others to failure. 
Nevertheless, most teachers are working class. They are restricted to an established curriculum and, like their 
students, their days are regimented to the sound of the bell. In contrast, middle-class university professors 
generally have more freedom to choose what they teach and how they teach it. Professors also exercise power 
over other workers, in particular graduate-student teaching assistants. Grade-school teachers have no author-
ity over other school employees.

Ordinary soldiers are working class because they have absolutely no control over the conditions of their 
work. At the same time, the active-duty soldier has a middle-class function — to control others. Soldiers 
are not in the same class as police officers. The working-class soldier is drilled to follow commands without 
thinking, while the police officer is a middle-class professional who is trusted by the higher-ups to know who 
to target, who to charge, who can be roughed up, and whose life has less value.

When workers who perform managerial functions rebel, they can really rattle the system. Under normal 
conditions, teachers indoctrinate their students with the values of capitalism. When teachers press for higher 
wages and better working conditions, they become role models for rebellion. The same holds true for social 
workers who demand more funds for social services. Soldiers who switch sides can stop wars and topple rul-
ing classes. In 1917, Russian soldiers joined with other workers to pull Russia out of the first World War. A 
few months later, German sailors sparked a revolution that forced the Kaiser to abdicate and effectively ended 
the war. In the 1960’s, rebelling U.S. soldiers in Vietnam dealt a serious blow to the American Empire.

Unions

Workers form unions to protect themselves from the insatiable demands of employers. A union worker is 
more likely to have medical coverage, pension benefits, and protection from sexual harassment and wrong-
ful discipline or dismissal. Compared with states with fewer unions, states with more unions enjoy higher 
wages, more medical coverage, higher life expectancy, lower infant mortality, less poverty, more money for 
education, and lower workplace fatalities for everyone. Patients also do better in hospitals where nurses are 
unionized. Sadly, the unions of today are a pale shadow of what they used to be. Genora (Johnson) Dollinger 
describes the confidence of auto workers who organized General motors in 1937:
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Every time something came up that couldn’t be settled, or the workers got a tough foreman who told 
them, “Go to hell,” they’d shut down the line. The men were so cocky, they’d say to the foremen, “You 
don’t like it?” They’d push the button and shut down the line.137

The power of organized workers frightened and enraged the capitalists, who realized that the only way 
to tame the unions was to gut them of socialists and other class-conscious militants. With the support of 
President Roosevelt, employers began to attack unions and union organizers. In 1938 Congress formed the 
Special Committee on Un-American Activities to rout out “radical subversives.” In Subterranean Fire: A 
History of Working-Class Radicalism in the United States, Sharon Smith explains how conservative union 
officials worked hand-in-hand with the State to drive socialists out of the unions. Stripped of their fighting 
core, unions were transformed from fighting organizations controlled by workers to bureaucratic organiza-
tions run by middle-class professionals.

There are middle-class unions composed of police, doctors, and other professionals. However, most 
unions function within the grey zone between the classes. Unions are working-class organizations of self-
defense and also part of the management system of capitalism. most ordinary union members (known as the 
rank-and-file) are working class people, while union officials are mostly middle-class professionals. The 
job of these officials is to mediate between bosses and workers to negotiate the terms on which workers 
will be exploited.

most unions have a large working-class base and a much smaller middle-class leadership. Workers who 
get a few hours off work to conduct union business are still working class. Even some full-time union orga-
nizers are working class because they are kept on a short leash by union officials. Other organizers are trusted 
to know the rules of the game and to make the right decisions, like any other middle-class professional. The 
higher someone rises in the union hierarchy, the more managerial functions that person performs. Union 
officials with the power to hire and fire clerical and other support staff are solidly middle class. Top union 
officials who help the government set policy are upper-middle class.

Union officials (also called union bureaucrats) have the same goal as employers — keeping the company 
in business — and that means keeping it competitive. The website of America’s largest union organization, 
the AFL-CIO, boasts that “Unions Are Good for Productivity.”

Unions increase productivity, according to most recent studies. The voice that union members have 
on the job—sharing in decision-making about promotions and work and production standards—in-
creases productivity and improves management practices. Better training, lower turnover and longer 
tenure also make union workers [up to 38 percent] more productive.138

In reality, productivity can increase only by reducing the amount of surplus that goes to the workers who 
produce it. From the 1940’s through to the 1960’s, unions supported management drives to raise productiv-
ity and profits, bargaining away workers’ control on the job in exchange for higher wages and better benefits. 
This changed in the 1970’s, when employers declared war on the working class to push productivity even 
higher. most unions did not fight back because the tradition of fighting back was lost when militants were 
purged from the unions.

Union officials agreed to help employers “downsize” and “restructure” in the hope that if workers helped 
companies to become more profitable, companies would reciprocate by rewarding workers for their sacri-
fice. Unfortunately, capitalism is not based on reciprocity but on Seize the Surplus. The more profits rose, 
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the more employers demanded. At each step of this process, union officials protested loudly and then con-
ceded to the employers’ demands. As the economy boomed, workers’ conditions deteriorated. Some unions 
did fight.

In December of 1984, members of the United Food and Commercial Workers Union (UFCW) decided 
not to accept wage cuts at their meat-packing plant in minnesota. In Hard-Pressed in the Heartland: The 
Hormel Strike and the Future of the Labor Movement, Peter Rachleff writes,

Over the first half of the 1980’s, no local had been able to stand up to the corporate pressure for con-
cessions or the international union’s acquiescence. Local P-9’s willingness to take a stand thus threat-
ened the international union nearly as much as it threatened the Hormel corporation…P-9 quickly 
came to symbolize democracy and membership participation, a willingness to oppose corporate de-
mands for concessions, regardless of international union agendas or strategies, and a form of “hori-
zontal” solidarity that threatened the vertical, bureaucratic hold that international unions exercised 
over their locals. As thousands of workers poured into Austin to express their support, we likened 
their experience to “catching a virus” from P-9. But the UFCW and the AFL-CIO were determined 
to prevent the spread of this virus.139

In may of 1985, the Executive Board of the UFCW removed the elected leadership of Local P-9, and put 
a union bureaucrat in charge. As the new Local president, Joe Hansen signed Hormel’s concession contract. 
While conditions in the meat-packing industry continue to deteriorate, Hansen defends his role in the P-9 
strike, stating, “It’s because of me that there’s still a union in that plant.” In fact, concession contracts do not 
preserve unions. By 2005, the percentage of private-sector workers in unions had dropped to under eight 
percent, the lowest rate in more than a century.

In 2005, the crisis in the labor movement provoked a split in the AFL-CIO. While both sides of this 
split pledged to organize more workers into unions, neither is committed to fighting the employers. 
Strikes deplete union funds and risk driving the employer out of business or out of town. As long as union 
officials accept the logic of capitalism, they will inevitably side with management to put profits before 
human needs.

In any sane world, a social system that could not function without eroding people’s living standards 
would be replaced. Instead of taking that road, union bureaucrats lower their members’ expectations of 
what can be achieved. The union bureaucracy is a managerial class that fears rousing the rank-and-file. At 
times, union officials will talk tough and even lead militant struggles, only to crumble under employer 
pressure. When workers rebel in wildcat strikes, union officials to everything they can to get workers back 
on the job.

Some people think that unions have become so corrupt and useless that they are not worth defending. 
This is a big mistake. The capitalist class continues to attack unions because they stand in the way of bosses 
having complete control over the workplace. Workers need unions, and unions must be defended against 
those who would destroy them. The best defense would be for workers to take collective control of their 
unions and transform them into fighting organizations that can win real gains for working people (more on 
this later). A few solid labor victories would energize the entire working class and raise expectations of what 
can be achieved.
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Unions and the State

Just as union officials partner with employers to manage the workplace, America’s top union bureaucrats 
partner with the American State to manage the world. Without the awareness or consent of their members, 
top executives in the AFL-CIO have helped to overthrow democratically-elected governments, prop up anti-
union dictators, and support right-wing unions against progressive governments. Kim Scipes found that,

Before the First World War…the American Federation of Labor engaged in counteracting revolution-
ary forces in mexico during that country’s revolution, actively worked to support and defend U.S. 
government participation in the First World War, and then led the charge within U.S. foreign policy 
circles against the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia…The AFL-CIO established its own Latin American 
operation in 1962, the American Institute for Free Labor Development to better respond to “chal-
lenges” within the region. Among other activities, AIFLD helped lay the groundwork for the military 
coups against democratically-elected governments in Guatemala in 1954, Brazil in 1964 and Chile in 
1973…These efforts in Latin America were paralleled in Africa and Asia.140

In 1999, the Advisory Committee on Labor Diplomacy (ACLD) was established as a forum for top  
labor leaders to advise the federal government. Secretary of State madeleine Albright addressed one  
ACLD meeting,

When you undertook your lives as labor leaders…becoming a part of the U.S. Government may have 
not have been something that you intended…but I do think it has been a very important partnership. 
I think that is the best way to describe it.141

Sections of the labor movement have protested union support for U.S. imperialism. The California 
Federation of Labor publicly criticized the AFL-CIO for backing right-wing organizations that tried to oust 
Venezuela’s elected President Hugo Chávez. The class conflict between union officials and rank-and-file work-
ers is expressed in this statement from the South Bay (California) Labor Council,

There’s no solidarity when labor becomes a go-between, laundering funds and resources from the 
Bush administration and passing them to groups abroad. That role is more appropriate for govern-
ment agents — agents of empire…We believe that international labor solidarity must come from 
the heart of the workers in one country to the heart of workers in another country — a…reciprocal 
relationship.142

Class and consciousness

The capitalist class benefits from exploiting the working class. The working class benefits when it re-
sists the capitalist class. The middle class vacillates, supporting one class and then the other, or both at 
the same time. The question immediately arises: if the working class is the majority of society, creating all 
the wealth of society, why does it allow the capitalist class to exploit it? Part 3 explained how the capitalist 
class imposes its will on society: through outright lies; by blaming the victim; through divide and rule; 
and by assaulting children. These methods succeed only because people can be bamboozled into thinking 
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that their enemies are really their friends.
The flexibility of human consciousness is both a strength and a weakness. The ability to learn, change, 

and adapt is a strength. The capacity to be deceived is a weakness. As every con artist knows, people can be 
deceived into acting against their own interests: priests convince women that using birth control is sinful, 
and politicians convince the poor to kill each other in wars that benefit the rich. People can also resist in-
doctrination: most Catholics use birth control despite Church doctrine, and American sailor Pablo Paredes 
preferred to go to prison than to fight an immoral war in Iraq. People can choose what they think; however, 
they don’t choose in a vacuum.

People in different social classes have different life experiences that influence what they believe. A rich 
person’s experience of being served feeds the belief that she is a superior being. A working woman’s life of 
drudgery feeds the belief that she doesn’t deserve better. A shopkeeper’s frustration with her employees feeds 
the belief that workers are lazy and irresponsible. A worker’s life of hard work and low pay feeds anger and 
bitterness. 

Even though class strongly influences what people believe, class does not determine consciousness. In the-
ory, anyone from any class can believe anything. To stay in power, the capitalist class must ensure that certain 
ideas, like private property and inequality, dominate society. However, the ideas that support the capitalist 
system conflict with most people’s experience. The belief that hard work will lead to a better life conflicts 
with the reality of working two and three jobs for minimum wage and getting nowhere. The belief that the 
people in charge are superior conflicts with their obvious incompetence when it comes to practical matters. 

The capitalist class faces a huge challenge — it must coerce workers into disregarding their own experi-
ence in order to view themselves and the world through the eyes of their oppressors. The conflict between 
the classes must be transformed into a conflict inside the worker, causing confusion and internal doubt. The 
resulting lack of confidence helps to keep workers subordinate. 

Class conflict is rooted in the fact that one class does the work and a different class reaps the benefits. To 
maintain this inequality, the ruling class promotes the view that everyone has the same interests, that class 
conflict is no more than an attitude or a state of mind. In reality, as long as humanity is divided into antago-
nistic classes, people will have to take sides. Those who advocate class neutrality are not neutral at all; they 
support the status quo that favors the capitalist class. Consider a nurses’ strike. management accuses nurses 
of harming patients by withdrawing services. Nurses condemn management for harming patients by not hir-
ing enough staff. Both sides claim to represent the patients’ interests. Which side would you support? 

If the hospital were a metaphor for society, would you be on the side of the capitalist class or the working 
class? Capitalists insist that what is good for business is good for society. Workers insist that what is good 
for workers is good for society. Capitalists want a world where profits keep climbing and they are firmly in 
control. The capitalists’ dream is a nightmare for workers who long for meaningful work and freedom from 
authoritarian control.

The middle class can see both sides and advocates compromise. However, the rule of Compete or Die 
makes compromise impossible. The employer who agrees to pay higher wages will fall behind his competi-
tor who refuses to compromise. Workers who curb their demands find the employer demanding even more 
to stay competitive. As long as the two classes are locked in combat over the surplus, there are only three 
choices: to side with the ruling class; to side with the working class; or to vacillate with the middle class. Let’s 
examine which class best represents the interests of humanity, starting with the class in power.
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More of the same?

Despite having all the resources of society at its command, the ruling class is incapable of solving basic 
problems for two reasons: Seize the Surplus and Compete or Die. Because these two commandments rule 
society, problems become important only when there is profit to be made or when a threat to profit must be 
averted. Nothing else matters. Consider how the capitalist class responds to epidemics.

The HIV/AIDS epidemic emerged in the mid-1970’s in Africa, where it fed on widespread poverty and 
the devastation of war. Although the disease is preventable and treatable, the rulers of the world have failed 
to devote sufficient resources to solve the problem. By 2005, more than 20 million people were dead, a 
further 40 million were infected, and more than 12 million children had been orphaned. As the epidemic 
continues to grow, the U.S. Council on Foreign Relations warns, “The scale and geographic scope of the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic has only two parallels in recorded history: the 1918 flu pandemic and the Black Death 
in the fourteenth century.”

In 1996, a potent combination of anti-viral drugs caused a sharp drop in the number of people dying 
from AIDS in the United States. In 2003, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched a campaign 
to provide this new treatment to half of the six million people in the world with AIDS. Unfortunately, the 
rules of capitalism do not allow people to be given the medicine they need; they have to buy it. WHO raised 
enough money to buy treatment for only one million people. To protect drug company profits, five million 
were left to die.

In a vicious cycle of deprivation and disease, capitalism creates inequality, inequality creates the condi-
tions for disease, and the refusal to invest in human health contributes to the spread of disease. As the pan-
demic grows, the response of world leaders continues to be haphazard and ineffective. Stephen Lewis, United 
Nations special envoy for HIV/AIDS, expresses the frustration felt by many, “People are dying at a rate of 
three million a year, and we have the capacity to keep them alive, and we can’t summon sufficient resources.” 
The response to future epidemics will be no different. As mike Davis points out,

The threat of avian influenza maps with uncanny accuracy to the global topography of inequality, 
debt, and poverty. Like HIV/AIDS, avian flu is a plague that grows directly out of the new ecology 
of globalization, the world public health crisis, and the obscene misallocation of resources by global 
capitalism.143

Environmental destruction

The only thing constant about life on Earth is change. Two hundred million years ago, a giant land mass 
began breaking apart to form the separate continents we know today. The continents continue to move past 
each other, creating earthquakes and tsunamis. Volcanic eruptions transport molten rock from the earth’s 
interior to the surface, destroying and rebuilding the land. The climate alternately cools and warms, covering 
the planet with ice and then melting it again. Species come into existence, flourish, and then perish. Because 
Earth has never been stable, survival requires adaptation to changing conditions.

Capitalism’s disregard for the environment parallels its disregard for human beings. The single-minded 
pursuit of profit has depleted the ozone layer, raised carbon-dioxide levels, produced widespread toxic pol-
lution, and contributed to species extinction. While increasing the environmental challenges we face, capi-
talism also blocks our ability to adapt to those challenges. A prime example is the devastation caused by 
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Hurricane Katrina. Excessive burning of fossil fuels has warmed the planet and increased the ferocity of 
hurricanes. Yet, measures to protect people are grossly inadequate. A scientist who investigated the design, 
construction, and maintenance of the levees in New Orleans concluded,

People didn’t die because the storm was bigger than the system could handle, and people didn’t die 
because the levees were overtopped…People died because safety was exchanged for efficiency and re-
duced cost.144

Some people dismiss concerns about global warming on the basis that warming and cooling cycles are a 
part of the planet’s history. This do-nothing attitude is dangerous. Human beings can adapt to change only 
by paying attention to what is changing and planning how to respond. The ruling class blocks both responses. 
The first instinct of public officials in any crisis is to cover their butts. The collapse of the World Trade Center 
on 9/11 released a million tons of toxic dust, including 2,000 tons of asbestos. The Environmental Protection 
Agency denied there was any problem, falsely reassured the public that the air was safe, and failed to conduct 
an adequate cleanup.

While public officials shirk their responsibility, they place inordinate emphasis on individual responsibil-
ity. The public is lectured to reduce, reuse, and recycle, while the ruling class does the opposite. merchants 
push us to buy goods that are designed to break down or become obsolete so that we will keep on buying. 
Recycling at the point of production happens only when it is profitable.

Individuals are condemned for littering, while employers dump on a massive scale because dumping is 
cheaper than safe disposal or recycling. Between World War II and 1970, the U.S. military dumped millions 
of pounds of toxic nerve gas and mustard gas, along with 400,000 chemical-filled bombs, land-mines, rock-
ets, and tons of radioactive water in more than 26 sites off the coasts of at least 11 states. No one knows the 
exact location of these sites, let alone their impact. meanwhile, the most toxic material on earth is flowing 
from the Hanford nuclear waste dump towards the Columbia river, while the federal government pretends 
it isn’t happening.

The capitalist class can’t conserve natural resources any more than a hungry bear can be convinced not to 
eat his dinner. Capitalists treat natural resources like commodities, where greater use brings higher profits. To 
boost sales, all energy companies offer lower rates to their higher-use, industrial customers. In 2005, Yankee 
Gas Services in Connecticut requested a rate increase because customer conservation efforts had caused its 
profits to drop.

Capitalism blocks the development of clean and renewable energy sources. There is no technical reason 
why solar-power chips could not be as plentiful as computer chips; however, the capitalist class prefers that 
society be dependent on oil and nuclear power for political reasons. Whoever controls oil controls those who 
need it; and nuclear power plants provide material for nuclear weapons. For these reasons, the capitalist class 
will never allow alternate sources of energy to replace oil and nuclear power.

Challenges are part of life. To survive, we need a social system that helps us to meet these challenges. 
Capitalism can solve only one problem — how to accumulate capital. By preventing people from solving life’s 
problems, capitalism is leading humanity to extinction.
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Descent into barbarism

The capitalist system works perfectly for what it was designed to do — accumulate capital. The cost of this 
single-minded obsession, in human terms, is barbarism. The more capital accumulates in private hands, the 
more civil society breaks down. While the majority of people scramble to survive, the two items that domi-
nate world trade are drugs and weapons.

Barbarism is expressed in the enslavement of human beings. In the 21st century, more than 12 million 
people work as slaves, generating over $30 billion a year in profit. Barbarism is revealed in mass deprivation. 
Forty percent of the world’s population have no access to clean water, and half the world’s children live in 
extreme poverty. In 2003, more than 50 nations were worse off than they were 10 years earlier. Life expec-
tancy is plummeting in AIDS-plagued nations, erasing decades of progress. Instead of producing life-saving 
medicines, scientists create chemical and biological weapons.

Barbarism is marked by growing investment in means of destruction. The United States is the world’s 
leading arms-exporter, selling six billion dollars worth of weaponry in 2003 alone. Nearly one billion dollars’ 
worth of those weapons went to nations torn by civil war. According to the World Policy Institute, “Twenty 
of the top 25 U.S. arms clients in the developing world in 2003 — a full 80 percent — were either undemo-
cratic regimes or governments with records of major human rights abuses.”

Barbarism is undeniable in the trampling of civil rights, secret prisons, systematic torture, and the prefer-
ence for force over negotiation. America claims the right to attack any nation or government that threatens 
its interests. A Pentagon document leaked to the Los Angeles Times listed seven nations against which the 
U.S. would be prepared to use nuclear weapons: China, Russia, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Syria, and Libya. 
The document also outlined four possible scenarios where the US should be prepared to press the button: In 
an Arab-Israeli conflict, in a war between China and Taiwan, in an attack by North Korea on South Korea 
and in an attack by Iraq on Israel or another neighbor.

Those who doubt the willingness of the capitalist class to destroy the future should look at its readiness 
to destroy the past. Iraq (called mesopotamia by the ancient Greeks) is known as “the cradle of civilization” 
because its culture dates back more than 7,000 years. In “The Smash of Civilizations,” Chalmers Johnson 
describes “the greatest cultural disaster of the last 500 years:”

On April 10, 2003, in a television address, President Bush acknowledged that the Iraqi people are 
“the heirs of a great civilization that contributes to all humanity.” Only two days later, under the 
complacent eyes of the U.S. Army, the Iraqis would begin to lose that heritage in a swirl of looting 
and burning.145

The National museum in Baghdad was robbed of its ancient treasures. The museum’s entire collection 
of ancient writings was stolen, including the earliest writings ever discovered. The torching of the National 
Library and the Library of Korans destroyed a million books and ten million ancient documents — all ir-
replaceable. more than 10,000 important archaeological sites in Iraq remain unprotected. How could such 
a disaster happen?

The illegal trade in antiquities is the third most profitable international trade item, after arms sales and 
drug smuggling. Before the U.S. invaded Iraq, American scholars, museum directors, art collectors, and 
antiquities dealers met with Pentagon officials who reassured them that Iraq’s historical sites and museums  
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would be protected. However, a group of New York-based collectors and dealers lobbied Washington and 
the Pentagon, arguing that more private trade in Iraqi artefacts would provide the best security for them!

When the invasion of Iraq began, the only building that U.S. forces actually defended was the ministry 
of Oil. As American troops watched, the world’s cultural heritage was torched by vandals and looted to stock 
the vaults of rich collectors. Closer to home, a jewel of American culture, the city of New Orleans, was also 
destroyed when the people in power did nothing to protect it. The question we need to ask is not whether 
the capitalist class can save humanity, but who will save humanity from the capitalist class.

The middle class

Could the middle class lead humanity to a better future? middle-class professionals see themselves as 
natural leaders and advisors. They have more education than the average person and display a personal con-
fidence that comes from commanding others. Some have influence with people in power (or like to think 
they have). Professionals and student-professionals often head movements for social justice. Unfortunately, 
the qualities that make a good professional are the opposite of those needed to challenge capitalism.

The ruling class needs its managerial class to be loyal. If employers had to watch their managers the same 
way they watch workers, there would be no point in having managers. The professional is expected to carry 
out the boss’s wishes when the boss isn’t there. In other words, professionals must embrace the goals of their 
superiors as if they were their own. Professional schools are designed to ensure that graduates accept this social 
role, as I discovered in medical school.

my first few months of medical school were very exciting. It was 1970, and our class was going to change 
the world. We named our student lounge after Norman Bethune and put up a poster of Ché Guevara. Our 
heros were doctors like Bethune, Ché, Virchow, Sigerist, and Salvador Allende, who had just been elected 
president of Chile by a vibrant workers’ movement. Three years later, everything had changed. The economy 
was in recession. A U.S.-backed military coup had murdered Allende and crushed the Chilean worker’s 
movement. If any of us were still rebels, we kept it to ourselves. One outspoken student was forced to repeat 
her year. A more stubborn one was turfed out. Another dropped out.

In my last year of medical school, I got into trouble for telling a patient that she had almost died from a 
medical error. She had been given a medicine to which she was allergic, but the higher-ups decided not to tell 
her in order to avoid a lawsuit. I was concerned that if she ever had that medicine again she would likely die, 
so I told her the truth. I had been taught, and I believed, that the patients’ welfare comes first. Silly me.

The school convened a committee to decide if I should be allowed to graduate. Fortunately, a sympathetic 
professor interceded on my behalf, reassuring her colleagues that the problem was “a lack of professional 
socialization” and that she would take care of it. Afterward, she told me that I needed to “learn to play the 
game.” That was when I realized that medical school had two functions — to teach me the skills that I needed 
to work as a doctor and, more importantly, to ensure that I would be loyal to my superiors, regardless of the 
needs of my patients.

Hospital training provided the perfect brain-washing conditions and the final testing ground for medical 
graduates. We were run off our feet, deprived of sleep and food, dominated, interrogated, humiliated, and 
confined to the building for days at a time. Our heads were stuffed with facts. We were taught to give the 
“right” answers. We were expected to question, but not to question our superiors. We did as they said, even 
when we thought they were wrong. We learned to cover their butts and our own.
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At graduation, my formerly diverse class looked and talked the same. Somewhere along the way, we had 
traded our dreams of social change for money and status. We were the successful products of the professional 
training system.

Dreams for sale

In Disciplined Minds: A Critical Look at Salaried Professionals and the Soul-Battering System That Shapes 
Their Lives, Jeff Schmidt explains that most students enter professional schools with the dream of making 
the world a better place. By the end of their training,

…deep down something has changed…Students who once spoke critically of the system are…careful 
not to be provocative — not to do or say anything that might displease individuals in authority. Any 
opposition is now sufficiently abstract and theoretical to not be provocative.146

Whether they are physicists, journalists, doctors, political scientists, psychologists, or engineers, the pro-
fessional is trained to be “an obedient thinker, an intellectual property whom employers can trust to experi-
ment, theorize, innovate and create safely within the confines of an assigned ideology.” Those who question 
the social context of their work are accused of having a political agenda. Those who keep their heads down 
are promoted.

Professionals are expected to uphold class divisions and social hierarchies. For members of oppressed 
groups, the price of admission to the professional class is the willingness to discriminate against members of 
your own group or go along with that discrimination. The racist, sexist, and homophobic attitudes that per-
vade professional schools pressure minority, female, and gay students to swallow their dignity and to pressure 
their fellows to do the same. This happens in medical schools as well as in police academies.

Only three percent of physicians in the United States are Black. Despite their own experience of racism in 
the medical profession, studies show that Black physicians are just as likely as White physicians to discrimi-
nate against Black patients. A study of 4,000 medicare patients found that White patients were significantly 
more likely than Black patients to receive a preferred treatment for heart attack, regardless of whether the 
physician was Black or White. What would account for such a finding?

Students who apply to professional schools are put through a rigorous selection and training process de-
signed to exclude those who challenge the status quo. Black students who want to become doctors must put 
loyalty to the profession first; those who challenge racist practices are pushed out. The successful medical 
graduate is a middle-class professional who is willing to ration medical care on the basis of race, class, and 
gender or who goes along with that rationing.

Breaking ranks

Professionals are squeezed between the demands of their employers and the needs of those they manage. 
As a result, managers who lack professional training can be pulled apart. One of my patients found herself 
in this dilemma when she was promoted to supervisor. Janice was under pressure from the boss to increase 
production, but she didn’t want her former co-workers to dislike her. There was no way to please both sides.  
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The stress mounted, and she became too sick to work. Professional training is designed to prevent such out-
comes by ensuring professional loyalty to the employer. As added insurance, employers prefer to hire profes-
sionally-trained staff from outside the company (putting another barrier in the way of people “working their 
way up”).

Despite their rigorous training, some professionals will break ranks and switch sides. Whoever warned 
against “the fury of a woman scorned,” has never felt the wrath of an employer betrayed. After Disciplined 
Minds was published, Schmidt was fired from his 19-year position as editor of Physics Today.

In 1971, military analyst Daniel Ellsberg decided that his first duty was to the public, and so he sent confi-
dential government documents to the New York Times. The Pentagon Papers exposed the lies that Washington 
was telling about the war in Vietnam and helped turn the public against the administration and against the 
war. Ellsberg was charged with theft, conspiracy, and espionage; however, all charges were dropped when it 
was revealed that one group of federal agents had broken into Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office to steal informa-
tion to use against him and another group of agents had been assigned to kill him. Assassinating Ellsberg 
would have sent a powerful message to other government employees not to switch sides.

Rachel Carson was a whistle-blower who worked as a marine biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Her 1962 classic, Silent Spring, documented the damaging environmental impact of DDT and other 
pesticides. To discredit Carson, the chemical industry threatened any publisher or publication that promoted 
her findings. She was labeled “a spinster communist, a lesbian, and a scientific amateur.” To counter Carson’s 
“distorted” account, the American medical Association referred doctors with questions about pesticides to 
the chemical industries who produced them.

In Fast Food Nation, Eric Schlosser describes the smear campaign against his exposé of the fast food 
industry. Despite his meticulous research, Schlosser was denounced as a “dunce” and an “economics igno-
ramus.” His logical conclusions were dismissed as a “hodgepodge of impressions, statistics, anecdotes and 
prejudices” and he was condemned as a “health fascist.”

When Barbara Ehrenreich described the conditions of America’s working poor in Nickel and Dimed, her 
book was condemned as a “classic marxist rant” and a work of “intellectual pornography with no redeem-
ing characteristics.” Ehrenreich herself was lambasted as an “anti-Christ,” and “a dedicated enemy of the 
American family” for arguing that families headed by single women deserve the same social support as fami-
lies headed by married couples.

When professionals criticize the system, they step over the line that capitalism warns them not to cross. 
As a result, most books that critique society deliver toothless endings. A good example is The Politics of 
Cancer, in which Samuel Epstein documents the harm caused by industrial pollution, concluding, “We must 
be willing to accept the fundamental reality that a significant reduction in exposure to environmental car-
cinogens will result only from organized political action.” He then does an abrupt turn and offers 16 pages of 
suggestions on how individuals can reduce their risk of getting cancer. Among other things, he advises,

If you can possibly avoid it, do not live close to a chemical plant, refinery, asbestos plant, or metal, 
mining, processing or smelting plant, or hazardous waste disposal site even if it claims to be well man-
aged. Also avoid living close to major highways and expressways.147

People do not choose to live in polluted, industrial areas, they do so because they cannot afford to live 
anywhere else. Epstein’s suggestions blame the victim for getting in the way of capitalist pollution. He also 
warns, “Unless you are fully and completely prepared to take the consequences, you should not go to work 
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in an uncontrolled, high risk industry, especially one with a bad track record.” In reality, people are forced to 
work at dangerous jobs in order to feed their families. Try telling the families of the dead Sago miners that 
their loved ones should have worked somewhere else!

Regardless of how thoroughly professionals document the insanity of capitalism, an invisible barrier pre-
vents them from rejecting the system altogether. When the next logical step will take them over that line, 
there is intense pressure to back off and propose solutions that, according to their own analysis, cannot work. 
I could not understand this phenomenon until I found myself balking at crossing that line and risking my 
own middle-class privileges by writing this book.

Damage control

When social conditions deteriorate to the point that whole sections of the middle-class threaten to revolt, 
higher-level managers ensure that lower-level managers remain loyal, as this Canadian example reveals.

Under-funded medical services stress patients and the professionals who treat them. By 1998, 62 percent 
of Canadian physicians reported that their workload was too heavy, and more than half said that their family 
and personal life were suffering. By 2003, 46 percent of doctors were “in an advanced phase of burnout, that 
is feeling that they are ineffective, emotionally overrun and exhausted by their work, and showing clear signs 
of depersonalization in relationships.” The Canadian medical Association (CmA) attributed these problems 
to higher work loads, inadequate resources, and loss of control over how medical care is provided.

Warning that “the health care system and those of us who work in it have been seriously traumatized,” the 
CmA pleaded for more funds for the medical system. When moral persuasion proved ineffective, the CmA 
did not fight for more funding. That would have been “unprofessional.” Instead, the CmA did an about-
turn to provide damage control for the system. The president of the CmA stated, “occupational stress and 
burnout have become facts of life,” and “physicians…owe it to ourselves and our families to look after our 
own health.” The CmA launched a national program to help doctors cope with stressful working conditions 
and requested government fund research to answer questions like, “Why does one physician burn out while 
his colleagues cope well?”

Similar pressures in the United States caused the Joint Committee for the Accreditation of Health 
Organizations to set new standards requiring hospitals to “identify and manage matters of individual physi-
cian health.” Doctors were advised that the key to managing stress is “putting yourself first, staying healthy 
and paying prompt attention to illness. If you do that, no one gets impaired.” In Britain, psychologists study 
the “learning style” of doctors to identify which ones are more likely to “burn out” at work. None of these 
measures solve the problem of too few people being expected to do too much work.

Because professionals are trained not to question the system, the professional response to social problems 
has a predictable pattern. The problem is identified and sincere concern is expressed, along with a genuine 
desire to help (“the health care system and those of us who work in it have been seriously traumatized.”) 
When moral pressure fails to effect change, the professional switches sides. The status quo is accepted (“occu-
pational stress and burnout have become facts of life”) and the problem is redefined. Those being victimized 
are expected to adjust to the new reality (“putting yourself first, staying healthy and paying prompt attention 
to illness”). Those who succumb to stressful conditions are blamed (“Those who follow recommendations 
will not become impaired”). And finally, an appeal for help is made to the source of the problem (requesting 
government-funded research to address the symptoms of a government-created crisis).
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more funds could be obtained for the medical system by organizing a united front composed of all medi-
cal workers (doctors, nurses, technicians, orderlies, cleaners, kitchen staff, clerical workers), patients, and 
their families — in short, a class fight. Regardless of how effective such a strategy would be, proposals for 
united action are dismissed as “unprofessional.” Professionals are programmed to uphold social divisions, 
not break them down.

The working class

A dozen CEOs are meeting and the light goes out. It’s not their problem and they find another room. 
A dozen professionals are meeting and the light goes out. As they wait for someone to come from 
maintenance, they discuss the importance of light and how frustrating it is not to have it. A dozen 
workers are meeting and the light goes out. They fix the light.

The working class is the only class that society cannot do without. Workers make everything possible: 
Jane drives the bus; Jorge removes garbage; maria constructs furniture; and mike installs plumbing. Without 
their daily efforts, the world would grind to a halt.

Capitalism created the working class. Before capitalism, most people were farmers. The capitalist revo-
lution forced peasants off the land and into factories. Now the working class is the majority of humanity. 
By demanding higher productivity, capitalism has forced the working class to produce enough surplus to 
end human deprivation. Finally, the spread of capitalism throughout the world has created an international 
working class. These three characteristics make the interests of the working class identical with the interests of 
humanity.

•  The majority
Workers are not only the majority class in terms of numbers, they are the most organized class. Regardless 

of where they were born, the color of their skin, what language they speak, who they vote for, what church 
they attend (or don’t attend), their age, sex, and sexual orientation, workers do all of the socially necessary 
work in society, and they do it together. Despite the divisions and competition imposed by capitalism, co-
operation is essential to the worker’s daily experience. On the assembly line of a car factory or of a fast-food 
restaurant, workers must cooperate to create the finished product. Workers must also cooperate to defend 
themselves against the employers’ demands. This necessity for cooperation has produced the working-class 
slogans, “An Injury to One is an Injury to All” and “United We Stand; Divided We Fall.” These principles 
fit the needs of humanity equally well. As the organized majority, the working class offers the best hope for 
humanity to liberate itself from capitalism.

•  The producing class
We live in a world shaped by human labor. Goods, services, money, capital — all represent units of human 

labor. Under capitalism, the working class does not produce for itself but for the capitalist class. The capi-
talist forces the worker to exchange the collective power to produce for the individual “power” to consume. 
However, the real power of workers lies not in their wallets but in their ability to stop producing for profit 
and to start producing for need. When the working class produces to meet its own needs, it also produces to 
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meet humanity’s needs because the two are indistinguishable. By taking collective control of production, the 
working class could end class divisions and unite humanity in the common project of managing society.

•  The international class
The international working class already runs the world — for capitalism. Computers are manufactured 

by Chinese workers, assembled by mexican workers, sold by American workers, and serviced by Indian 
workers. The working class is international; every major city contains workers from many different nations.  
Youngsters around the world watch the same movies, listen to the same music, eat the same (fast) food, 
and wear the same clothes. However, the persistence of national borders prevents the global integration of 
humanity. By organizing across national boundaries, the working class could put an end to war and raise 
everyone’s living standards.

Unlike the capitalist class and the middle class, the working class has no interests that conflict with the 
interests of humanity as a whole. The greatest obstacle to majority rule is the belief that it would never 
work. Fortunately, beliefs can change. The next chapter explores how the working class could take control 
of society.

Summary

Class divisions block humanity from solving pressing problems. The ruling class obsession with profit 
endangers human survival. The middle class lacks the power to challenge the ruling class. Only the working 
class has the size, the organization, and the ability to free humanity from capitalism.
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Chapter ��

Seize the Power

Rise like lions after slumber 
In unvanquishable number. 
Shake your chains to earth like dew 
which in sleep had fallen on you. 
Ye are many — they are few.

 Percy Bysshe Shelley

If your boss decided to close down your workplace, and no other jobs were available, what would you do? 
millions of workers in Argentina faced this problem when the economy collapsed in 2001. The documentary 
film, The Take, follows a group of ceramic workers who decided to take control of their abandoned factory. 
They organized themselves into a workers’ cooperative called FaSinPat (short for Fábrica Sin Patrónes, or 
“Factory Without Bosses”) and began to produce for themselves.

The legal owner of the plant had fled the country. Having stashed millions of dollars in foreign bank 
accounts, Luis Zanón left behind more than $170 million in factory debts, including wages owed to the 
workers. The Zanón factory had been built with public funds on public land and had operated with public 
subsidies, yet Luis Zanón had never paid taxes. In light of these facts, the workers felt justified in claiming 
ownership of the factory.

Under Zanón’s management, workers from different sections were prohibited from speaking with each 
other, and there had been 25 to 30 accidents a month, with an average of one fatal injury every year. One 
observer reported how, under workers’ control, “elected committees oversee the running of the plant and 
all decisions are made in a general assembly, everyone has the right to be heard, every worker has a vote, all 
workers are paid equally, and there have been no occupational health and safety crises.”148 The same story was 
repeated throughout Argentina as medical clinics, book publishers, hotels, supermarkets, bakeries, schools, 
and tailor shops were taken over and run by workers. most of these “recovered” industries were able to hire 
new workers, raise wages, and increase production.

Despite workers proving that they could organize their work better than their former bosses had, or 
rather, because they were proving this, they suffered consistent opposition, from legal eviction notices, to 
police violence, death threats, kidnaping, torture, and even murder. Workers met these threats with defiant 
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solidarity. Whenever police tried to evict the ceramic workers, a tide of people rose to defend the factory. 
Outside, unemployed workers formed a physical barrier. Inside, ceramic workers stood on the roof with 
sling-shots. According to Rosa Rivera, who worked at Zanón for over 15 years, “If a factory is shut down and 
abandoned, workers have the right to occupy it, put it to work and defend it with their lives.”

There has been local, national, and international support for the recovered factory movement. However, 
a system based on private ownership cannot tolerate a system based on collective ownership for long. Only 
one class can rule. Eventually, the capitalist class must reclaim control over production, or the working class 
must take control of society.

The threat of democracy

The word “democracy” literally means “rule by the people.” People who take collective control of their 
work are exercising direct democracy. A social system based on direct democracy has one prime directive: 
Share. For many thousands of years, humanity lived by this directive, sharing the work, sharing the responsi-
bilities, sharing the problems, and sharing the solutions. Class society is incompatible with direct democracy 
because one cannot Seize the Surplus and Share it at the same time. The bloody conquest of the Americas 
proved this to be true.

In fourteen-hundred and ninety-two
Columbus sailed the ocean blue.
The native people were generous and kind,
and so he murdered all he could find.

Greedy for gold, the Spanish monarchs instructed Christopher Columbus to lay claim to whatever 
he could. In the West Indies, Columbus found a sharing society and a people who refused to be ruled. 
Columbus had been instructed to seize, not to share, so over the next 40 years the Spanish conquerors exter-
minated an estimated 12 to 15 million men, women, and children. The same story was repeated throughout 
North America and the world until almost all sharing societies were destroyed.

The Franco-Prussian war of 1871 proved that majority rule is such a threat to the ruling class that it will 
unite with sworn enemies to stay in power. When the Prussian army advanced on Paris, the king of France 
fled to Versailles with his troops. Determined to defend their abandoned city, the people of Paris created 
the world’s first democratic government, the Paris Commune. The Commune accomplished a tremendous 
amount during the two short months of its existence. One of its first measures was to abolish the police and 
the standing army, making the sole armed force the National Guard in which all citizens capable of bearing 
arms were enrolled. This measure eliminated the forces of repression that had divided and ruled the popula-
tion, enabling them to unite against their common enemy, the Prussian army.

The Commune decreed that elected representatives could be removed by majority vote at any time and 
that the highest salary paid by the Commune would be no greater than the average worker’s wage. These two 
measures ensured that representatives would be held accountable for their actions and that people would not 
seek election for personal gain.

The Commune declared a complete separation of Church and State and ordered abandoned factories to 
be reopened under workers’ control. Women workers insisted on the provision of free education for boys and 
girls, industrial training for girls, equal pay, equal rights, and day nurseries.
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Although the Paris Commune was formed in self-defense, it developed into something unexpected — the 
means by which ordinary people could shape society. The word “communist” was first used to describe sup-
porters of the Commune. Around the world, the elite and their supporters spat this word with fear and con-
tempt, while working people embraced it with pride and hope.

The French monarchy could not allow a people’s government to rule the capital city, so the French king 
made a despicable deal with his Prussian enemies. France agreed to cease its war with Prussia on the con-
dition that the Prussians allow the French army to enter Paris, destroy the Commune, and retake the city. 
Not anticipating such treachery, the Commune failed to organize any defense outside of Paris or within the 
French army. It was a fatal mistake, and the Commune was crushed.

The first working-class revolution

The capitalist class fears majority rule even more than the feudal aristocracy feared it. The industrial 
revolution organized thousands of workers into giant factories in urban centers. The contradiction between 
a numerically small capitalist class and a much larger working class was bound to explode. The first major 
explosion took place during the Russian Revolution of 1917. Because capitalists, East and West, have worked 
so hard to discredit this revolution, it is worth taking some time to examine what really happened.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Russia was one of the most backward and one of the most advanced 
nations in the world. Ninety percent of the population were poor peasants working the land. The urban 
working class was tiny but powerful, producing more than half the country’s annual wealth. Russia’s uneven 
economic development was the result of state-of-the-art factories being transplanted, “down to the last bolt 
and screw,” from England, Germany, and France. The largest factory in the world was the Putilov munitions 
factory in St. Petersburg, employing 12,000 workers.

Overworked and poverty-stricken, the Russian working class revolted in 1905. Strikes paralyzed the cities 
and left the population without basic services. To remedy this problem, every major workplace elected del-
egates to workers’ councils, called “soviets,” that ensured the provision of essential services. In deciding such 
matters, the workers’ councils began to function as an alternate government. When the 1905 rebellion was 
put down, the councils disbanded.

In 1917, workers’ councils re-emerged to tackle the crises created by war and government incompetence. 
This time, councils of workers, soldiers, and peasants converged to form an All–Russian Congress of Soviets. 
The first meeting of the Congress was attended by more than one-thousand elected delegates, each repre-
senting 500 workers. With the monarchy deposed and the capitalist government in disarray, the Congress 
of Soviets took power. The majority vote in the new workers’ government was held by the Bolshevik Party 
(bolshevik means “majority”) based on its program to end the war, give land to the peasants, and put work-
ers in charge of production.

The bulk of the Russian army defected to the side of the working class. In Ten Days That Shook The 
World, American journalist John Reed recounts how a delegation of Cossack soldiers inquired if the 
Soviets intended to confiscate the estates of the great Cossack landowners and divide them among the 
Cossack peasants.

To this Lenin replied. “That,” he said, “is for you to do. We shall support the working Cossacks in all 
their actions…The best way to begin is to form Cossack Soviets; you will be given representation in 
the [governing body] and then it will be your Government too…” The Cossacks departed, thinking 
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hard. Two weeks later General Kaledin received a deputation from his troops. “Will you,” they asked, 
“promise to divide the great estates of the Cossack landlords among the working Cossacks?” “Only 
over my dead body,” responded Kaledin. A month later, seeing his army melt away before his eyes, 
Kaledin blew out his brains…”149

On taking power, the Congress of Soviets promptly decreed:

•  an immediate truce on all fronts of the war

•  an end to secret diplomacy and the publication of all secret treaties

•  the right to independence for all national groups living in Russia

•  workers’ control over production

•  land to the peasants

•  democracy in the army

•  an end to capital punishment

•  a complete ban on plunder, hoarding, and speculation

•  salaries of all government employees fixed at 500 rubles a month (about $50 US).

The rise of mass democracy in Russia shook the capitalist class to the core. most subversive was Lenin’s in-
sistence that ordinary people should not wait to be instructed, but begin to take over the running of society. 
Around the world, workers responded to this call with a wave of revolt. America’s first city-wide strike shook 
Seattle in 1919. A General Strike Committee formed to organize the strike and provide essential services for 
the population. Participants of the strike recalled:

the milk Wagon Drivers consulting late into the night over the task of supplying milk for the city’s 
babies; the Provision Trades working twenty-four hours a day on the question of feeding 30,000 work-
ers; the Barbers planning a chain of co-operative barber shops; the steamfitters opening a profitless 
grocery store; the Labor Guards facing, under severe provocation, the task of maintaining order by a 
new and kinder method. When we saw union after union submitting its cherished desires to the will 
of the General Strike Committee, then we rejoiced. For we knew it was worth the four or five days pay 
apiece to get this education in the problems of management…150

more than a dozen imperial powers sent their armies into Russia to crush the heart of this global revolt. 
When military measures failed, the revolution was starved to death. Russia’s economy had been drained by 
World War I and was further depleted by the civil war to defend the revolution. Industrial capacity was too 
low to meet the needs of the population, and an international trade block prevented goods and materials 
from entering the country. The result was a dire scarcity of food, fuel, warm clothing, soap, medicine, and 
every other necessity. The cities began to die. Between 1918 and 1919, the number of workers in moscow 
dropped by one-third..
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Russia’s dense concentration of workers laid the basis for revolution. However, the small proportion of 
workers in a predominately agricultural nation laid the basis for defeat. Had workers taken power in any 
other industrialized nation, they could have infused Russia with desperately-needed raw materials and tech-
nology. Tragically, no other working class was organized enough to take power. Like the Paris Commune, the 
Russian Revolution was isolated and defeated.

Revolution betrayed

The Russian Revolution opened the door to workers’ control of society. The forces of capitalism slammed 
that door shut. Today, the defeat of the Russian working class is commonly used to dismiss the possibility 
of workers’ revolution (“Look what happened in Russia”). In particular, supporters of capitalism claim that 
workers’ revolutions only bring dictators to power. Let’s look at what really happened.

The Bolshevik Party was based on workers’ councils. When the factories closed for lack of raw materi-
als, famished workers left the cities to find food in the countryside, and the workers’ councils disintegrated. 
To make matters worse, many leading worker-Bolsheviks had been killed in the civil war. As the Party lost 
its base in the working class, middle-class opportunists moved in. A strong working class would never have 
tolerated this, but the working class was decimated.

During the 1920’s, middle-class professionals increased their influence within the Party. Because it was 
in power, the Communist Party became the center for a new ruling class to launch a counter-revolution. 
During the 1930’s, the remaining Bolshevik leaders were isolated and then eliminated. Those who protested 
this betrayal were imprisoned, exiled, or executed. It took a river of blood to transform the workers’ State 
into a capitalist State. Because the Russian people had sacrificed so much for the revolution, the new capital-
ist class, led by Stalin, had to claim that it was continuing the policies of Lenin and the Bolsheviks, even as 
it crushed every gain of the revolution.

Capitalism was restored in Russia, but not in its old form. The revolution had abolished private owner-
ship of production and placed it under the collective control of the Soviets. Because control of production 
was already centralized, the form of capitalism that developed was State capitalism. This was no workers’ 
State. The revolution put the working class in control of the State, and the counter-revolution put the State 
in control of the working class. “Russia Incorporated” represented the return of private ownership of produc-
tion, but on a national scale. The State owned everything, and everyone worked for the State. Once again, 
workers owned only their ability to work for a wage.

Like all capitalist States, Russia Inc. claimed to be a servant of the people, holding the nation’s assets in 
their name. In reality, it served itself. The United States had accumulated its founding capital through slav-
ery. Russia Inc. did the same, accumulating capital through a brutal slave-labor system. To feed the cities, 
grain was confiscated from farmers who were left to starve. To feed the factories, raw materials were obtained 
by any means possible. By the end of the 1930’s, the Russian economy was booming, based on the prime 
directive of capitalism, Seize the Surplus.

Russia’s economic and military competition with the U.S. during the Cold War fulfilled the second 
commandment of capitalism, Compete or Die. Russia Inc. was one giant unit of capital, a form of mo-
nopoly capitalism, with no economic competition inside the country. All of Russia’s competition took place 
on the international level, against other nation-states. The disintegration of the Russian empire in the late 
1980’s opened the door to competition inside the nation. This was no fundamental transformation from  
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communism to capitalism; only the form of capitalism changed. The same State bureaucracy, even the same 
individuals, remained in power.

It was not sufficient for the global capitalist class to defeat the Russian Revolution; every spark of hope 
that it inspired had to be stomped out. The fact that ordinary people had ruled society for even a brief time 
had to be erased from history, or so perverted that no one would believe that it had ever happened and could 
happen again.

The history of war is written by the victors. The capitalists want us to believe that any challenge to their 
system will lead inevitably to a totalitarian nightmare. In fact, the nightmare that followed the Russian 
Revolution was caused by capitalism crushing the workers’ movement and reasserting its dominance over 
society, trampling the rights of workers, women, gays, and national minorities. Capitalism is better served 
by disregarding the facts and promoting the view that power always corrupts and that there was no dif-
ference between Lenin and Stalin, between the direct democracy of the soviets and the dictatorship of the 
Communist Party. Fortunately, the actual events of the Russian Revolution were recorded by John Reed, 
Leon Trotsky, Arthur Ransome, and other witnesses. Through their words, history calls to us, “See what hu-
manity is capable of! Learn from our experience, so that you will not fail.”

The Russian Revolution proved that humanity is capable of creating a society run by the producers for the 
producers, where people democratically decide what is needed and organize themselves to produce it. A so-
cialist society is like a cooperative kitchen, where everyone has a job to do and everyone eats. This is not such 
an alien concept. The human species has spent most of its existence in classless, sharing societies. modern 
socialism would differ from pre-class societies in two important ways: it would be organized on a global scale, 
and it would be based on abundance, not scarcity. In an historical sense, we could think of capitalism as the 
road that humanity took to get from a world of shared scarcity to a world of shared abundance.

The Russian Revolution also revealed the obstacles in the way of creating a socialist society. To understand 
what socialism is and how we can get there, we must be clear about what it is not and what stands in our way. 
The following sections explain the difference between sham democracy and real democracy, between reform 
and revolution, between public and common ownership, and why unions cannot be revolutionary. We will 
then return to the subject of how we can create a genuine socialist society.

Sham democracy

Nuestras sueños no caben en sus urnas 
Our dreams do not fit in your ballot boxes

Capitalism can take different political forms: electoral systems like the United States and Canada; reli-
gious States like Israel and Iran; one-party States like Cuba and China; monarchies like Saudi Arabia and 
Nepal; and military dictatorships like myanmar and occupied Haiti. Capitalism can also change forms over 
time. France’s capitalist economy was born in a republic that reverted to a monarchy that was followed by 
another republic. Germany’s economy was just as capitalist under the left-leaning Weimar Republic as it was 
under Hitler’s fascist dictatorship. All capitalist economies have a common feature: they are run by the bosses 
for the bosses. As long as the few rule the many, there can be no genuine democracy. However, the illusion 
of democracy is necessary to secure public consent to minority rule.

Students are taught that the New England colonies enjoyed direct democracy based on town meet-
ings; however, as the population grew, direct democracy became unmanageable and was replaced with 
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representative democracy. Nevertheless, the democratic principle is preserved because elections are fair 
and politicians who don’t perform can be voted out of office. This sounds reasonable until you consider 
how it really works.

The United Sates of America has always been ruled by wealthy property-owners in order to advance 
their own interests. According to John Jay, the first Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, the goal of 
the Constitution was to ensure that those who owned the country controlled the country. As a result, “the 
world’s greatest democracy” is anything but. The president and vice president are not elected by popular 
vote, but by the Electoral College. In the 2000 election, Al Gore received more votes than George W. Bush. 
Nevertheless, the Electoral College gave Bush the presidency, and this decision was upheld by the Supreme 
Court. Supreme Court judges, who wield enormous power, are not elected. They are appointed by the presi-
dent, approved by the Senate, and can stay in office for life.

Democracy is not served when Congressional districts are based on geography instead of on population. 
Small and overwhelmingly White states are over-represented while states with larger numbers of Blacks and 
Hispanics are under-represented. This arrangement has permitted only three Black senators to be elected 
between 1877 and 2005.

How democratic is it when over half a million people living in Washington, DC, have no voting member 
of Congress? Four million American citizens living in Puerto Rico are subject to federal law, but they cannot 
vote in presidential elections, and they have no voting representative in Congress. millions of foreign-born 
people living in the U.S. are denied the right to vote. And nearly five million people, including 13 percent of 
the Black male population, have lost the right to vote because of felony convictions.

In order to be readmitted to the Union after the Civil War, Florida was forced to grant Blacks the right to 
vote in 1868. That same year, Florida expanded the number of crimes that would cause convicted persons to 
lose their right to vote, and these crimes disproportionately targeted Black people. Other states also passed 
“Black Codes.” In seven states, convicted felons lose their voting rights for life. One in every four Black men 
in those states is permanently ineligible to vote.

Amending the Constitution is nearly impossible. The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to provide legal 
equality for women was first proposed in 1923. It was passed by the House of Representatives in 1971 and 
by the Senate in 1972. Within a year, more than 30 states had ratified the amendment. Even though most 
Americans supported the ERA, it fell three states short of the 38 required. Today, women living in America 
still don’t have legal equality.

Even if all the above problems were fixed, electoral, parliamentary, and congressional systems would still 
be sham democracies because they separate politics and economics. The electorate is not allowed to vote for a 
different social system, only for candidates with different views of how to run the capitalist system. The day-
to-day operations of capitalism are decided by executives and bureaucrats who are never elected. As a result, 
no matter who gets into political office, your job doesn’t change. No matter how many rotten politicians 
are replaced, recalled, or impeached, your life doesn’t change. No wonder so many people, especially young 
people, don’t vote. As long as the capitalist class controls production, it doesn’t matter who gets elected. 
Whoever controls production controls society.

To keep the corporate class in power, the electoral process is managed like a horse race. When the lead-
ing horse starts to lose its usefulness to the ruling class (too many lies, too much corruption, too many mis-
takes), a chorus of reformers clamor to kick him out of the race. The electorate is offered a new horse that is 
presented as different, better, and more reliable. The same track is used, and the new horse continues to run  
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in the same direction as the old one. When people realize that they have been duped, they are told that they 
must wait for the next race. After several rounds of being seduced into backing one or another “savior,” only 
to be betrayed, people lose hope of any real change — to the delight of the ruling class. As long as democracy 
is equated with elections, (“You can’t complain if you didn’t vote”), the ruling class can feel secure.

Sham democracies can be identified by the huge gap between what people want and what leaders deliver. 
most Americans want a government-funded medical system, but politicians refuse to provide it. While pub-
lic officials harp on terrorism, taxes, and crime, a 2005 poll found that terrorism was a priority for only nine 
percent of Americans, tax and budget issues were a priority for only six percent, and crime was a priority for 
only three percent. No wonder most Americans think that Congress does not understand people’s needs. 
Instead of acknowledging the abysmal lack of democracy in America, defenders of the system blame the elec-
torate for the state of the nation (“people get the government they deserve”).

In a real demoncracy, the people in power are accountable. In a sham democracy, they do pretty much 
what they want. Domestic spying and torturing prisoners are both against the law, yet Washington has de-
fended its right to do both. A 2006 investigation by the Boston Globe found that by adding “signing state-
ments” to legislation,

President Bush has quietly claimed the authority to disobey more than 750 laws enacted since he took 
office, asserting that he has the power to set aside any statute passed by Congress when it conflicts with 
his interpretation of the Constitution.151

The President is clearly not accountable to the American people. By 2005, most Americans believed that 
President Bush had lied to the public about the need to attack Iraq, and 59 percent wanted US troops to 
leave Iraq. Nevertheless, the president remained in office, “staying the course” he had set for the middle East. 
On more than one occasion, the House of Representatives has backed the president by rejecting a proposal 
to pull American troops out of Iraq. In a real democracy, war would end as soon as the majority opposed it. 
In this case, the war would never have started.

February 15, 2003 marked the largest anti-war protests the world had ever seen. millions of people 
opposed the impending U.S. invasion of Iraq in a chain of demonstrations that circled the globe. Scores 
of American cities joined protests in Europe, the middle East, Australia, and Asia. The New York Times 
reported that,

protesters came from a wide range of the political spectrum: college students, middle-aged couples, 
families with small children, older people who had marched for civil rights, and groups representing 
labor, the environment and religious, business and civic organizations.152

more than 100 American cities and counties passed anti-war resolutions, including Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, and Detroit. Unions also passed anti-war resolutions. Sentiment against the war was so strong 
that the New York Times admitted, “there may still be two superpowers on the planet: the United States and 
world public opinion.”

In a display of arrogance, President Bush dismissed world opinion, including huge protests by Iraqis who 
opposed the invasion of their country, insisting that the world would be better off without Saddam Hussein. 
Whether or not this was true, he had no right to make that decision.
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Power and responsibility

Class society severs the link between power and responsibility. Those with the most power take no respon-
sibility, while those with the least power are saddled with the most responsibility. Authorities shirk responsi-
bility with astonishing ease. Who knew that terrorists might hijack commercial air planes and turn them into 
missiles? Who knew that the levees in New Orleans would crumble during a flood? Who knew that torture 
was routine in American prisons? The people in charge are supposed to know these things, and it turned out 
that they did know. It is the height of hypocrisy for them to demand personal responsibility from us when 
they take no responsibility themselves.

In 2005, General motors announced plans to eliminate 30,000 jobs at its North American plants. Auto 
workers had no say over Gm’s business decisions, yet they were the ones who lost their jobs when those deci-
sions failed to produce enough profit. In a genuine democracy, those with power would be held accountable 
and no one would be given responsibility without the power to carry it out.

Class society violates the basic right to decide what happens to you. Politicians launch wars that other 
people’s children will fight. Employers authorize the use of toxic materials that other people will handle. Public 
officials decide how to respond to disasters in which other people risk their lives, homes, and loved ones. 
The people in power are protected from the harmful consequences of their decisions. The mother of a dead 
American soldier is not allowed to even question the President who launched the war that killed her son.

In a real democracy, the responsibility for social problems would be shared, along with the power to solve 
those problems. As it is now, the people in charge care more about the bottom line than they do about meet-
ing human needs. That is why hospitals serve nutritionally-deficient food to sick people. In a real democracy, 
hospital workers would insist on serving nourishing meals, regardless of cost, and everyone would pitch in 
to make sure that happened.

Capitalism denies individuals the democratic right to decide personal matters. Sexuality, reproductive 
rights, personal beliefs, and drug-taking are all considered fair game for political control. Everyone is entitled 
to an opinion on such matters; however, people in positions of power have no right to impose their views on 
others. Violation of the personal right-to-decide is so taken-for-granted that ordinary people get caught up 
in debates about how the State should control individual behavior. The right of the State to dictate such mat-
ters is never questioned.

Societies based on genuine democracy treat individual behavior as a strictly personal matter. The Paris 
Commune abolished “the morality police.” The Russian Revolution struck down legislation regulating per-
sonal behavior, including laws against homosexuality, prostitution, and abortion. Divorce was granted on 
request. At the same time, socially harmful behaviors, like hoarding and speculation, were not tolerated. This 
is the opposite of what happens under capitalism, where employers are free to exploit and oppress, while 
individual behavior is micro-managed.

Capitalism cannot allow ordinary people to think that they are capable of making any decisions. Under 
the guise of paternalism, slave masters oppress slaves, bosses exploit workers, and States dominate entire 
populations. In apartheid South Africa, the White ruling class insisted that the Black majority were not ready 
to manage their own affairs until the Black majority taught them otherwise. Today, Washington claims that it 
must rule Iraq until Iraqis are ready to rule themselves. Capitalism denies people the right to self-rule, claim-
ing that the majority don’t know how to make good decisions. There is an element of truth to this — the 
majority would not make decisions that are good for the capitalist class. Conflicting class interests are the real 
reason why ordinary people are denied the right to decide.
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To stay in power, the ruling class must cultivate the illusion that the majority are part of the decision-
making process. Washington insists that “our” help is necessary to eliminate the tyrants of other lands 
(even when “our” government installed them in the first place), and that once “we” have invaded another 
country, then “we” should stay and clean up the mess. No nation should have the right to decide how 
another nation functions. We would never want some foreign power invading our country, occupying our 
land, stealing our things, murdering our people, and telling us what to do. We would want to solve our 
own problems, including settling with our own dictators. Of course we would accept help, as long as it 
didn’t deprive us of the right to control our own lives. People in the Balkans, Haiti, and the middle East 
are no different. A poll conducted by the British ministry of Defense found that after almost three years 
of foreign occupation, 82 percent of Iraqis were “strongly opposed” to the presence of foreign troops, and 
between 45 and 65 percent of Iraqis (depending on their location) believed that attacks against British and 
American troops were justified.

When ordinary Americans buy the racist lie that some people are too backward to manage their own 
affairs, they strengthen the system’s ability to deprive them of their own right to decide. America’s war on 
terror has destroyed civil society in Iraq and shredded civil rights at home. If we want self-determination for 
ourselves, we must support self-determination for others. When we side with our rulers in depriving other 
people of their rights, then we are sure to lose our own.

Just as those with power must be held accountable, those who experience the consequences of any deci-
sion must be included in the decision-making. In 2003, the people of Spain gave their ruling class a lesson in 
direct democracy. The Spanish State backed the U.S. invasion of Iraq, despite the objections of 90 percent of 
the Spanish population. When bombs ripped through the madrid subway system, killing 200, the popula-
tion exploded in rage. Demonstrators held their government responsible for the massacre, chanting “Your 
war; Our dead.” The President was thrown out of office and Spain pulled out of the war.

Reform or revolution

Is revolution necessary, or can gradual social improvements result in fundamental social change? In 1900, 
Rosa Luxemburg addressed this question in Reform or Revolution. Luxemburg compares the struggle to re-
form capitalism with the labor of Sisyphus, a mythical character who was condemned by the Gods to push a 
boulder uphill only to have it roll back down again. Likewise, people struggle for many years to win reforms, 
only to see them rolled back or abolished. This back-and-forth movement occurs because the State grants 
reforms to undercut rebellion and then revokes reforms to promote greater profits (which provokes more 
rebellion).

Britain’s welfare state was created to stabilize the system in response to workers’ revolts after World War 
II. As a Conservative member of the British Parliament warned, “If you don’t give the people reform they 
are going to give you revolution.” The best-known American reforms, the New Deal, were a response to the 
Great Depression. Howard Zinn explains,

The Roosevelt reforms…had to meet two pressing needs: to reorganize capitalism in such a way as 
to overcome the crisis and stabilize the system; also to head off the alarming growth of spontaneous 
rebellion in the early years of the Roosevelt administration — organization of tenants and the unem-
ployed, movements of self-help and general strikes in several cities.153
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The ruling class prefers reform to revolution. Once social control is restored, the drive for profit takes 
priority, and the reform boulder is kicked back down the hill. Today, most of the reforms won in the 1930’s 
and in the 1960’s have been lost, or are in danger of being lost, so that it seems like we are back at the 
beginning.

Is it possible to win enough reforms to push that boulder over the top of the hill and create an entirely 
different society? In 1970, a popular movement in Chile elected a reform government headed by President 
Salvador Allende, who outraged the capitalist class when he moved to nationalize industry, tax profits, and 
stop foreign debt payments. In 1973, a U.S.-backed military coup toppled Chile’s government, murdered 
Allende, and imposed a military dictatorship under General Augusto Pinochet. Thousands of people were 
slaughtered in the wave of terror that followed. The tragedy of Chile proves that the capitalist class will not 
surrender control over society in response to any vote. On the contrary, it will throw every law out the win-
dow to protect its power and its profits.

Some people say that Allende moved too quickly. However, it is absurd to think that the tiger will not 
devour those who extract his claws more slowly. Allende’s mistake was that he relied too much on the rule 
of law and not enough on the power of workers who were begging him for arms to defend the government. 
Another mistake was to forget that capitalism is an international system. When any group of capitalists is 
threatened, the rest view this as an attack on their class, and they suspend their rivalry to defend their class. 
The working class must also defend itself as a class. mass support for Chile’s reforms within the American 
working class could have blocked U.S. military intervention.

Not all reformers are murdered; some are incorporated into the State to prevent revolution. This hap-
pened in Poland in 1989. Lech Walesa was a leader in Solidarity, the mass workers’ movement that toppled 
the ruling Communist Party. After he was elected president of Poland, Walesa turned against the working 
class, dismantling the welfare state and promoting corporate control of industry.

Capitalism offers two options to elected reformers: play by our rules or end up like Allende. There are 
temporary exceptions. mass support has kept Venezuela’s President Hugo Chávez in office despite repeated 
efforts to depose him. Venezuela is an oil-rich nation; as long as oil prices remain high, Chávez may be able 
to meet the basic demands of Venezuela’s workers and most of its capitalists. When oil prices fall, or when 
the economy goes into recession, Chávez will be forced to choose which class to support.

Does that mean that reforms are useless? Not at all! Luxemburg argued that the struggle for reforms, as 
the primary goal, cannot transform society. To do that, the struggle for reforms must be waged as a means 
to revolution, where each reform is clearly linked with the aim of putting the working class in power. The 
distinction is important. The road of reform never challenges the basic rules of capitalism (Seize the Surplus 
and Compete or Die). In contrast, the road of revolution uses reforms as stepping stones to socialism, build-
ing the confidence of ordinary people to take control of society. To travel the road to reform, one must lobby 
politicians, win influence in high places, and get people out to vote. On this road, the ordinary person is 
a bystander or a cheerleader backing the “hired guns”. To travel the road to revolution, one must mobilize 
people at work, at school, and in the neighborhood to struggle on their own behalf. On this road, ordinary 
people take center stage — the more people organize, the more they can win.

Reformers who go hat-in-hand to the people in power must forever settle for crumbs. In 2005, the World 
Health Organization admitted that it had failed to meet its goal of providing drug treatment for millions of 
poor people with AIDS. According to Dr. Jim Yong Kim, Director of WHO’s HIV/AIDS department, “All 
we can do is apologize.” Had he been outraged and demanded that national leaders cough up the money, or 
that drug companies provide free medicines, he would have antagonized the people the WHO depends on. 
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Because reforms must be granted by those in power, reformers must continually compromise in the hopes of 
getting what they want “down the road.” That road is endless and discouraging. As Dr. Kim stated, “I have 
to say that I’m personally extremely disappointed in myself and in my colleagues because we have not moved 
quickly enough — we have not saved enough lives.”

In contrast, socialists link every struggle with the aim of taking over the bakery and are not deterred from 
their goal regardless of whether they win or lose a particular crumb. When socialists win a reform, they cel-
ebrate their victory and plan the next one. When they lose a reform, they learn from their experience and 
double their determination to end this heartless system.

Despite countless disappointments, reformism — the belief that gradual improvements will lead to fun-
damental social change — is kept alive by hatred of the system, combined with the belief that there is no 
alternative. Capitalism has convinced the majority that revolutions only put new tyrants in power. And 
many who agree that revolution is necessary will argue that one should fight for reforms in the meantime. 
Whenever I hear this phrase, I think about a patient dying from blood poisoning and the doctor saying, “She 
needs antibiotics but I will give her aspirin in the meantime.” No amount of aspirin will cure blood poison-
ing, and no amount of reforms will transform capitalism. Like malcolm X said,

It’s impossible for a chicken to produce a duck egg. The system in this country cannot produce free-
dom for the Afro-American. It is impossible for this system, this economic system, this political sys-
tem, this social system, this system period.154

One big union?

Because it controls the production of goods and services, the capitalist class can impose its rules on soci-
ety — Seize the Surplus and Compete or Die. By taking charge of production, the working class can impose 
its rule on society — Share. How could this be accomplished?

The battle for control over production is waged in every workplace every day. When bosses insist that 
“What’s mine is mine, and what’s yours is mine too” (Seize the Surplus), workers have no choice but to fight 
back. When they don’t feel confident enough to fight openly, they fight secretly, taking home “company 
property,” damaging equipment, and committing acts of minor sabotage. The more organized workers are, 
the more confidence they feel to challenge the boss. 

Because unions organize workers in self-defence, some people think that unions can be a force for revolu-
tion. In 1905, American socialists and trade unionists launched the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). 
Their aim was to organize the working class into One Big Union, call a general strike, shut down capitalist 
production, and restart it under workers’ control. It was a great plan with a fatal flaw. 

In every workplace people have political differences, so that conflict results when anyone raises an issue 
like abortion, immigration, or war. To prevent endless disagreements and divisions, the IWW rejected po-
litical discussion, insisting that the economic battle was all that mattered. However, problems don’t go away 
because you ignore them. Workers are bombarded by the ideas of the ruling class, including the idea that 
there is no alternative to capitalism. By boycotting political discussion, the IWW was unable to counter rul-
ing class ideas that maintain social control.

Unions are organizations of reform, not revolution. Their function is to defend workers’ rights within 
the system, not to transform the system. Each union concentrates on improving conditions one contract at 
a time, in one workplace or one industry. Originally based on specific trades, and then specific industries, 
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unions divide the working class into different and sometimes competing unions, often within the same 
workplace. Furthermore, union officials perform a management function that makes them hostile to revo-
lutionary change.

The cowardice and betrayal of union officials have prompted groups of workers to build democratic  
organizations inside their unions. A good example is Soldiers of Solidarity inside the United Auto  
Workers’ Union. In Democracy is Power: Rebuilding Unions From the Bottom Up, mike Parker and martha 
Gruelle write,

Let’s be clear: the goal of our movement is not just bigger unions. It’s for working people to function 
as human beings — not bootlicks, not cogs — starting with our jobs, where we spend most of our wak-
ing hours. When we leave our jobs at the end of the day, we should be as healthy as when we started. 
We should be able to look at the next day, and our retirement years, with a feeling of security, not 
dread. Our larger goal is for workers to exert power collectively in the workplace and society — and 
for that you need much more than bigger unions. You need powerful workers.155

Achieving this kind of power requires union members to organize across unions — in workers councils. 
This step is crucial, not only to fight the bosses and the union bureaucrats, but to lay the foundation for a 
worker-run society.

Public or Common?

People living in pre-class societies had no concept of property. They had personal-use items, and every-
thing else was shared. No one “owned” the land, the water, the forests, the animals, or the knowledge that 
had been accumulated through the generations. All this changed with class society. Those who seized the sur-
plus claimed it as their private property for their exclusive use. Today, the term “private property” commonly 
refers to personal-use items (your house and car) as well as to the means of production (land, water, science, 
technology, factories, offices, machinery, etc.). This book uses the term “private property” to mean only the 
means of production, not personal property. People have always had personal-use items and will always have 
them, regardless of the type of social system. The important question is who owns or controls the means of 
survival — the means of production.

Under capitalism, a distinction is made between private and public property, where private property is 
owned by a capitalist or group of capitalists and public property is owned by the State. Because the State 
claims to represent the people, State or public property is assumed to be the property of the people or com-
mon property. It is not. Common property cannot be owned. Common property is no one’s property — it 
is not “property” at all. It cannot be bought or sold, and its use is democratically determined by ordinary 
people, the way it was in pre-class societies.

Because public property is falsely equated with common property, most people mistakenly think that an 
economy that is run by the State must be socialist or communist. Let’s look briefly at how this confusion 
came about.

The first State to command an entire economy developed out of the defeat of the Russian Revolution. 
When the working class took control of production, it became the common property of the people. When 
the working class was defeated, the State took ownership of production in the name of the people. This may 
seem like a subtle difference, but it is not. Common ownership means that common people are in control. 
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Public ownership means that State officials are in control. Common control of production was used to meet 
the needs of the working class. State control of production was used to exploit the working class.

If the amount of State control of the economy is a measure of socialism or communism, then the United 
States is as communist as China because the governments of both nations control a similar proportion of 
their economy (about 30 percent). In fact, neither nation is communist. The U.S. and China are both capi-
talist countries that exploit their working classes, and both have constitutions that uphold the private own-
ership of production.

The capitalist State helps the capitalist class to accumulate capital. The stronger the State, the stronger the 
capitalist class, and vice versa. During the 20th century, the size and scope of the State expanded enormously 
in all the industrial nations. The World Bank calculated that between 1960 and 1995, total government 
spending in the wealthiest nations rose from 20 percent to almost 50 percent of their GDP (annual value 
of goods and services produced). Ironically, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) has advised the Chinese State to play a greater role in developing its economy.

States function as capitalists in their own right, investing at home and abroad, independently and in 
partnership with private capital. During both World Wars, the American State took direct control of the 
economy and ran it on behalf of the capitalist class. Public ownership is a form of private property under 
capitalism, while common ownership is a feature of mass democracy or socialism. There are no socialist 
economies in the world today, no nations where the working-class collectively controls production. No, 
not any — not even close.

Social democrats and Heads of State like Cuba’s Fidel Castro and Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez promote State 
control as more socially responsive than corporate control. These advocates of “State socialism” prefer that 
society be ruled by humane reformers instead of by profit-hungry capitalists. They reject majority rule in the 
belief that society could never be managed by common people.

Fearing the power of the working class, the capitalist class keeps a close eye on workers’ cooperatives to 
make sure that they do not pose a threat to the system. The workers’ co-op that managed the Bauen Hotel 
in Buenos Aires was providing space for political meetings, conferences, and assemblies. City authorities 
evicted the workers and handed the hotel to a former owner. The Zanón ceramics factory was integrated 
into the State. The workers were given legal ownership of the factory on the condition that they pay 30,000 
pesos (about $10,000) a month in taxes. In essence, the State and the cooperative formed a joint venture. 
Undoubtedly, this is much better than when Louis Zanón ran the place, but it is not socialism.

Socialism

No living creature is born in a fully developed state, and no new society emerges from the old one fully 
formed. Socialism is an historical process that occurs in three phases. In the first phase, a social revolution 
replaces the rule of the capitalist class with the rule of the working class. In the second phase, the working 
class must secure its rule and prevent the capitalist class from regaining power. The Russian Revolution was 
defeated because it failed to complete this phase. As majority rule spreads and more people join in the pro-
cess of managing society, class divisions disappear. In the final phase, humanity is united in the common 
goal of providing for and developing every human being. Let’s take a closer look at these three phases.

Phase I: Let’s say that corruption at the top of society, hatred of war, and persistent hardships provoke 
unrelenting strikes and demonstrations. Let’s say that the ruling class cannot agree on how to move forward 
and that worker’s councils have organized at the local, regional, and national levels. After much debate and 
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discussion, the workers’ councils decide to take control of society. Once they are sure that the majority sup-
ports this decision, especially key sections of the armed forces, then a date is set for the revolution. On that 
day, everyone goes to work as usual. Once they arrive, workers escort bosses and managers out the door and 
call a meeting.

Practical tasks are divided up, and worker-managers are elected as coordinators. These people are paid 
no more than anyone else and are accountable to those who elect them. They can be replaced by majority 
vote at any time and for any reason. Technical professionals report to worker-managers in the same way they 
reported to the capitalists. The company’s books are posted on the internet for all to see. A debate begins on 
how to reorganize production, eliminating work that is dangerous (asbestos mining, nuclear power, weapons 
production), creating safe alternatives, and directing goods and services where they are needed.

media workers who have taken over their newspapers, magazines, and radio and television stations pro-
vide news of the revolution. Soldiers bring their weapons and ammunition to worker-controlled locations. 
Contingents of armed soldiers and workers guard key sites. The national organization of workers’ councils 
becomes a hub of activity, organizing and coordinating — taking on the functions of a governing body. 
Groups with no specific workplace (students, seniors, the unemployed, and the disabled) send representa-
tives to the new government.

Phase II: The deposed bosses gather their forces and launch a counter-revolution. They are supported by 
capitalists in power elsewhere, sections of the middle-class, and whatever media and military forces they still 
command. The workers’ state has prepared for this challenge and mobilizes its forces. The workers’ media 
counters the lies being spread by the capitalists and organizes support for the revolution. The workers’ gov-
ernment appeals to those who still waver and calls on the working class to defend itself. An appeal is broad-
cast to workers of all lands — Join us! Help us! Workers in other countries launch their own revolutions, and 
the two classes face off on an international stage.

Just as a child learning to walk must fall a number of times before it learns to keep its balance, so too 
will the working class seize power and fall back on more than one occasion. This process is necessary and 
unavoidable. As Luxemburg stated,

It is impossible to imagine that a transformation as formidable as the passage from capitalist society 
to socialist society can be realized in one happy act. The socialist transformation supposes a long and 
stubborn struggle, in the course of which, it is quite probable the working class will be repulsed more 
than once so that for the first time, from the viewpoint of the final outcome of the struggle, it will 
have necessarily come to power “too early.”…Since the working class is not in the position to seize 
power in any other way than “prematurely,” since the working class is absolutely obliged to seize power 
once or several times “too early” before it can maintain itself in power for good, the objection to the 
“premature” conquest of power is at bottom nothing more than a general opposition to the aspiration of 
the working class to possess itself of State power.156

Phase III: Workers are firmly in control of society on a global basis and can turn their full attention to 
solving the problems inherited from the old society. There is a desperate need for good food, clean water, 
medicine, and housing. Polluted areas must be cleaned up. There are many decisions to make, like what 
forms of energy to use and what to do with people who are so damaged by capitalism that they cannot be 
safely integrated into society. These matters are debated and decided. mistakes are made and corrected. The 
learning curve is steep and exhilarating.
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With everyone pitching in, socially necessary work can be done in less time, freeing everyone to explore 
and develop music, dance, drama, art, literature, and science. Human creativity is expressed in every project, 
reuniting work and art. People experiment with different ways of living and working together. Every culture 
brings its riches to the table — a gigantic cultural potluck offering countless dishes to sample. People move 
where they are needed and travel where they desire.

A new generation is born into a world without classes, without borders, without races, where women and 
men participate equally in all aspects of social life. From the earliest ages, the young learn to cooperate, to 
contribute, and to participate in making decisions. School and work merge into a lifelong learning journey. 
Youngsters are encouraged to find answers to their questions, instead of being injected with pre-set answers. 
People make their own decisions regarding personal matters. Restricting the right to decide does not prevent 
mistakes, it prevents learning — the biggest mistake of all.

Creating this new society will not be easy. However, it will be easier than living in a system that pre-
vents people from solving problems. Cooks yearn to feed the hungry. medical workers long to treat the 
sick. Teachers want to excite their students. The unemployed hunger to work. Parents desire good lives for 
their children. Everyone aches to create, to contribute, to belong, to be appreciated. Unable to meet these 
needs, the system lurches from crisis to crisis and class anger grows. People are fed up with incompetent 
leaders, perpetual insecurity, and endless war. The seed of socialism strains to free itself from the suffocat-
ing husk of capitalism. Only one thing is missing — the means by which the working class can organize 
itself to take power.

The revolutionary party

The capitalist class in the United States has two vanguard parties: the Republicans and the Democrats. 
The key members of these parties are the most class-conscious advocates for capitalism. The working class 
needs its own vanguard party, composed of all who understand the need to fight capitalism and are actively 
organizing against it at work, at school, and in their neighborhoods.

Capitalist parties promote the interests of the capitalist class. Workers need a political party that promotes 
their interests. Capitalist parties aim to get elected to public office. A workers’ party must aim to put the 
working class in power. Capitalist parties attract wealthy and influential people. The workers’ party looks for 
ordinary people who want to change the world. Capitalist parties wheel and deal to get ahead. The workers’ 
party must be totally honest about its goals, regardless of how unpopular they are. People who compromise 
their principles cannot be trusted, and the workers’ party must gain the trust of the working class.

Capitalist parties are controlled by well-connected insiders at the top; ordinary party members have little 
or no influence. The workers’ party is organized very differently, more like the human body. Think about 
it. Each organ in the body is continually communicating its condition to all the other organs that use this 
information to coordinate body functions. The brain serves as the executive center that collects information 
from all the organs, analyzes it, and then sends out instructions that meet the needs of the body as a whole. 
The brain itself is composed of different centers that take on executive functions according to the needs of 
the situation. Like the body, the workers’ party needs to hear from all of its members. The party also needs 
executive centers to organize that information into plans of action that serve the whole. This form of orga-
nization is called democratic centralism.

Democratic centralism links maximum discussion with unity in action. The democracy portion of demo-
cratic centralism lies in the communication that moves horizontally and vertically, between people and up 
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and down the chain of command. All of this information is important to the functioning of the whole. If 
leaders take the organization in the wrong direction, members can call a meeting to elect a new leadership.

Centralism is rooted in the need for many different elements to act as one. The brain tells the body to 
move in one direction so that it doesn’t try to go in different directions at the same time. After the move, 
the brain collects feedback from all the organs regarding their experience. The brain may be assured that it 
moved the body correctly or that it made a mistake (like bumping into a wall) and should move differently 
next time. Either way, the brain-body is constantly learning. The workers’ party does the same. Once a deci-
sion is made, everyone moves together. Afterwards, everyone discusses the experience. If the move was not 
good, then the following move can be different. Either way, leaders and members are engaged in a continu-
ing learning process. (Under repressive conditions, the workers’ party needs to be more centralist to survive. 
This was the case in Russia under the rule of the Tsars. When organizing is legal, the best results flow from 
balancing centralism and democracy.)

Consider what would happen if the body was run like capitalism, where the brain played the role of the 
ruling class and the organs represented the working class. I can see it now…

Brain: Liver! No talking to the Kidneys. Heart, stick to the rhythm I laid out for you! I am the brains of 
this operation, not you. OK, Gut, it’s time to push out the crud. What did you say? How dare you ques-
tion my timing?

Under such conditions, it would not take long for everything to break down. An authoritarian system 
where information travels only one way — from top to bottom — is a rigid system. Examples include the 
refusal to heed the warning that terrorists might use commercial airplanes as missiles and that the levees 
protecting New Orleans would fail in a flood. In flexible systems, information goes up as well as down. The 
needs of people “on the ground” must be heeded at the top so that resources can be sent where they are 
needed.

Socialism is like the human body, a complex biological organism that is self-organizing, self-regener-
ating, totally integrated, and with a flexible leadership that changes depending on the needs of the situa-
tion. Capitalism is like a cancer, where a few cells serve their own needs regardless of the damage done 
to the whole.

Anarchism and violence

Revolutionary organizations of the working class have nothing in common with revolutionary organi-
zations of the middle class. Anarchism (literally “anti-power”) represents the needs of small-scale producers 
who are squeezed between big business and organized labor. Anarchists reject all forms of central authority 
as undemocratic. In typical middle-class style, anarchists want to do their own thing and oppose workers 
controlling society as much as they oppose capitalists controlling society. In terms of the body metaphor, 
anarchists want the organs to communicate among themselves, with no brain to coordinate the whole.

Insisting that small is beautiful, anarchists long to return to the time of small farmers, artisans, and 
shopkeepers. Anarchy would fragment the world economy into small spheres of local production and 
exchange that were typical during the middle Ages. Even if we could turn back the clock, the process 
of capital accumulation (described in earlier chapters) would eventually bring us back to where we are 
now — monopoly capitalism.
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While anarchism is commonly associated with violence, most anarchists are not violent. However, anar-
chism does lend itself to dramatic gestures and extreme acts that aim to shock people into action. militant 
anarchists hurl themselves against the State, the police, and every other symbol of authority. The basic dif-
ference between anarchists and socialists is that anarchists favor individual actions to change society, while 
socialists rely on the organized power of the working class.

Capitalism is the most violent society ever created. Every day, millions suffer and die needlessly. The vio-
lence of those who fight the system is minuscule in comparison. Nevertheless, capitalism cannot be defeated 
through military means because the ruling class controls far more military means than ordinary people could 
ever lay their hands on. The power of the working class lies in its ability to stop capitalist production and to 
begin producing for human need. The working class is such a large majority that a well-organized revolution 
need not be violent at all. In Ten Days That Shook the World, John Reed observed that on the day of the 
Russian Revolution, fewer people than normal died in St. Petersburg. However, the capitalist class will not 
surrender its power without a fight, forcing the working class to defend itself.

History lessons

Those who do not learn from history will repeat its mistakes. The workers’ party serves as the memory of 
the working class, applying the lessons of the past to the problems of the present. Some of the most impor-
tant lessons are:

•   Whoever controls production controls society.

•   Only one class can rule. Either the capitalist class imposes its directives (Seize the Surplus and Compete 
or Die) or the working class imposes its directive (Share). No society can follow two conflicting rules 
at the same time.

•   Capitalism is an international system, so that socialism must also be international. Socialism is not pos-
sible in one workplace, one city, one state, or one country. Failure to spread the revolution will lead to 
its defeat.

•  The conditions of capitalism force the working class to rebel. When and how these rebellions break out 
cannot be predicted in advance.

•  The middle class will always compromise. (See the next chapter).

•  The working class needs a revolutionary party to organize the seizure of power.

Workers’ councils are the foundation on which socialism is built, and they form spontaneously during 
general strikes. Some better-known examples include Spain in 1936-37, Hungary in 1956, Portugal in 1974-
75, Chile in 1973, and Iran in 1979. While workers’ councils form spontaneously, they do not take power 
spontaneously because there is so much pressure against such a move. Workers’ councils have formed a gov-
ernment only once, in revolutionary Russia, when the Bolshevik Party convinced the All–Russian Congress 
of Soviets to take power.

A successful working-class revolution requires support from the armed forces. Recall that soldiers are 
workers who provide a management function for capitalism. Because they stand between the classes, civil 
conflict pulls the armed forces apart; they are disciplined to follow orders, yet naturally balk at killing their 
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own people. The outcome of the revolution depends on winning the loyalty of the ordinary soldier. During 
the Russian Revolution, the armed forces defected to the Bolshevik Party because it was committed to end-
ing the war and because it was pushing the workers’ councils to take power. The determination to take power 
is critical to prevent the capitalist class from regaining control and exacting the most ruthless vengeance on 
those who rebelled against it.

To win the argument for workers’ revolution, the workers’ party must organize as far in advance as pos-
sible. Earlier chapters explained the pressures that prevent people from thinking clearly and from feeling 
confident enough to fight for their rights. Such pressures can be resisted only by standing together. The 
workers’ party provides a place where people can clear the mental confusion that capitalism generates and 
practice solving problems collectively. A workers’ party breaks down divisions based on race, sex, nationality, 
and sexual orientation by bringing people together to fight as a class against capitalism and all the forms of 
oppression that it generates.

The strength of a workers’ party lies in marrying political clarity with growing numbers. more people 
pulling together leads to more clarity, more success, and more people joining. Big is definitely better. When 
the workers’ party finally wins the support of most of the working class, the date for the revolution can be 
set. Capitalism generates so much self-doubt within workers that most people will not believe that revolution 
is possible, even up to the day of the revolution. However, a determined minority who fight consistently for 
the interests of the majority can convince that majority to take power, because it is the working class, not the 
party, that must take control of society. As Rosa Luxemburg argued,

Socialism will not and cannot be created by decrees; nor can it be established by any government, 
however socialist. Socialism must be created by the masses, by every worker. Where the chains of 
capitalism are forged, there they must be broken. Only that is socialism, and only thus can socialism 
be created.157

Self-emancipation

No ruler, politician, bureaucrat, intellectual, professional, expert, or reformer can liberate humanity from 
capitalism. The majority must liberate itself for two reasons. Only the working class can take control of pro-
duction away from the capitalist class. And only through the process of changing society can people become 
fit to rule that new society.

Human beings are shaped by what they do, and people transform themselves in the process of changing 
their world. Nadya Krupskaya captures this change in her memoirs,

The streets in those days [of the Russian Revolution] presented a curious spectacle: everywhere, people 
stood about in knots, arguing heatedly and discussing the latest events… The house in which we lived 
overlooked a courtyard, and even here, if you opened the window at night, you could hear a heated 
dispute. A solider would be sitting there, and he always had an audience — usually some of the cooks, 
or housemaids from next door, or some of the young people…These street meetings were so interest-
ing, that it once took me three hours to walk from Shirokaya Street to the Krzesinska mansion.158

Capitalism degrades the human spirit by excluding the majority from control over their lives. When 
people fight for a better world, they develop the capacities that capitalism suppresses. They discover their 
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courage, their strength, their intelligence, their hope, and their power. As people pull together for a common 
goal, suspicion, isolation, and fear are transformed into trust, solidarity, and confidence. After the 1937 oc-
cupation of General motors, Dollinger recalls,

the auto worker became a different human being. The women that had participated actively became 
a different type of woman, a different type from any we had ever known anywhere in the labor move-
ment and certainly not in the city of Flint. They carried themselves with a different walk, their heads 
were high, and they had confidence in themselves. They were not only mentally different, but physi-
cally different. If you saw one of those women in the beginning and then saw her just a short period 
after going through this experience, learning and feeling that she had things she could fit together in 
her life, it would be an entirely different woman.159

When human beings experience their collective power, they discover a world of possibilities. They also 
find themselves to be more honorable than they thought possible. During the Russian Revolution, the first 
workers to enter the Winter Palace were dazzled by the treasures of the Tzars. Being very poor, their first im-
pulse was to grab what they could carry. John Reed was there and described what happened,

The looting was just beginning when somebody cried, “Comrades! Don’t take anything. This is the 
property of the People!” Immediately, twenty voices were crying, “Stop! Put everything back! Don’t 
take anything! Property of the People!” many hands dragged the spoilers down. Damask and tapes-
tries were snatched from the arms of those who had taken them; two men took away the bronze clock. 
Roughly and hastily the things were crammed back into their cases, and self-appointed sentinels stood 
guard. It was all utterly spontaneous.160

most of what was taken from the Winter Palace was retrieved. Today, the treasures of Russia are exhib-
ited in museums and art galleries around the world. (Compare this outcome with the permanent loss of the 
treasures of Iraq.) The Russian Revolution taught John Reed three things:

That in the last analysis, the property owning class is loyal only to its property. That the property own-
ing class will never readily compromise with the working class. That the masses of workers are capable 
not only of great dreams, but they have in them the power to make dreams come true.161

Yes, but

In times of social crisis, when the ruling class has lost credibility and the working class is fed up with be-
ing oppressed, people begin to shake off the ideas that hold them in bondage. The experience of collective 
organizing opens possibilities that normally seem like pipe dreams. The working class has the power to create 
a society that can meet human needs. It would not be a perfect society, because human beings are incapable 
of being perfect; however, no class could do a worse job at managing society than the capitalist class. At this 
point, the middle class jumps up in protest. The next chapter explains why the middle class is so hostile to 
majority rule.
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Summary

Workers don’t need bosses. Ordinary people are capable of producing under a system of democratic self-
management. The working class can become fit to manage society only by going through the transformative 
process of liberating itself.

To prevent mass democracy, capitalism offers a sham democracy that separates economics and politics. 
The capitalist class is united in its determination to hold onto power. The revolutionary workers’ party must 
ensure that the working class is more united and more determined.
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Chapter ��

Beware the Middle Ground

Compromise Always Favors Those Who Have more Power

In The Cancer Stage of Capitalism, John mcmurtry compares capitalism to a cancer that threatens the hu-
man species. Like a cancer, capitalism seeks to expand regardless of what it destroys. mcmurtry concludes 
that, like a person suffering from cancer, humanity must unite to repel the disease. Here the metaphor 
breaks down. A person with cancer has one goal — to defeat the illness. In contrast, humanity is split into 
classes with conflicting goals. As the cancer of capitalism grows, the capitalist class grows richer and more 
powerful. From the perspective of the working class, the capitalist class is the cancer because it imposes its 
sick rules on society. The middle refuses to admit that the conflict between the other two classes is irrecon-
cilable. middle-class appeals for unity disarm the working class — the only force that can cure the cancer 
of capitalism.

The capitalist class has no problem supporting appeals for peace and unity that do not challenge its power. 
In 1999, the General Assembly of the United Nations passed a Declaration “to promote and strengthen a 
culture of peace in the new millennium.” In 2000, the UN launched the International Year for the Culture 
of Peace, and the following ten years were declared the International Decade for a Culture of Peace and 
Non-Violence for the Children of the World. While the UN talks peace, it wages war. For the past 70 years, 
the UN has provided a humanitarian cover for the military aggression of the world’s most powerful nations. 
During the 1990’s, the UN imposed an economic embargo on Iraq that resulted in the deaths of more than 
half-a-million children. In 2004, UN forces helped to crush the democratically-elected government of Haiti 
and establish a murderous military dictatorship. The UN message of peace works like a drug to dull the pain 
of imperialism. Soothing phrases about peace seduce people into supporting a system addicted to war.

There can be no peace without justice. As long as the capitalist class wages war on the working class, ask-
ing people to cultivate peace in their hearts is asking them to accept exploitation and oppression.

The noisy middle class and the invisible working class

Despite forming only 20 percent of the population, the middle class makes a lot of noise. middle-class 
people write books, make films, set fashions, and are heavily represented in the media. They are consulted 
as professionals and experts, as people who know things, and they exhibit the confidence that accompanies 
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this social role. The middle class makes so much noise that it exerts a far greater influence over society than 
its numbers warrant.

The working class is four times larger than the middle class, yet it is much less visible. Television is 
populated overwhelmingly by middle-class characters. When they appear at all, working-class people are 
generally portrayed as buffoons, bimbos, and deviants. The relative invisibility of the working class con-
tributes to the mistaken belief that working people are not intelligent or important, let alone a force that 
could remake society.

The middle class cannot imagine any system other than capitalism, having no respect for the ability of the 
working class to create a different world. Consequently, the middle class embraces the myth that the Russian 
Revolution was a palace coup, not a mass revolution. Without a shred of evidence, economic reformer Jeffrey 
Sachs states, “Lenin and a small group of conspirators were able to seize power with very little support.”162 

Sachs cannot imagine ordinary people fighting for their own liberation; therefore, it could not happen. The 
Russian ruling class made the same mistake.

In Ten Days that Shook the World, American journalist John Reed recounts how Kerensky’s army marched 
on Petrograd, demanding that the workers’ government surrender. Who would oppose them? Two days 
before the battle, Petrograd was full of leaderless bands of armed workers, sailors, and soldiers. Yet, on the 
morning of the battle, this scattered, rag-tag army had organized itself into a formidable force. Reed de-
scribes how it happened.

Over the bleak plain on the cold quiet air spread the sound of battle, falling upon the ears of roving 
bands as they gathered about their little fires, waiting…So it was beginning! They made towards the 
battle; and the worker hordes pouring out along the straight roads quickened their pace…Thus upon 
all the points of attack automatically converged angry human swarms, to be met by [revolutionary 
officers] and assigned positions, or work to do. This was their battle, for their world; the officers in 
command were elected by them. For the moment, that incoherent multiple will was one will…Those 
who participated in the fighting described how the sailors fought until they ran out of cartridges, and 
then stormed; how the untrained workmen rushed the charging Cossacks and tore them from their 
horses; how the anonymous hordes of the people, gathering in the darkness around the battle, rose 
like a tide and poured over the enemy…Before midnight the Cossacks broke and were fleeing, leaving 
their artillery behind them.163

The muddle in the middle

Because the middle class has so much influence in society and dominates (or tries to dominate) the so-
cial movements, we need to understand the conflicting pressures that shape it. The middle class is in con-
stant conflict, being pushed and pulled by the other two classes — squeezed by banks and finance capitalists 
on the one side and by workers’ demands for higher wages on the other. The conflicting interests of the 
middle class result in conflicted loyalty. On the same day, the middle class will side with workers against 
capitalists (opposing the loss of civil liberties) and with capitalists against workers (opposing a rise in the 
minimum wage).

The conflict within the middle class creates conservative and liberal sections. The part closer to the rul-
ing class promotes capitalism as the best of all systems. The part closer to the working class is more criti-
cal and wants capitalism to meet human needs. As conflict between capitalists and workers increases, the 
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middle class is pulled apart, with one section backing the ruling class and another section siding with the 
working class.

Let me repeat that class does not determine a person’s beliefs. Anyone from any class can be right-wing, 
left-wing, conservative, liberal, or revolutionary. However, people find it easier to hold beliefs that fit with 
their class function than to hold beliefs that conflict with their class function. And the function of the mid-
dle class is to manage capitalism, not replace it. The beliefs and behaviors most consistent with this function 
are: opportunism and compromise; individualism; moralism; liberalism; and idealism.

Opportunism and compromise

Because of its intermediate position, the middle class waffles between support for the ruling class and sup-
port for the working class. The capitalist class has no choice but to exploit the working class — ending exploi-
tation would end capitalism. The working class has no choice but to resist exploitation — submission would 
result in being worked to death. The middle class is the only class that can choose which side to support.

Like a middle child, the middle class sees both sides and wants everyone to get along. Compromise is 
valuable in a family or among friends with common interests. However, in a class-divided society, compro-
mise favors those with more power. When push comes to shove, the bulk of the middle class will abandon 
its principles and side with the more powerful class. Such opportunism makes the middle class an unreliable 
ally. In times of peace, middle-class liberals deplore war. As soon as war is declared, they are the first to sup-
port it. In PR!, Stewart Ewen describes how middle-class intellectuals were recruited to promote World War 
I, “People who had once believed in the ability to use creative intelligence to bring about a more humane 
social order [became] dutiful technicians of mass persuasion, craven manipulators of consent.”

The middle class believes that it is possible to support both sides of a war, to back a military invasion and 
also to provide medical care for the civilian wounded. In the real world, one cannot be on the side of the in-
vaders and on the side of the invaded at the same time. The best way to help the victims of war is to prevent 
war or to stop it as soon as possible. The capitalist class sets up clinics and other helping services to provide 
humanitarian dressing for its military aggression. The middle class keeps falling for this ruse, believing that 
it is helping the victim, when it is actually supporting the perpetrator.

Politically, the middle class swings back and forth as the balance of forces shifts between the classes on 
either side of it. When the ruling class is on the offensive, the middle class falls in line. When the working 
class is gaining ground, the middle class becomes more radical. Unwilling to acknowledge their own op-
portunism, liberals refer to this back-and-forth movement as “the political pendulum.” The Claude Pepper 
museum actually has a Political Pendulum exhibit, with the following description:.

Over the years, America has altered between liberal and conservative ideals…Each year, Pepper 
museum staff set the pendulum to reflect the country’s current leanings. Though the pendulum on 
occasion may swing disagreeably to one extreme, though we may sometimes display an attitude of 
which we will be ashamed subsequently, always the steady, pulsing heart of the American people will 
ensure that America does not lose its balance or its traditions.164

The pendulum metaphor reassures the powerless that, no matter how bad things get, they will (some-
how) get better in time. In 2006, New York Times columnist Bob Herbert lambasted a federal policy 
that excluded poverty-stricken Americans, especially poor Blacks, from medicaid. His conclusion was, 
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“Someday the pendulum will swing back, and the government of the United States will become more 
representative and more humane.” Used in this way, the pendulum metaphor frees liberals from any obli-
gation to organize against the system they criticize.

Individualism

Workers can improve their work and their lives only through collective action. A single factory worker 
who asks for more pay has a snowball’s-chance-in-hell of getting it. In contrast, individual professionals ad-
vance by acquiring higher education and by making personal connections. The middle-class experience of 
individual advancement supports the belief that everyone should be able to advance the same way. Those 
who promote individual effort and ignore the constraints of the social pyramid end up blaming the victims 
of the system for their own misfortune.

The individualist approach to social problems is basically selfish. A common middle-class argument is 
that people who can pay for medical care should not have to wait in line with everyone else. The result of 
such thinking is a two-class medical system that offers top-of-the-line care for the wealthy and bargain base-
ment care for everyone else. The collective alternative, providing top notch medical care for everyone, is re-
jected on the basis that the well should not have to pay higher taxes to support the sick.

Sections of the middle class are close enough to the working class to understand the importance of pro-
viding basic medical care for everyone. However, they stop short of demanding that everyone get the best 
possible care. The middle class accepts social inequality in the mistaken belief that society cannot provide for 
everyone. (The final chapter counters this belief.)

The individual outlook of the middle class ignores social factors and promotes health as an individual 
responsibility. A doctor advises a hotel worker suffering from overwork to take a vacation. A working mother 
with headaches is told to take more time for herself. How a hotel worker would pay for a vacation and when 
a working mother would find time for herself are not the doctor’s problems. Instead of challenging a society 
that demands too much and provides too little, the middle class lectures the victim.

Moralism

…the warring classes will seek to gain victory by every means, while middle-class moralists will 
continue to wander in confusion between the two camps. Subjectively they sympathize with the 
oppressed — no one doubts that. Objectively, they remain captives of the morality of the ruling 
class and seek to impose it upon the oppressed instead of helping them to elaborate the morality  
of revolution.165

 Leon Trotsky

moralism — the assumption that there is only one right way to behave — is a powerful form of social 
control. In reality, conflicting classes have conflicting moral views. most working people would support 
Robin Hood stealing from the rich to give to the poor. They would also be sympathetic to a mother who 
stole food for her children. In contrast, the capitalist would condemn Robin Hood, throw the mother in 
prison, and put her children in foster care. The morality of each class represents what is right for that class. 
The capitalist class has only one morality — accumulate capital — and accepts all means to that end, legal 
or illegal (torture), moral or immoral (wars of acquisition).
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To stay in power, the capitalist class must present its “morality” as a universal morality (What’s good for 
business is good for America). When the authorities condemn stealing as wrong, they mean that stealing 
by workers is wrong because their own thievery is sanctioned by law (Seize the Surplus). When the people 
in power condemn murder as immoral, they mean that murder committed by ordinary people is immoral, 
because the cold-blooded murder they commit is completely legal (war and State executions).

middle-class moralists help the capitalist class to impose its priorities on the working class. Consider 
these moralistic statements: Giving drug addicts clean needles only condones drug addiction. Educating 
young people about sex only encourages them to have sex. Providing access to abortion only makes it easier 
for people to be irresponsible. In real life, individuals behave as they see fit, and we all suffer when they are 
prevented from doing so safely. Clean needles and sex education reduce the harm to individuals and society 
that is caused by criminalizing drug use and keeping young people sexually ignorant. However, the ruling 
class is willing to risk individual and social safety to prevent people from making their own choices, and 
moralists supply the arguments that support this stance.

middle-class moralism is rooted in the belief that we cannot change society; therefore, we must change 
ourselves by making the right choices and by living the right lifestyle. In reality, choice is determined by 
class. Under capitalism, the people with the most money have the most choices and the most power to 
shape society.

Liberalism

Liberal politics suit the middle class. The word “liberal” derives from the Latin word liber, meaning “free.” 
The middle class wants the freedom to conduct its individual affairs, unhampered by the demands of the 
capitalist class and by the demands of the working class.

Liberalism was a progressive force in the fight against feudal restrictions and in the fight against colonial 
rule during the American Revolution. Liberalism is also progressive in its demand to extend democratic 
rights, like the right to vote and the right to gay marriage. However, the contradictory position of the middle 
class creates a conflict in the heart of liberalism. Liberalism champions equality and individual rights and the 
right to privately own the means of production. These principles conflict in the case of slavery, where two 
people cannot be equal if one owns the other. The right to own slaves violates the rights of slaves. In indus-
trial terms, the private ownership of production makes capitalists and workers unequal. The right of employ-
ers to control the labor process conflicts with the right of workers to control their work.

Under capitalism, medical formulations are privately owned (patented) to ensure that drugs will be prof-
itable. The only way to defend the property rights of drug companies and the individual right of people to 
have medicine is to raise enough money to buy medicines for those who cannot pay. Such efforts are typically 
insufficient so that, in practice, the “right” to medicine is enjoyed only by those who can afford it. Liberals 
reject the collectivist alternative of providing free medicines to all because that would violate the right of 
drug companies to privately own medical formulations.

On social issues, liberals vacillate between pro-business conservatives on the right and pro-labor social-
ists on the left. Where conservatives want to restrict the right to abortion, liberals defend a woman’s right to 
choose. However, liberals reject the socialist demand for all women to have access to abortion (free abortion 
on demand). Liberals talk left and move right. By rejecting social measures that would give everyone the 
same rights, liberals uphold individual rights only for those who can pay for them.
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Idealism

When you wish upon a star, makes no difference who you are 
Anything your heart desires will come to you.

A lack of power nourishes a belief in magic. The middle class has neither the command power of the 
ruling class nor the organized power of the working class. Being the least powerful class, the middle class is 
steeped in idealism, religion, spiritualism, and wishful thinking. For the middle class, wanting something 
badly enough should be enough to make it happen.

Lacking power on its own, the middle class wants the State to protect it by curtailing the power of big 
business and the power of labor unions. This desire is expressed in the liberal demand that the State be a 
neutral force that favors neither capital nor labor. When the State displays its bias for the capitalist class, 
the middle class is shocked and outraged. For the middle class, the need for a neutral State becomes a moral 
imperative — the State should be neutral — followed by the magical belief that the State is neutral. Perpetual 
frustration results when the State does not behave the way it should.

Overwhelming evidence that the State serves the capitalist class is dismissed with a variety of excuses: the 
right people aren’t in power; they don’t know what they’re doing; there are always a few bad apples. For the 
middle class, belief in the neutrality of the State is a matter of faith — a religion. No matter how much evi-
dence accumulates to prove that the State is an instrument of class rule, the middle class cannot acknowledge 
what it feels powerless to change.

The idealism of the middle class feeds the magical belief that the world could change if people behaved as 
if it were already different. (“Be the change you want to see in the world.”) In this cozy fantasy, class divisions 
and State repression don’t exist. Cooperatives and utopian societies embody this kind of idealism.

Cooperatives and utopian societies

Capitalism makes life seem empty and meaningless by alienating people from their work, from each other, 
from themselves, and from the natural world. Understandably, some people try to create islands of equal-
ity and cooperation within capitalism. One of the better known examples is the mondragon Cooperative 
Corporation in Spain.

From its origins forty years ago as an employee-owned cooperative manufacturing paraffin stoves, 
mondragon has grown to 160 employee-owned cooperatives, involving 23,000 member owners, with 
sales grossing three billion dollars (US) in 1991. Statistics show the mondragon cooperatives to be 
twice as profitable as the average corporation in Spain with employee productivity surpassing any 
other Spanish organization. It has its own bank, a research institute, an entrepreneurial division, in-
surance and social security institutions, schools, a college, a health maintenance system and a health 
insurance cooperative. It is focused on relational cooperatives dedicated to the common good.166

Can the cooperative model be an alternative to capitalism? Unfortunately, the answer is no. Like any 
other business, a co-op must compete as a capitalist enterprise. Those that cannot compete successfully go 
out of business; those that stay in business are forced to exploit themselves. The mondragon Bookstore and 
Coffeehouse in Canada provides a good example.
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Everyone who works there is a co-owner, all work is shared evenly, there are no bosses or hierarchies 
and everyone earns the same wage. After nearly six years of operation…collective members, even those 
who have been part of the project since day one, still make only minimum wage—perhaps part of the 
reason some members have left so quickly….All but a handful of the original 10 have moved on.167

most importantly, cooperatives in a capitalist system are not free to produce what people need, only 
what can be sold or traded within the co-op network or larger market. As Rosa Luxemburg pointed out 
100 years ago,

Producers’ co-operatives are excluded from the most important branches of capital production — the 
textile, mining, metallurgical and petroleum industries, machine construction, locomotive and ship-
building. For this reason alone, co-operatives in the field of production cannot be seriously considered 
as the instrument of a general social transformation…Within the framework of present society, pro-
ducers’ co-operatives are limited to the role of simple annexes to consumers’ co-operatives.168

most cooperatives consider themselves to be models of how society should function. Through the cen-
turies, a variety of ideal or utopian communities have been constructed, based on the philosophies of their 
founders. During the middle Ages, religious monasteries and convents offered sanctuary, learning, coopera-
tion, and service. During the 19th century, reformers like Charles Fourier, Etienne Cabet, and Robert Owen 
created detailed blueprints for ideal communities that would be managed by intellectuals and financed by 
far-sighted capitalists. 

Cooperatives and utopian communities offer working models of how society should operate, but they 
offer no way to transform society on a global scale. The assumption is that these models will be so attractive 
that, somehow, they will grow to encompass all of society. This is naive. The capitalist class will not abandon 
its power and profits for a more humane model of society.

A second problem with utopian societies is that they are pre-planned, offering one right way to live and 
organize society. In real life, people have plans of their own. The job of planning society properly belongs to 
those who live in it, using whatever theories and methods seem best at the time. In contrast, utopian societies 
impose behaviors on people based on the founder’s values. A good example is PARECON, a model society 
based on participatory economics.

In PARECON: Life After Capitalism, michael Albert describes his version of an ideal society. Like all 
anarchists, Albert opposes central planning as inherently authoritarian and undemocratic. He cannot imag-
ine workers coordinating global production for the benefit of humanity. However, in a genuine democracy, 
people would be free to choose the method of organizing that works best in any situation. Some things, like 
fresh produce, are better produced locally, while other things, like pharmaceuticals, are better produced cen-
trally. Restricting people’s choices in advance is bureaucratic.

PARECON is not based on the socialist principle, “from each according to ability and to each according 
to need,” because Albert distrusts that people could actually put this into practice. Instead, he proposes a 
complex “system of remuneration for effort and sacrifice,” in which those who work harder get more. How 
will effort and sacrifice be measured and by whom? Albert’s insistence on the need for an external measure 
leads to only two options: either a professional class of bureaucrats weigh and measure who does what or 
everyone is involved in weighing and measuring and no work gets done!
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Despite its vision of equality, PARECON produces a two-class system where some are rewarded on the 
basis of effort and others are provided for on the basis of need or charity. The only way to ensure a truly egali-
tarian society is for everyone to contribute what they can and for everyone to get what they need.

Reformers who reject the only force that can defeat capitalism — the power of the working class — are left 
with only idealism. Albert insists, “we need to incorporate classless values and structures in our demands, our 
process, our projects, and our movements.” This variation on “Be the change you want to see in the world” 
is bad advice for the working-class. The more workers ignore class divisions and cooperate with their bosses, 
the more they are exploited.

We cannot transcend capitalism by pretending that it doesn’t exist. Capitalism is not like a suit of clothes 
that can be removed at will. Like fish swimming in water, people live in a sea of relationships that are shaped 
by the rules of society (Seize the Surplus and Compete or Die). We can’t see these relationships, any more 
than fish can see the water in which they move. We can know how much capitalism has affected us on a 
personal level only after we are free of it. Of course, we should aim for equality and mutual respect in our 
personal relationships; however, people will fail to achieve this ideal, not because of bad character or poor 
motivation, as moralists insist, but because capitalist social relations are in our bones. The ability to sustain 
cooperative relationships requires personal confidence and emotional security — the very qualities that rulers 
suppress in those they dominate. 

Consensus

Organizing methods are linked with class. The ruling class makes back-room deals and pays people to do 
what it wants. When acting in its own interests, the working class organizes at the point of production and 
on the broadest possible scale. The middle-class prefers organizing methods that suit small-scale activities 
carried out by like-minded people. A good example is consensus decision-making, or deciding by general 
agreement.

Consensus is the preferred method to use when deciding what to eat for dinner. When it comes to politi-
cal questions, aiming for consensus favors those with the time and energy for lengthy discussions. Compared 
with students and professionals, working-class people have much less time and energy. When you have to 
get up early for work, you cannot talk all night. As a result, groups that promote lengthy decision-making 
discussions are usually dominated by middle-class people.

The consensus model claims to protect the minority, but it actually gives the minority the power to block 
the majority; a few dissenters can hold an entire group hostage. To prevent such paralysis, those who disagree 
are often pressured to go along with the majority, even when they are not truly convinced. The result can be 
false unity and underground dissent.

Indeed, systems of formal consensus often only work in practice by developing systems of informal 
control that will allow the majority to limit the ability of individuals to thwart the will of the majority. 
In North American native groups that use consensus, for example, it is often the case that tribal elders 
are able to exert enormous informal pressure on individuals who tend to disrupt consensus. (This is 
often missed by outsiders.) In some organizations using formal consensus, there is an informal process 
where people who do not “toe the party line” on issues seen as key to the organization’s identity or 
purpose are encouraged to leave.170
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Consensus decision-making is promoted as more democratic than majority rule, when it is actually less 
democratic. Under the consensus model, everyone is presumed to be equal and there are no leaders, only fa-
cilitators. However, the more unwieldy the decision-making process becomes, the more likely a small clique 
will develop to make decisions behind the scenes. Because these people are not voted in, they cannot be 
voted out. The result is unaccountable leadership.

Large groups of people are better served by the working-class methods of majority rule and democratic 
centralism (discussed in the previous chapter). After a certain amount of discussion, where disagreements 
can be aired openly, a vote is called, a decision is made by majority rule, and everyone abides by the decision. 
The decision can be re-evaluated at any time, and leaders can be replaced at any time.

The consensus model avoids group discipline by imposing the discipline of social pressure. Under consen-
sus, people are discouraged from expressing disagreements for fear of holding up the decision-making pro-
cess. The result can be “groupthink,” where no one objects to a bad decision for fear of breaking consensus. 
Under truly democratic majority rule, people are encouraged to state their opinions because doing so does 
not hold back the decision-making process. After a decision is made, dissenters can continue to hold oppos-
ing views as long as they carry out the will of the majority. When a decision turns out to be wrong, and when 
dissenters turn out to be right, then the organization can change direction.

The consensus model can work for small groups, but not for large organizations. Groups that insist on us-
ing consensus as a matter of principle cannot grow beyond a few hundred people, at most. No method of orga-
nizing is more important than the need to organize millions of people to replace capitalism with socialism. On 
this, the middle class disagrees, preferring small over large, exclusive over inclusive, process over results, and 
talk over action. The middle class aims to change society, not by organizing masses of people to exercise their 
own power, but by relying on experts or dedicated individuals, playing to the media, orienting to the people 
in power, and not expecting too much. Consensus decision-making lends itself to these goals. The extent to 
which consensus decision-making is imposed on organizations indicates the extent to which middle-class poli-
tics dominate those organizations. Truly democratic organizations are free to choose their method of decision-
making and their leaders, and they are also free to review and change their decisions as they see fit.

Actions speak louder than words

The best way to change society cannot be discovered through debate and discussion alone. At some point, 
people must decide on a course of action, carry out that action, and evaluate the results. Testing theories in 
practice provides new and unanticipated information about your abilities and limitations and those of your 
opponents. This new information leads to more informed discussion and more effective strategies, which 
must again be tested in practice, in a continual learning process.

What people say and what they do is often different because society is steeped in deception. When talk is 
cheap, how can you know who is really on your side and who is not? Fortunately, actions speak louder than 
words. During a strike, the co-worker you thought was your friend crosses the picket line while one you dis-
liked remains loyal. On a demonstration, Officer Friendly pepper-sprays your face, while a homeless beggar 
comes to your aid. As the following example shows, experience is the best teacher.

During the British miner’s strike of 1984-1985, a group called Lesbians and Gays Support the miners col-
lected so much money in gay clubs and pubs that it became the single largest financial donor to the strike. 
On picket lines and demonstrations, lesbians and gays stood with miners and their families. Both were at-
tacked by police, and both were transformed by the experience. According to one gay activist,
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A few months ago if anyone had asked us if this kind of alliance was possible we would never have 
believed it…All the myths and all the barriers of prejudice were just broken down. It makes me feel 
quite moved by the possibilities. You can unite and fight!169

After the strike, hundreds of miners and their families traveled to London to join the Lesbian and Gay 
Pride march. That same year, the National Union of miners campaigned to incorporate gay rights into trade 
union policy. As one miner’s wife put it, “We’ve suffered over the last year with the police what they’ve been 
suffering all their lives and are likely to continue to suffer unless we do something about it.”

The process of struggle produces a depth of personal change that cannot occur through discussion 
alone. Co-ops and utopian communities struggle internally, removing people from the larger fight against 
capitalism. Why take on the system, when you can live and work in a feel-good community with like-
minded people?

In 1880, Frederick Engels wrote Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, explaining how the working class could 
replace capitalism with an egalitarian, classless society. Having no confidence in the working class, the mid-
dle class prefers to concoct ideal societies that spring fully-formed from the minds of their creators.

Contempt for the working class

most middle-class people look down on the working class. When a few are put in charge of the many, it 
is assumed that the few are more capable. The experience of managing others, and the belief that such man-
agement will always be necessary, leads the middle and upper classes to dismiss the possibility of majority 
self-rule.

The middle class cannot see the working class as a force for social change. In the 1980’s, economic re-
former Jeffrey Sachs helped Poland’s mass working-class movement (called Solidarity) reconcile with the 
capitalist class because, as he put it, “What, after all, were the alternatives? Civil war? A quick descent into 
a new tyranny? Anarchy? A new conflict with the West?”171 The possibility of workers controlling society in 
their own interests was not on his radar screen. michael Albert thinks that the working class is strong enough 
to defeat capitalism, but too weak to prevent itself from being pushed out of power by a small group of am-
bitious bureaucrats, what he calls a “coordinator class.”

The conditions of work under capitalism reinforce the belief that workers could never manage themselves. 
Workers take no pleasure in being commanded by others to exert themselves to the utmost to produce in 
monotonous fashion for someone else’s profit. Those who consider the capitalist organization of work to be 
natural and inevitable observe workers’ resentment of their daily grind and mistakenly conclude that labor 
itself is repulsive to workers and must be imposed on them.

The alienated condition of workers causes them to keep their heads down and their eyes focussed on what 
is directly in front of them. Workers who are resigned to feeling powerless in this way are viewed as dull 
and incompetent instead of realistic. One manager told me, “Workers are not interested in the big picture. I 
spend a great deal of time explaining to my staff how what they do affects what others have to do and where 
they are in the big picture. more than once I’ve been told flat-out ‘I don’t care. Just tell me what to do.’” The 
depressed spirit of workers is wrongly assumed to be a lack of social interest, instead of the result of daily 
hardship, humiliation, and defeat. Failure to recognize the psychological impact of class oppression leads to 
the mistaken conclusion that workers could never direct production.

Contempt for the majority permeates society and all of its institutions. Contempt shows up in the panic 
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myth, where authorities withhold vital information from the population on the basis that ordinary people 
have nothing to contribute and would only make things worse. Contempt is revealed in the systemic ne-
glect of human needs, in the failure to provide for women and children, for the sick, disabled, homeless,  
and elderly.

Another form of contempt for working people is “consumer power” — the belief that people have more 
power as consumers than they have as producers. This is nonsense. Would it be more effective to pro-
test Wal-mart’s policies by organizing 2,000 people not to shop there, or by organizing 2,000 Wal-mart 
workers into a union? Would General motors feel more pressure to reduce fuel emissions if 2,000 people 
refused to buy SUVs, or if 2,000 auto workers went on strike? Some people argue that the best way to 
protest the horrendous condition of food animals is to convince people not to eat meat. In fact, the meat-
processing industry is notoriously inhumane for workers and for animals. The 2006 strikes in support of 
immigrants’ rights achieved what vegetarians have never accomplished; shutting down the nation’s feedlots 
and slaughterhouses.

Top-down reformism is also based on contempt for the working class. middle-class reformers believe that 
experts and other professionals are the only ones who can solve social problems. The majority of people are 
perceived only as victims, with no power to solve their own problems. Top-down, “leave-it-to-us” reformers 
include charitable organizations (give us your money and we will take care of the needy), union bureaucrats 
(give us your money and we will deal with the boss), utopians (follow our model for society), politicians 
(elect us and we will take care of you), and advocates for politicians (elect them and they will make life bet-
ter). Top-down efforts to transform society, however well-intentioned, keep the majority powerless.

Liberal lectures

The capitalist class cannot solve the most basic social problems: the need for jobs, peace, security, and 
a better future. A determined majority could expose the ruling class as corrupt and powerless and lay the 
foundation for an egalitarian society. However, the influence of the middle class makes it difficult to form a 
determined majority. The middle class wants to manage capitalism, not replace it. Instead of challenging the 
system, middle-class reformers lecture the people in power.

New York Times columnist Bob Herbert writes, “A fierce and bitter war — not bloody like the war in 
Iraq, but a war just the same — is being waged against American workers.” He describes workers suffering 
from unemployment, low wages, few or no benefits and overly stressful working conditions. He tells us that 
“…the right of workers to form unions and bargain collectively has been under assault for years” and that 
union-busting “…has been bolstered by the full force and power of the federal government, which puts 
struggling workers at a hopeless disadvantage.” At this point, one might expect a call to revolution. Offered 
instead is this jaw-dropping conclusion, “The president of the United States should be allied with working 
families in this struggle [against corporate union-busting].”172 When hard-hitting arguments collapse in a 
moral whimper, people are left feeling confused and powerless. The more skilled professionals are at criticiz-
ing the system, the more confusion and powerlessness they generate when they fail to offer solutions.

One New York Times editorial on homelessness chides, “the administration should stop hacking away at 
housing for the poor.” Another admonishes, “Banks do not have to gouge their customers just because the 
law permits it.” These appeals fall on deaf ears because capitalism is deaf to human need. The State takes from 
the poor to give to the rich (Seize the Surplus), and banks that do not gouge their customers are left behind 
by those that do (Compete or Die).
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Liberal lectures can be invaluable in advancing the careers of the lecturers. Al Gore’s book, Earth in the 
Balance: Forging a New Common Purpose, was published in 1992. A year later, Gore was elected vice-presi-
dent under the Clinton administration. During the eight years of his vice-presidency, environmental pro-
tections were dismantled at an alarming rate. In 2006, Gore released his film, An Inconvenient Truth: The 
Planetary Emergency of Global Warming and What We can do about it. This documentary highlights Gore’s 
commitment to environmental issues, while neatly avoiding any criticism of big business, of capitalism, or 
of the abysmal environmental record of the Clinton administration. This is public relations at its finest.

However accurate their criticisms, liberal lectures do not change the behavior of capitalists and politi-
cians; they foster the delusion that the people in power can be persuaded to do the right thing. Appeals to the 
ruling class to have a conscience are like coaxing a rapist into providing rape-counseling for his victims. 
Liberal appeals to the working class are like persuading rape-victims to give the rapist-turned-counselor an-
other chance.

The middle class serves capitalism despite its good intentions. If this were not so, capitalism would cease 
to exist, because the ruling class is too small to control society on its own. The following sections explain 
how middle-class politics block human progress and why those who want to transform society must reject 
those politics.

Liberals and the Democratic Party

The two-party system depends on the ability of one party to serve the corporate agenda when the 
other party is too discredited to do so.

 Lance Selfa

In 2000, masses of people demonstrated against global corporate control. The anti-globalization  
movement formed the spring-board for a vigorous anti-war movement that challenged the U.S. invasion 
of Iraq before it even began. Four years later, the American anti-war movement was in a coma. How did  
this happen?

When social movements challenge the capitalist agenda, middle-class liberals push for unity with “pro-
gressive” capitalists. In the lead-up to the 2004 elections, the Democratic Party pressured anti-war activists to 
back their pro-war candidate, John Kerry. The only genuine anti-war candidate, Ralph Nader, was viciously 
attacked by Democrats who insisted that “a vote for Nader is a vote for Bush.” Leaders of the anti-war move-
ment bought the argument that anybody would be better than Bush and that Kerry was the “lesser evil.” 
Anti-war protests were suspended to prevent embarrassment to Kerry. As a result, there was no organized 
outrage against the torture of Iraqi prisoners by U.S. forces and virtual silence when chemical weapons were 
dropped on the Iraqi city of Fallujah. The Democratic Party was willing to sacrifice the anti-war movement 
to get its candidate elected, and liberal leaders of the anti-war movement went along.

The Democratic Party is a graveyard for social movements. Every two years, liberal leaders divert the 
energy of social activists into electing capitalist politicians, no matter how many times this has proved to be 
a dead-end. The strategy of acquiring friends in high places becomes more important than grass-roots orga-
nizing, and activists are pressured to tone down their demands. The resulting silence on critical issues makes 
it easier for conservatives to advance their pro-war, anti-women, anti-gay, and racist agendas. The result is a 
more right-wing atmosphere that helps the “greater evil” politician get elected. In 2004, President Bush won 
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his second term in office, because there was no principled opposition. Instead of taking responsibility for this 
outcome, liberals blamed the electorate for being too conservative!

Liberals show their contempt for ordinary people when they insist that not alienating voters is more im-
portant than maintaining a principled position. It never occurs to them that voters are alienated by electoral 
campaigns that lack principles. Because liberals remain loyal to the capitalist system, no matter what hap-
pens, they are reduced to searching for minute differences between pro-capitalist candidates, none of whom 
will keep their promises after they are elected.

Sections of the anti-war movement continue to embrace liberal Democrats in the hope that they can 
change the Party as a whole. This will not happen. The Democratic Party will keep moving right until a seri-
ous and sustained movement from below forces it to the left. It will never move to the left on its own because 
the Democratic Party serves the capitalist system.

There is no basic difference between the Democratic Party and the Republican Party. Both supported 
slavery and continue to support the oppression of Black people; both are backed by big business; both sup-
port America dominating the world; both break strikes, persecute immigrants, attack women’s rights, and 
assault the poor. Both work to defeat any challenge to the two-party system.

Democrats are just as eager as Republicans to expand the American Empire by military means. In 1998, 
Democratic President Bill Clinton signed the 1998 Iraq Liberation Act, formally launching Washington’s plan 
to force regime-change in Iraq. Less than two months later, Clinton ordered the bombing of Baghdad. And it 
was Clinton who presided over the deadly UN embargo against Iraq. Republican President George W. Bush 
could not have invaded Iraq if the groundwork had not been laid by the Democratic Party. In 2005, all but 
three Democratic representatives voted to continue the war. Whatever Democrats promise when they are not 
in power is negated by what they do in office.

Emphasizing divisions

It is obvious that women are oppressed in relation to men, that Blacks are oppressed in relation to Whites, 
and that homosexuals are oppressed in relation to heterosexuals. However, the middle-class does not see that 
the majority suffer by being forced into a social pyramid. The middle class assumes that those who stand a 
little higher up must benefit from the fact that others stand lower down. According to middle-class ideology, 
if men were not sexist, Whites were not racist, and heterosexuals were not homophobic, then equality could 
be achieved.

The middle class emphasizes the vertical divisions of humanity (sex, race, sexual orientation, nationality) 
while ignoring or minimizing the horizontal class divide. Yet, every oppressed group is divided by class. In all 
oppressed groups, the majority is working class, some are middle class, and a tiny few are ruling class. While 
middle-and-upper-class women, Blacks, and homosexuals suffer discrimination (their proportion at the top 
of society being considerably less than their proportion in the population), their lives are completely differ-
ent from the lives of their working-class counterparts. As a Black woman, Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice experiences oppression. At the same time, she belongs to a class that rules by oppressing the majority. 
Described as “the most powerful woman in the world,” her experience of oppression cannot be equated 
with the experience of the average Black woman. more than that, Rice’s elevated position depends on the 
degraded position of the majority of women and men, Blacks and Whites.
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In every oppressed group, those who belong to the middle-and-upper-classes have conflicting interests 
from those who belong to the working-class. This conflict is expressed in different strategies to fight oppres-
sion. Consider the gay liberation movement.

In June, 1969, New York City police raided a gay bar in Greenwich Village called the Stonewall Inn. 
Unexpectedly, several thousand gay people and their supporters fought back. The Stonewall Rebellion in-
spired the formation of the Gay Liberation Front (GLF) — named in solidarity with the National Liberation 
Front against the U.S. invasion of Vietnam. GLF chapters sprang up in cities and on college campuses 
around the country. The GLF was inclusive, containing gay men, lesbians, transsexuals, and people of col-
or — many Blacks and Hispanics had participated in the Stonewall Rebellion. The GLF also worked with 
other groups, including the Black Panther Party. There was a sense of strength in unity, a common fight 
against a common enemy. All this changed as the ruling class reasserted its control.

By the mid-1970’s, gay liberation groups began to fragment under the influence of identity politics — the 
belief that oppression is a personal matter that cannot be understood by those who don’t experience it. As 
differences became more important than similarities, groups split to form separate organizations based on 
different forms of oppression. The fight for sexual freedom for everyone faded into the background and 
then disappeared.

In 1990, Queer Nation launched itself with the slogan, “We’re here. We’re queer. Get used to it.” The 
word “queer” was deliberately used to emphasis the difference between gays and straights. Heterosexuals 
could not be members of Queer Nation; they were the enemy. Needless to say, the organization never grew 
beyond a few hundred predominately middle-class Whites. Queer Nation offered no strategy for working-
class gays to fight their oppression.

Gay Pride Day was launched in June, 1970, to mark the first anniversary of the Stonewall Rebellion. 
Today, the fight for gay liberation has been sidelined by celebrations of “queer identity.” Pride Day has be-
come a profitable event for gay-owned bars, clubs, bookstores, restaurants, travel companies, and other re-
tailers seeking the gay dollar. An end to gay oppression would threaten this “pink economy.” Gays who felt 
welcome everywhere would have no need to patronize gay-owned establishments.

The middle class benefits by emphasizing the divisions created by oppression. middle-class members of 
oppressed groups can be big fish in the small pond of their “community,” instead of having to compete as 
small fish in the much larger pond of society. Like all businesses, gay-owned businesses profit by denying 
equal rights, job security, and freedom from harassment on the job. In contrast, these remain key issues for 
all workers, gay and straight. One day of feeling free to be yourself, as good as it feels, is no substitute for a 
world in which you could be yourself every day.

Sexism and the feminist middle class

Winning the legal right to abortion in 1973 increased the ability of women to work outside the home. 
In Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women, Susan Faludi describes how the New Right 
(which wasn’t new at all) fought to push women back into the home by making abortion inaccessible. As 
anti-abortionists picketed, harassed, and bombed women’s clinics, Christian fundamentalists and their 
supporters fought to restrict legal access. In 1976, the Hyde Amendment eliminated funding for abortions 
for poor women on medicaid. Since Hyde, a web of restrictive laws have made it increasingly difficult 
for women to obtain legal abortions. Between 1995 and 2002, states enacted 335 anti-abortion measures. 
By 2004, 22 states had imposed waiting periods for women wanting abortions, 21 states required parental 
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permission, and another 14 required parental notification. In 2006, Democrats and Republicans worked 
together to outlaw abortion in South Dakota.

Regardless of your personal views on abortion, it is a big mistake to support any legal restriction on a 
woman’s right to choose. The right to control your body is a fundamental democratic principle. If the State 
can deny women the right to control their fertility, then no one’s rights are safe. A genuine democratic so-
ciety provides all the options — sex education, contraception, abortion, support for having children — and 
trusts that people will make the best decisions for themselves. Of course, some people’s decisions will turn 
out badly. However, such outcomes cannot be avoided by restricting people’s choices. On the contrary, 
women who cannot obtain safe abortions have unsafe abortions, with their much greater risk of infection, 
infertility, and death.

American women are losing the battle to control their bodies. Employers can refuse to provide contra-
ceptive coverage in their health plans, pharmacists can refuse to dispense oral contraceptives, and medical 
professionals can deny patients’ requests for birth control information. more than one-third of all American 
women live in the 87 percent of counties with no abortion providers at all. The Defense Department has a 
permanent ban on abortion, except to save the life of the mother. And more than four thousand female Peace 
Corps volunteers are not covered for abortion under their government-provided insurance plan, even in cases 
of rape or when their lives are endangered.

Whenever abortion is restricted or illegal, women with money have always been able to obtain safe abor-
tions. Restrictions on abortion hit working-class women hardest. In New York City, before abortion was 
legalized, Black women accounted for half of the deaths caused by illegal abortions, while Puerto Rican 
women accounted for 44 percent of those deaths. Today, tighter restrictions on contraception and abortion 
are causing poor women to suffer more unwanted pregnancies and a greater risk to their lives from delayed 
and illegal abortions.

While women lose the right to abortion, middle-class women’s organizations refuse to mount a serious 
defense of abortion rights. On the contrary, feminist author Naomi Wolf calls abortion a form of violence 
against women and a crime against women. She wants pro-choice supporters to join with abortion oppo-
nents to lower the nation’s “shamefully high” abortion rate and has even proposed a ban on abortion after the 
first trimester. This attack on women’s right to abortion is despicable and dangerous. Right-wing forces have 
restricted access to birth control information and technology, including the morning-after pill, so women 
need more access to abortion, not less. The question is not whether abortion is good or bad, but whether 
women have the right to decide for themselves. The real crime against women — the real violence against 
women — is denying them the right to make choices that protect their health and their lives.

The nation’s largest pro-choice organization does not defend abortion as a democratic right, rather, 
“NARAL Pro-Choice America works to reduce the need for abortions.” When a million supporters at-
tended the 2004 march for Women’s Lives in Washington, DC, NARAL organizers did not use the occa-
sion to launch a nation-wide defense of women’s rights. Instead, participants were instructed to get out the 
vote for Democratic presidential candidate, John Kerry. The event also featured Democratic Senator Hillary 
Rodham Clinton as an “honored guest” — a woman who calls abortion a “sad, even tragic choice” that 
shouldn’t “ever have to be exercised, or only in very rare circumstances.”173 Instead of criticizing Clinton, 
NARAL’s former president praised her for “reaching out to anti-choice Americans.” This is no way to fight 
for women’s rights!

Feminism contends that women of all classes have more in common than men and women in the same 
class. This is not true. When push comes to shove, middle- and upper-class women side with the men of 
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their class. In 2006, Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco told reporters that she would sign a near-total ban 
on abortion in her state on the basis that “the Legislature has spoken.”

Liberal women’s organizations view abortion primarily as a legal matter. However, in countries like 
Canada, where there are no legal restrictions on abortion, working-class women still have difficulty obtain-
ing abortions because the medical system does not guarantee the right to any procedure. Being “pro-choice” 
is not good enough. Without access to abortion, women have no choice. As long as people have to pay for 
medical care, those with money will have more choices than those without. We need free abortion on de-
mand, so that all women have the right to choose. This working-class demand is flatly rejected by middle-
class liberals whose loyalty to capitalism is greater than their commitment to women’s rights.

Racism and the Black middle class

Before the civil rights movement, many people assumed that Blacks were less intelligent than Whites 
because so few Black people were middle or upper class. When the civil rights’ movement forced open the 
door to higher education and better jobs, a few Black people moved up the social pyramid. Between 1972 
and 1991, the number of Black professionals increased 470 percent. Between 1964 and 2005, the number of 
Black elected officials rose from fewer than 200 to more than 9,100. Black people became mayors of major 
cities including New York, Chicago, Houston, Detroit, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. A 
few Blacks entered the ruling class: Secretaries of State Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice, Supreme Court 
Justice Clarence Thomas, and a sprinkling of CEOs in top U.S. corporations.

Unfortunately, the growth of the Black middle class and the inclusion of Blacks into the ruling class have 
not benefited the majority of Black people, whose living conditions continue to deteriorate. There are two 
possible explanations. Some argue that the civil rights’ movement did not go far enough and a more vigorous 
struggle is needed. Others blame the victim by arguing that poor Blacks are just too lazy to better themselves. 
many middle-and-upper-class Blacks adopt this second attitude because the system is structured to ensure 
that those who rise in the system adopt the values of the system, including the belief that anyone can make 
it if they try.

Capitalism uses a carrot and stick to divide and rule. Allowing a few people from oppressed groups to rise 
in the social pyramid is the carrot. The war on the poor is the stick. Those who get the carrot are expected to 
support those who use the stick. In this way, middle-class sections of oppressed groups are recruited to keep 
the rest down.

In the 1990’s, Black physician Louis Sullivan, Secretary of Health and Human Services for the first Bush 
administration, helped to launch the “Violence Initiative” that presumed Blacks to be genetically more 
prone to violence. Black mayor Thomas Bradley was in charge of the racist police force that provoked the 
Los Angeles rebellion of 1992. Former Black Panther leader Elaine Brown describes the current situation in 
Atlanta, Georgia.

What Blacks in Atlanta do is act as overseers and serve the interests of the rich whites…They serve 
as police, as jailers, as clerks in the county, state, city and federal offices — all to grease the wheels 
and make sure that no one steps out of line and messes with the money. We have a situation where 
a Black person in the city council is calling for the criminalization of the homeless by saying that 
they’re offensive in their behavior to the good tourists that come through Atlanta. ..You have a 
Black district attorney who started out his career as the first Black district attorney in the state of 
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Georgia by prosecuting mainly young Black men under the new law that allows the state to try chil-
dren as adults…It’s Black people themselves, elected and appointed, who have taken the machinery 
of government and instead of using it to serve the interests of Black and other poor and oppressed 
people, they have used it to serve the interests of the developers, the capitalists, the business owners 
and the big boys in Atlanta.174

Politically powerful Blacks like Clarence Thomas and Condoleezza Rice oppose affirmative action and 
other social measures to counter discrimination; they argue that Black people should elevate themselves 
through hard work and personal responsibility. In 1995, Black millionaire Ward Connerly led a successful 
crusade to ban affirmative action admissions’ policies at the University of California. This measure caused the 
number of Black and Latino students to drop sharply throughout the University system.

On the 50th anniversary of the Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education decision (that ruled seg-
regated schools to be illegal), wealthy Black comedian Bill Cosby slammed poor Blacks for not “keeping 
up their end of the bargain.” Feeding every racist stereotype, Cosby delighted conservative America by 
condemning Black youth and their parents for keeping themselves down. In attacking poor Blacks, Cosby 
joins a chorus of Black professionals including New York Times columnist Bob Herbert, who rails against 
“the mass flight of black men from their family responsibilities, especially the obligation to look after their 
children.”175 Herbert barely pauses to acknowledge systemic racism as he attacks its victims.

Society is unfair and racism is still a rampant evil. But much of the suffering in black America could 
be alleviated by changes in behavior….much of the most devastating damage to black families, and 
especially black children, is self-inflicted…we have entire legions of black youngsters turning their 
backs on school, choosing instead to wallow in a self-imposed ignorance that in the long run is as de-
structive as a bullet to the brain.176

Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. chides, “We can’t talk about the choices people have without 
talking about the choices people make.”177 Herbert calls for a new civil rights movement, not to challenge 
racism but to change the values and behaviors of Black people.

The truth is that a racist War on Drugs has incarcerated Black men in unprecedented numbers, tearing 
apart millions of Black families in the process. The truth is that decades of mass layoffs have eliminated most 
good-paying jobs and devastated Black families. In some places, like New York City and parts of Chicago, 
half of all Black men are unemployed. The truth is that most parents, Black and White, are working so hard 
to make ends meet that they have no time for their kids.

Black students don’t do as well as White students, not because they are lazy, but because America’s school 
system is segregated by class and by race. The wealthiest ten percent of school districts spend almost ten 
times more on their students than the poorest ten percent. Less money for students means larger classes, less 
experienced teachers, crumbling buildings, inadequate libraries, and reduced academic achievement for poor 
youngsters, who are also more likely to be non-White.

Investing more money in students leads to higher academic achievement. A policy to economically in-
tegrate schools in Wake County, North Carolina, showed amazing results for Black and White students. A 
decade before the integration began, only 40 percent of Black students in grades three through eight scored 
at grade level. Ten years later, 80 percent did. Overall, 91 percent of students in grades three through eight 
scored at grade level, up from 79 percent 10 years earlier. The truth is that all youngsters want to learn and 
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will do well when given the chance. Instead of condemning the racism of the system, Black middle-class 
liberals lecture the victims.

malcolm X used the following parable to explain the relationship between the Black middle class and the 
Black working class:

The house Negroes — they lived in the house with master, they dressed pretty good, they ate good be-
cause they ate his food — what he left. They lived in the attic or the basement, but still they lived near 
the master; and they loved the master more than the master loved himself. They would give their life 
to save the master’s house – quicker than the master would. If the master said, “We got a good house 
here,” the house Negro would say, “Yeah, we got a good house here.” Whenever the master said “we,” 
he said “we.” That’s how you can tell a house Negro. If the master’s house caught on fire, the house 
Negro would fight harder to put the blaze out than the master would. If the master got sick, the house 
Negro would say, “What’s the matter, boss, we sick?” We sick! He identified himself with his master, 
more than his master identified with himself. And if you came to the house Negro and said, “Let’s run 
away, let’s escape, let’s separate,” the house Negro would look at you and say, “man, you crazy. What 
you mean, separate? Where is there a better house than this? Where can I wear better clothes than this? 
Where can I eat better food than this?”178

Treachery

There can be no doubt that middle-class reformers are genuinely concerned about social problems. many 
dedicate their lives to making the world a better place and sacrifice much to do so. However, the belief that 
change comes only from the top of society causes liberals to betray their ideals and their followers by de-
manding that we “give the system a chance.” This happened in the spring of 2006, when leaders of the im-
migrants’ rights movement initially opposed a bill that criminalized immigrants only to back another bill 
that was not much different. The same betrayal occurs in the labor movement, where union bureaucrats talk 
tough one day and collapse in response to employer pressure the next day. Anti-war liberals who opposed 
the prospect of war against Iraq did a 180-degree turn when the war began. As one liberal confessed, “I was 
against the invasion of Iraq, but now that we’re there, we need to finish the job.” This is nonsense. The longer 
the U.S. occupies Iraq, the worse things get. We need to get out NOW. The billions being spent on the war 
can be given to the Iraqi people as reparations to rebuild their country.

In any real fight, liberals choose the road of least resistance — the status quo. When mumia Abu-Jamal 
was sentenced to death after an unfair and politically-motivated trial, the National Association of Black 
Journalists refused to support him, even though Abu-Jamal was president of the Philadelphia chapter of the 
organization at the time of his arrest! This cowardly betrayal was attributed to members being “attuned to 
the subtle grunts and imagined nods of their employers in the corporate media.”179

In great social upheavals, sections of the middle class advocate caution and moderation, evolution, 
not revolution. This liberal “voice of reason” betrays the working class by holding back the struggle 
while the capitalist class regroups its forces. During the Russian Revolution, when the ruling class was 
thoroughly discredited, the middle class did all it could to prevent workers, farmers, and soldiers from 
forming their own government. In Germany, the middle class supported the Nazi Party’s efforts to rescue 
capitalism from the threat of workers’ revolution. Once the Nazis took power, professional associations of 
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engineers, lawyers, doctors, psychiatrists, scientists, and other professionals rushed to pledge their support. 
Jeff Schmidt concludes,

Generally speaking, the greater the power, whether corporate or state or even oppositional, the more 
eager professionals are to subordinate themselves to it. The power’s morality or immorality has only a 
secondary effect on the professional’s eagerness to serve, because good subordinates don’t make moral 
judgements about their superiors.180

Countering middle-class politics

The middle class is not a uniform class with uniform ideas. Sections of the middle class can be convinced 
to fight capitalism, and most of the people in the grey zone between the middle and working classes can also 
be convinced. Socialists developed the tactic of the “united front” to help people with different ideas work 
together on matters of common concern.

Too often, people let their disagreements about society hold back their efforts to change it. Human be-
ings prefer to cooperate; conflict makes us anxious so when political disagreements arise, we tend to make 
one of two mistakes:

The first mistake is to be sectarian — to refuse to associate with people you don’t agree with. Hanging out 
with like-minded people is comfortable; however, organizations that avoid conflict by shutting out dissenters 
cannot grow beyond a small circle of friends.

The second mistake is to minimize disagreements (“we all want the same thing”). Unfortunately, unity 
that is built by papering over real disagreements always breaks down under stress. Those who are loyal to 
capitalism and those who oppose it will forever be in conflict. When people can’t agree on the fundamentals, 
their organizations become paralyzed or split.

Conflict is distressing. Suppressing dissent is undemocratic. Pretending we have no differences is unre-
alistic. So how can we proceed? The first thing to determine is whether the disagreement is fundamental 
or not. That can be determined by deciding if a person has more to gain by preserving capitalism or by 
replacing it. Those who have more to gain by preserving capitalism will never be convinced to oppose it. In 
contrast, all workers and the more oppressed sections of the middle class would be better off in an egalitar-
ian society. Therefore, despite the contradictory ideas in their heads, most people can be convinced of the 
need for socialism.

The united front allows people to fight together without having to agree on everything and without hav-
ing to be in the same organization. For example, everyone and all organizations who want U.S. troops out of 
the middle East should work together to build an anti-war demonstration. The anti-abortionist who opposes 
the war should be welcomed, despite her views on abortion. Working together against the war provides a 
space to discuss how the right of people to run their own countries is linked with the right of women to con-
trol their own bodies. Similarly, the racist worker must be welcomed on the picket line, where it is possible to 
convince him that his racist views hurt his class interests. The key is to be honest and open about differences 
and work together on specific activities, to acknowledge disagreements without letting them hold back the 
struggle. Over time, such discussions-within-activity help people to clarify and resolve their differences.

movements against oppression contain people from different classes. As the struggle heats up, these move-
ments inevitably split along class lines. The middle and upper classes will limit their demands to what can be 
obtained within capitalism. Such demands do not meet the needs of working-class people whose liberation 
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requires an end to capitalism. These splits are inevitable. Socialists reject pleas for unity that would subordi-
nate the interests of the working class to the interests of the middle and upper classes. A united front is not 
coercive; it is a free association where organizations holding different views can work together. Organizations 
participating in a united front retain their political independence, including the right to break away if that 
becomes necessary.

A workers’ party must represent the interests of the working class without compromise. Because middle-
class views and methods undermine the fight for socialism, people who hold onto such views and methods 
cannot be members of a workers’ party. membership must be restricted to those who are committed to put-
ting the working class in power. A workers’ party cannot be a debating society or a platform for opportunists; 
it must be a party of action. Voting rights must be restricted to those who are actively organizing for social-
ism. Those who do the work must make the decisions or they will be continually outvoted by those who 
assume the right to make decisions for other people to carry out.

Socialists are often accused of having an agenda that undermines the struggle against oppression. On the 
contrary, socialists provide a unique and valuable contribution; they work to accomplish the goals of the 
movement by linking struggles against oppression and grounding them in the power of the working class. 
Socialists raise the slogan “Gay, Straight, Black, White; One Struggle; One Fight.” That one fight is the fight 
to liberate humanity from capitalism and end all oppression. To win that fight, we need to build the broadest 
possible unity within the working class across divisions of sex, race, nationality, sexual orientation, religion, 
and so on. Socialists insist on bringing everything back to class because class is what unites the majority and 
gives us the power to change the world. The next chapter explains how the material base already exists to 
create a classless, socialist society.

Summary

The middle class is full of well-intentioned people who want a better capitalism. Being socialized to man-
age the working class, the middle class rejects the possibility of workers managing society. The middle class 
works to lower expectations and limit demands to what can be achieved within the system. To win their 
rights in the present and their liberation in the future, the working class must organize independently of the 
middle class and its politics of compromise.
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Chapter ��

Claim the Surplus

In our hands there is a power greater than their hoarded gold, 
Greater than the might of armies magnified a thousand fold.

 from the song Solidarity Forever

Artificial scarcity

Like other physicians, I struggle with the problem of too many patients and not enough time. Every day, I tell 
people wanting my help that they must go on a waiting list or that my waiting list has grown too long, and they 
must find help elsewhere. I cannot tell them who to call because every doctor I know has the same problem. 
One man suffering from depression sat on my waiting list for four months. When I finally offered him an ap-
pointment, he told me that he felt better and no longer needed therapy. He killed himself the following week.

Denying people treatment and making people wait for treatment are forms of rationing. Why does ra-
tioning exist? One writer insists, “The demands of society are infinite, but its capacity to meet those demands 
is finite.”181 If this were true, rationing would make sense. In Can We Say No?: The Challenge of Rationing 
Health Care, Henry Aaron and William B. Schwartz argue that rationing is necessary to contain costs, even 
if that means denying medical treatments to sick people. They never consider rationing profits, which are the 
main reason why medical costs are escalating.

What if there were no profit system? What if a worker-run society provided medical treatment on the 
basis of need? Consider the fastest growing medical expense — the cost of pharmaceuticals. A socialist society 
would promote cooperation in scientific research instead of today’s wasteful competition. There would be no 
useless drugs developed, no endless variations of already-existing drugs, and no advertising to drive up drug 
consumption. The most effective medications would be produced and provided to all who need them. With 
the profit motive removed, more resources could be devoted to promoting health and preventing disease.

What if medical care were provided as a human right instead of being bought and sold as a commodity? 
There would be no medical insurance bureaucracies to weed out those who might actually need treatment 
and to restrict what treatments people got. Everyone would get the best care without question.

Doctors in a socialist society would not practice “defensive medicine,” ordering unnecessary tests and 
treatments to reduce the risk of being sued, because there would be little or no suing. Today’s medical law 
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suits are costly because medical care is so expensive. Patients who have been harmed by shoddy treatment 
need lots of money to pay for continuing care and to compensate them for lost income. When medical care 
is free and people’s needs are socially provided, the only suits would be for punitive damages. These would 
be rare for several reasons: Errors would be minimized by medical staff working cooperatively in teams that 
include patients and their primary supports. Of course, accidents will always happen. However, people don’t 
sue because accidents happen; they sue because they feel badly treated. And that would be rare in a system 
that put people first.

The “need” to ration medical care and other necessities arises from the need to preserve the capitalism 
system. By claiming the social surplus as its private property, the capitalist class creates an artificial scarcity 
for everyone else. It seems like too many people are chasing too few goods and services. However, this seem-
ing scarcity is the result of deliberate social policies. In 2006, two days after the House approved $40 billion 
in cuts to health, welfare, and education, the Senate passed a $70 billion dollar tax cut for the rich. Within 
one week of warning that “The retirement of the baby boom generation will put unprecedented strains on 
the federal government,” President Bush called for more money for the military and “nearly $300 billion in 
tax cuts over the next five years, and $1.5 trillion over the next 10 years.” For the people in power to get what 
they want, the rest of us must get less.

There is no real scarcity. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures the annual value of all goods and ser-
vices produced. Between 1950 and 2000, the American population increased 86 percent, from 151 million to 
281 million. During the same period, the U.S. GDP soared 3,239 percent, from $294 billion to $9,817 bil-
lion. In other words, the production of wealth in America grew 38 times faster than the population. most 
of that wealth was confiscated by the capitalist class, creating a huge gap between the super-wealthy few and 
everyone else.

If the total wealth produced by American workers in 2003 had been shared, every U.S. resident would 
have received the equivalent of $38,000 that year. Because that sum would have been paid to everyone re-
gardless of age, a family of four would have received $152,000. This payment would be much larger if it in-
cluded interest on the past wealth produced by workers. And much more could be produced if everyone who 
wanted to work were employed.

Under capitalism, there is no sharing. The top one percent of the U.S. population owns more than one-
third of the nation’s wealth. meanwhile, one in four Americans earns poverty-level wages, and one in six 
children lives in poverty. In the world’s richest nation, 60 percent of workers report having enough savings to 
last just a few months. While some enjoy fabulous wealth, most Americans are just a paycheck or two away 
from being homeless.

Containing demand

With. Without.  
And who’ll deny that’s what the fighting’s all about.

 Us And Them — Pink Floyd

To maintain control over the surplus, the capitalist class must curb the demands of the majority by driv-
ing down their expectations. The myth of scarcity was invented for this purpose. Supporters of capitalism 
insist that the rich didn’t get rich by robbing the poor; there was never enough to go around. They say that 
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scarcity is a law of nature, like gravity; that society could never produce enough to meet everyone’s needs, 
and so there will always be have-lots and have-nots. They reject the idea that social progress should mean ris-
ing living standards for everyone, not just the rich. Using the myth of scarcity, employers cry that they can’t 
afford to raise wages, even as their profits soar. Politicians claim that there is no money for health care, while 
spending billions on war. Economists warn that there are not enough young workers to support those who 
are retiring. meanwhile, the wealth that older workers labored their entire lives to produce sits in the bank 
accounts of the super-rich.

Like real scarcity, artificial scarcity breeds competition and conflict. “Cost-containment-measures” pit the 
needs of medical staff against the needs of patients. Under-funded schools pit the needs of teachers against 
the needs of students. Employers reduce staff to the lowest numbers possible, pitting workers against custom-
ers. The unfairness of being made to wait creates anger that workers direct against each other. People forced 
to wait at the post office gripe about lazy postal workers. When supermarket check-out lines get too long, 
people grumble about slow cashiers. Retail workers complain about rude and abusive customers. As workers 
attack each other, the bosses enrich themselves.

The pretense of scarcity is used to pit needy people against one another. In 2005, the Bush administration 
proposed cutting social programs to reduce a record budget deficit. As the New York Times pointed out,

In effect, mr. Bush’s budget pits veterans against the 660,000 women, infants and children whose 
food assistance is on the chopping block; against the 120,000 preschoolers who would be cut from 
Head Start; against the 370,000 families and disabled and elderly individuals who would lose rental 
assistance; against whole communities that would lose support for clean air and drinking water; and 
so on.182

None of these groups should have to sacrifice a thing. Diverting money from the military and reversing 
tax cuts for the super-rich would provide more than enough for all of them. 

People will compete for jobs, housing, access to higher education, and every other necessity if they be-
lieve that there is not enough to go around and that the prize will be awarded on the basis of hard work and 
personal merit. Understandably, intense resentment results when some people are seen as “not playing by 
the rules” or gaining an unfair advantage. In reality, the system is structured to produce a few winners and 
many more losers. The ruling class deflects the inevitable bitterness away from the system and onto society’s 
scapegoats: the unemployed, Blacks, immigrants, foreigners, people on welfare, single mothers, unions, etc.

Artificial scarcity leads to false choices. A newspaper article warns that money going to fight obesity will 
not be available to fight smoking. A pediatrician insists that it is preferable to fund research into the causes 
of premature births than to “waste money” supplying pregnant women with milk, eggs, and orange juice. 
During the 2005 Canadian national election, the Liberal Party promised to fund more child-care spaces, 
while the Conservative Party countered with promises of a cash payment for each child under age six. It is 
simply assumed that there isn’t enough money to fund anti-obesity programs and anti-smoking programs, 
to support medical research and provide food supplements, to pay for child-care programs and give parents 
more cash.

The experience of scarcity lowers expectations. Instead of wishing you had a better job, you are grateful 
to have a job at all. Instead of voting for someone you want, you vote for someone you don’t want in order 
to keep out someone you want even less. A pervasive sense of scarcity makes having it all seem impossible. 
In fact, there is no real scarcity at all.
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A world of abundance

According to the myth of scarcity, poverty is caused by there being too many people in the world. The 
facts say otherwise. Between 1800 and 2000, the global population increased six times. Over the same period, 
the total amount of wealth produced increased 49 times. Because production is privately owned, most of 
this wealth went to a few at the expense of the many (Seize the Surplus). In 2001, there were 497 billionaires 
with a combined wealth of $1.54 trillion — greater than the total annual income of all the nations of sub-
Saharan Africa ($929 billion) and more than the combined incomes of half of humanity. At the same time, 
more than a billion people live on less than one dollar a day and nine million people die from hunger and 
other preventable causes every year — that’s 24,000 people, or the equivalent of eight World Trade Center 
bombings every day.

Poverty persists because a few privately own what should be socially shared. If the total amount of wealth 
produced in the world in 2005 were divided by the world’s population, every human being on the planet would 
have $9,212 or $36,848 for a family of four. This amount would be many times higher if everyone who wanted 
to work were employed and if workers were better fed. The United Nations estimates that reducing hunger by 
half would produce $120 billion more wealth every year from workers living longer, more productive lives.

Production would also increase if poor nations had access to the same methods of production used in rich 
nations. Currently, 30 percent of the world’s population produces 90 percent of the world’s wealth. If every-
one produced at the higher level, world production would triple, providing every person with a minimum 
of $27,636, and a family of four with more than $110,554 every year.

The only reason deprivation persists is because the world’s wealth is privately owned and not shared. 
However, there is intense pressure to deny this fact and to dismiss the possibility of sharing. When justice for 
all is taken off the agenda, people will settle for some justice, for some people, some of the time.

One at a time?

A man walks to the beach and discovers thousands of starfish stranded on the shore. He picks up one 
and tosses it back into the water. He picks up another and throws that one in, and then another. A 
woman sees what he is doing and asks, “What does it matter if you save a few starfish? Thousands will 
still die.” The man picks up another starfish, and as he casts it back into the ocean he replies, “It mat-
ters to this one.”

Like the story of the medical worker who rescues drowning people, the parable of the starfish describes 
the role of the “clean-up crew” for capitalism — crisis workers, medical workers, psychologists, social work-
ers, and charities. They don’t have the power to change the system, and they don’t have enough resources to 
help everyone in need. Like the man saving starfish, they console themselves with saving a few. And, if that 
were all that could be done, it would be a fine and generous thing. But what if it were possible to do more?

Let’s suppose that the people living by the sea put their heads together and devised a way to prevent the 
starfish from becoming stranded. However, they needed more people to make the method work. Let’s sup-
pose that the woman walking along the beach is wondering how to involve more people in the project. She 
sees the man tossing starfish into the water, one at a time, and she explains how all the starfish could be saved 
if enough people joined in the project. He replies, “That sounds like a great plan. In the meantime, I will save 
this one, and that one, and the one over there….”
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An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Before doctors understood that cholera was a water-
borne infection, they treated people as they got sick. Now that we know that cholera is caused by contami-
nated water, it would be irresponsible to treat sick people and fail to treat the water supply. Yet, that is what 
the clean-up crew for capitalism does — they help the needy while feeling helpless to change the social system 
that generates so much neediness.

When Rosa Luxemburg posed the question — reform or revolution? — she was not dismissing the value 
of helping people; she was arguing that how we fight for reforms depends on whether our goal is to replace 
capitalism or to improve it. To replace capitalism, the oppressed must organize on their own behalf and link 
their struggles together in a united front. Reforms won this way do not end the struggle; they make it stron-
ger. In contrast, the middle-and-upper classes want to make capitalism more humane through individual 
sacrifice, by winning influence in high places, and by convincing people to give money to help this one, and 
that one, and the one over there….

Robin Hood charity

The amount of pain and suffering in the world is intolerable, and people want to do something about it. 
One physician launched a fund-raising campaign for life-saving projects in Africa under the slogan, “Africa’s 
Dying Can’t Wait.” We need to question why Africans have been made to wait; who benefits from their wait-
ing; and what can be done about a system that makes people wait, not only in Africa but here at home. If 
all we do is raise money to reduce waiting-times for some people, capitalism will keep making the rest wait.

Significant social change has never happened without mass mobilization. However, charities fondly quote 
margaret mead who wrote, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change 
the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” It’s good to encourage people to do what they can. 
However, charities thrive by promoting the myth that the good will and good deeds of a few individuals are 
all that is needed.

Charities are modeled after Robin Hood, who took from the rich and gave to the poor. Robin Hood was 
an outlaw, not a revolutionary; he did not consider ordinary people to be capable of fighting for themselves, 
and he never organized them to do so. He was loyal to the “rightful king” who was expected to right all 
wrongs on his return. Charitable organizations, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs), func-
tion like modern-day Robin Hoods — working to redistribute some of the surplus from the rich to the poor, 
while they dream of benevolent leaders who will set things right.

Charities work within the boundaries of the system and pose no threat to it. To make sure that they don’t, 
the federal tax code prohibits charitable organizations from being politically active. When a rector delivered 
an anti-war sermon during the 2004 election, the Internal Revenue Service warned that his church could lose 
its tax-exempt status. No pro-war church was similarly warned.

Charity can be big business. According to its web site, America’s Second Harvest (ASH) is the “largest 
charitable hunger-relief organization” in the United States, supporting

…approximately 35,000 programs operating 50,000 feeding agencies nationwide, including food pan-
tries, soup kitchens, women’s shelters, and Kids Cafes. These local organizations provide emergency 
food assistance to 23 million hungry Americans, including more than nine million children and nearly 
three million seniors each year.183
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ASH fights hunger by “Feeding America’s Hungry, One meal at a Time.” ASH does not question why so 
many people go hungry in the world’s richest nation, nor is it alarmed that the number of hungry Americans 
keeps growing. On the contrary, ASH celebrated the fact that it distributed 1,000 times more food in its 25th 
year than it did in its founding year. ASH is also proud of the support it receives from Congress, the Food 
marketing Institute, and the Grocery manufacturers of America — who all profit from high food prices. 
Robin Hood would turn over in his grave. The powerful get rich by taking bread from people’s mouths. 
Charities perpetuate the problems they claim to solve when they partner with those who caused the prob-
lems in the first place.

Charity is good public relations. In 1998, when microsoft was charged with unfair and illegal practices, 
Bill Gates was painted as a ruthless monopolist. The Bill & melinda Gates Foundation was launched a year 
later. Four years after that, Gates was praised for being a generous philanthropist committed to the better-
ment of humanity. In 2003, the world’s richest man met with a group of prostitutes in Botswana to promote 
safe sex as a way to combat AIDS. The media praised Gates for his compassion, but never questioned why his 
fortune is four times larger than the entire GDP of Botswana, and why some women are so poor that they 
must prostitute themselves to survive. In a world where a few become wealthy by taking from everyone else, 
Gates’ fortune and Botswana’s poverty are related. The more we praise the super-rich for dispensing crumbs 
of charity, the less we notice that they have stolen the bakery.

Capitalism deprives people faster and in greater numbers than charities will ever be able to counter. As 
a result, charities must decide where to put their limited resources. The result is a rationing process that es-
sentially discriminates between the deserving and the undeserving poor. Holding the poor accountable for 
their poverty in this way allows the system that creates their poverty to go unchallenged.

Charity cannot solve the problems created by capitalism. The more social support charities provide, the 
more resources the State can divert to the capitalist class. Ordinary people are bamboozled into paying three 
times: producing surplus that is taken by the capitalists instead of being given to the needy; paying taxes 
that subsidize the capitalist class instead of funding social services; and donating money to charity to provide 
needed services.

The end of poverty?

A part of the capitalist class wants to redress social grievances in order to secure the continued ex-
istence of capitalist society.

 Karl Marx & Frederick Engels

Jeffrey Sachs is an economic advisor to the United Nations and a passionate promoter of the UN 
millennium Goals. His campaign against poverty has become popular, partly because of his associa-
tion with U2 rock star Bono, who wrote a glowing forward to Sachs’ book, The End of Poverty: Economic 
Possibilities for Our Time. Sachs’ main argument is that too much poverty threatens the security of the 
rich nations, causing wars and insurrections that cost far more than it would cost to reduce poverty. This 
argument is an old one — give the poor a little more so they won’t rise up and take it all. Despite the title 
of his book, Sachs does not want to end poverty. As he says,
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The goal is to end extreme poverty, not to end all poverty, and still less to equalize world incomes or to 
close the gap between the rich and the poor. This may eventually happen, but if so, the poor will have 
to get rich on their own effort.184

Sachs calls for charity, not justice. He thinks the rich should help the poor out of “enlightened self-
interest,” not because the rich owe compensation to the poor for getting rich at their expense. The word 
“reparations” never appears in this book. Sachs explicitly denies that the capitalist class is responsible for 
creating poverty.

Africa’s problems, I have noted repeatedly, are not caused by exploitation by global investors but rather 
by its economic isolation, its status as a continent largely bypassed by the forces of globalization.185

Sachs does not deny that Africa has been devastated by three centuries of slavery, a century of colonial 
rule, post-colonial exploitation, and crushing debt. Nevertheless, he believes that these burdens do not ex-
plain Africa’s “long-term developmental crisis.” He argues that the economic Grand Canyon between Africa 
and the United States is the result of different growth rates — Africa is poor because its economy has grown 
slowly, while the U.S. is rich because its economy has grown quickly. He admits that having more wealth 
to start with contributes to faster growth, but he never links America’s more rapid growth with the massive 
wealth it accumulated from the labor of African slaves! His racist conclusion is that Africa has been “poor 
since time immemorial.”

Africa’s massive debt burden has been called a modern form of slavery. Nigeria has paid over $16 billion 
on its original $5 billion loan, and it still owes $32 billion on that same debt. Kenya pays six times more to 
service its debt than it receives in foreign aid. The prevalence of HIV/AIDS is linked directly with inequality, 
poverty, and debt. Sub-Saharan Africa pays $15 billion a year in debt service — four times more than it spends 
on health care. Just two days’ of debt payments flowing from poor nations to the IMF and World Bank would 
pay for AIDS treatment for everyone in Africa. Sachs admits these facts, then, incredibly, he concludes, “As of 
today there is no solid explanation for why Africa’s AIDS prevalence is at least an order of magnitude higher 
than anywhere else in the world.”

Sachs is equally baffled by the soaring income gap in America, claiming “The reason for this dramatic shift 
toward the rich is not really known.” This refusal to acknowledge that the rich get rich by exploiting the poor 
is political. As long as Sachs denies the link between power and powerlessness, he can deny any fundamental 
problem with capitalism. In his mind, “Technology has been the main force behind the long-term increases 
in income in the rich world, not exploitation of the poor.” Sachs advises more multi-national corporations 
to invest in poor nations, reassuring them that such investment would be profitable. As he puts it,

Ending poverty is a grand moral task, and a geopolitical imperative, but at the core, it is a relatively 
straightforward investment proposition.186

Sachs advocates industrial free-trade zones run on low-cost labor, in the belief that “sweatshops are the 
first rung on the ladder out of extreme poverty.” New York Times’ columnist, Nicholas D. Kristof agrees. 
He insists that, “Anyone who cares about fighting poverty should campaign in favor of sweatshops.”187 
Both Sachs and Kristoff believe that working under horrific conditions is better than dying from starva-
tion, as if that were the only choice. The working class has already created more than enough wealth for the 
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capitalist class and should not have to produce for it a minute longer. The real alternative to poverty and 
starvation is not sweatshop labor but socialist revolution to remove from private hands what should be 
socially shared — the surplus and the means of producing it. Capitalist reformers like Sachs and Kristoff 
want the impossible — to improve workers’ conditions without sacrificing capitalist control of production, 
without compromising profits, and without social revolution.

Sachs accuses the anti-globalization movement of being “too pessimistic about the possibilities of capital-
ism with a human face.” He offers nine steps to “heal the world” including “Redeem the Role of the United 
States” as a “leader and inspiration in democratic ideals” and “Rescue the ImF and the World Bank” by 
restoring their roles as “champions of economic justice and enlightened globalization.” Achieving socialism 
would be easier!

Sachs’ devotion to capitalism makes his message a dangerous one. He wants to join rich and poor in “a 
common bond of humanity, security, and shared purpose across cultures and regions.” However, real unity 
requires equal rights, which are impossible in a class-divided society. Sachs wants the kind of unity that 
maintains the power of the capitalist class and perpetuates the poverty of the working class.

Changing the rules changes the game

If our leaders were as generous in helping people as they are in killing them, no one would ever 
go hungry.

 George Monbiot

People like Jeffrey Sachs insist that capitalism could work, “If governments would do their job in setting 
up the right rules.” Economic reformers want to change the rules but not the game. They have no problem 
with capitalists seizing the surplus; they just don’t want them taking so much. They have no problem with 
capitalist competition; they just don’t want so many poor people dying. It seems so reasonable. The World 
Bank estimates that $124 billion, little more than $100 per poor person per year, could end extreme poverty 
by increasing food yields, providing basic health care and education, providing clean water and sanitation 
systems, and establishing basic energy, transportation, and communication systems. The amount needed 
would be less than 0.7 percent of the GDP of the 22 rich “donor” nations.

Washington pledges foreign aid with such fanfare that most Americans think the United States spends 
more than 20 percent of its budget to help poor countries. However, politicians are more interested in 
promoting a benevolent image than in handing over any real money. In 2002, President Bush created the 
millennium Challenge Account to dispense $10 billion to impoverished African nations over three years. By 
2005, not a single dime had been paid out. Even the New York Times condemned the U.S. as “stingy,” not-
ing that “Victims of the earthquake in Bam, Iran, a year ago are still living in tents because aid, including 
ours, has not materialized in the amounts pledged.” Ordinary Americans don’t know that the U.S. never 
gives enough to make a real difference. So, when poverty persists, people fall victim to lies that blame pov-
erty on the poor. In fact, the capitalist class has no interest in eradicating the poverty on which its wealth 
is built.

In 1992, the United States agreed to pledge 0.7 percent of its GDP ($84 billion) in direct financial aid to 
poor countries every year. This promise has never been kept. Between 2001 and 2003, the U.S. donated just 
$15 billion a year to foreign aid, barely more than 0.1 percent of its GDP. The Department of Defense got 
more than 30 times that amount.
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What the U.S. provides in foreign aid is not designed to alleviate poverty but to promote U.S. interests. 
The 2003 United States Leadership Against HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria Act links international 
medical assistance with the acceptance of U.S. agricultural products that contain genetically modified organ-
isms (GmOs). Foreign aid also takes the form of subsidies that help U.S. corporations relocate or expand 
into countries with a lower-waged workforce and fewer environmental restrictions. Foreign aid includes 
military support for friendly States that, in turn, ensure a compliant workforce.

Those who give can also take away. Withholding foreign aid is a potent weapon to enforce U.S. policies. 
On his first official day in office, President George W. Bush re-imposed the “Global Gag Rule” that restricts 
foreign non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that receive American aid from using their own, non-U.S., 
funds to provide legal abortion services, lobby their own governments for abortion law reform, or even pro-
vide medical counseling or referrals that mention abortion. When the people of Palestine elected the Hamas 
Party into government, the U.S. and its allies stopped humanitarian aid to Palestine and refused to resume it 
until Hamas renounced its opposition to Israel. In contrast, the billions of dollars flowing from the U.S. to 
Israel every year in foreign aid were not threatened when Israel bombed and invaded Lebanon in 2006. As 
long as Israel carries out U.S. policies, the U.S. will continue to fund Israel.

When you consider how capitalism actually functions (Seize the Surplus and Compete or Die), the ex-
pectations of reformers like Sachs are completely unrealistic. He argues,

The $450 billion that the U.S. will spend this year on the military will never buy peace if it continues 
to spend only one-thirtieth of that, just $15 billion, to address the plight of the poorest of the poor, 
whose societies are destabilized by extreme poverty and thereby become havens of unrest, violence and 
even global terrorism.188

This would be a reasonable argument in a sane world. However, capitalism is a form of social insanity. 
The capitalist class is not investing billions of dollars in the military to secure peace. The war on terror, like 
the war on the poor, is the capitalists’ response to inequality and injustice. They seize the surplus; they do not 
share it. They crush their victims; they do not rescue them.

In their passion to put a human face on an inhuman system, reformers are like the hopeful spouses of 
alcoholics, believing the promises made to them, being disappointed, hoping again, having those hopes 
dashed, trying again, being encouraged by little signs, and so on. The people in power provide enough inter-
mittent reinforcement to keep the hope of change alive. Like gamblers at a casino, reformers are convinced 
the payoff will come. But the game is stacked and the house always wins

The rules of capitalism are fixed, not flexible. Capitalism cannot change the rules on which it is based and 
still be capitalism. No matter how much you want to play baseball, if you play by the rules of hockey you are 
playing hockey, not baseball. Different social rules create different social arrangements.

Chapter 5 explained how simple rules can create complex social patterns. A flock of birds will undulate 
through the air as a single entity based on two simple rules: follow your neighbor and stay the same distance 
apart. Convincing a few birds to follow a different flight plan will not redirect the flock as long as the basic 
rules stay the same. Reformists want to change the social patterns created by the rules of capitalism without 
changing the rules themselves. They want to eliminate poverty without eliminating private ownership of 
production. They want peace without eliminating the competition for profit that leads, inevitably, to war.

The key to fighting oppression is solidarity, not charity. Nothing changes when we only provide what the 
system fails to provide. When the ruling class fails to meet people’s needs, we must hold them accountable, 
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organizing in every town hall, school, and workplace in the nation. The movement for immigrants’ rights has 
shown the importance of demonstrations and strikes to demand justice. There is no scarcity. There is more 
than enough for us all. If the capitalist system cannot meet human needs, then we need to create a system 
that can.

Production for need

The only way to eliminate poverty is to revolutionize the system of production. Under capitalism, the 
goal of production is profit. Nothing is produced unless it is profitable, and nothing can be obtained un-
less it is paid for. Human need is irrelevant. In advance of Hurricane Katrina, 80 percent of nursing homes 
chose not to move their residents to safety because they would not have been reimbursed for the cost of 
evacuating if the storm did not materialize. Only a society that produces for need can prevent such prob-
lems. A worker-run society would have the following characteristics:

•  Production for need not for profit.

•  No exploitation. Free association of the producers. Full employment.

•  No oppression. Equal rights.

•  Protection of the environment.

•  No national borders. Global cooperation. No war.

A socialist society would direct production to solve social problems and respond to human needs and 
desires. Let’s look at how the problem of malaria might be handled in a worker-run society.

Under capitalism, 90 percent of the $106 billion spent annually on medical research goes to diseases af-
fecting just 10 percent of the population. Socialism would make it a priority to tackle all diseases, starting 
with those that afflict the most people. more than 40 percent of the world’s population lives in areas where 
malaria is epidemic, and more than a million people die of malaria every year, mostly in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Ninety percent of those killed by malaria are children under age five. Effective treatments exist, but the cost 
(40 cents per child and $1.50 per adult) is more than most Africans can afford. The first step to eradicat-
ing malaria would be to produce anti-malarial medicines for all who need them. Subsequent steps would 
concentrate on prevention. The mosquito that transmits malaria bites primarily at night, and insecticide-
treated bed nets have proven effective in preventing the spread of the disease. However, eradicating malaria 
requires more than the production and distribution of medicines and bed nets.

At the beginning of the 20th century, malaria was common in the United States, especially in the 
Southeast. By 1949, America was declared to be malaria-free. This feat was accomplished through a State-
funded campaign that included digging ditches to drain water where mosquitoes bred and spraying in-
secticides. By the end of 1949, over 4,650,000 houses had been sprayed. Rising living standards after the 
war also played a role.

A socialist campaign to eradicate malaria would be different. Insecticides would not be selected on the 
basis of cost, but for maximum effect against the mosquito and minimal harm to people and mosquito-eat-
ing predators. Alternatives to insecticides would be developed, including strengthening the mosquito’s own 
resistance to the malaria parasite. To raise human resistance against malaria and other diseases, people would 
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be provided with plentiful amounts of nutritious food, initially imported until it could be locally produced. 
Depleted soil could be enriched with compost, and irrigation systems could be built. Greenhouse technology 
would make it possible to produce a variety of foods in any climate. Clean water delivery systems could be 
constructed, along with indoor plumbing and sanitary waste disposal. Hospitals, clinics, and schools could 
be built, stocked and staffed. The best materials would be used and the highest standards applied. most im-
portantly, control over the process would be in the hands of those most affected. Are you wondering how these 
projects would be financed?

Claim the surplus

Once the workers’ revolution has spread throughout the world and the capitalist class is no longer a 
threat, people can turn their full attention to constructing a socialist society. Tons of stockpiled food and 
other goods could be distributed. If it is necessary to pay people to produce goods and provide services, 
there would be no problem finding the money. Seventy-four U.S. banks have assets of over $10 billion each. 
The top ten have combined assets of more than two trillion dollars. Two-and-a-half trillion dollars in Third 
World debt would be cancelled. The one trillion dollars that the world spends every year on war would be 
available, along with the billions spent on spy agencies like the CIA, and all corporate profits. Workers for-
merly employed in these industries could be re-employed in more socially useful ways.

money does not solve social problems, people do. money is a symbol for human labor. Think about it. 
Our world is shaped by human labor: this book you are reading; the room you are in; the furnishings around 
you; the clothing you wear; and the food that sustains you. The roads you travel, the bicycle, car, bus, or 
train you travel in, the planes overhead and the buildings you pass have all been created by human hands. 
At work, at home, and at school, the tools and machines that you use were all produced by human beings. 
Capital also embodies labor-time. Capital is the surplus that the capitalist class confiscates from the working 
class and uses to produce more surplus (profit). Capital can include buildings, machinery, natural resources, 
science, technology, money, and commodities. This wealth was produced by the working class and rightfully 
belongs to all; the working class is completely justified in confiscating it.

Capitalism is based on private property — the private ownership of the means of production. Private 
property can also take the form of public property that is owned by the State and remains outside the con-
trol of ordinary people. A socialist revolution would end class divisions by transforming private and public 
property into common property. When anything is owned in common, it is no longer owned at all. People 
would not forfeit ownership over personal-use items; however, no one can be allowed to own the means of 
production and thereby gain the power to exploit other people’s labor. Holding social resources in common is 
the only way to prevent some people from acquiring power over others.

The first task of a socialist society would be to eliminate hunger, disease, and deprivation. The rule of 
“Share” would mandate that no one gets two of anything until everyone has one (or the choice of having 
one). Both the need for goods and services and their availability could be posted on the internet for all to 
see. Entire cities already provide wireless internet access, so it should be possible to provide the same service 
across the globe. Someone has already designed a wind-up laptop computer that requires no electricity and 
sells for $100. Such devices could be mass produced to connect people in remote areas to the internet. With 
everyone linked in a world-wide web, production can be coordinated to meet human needs with a minimum 
of waste.
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At some point, the production of goods and services will exceed what people need. This will happen in 
different parts of the economy at different times. There will begin to be a surplus of food, housing, edu-
cational opportunities, medical care, tools, machinery, and so on. Capitalism suffers from regular crises of 
overproduction, called recessions, where more is produced than the market can absorb. This is not true over-
production, because many people still need and want those goods and services — they just can’t afford them. 
Capitalist overproduction results in economic stagnation, bankruptcies, and mass unemployment.

Under socialism, overproduction will be cause for celebration. As long as desired goods and services are 
scarce, they will be bought and sold — legally or illegally. Once a surplus is achieved, goods and services can 
be distributed freely. As overproduction extends throughout society, the money economy can be replaced 
with a simple system of exchange, where everyone contributes to society, and everyone takes what they want. 
The result will be a freedom that is inconceivable today.

As basic needs are met, more people will be able to participate in shaping their lives and society. People 
can decide how much time they spend producing what they want and how much time they devote to other 
activities. Those who want more material goods can produce more. Those who want more time to play, ex-
plore, and discover can choose to make do with less. At different times and in different places, people will 
make the decisions that suit their needs and desires. People could choose the kind of life they want, based 
on what matters most to them.

You might be wondering who would do the tough, dirty, uncomfortable jobs. If the military can develop 
robot soldiers that kill, it should be possible to design robots to collect toxic waste and clean sewage systems. 
Necessity is the mother of invention. When the producers are in control, they will find creative ways to re-
duce shit-work to a minimum. However, cleaning up shit is a necessary part of life, as anyone with children 
or pets understands; everyone must do some of it.

What if people are greedy and take too much? Some people need more and others want more, but hoard-
ing makes no sense in conditions of plenty. Consider smorgasbord or buffet-style restaurants where there are 
piles of food and no limit on what you can eat. At first, people get excited and take too much, producing 
stomach aches and wasted food. After a few visits, they get used to the idea of abundance and adjust what 
they take based on what they can comfortably consume. Hoarding makes sense when there are limited sup-
plies of desirable goods. When there is plenty to go around, hoarding provides no benefit.

Reestablishing the rule of reciprocity will transform human beings in ways that we cannot imagine. 
The life-long deprivation that kills dreams and corrupts relationships will be unknown to our descendants. 
Cooperative management of society will completely change how people feel about themselves, how they re-
late to each other, and how they perceive and relate to the environment. The following sections look at what 
this will mean.

The end of exploitation

IT’S EVERYWHERE: road rage, airplane rage, mail rage. And news reports abound with accounts of 
angry, stressed-out workers with hair-trigger tempers who erupt in fits of office rage. Yelling. Punching 
computers. Fist-fighting. And worse.189

The goals of capitalism conflict with the goals of human beings. Capitalism aims to produce profit. 
Human beings hunger for creative work that is challenging, fun, and appreciated by others. The capitalist 
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class makes a deal with the working class: give up what you want and give us what we want instead. In ex-
change, we will give you wages to purchase what you want. In the 19th century, this arrangement was im-
posed on workers who were forced into factories by the threat of starvation. Subsequent generations found 
themselves bound by a social contract they never signed. That contract is inherently unfair. No matter how 
high wages go, they can neither buy the deep satisfaction that results from meaningful work nor compensate 
for the lack of it. The result is mass resentment and anger. This anger contributes to interpersonal aggression 
at work and at home and a host of medical problems including anxiety, depression, digestive difficulties, im-
mune system disorders, and cardiovascular disease.

Under capitalism, those who make the decisions don’t do the work, and those who do the work don’t 
make the decisions. In surrendering their labor to the capitalist class, creative, intelligent human beings are 
reduced to cogs in a machine. When people control their own labor, they infuse it with creativity, joy, and 
comradery. When people choose what they produce and how they produce it, they become complete hu-
man beings, fully engaged in the creative process. By taking control of production, the working class will 
end alienated labor and the dissociated life that it demands.

A socialist society will end the divide between producers and consumers. Consider how most people 
relate today. We get wages in exchange for working a certain number of hours. (We are paid less than the 
value of what we produce so the capitalist can make a profit.) We exchange our wages for goods and services 
that are priced according to the labor-time that went into them. The exchange of money makes it seem 
that the primary relationship in society is between producers and consumers. However, if the money part 
of the transaction is removed, what remains is a simple exchange of labor for goods and services, with the 
capitalist skimming profits off the top. If we remove the capitalist, then we have a mutually beneficial rela-
tionship between producers. This is socialism, where people can feel proud of what they produce for others 
and gratitude for what others produce for them.

It seems strange to think about life without money and capitalists, even though humanity has spent 
most of its history in societies without both. I first encountered moneyless exchange as a child, when my 
brother needed regular transfusions of blood products that my family could not afford. my aunt worked for 
the Kodak Corporation and appealed to the factory workers for help. They lined up to donate their blood, 
and my brother survived. No money changed hands. Their blood was exchanged for my brother’s life, and 
my family responded to their generosity with immense gratitude.

Under capitalism, money is a source of stress, conflict, and wasted energy. Consider how much time 
you spend worrying about not having enough money and how many arguments about money you have 
with family and friends. Think of how much time you spend paying bills, filing tax returns, going to bank 
machines, and rummaging for change for the bus, the newspaper, the parking meter. Now multiply that by 
billions of people. Include the time and effort that advertisers devote to parting people from their money. 
Whole industries are devoted to banking and finance, to balancing books and investigating money fraud, 
to preventing theft and protecting private property. These social resources could be used much more pro-
ductively to provide what people need.

Consider what a visit to a food store might be like in a moneyless society. (The food store would be 
the place where food is stored.) As you enter, you are greeted by people you know, because you also work 
there. Let’s say that most of the time you eat in communal restaurants (think mcDonald’s convenience with 
gourmet quality). However, tonight you are planning a private meal. You make your selections and leave. 
There are no line-ups, no cashiers, and no items removed from your basket because you can’t afford them. 
On your way out, you write your name on the list of jobs. You might spend a few hours restocking shelves, 
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working in the nearby greenhouse, or cooking in the community dining room. Either way, the work will 
be relaxed and pleasant.

Being forced to produce and collect money for everything sours relationships. Consider the bus driver in 
a socialist society. She drives around picking up people and dropping them off. No one is turned away be-
cause they can’t pay. No one feels entitled to be rude because they did pay. No one is stressed about making 
ends meet. many people take turns driving the bus, and all appreciate the service.

As the goal of production shifts from making profits to solving problems, the barriers between differ-
ent areas of expertise will break down. Different perspectives and different skills can be pooled to solve 
problems that seemed unsolvable before. Freely-shared information will eliminate the duplication of ef-
fort that currently wastes so much time and materials. Research can tackle problems with no concern to 
produce a profitable outcome. There will be no benefit from faking research results or from covering up 
mistakes and failures.

Liberating science and technology from capitalist control will unleash a flood of creative energy and pro-
duce an explosion of discovery and invention. If someone has a good idea, the first response would not be 
“Is it profitable?” but “How could we do it?” The “cost” of any project would be measured by people’s will-
ingness to devote the necessary time and materials. Different solutions could be implemented in different 
places. my 11-year-old granddaughter suggested that instead of cutting the grass, we should get a goat to crop 
the lawn and fertilize it at the same time. Under socialism, she could raise her suggestion at a community 
meeting. Those who like the idea could collaborate on where to obtain goats, how to keep them healthy, and 
how to prevent them from wandering. Those who didn’t like that idea could do something else, like share a 
neighborhood lawn mower, or get rid of their lawns altogether. Unlike today, people wouldn’t be pressured 
to do the same things in the same way. Socialism would encourage flexibility and individual creativity. 

When production is commonly controlled, life will never be boring. Everyone will participate in plan-
ning what needs to be done and in carrying out the plans. Everyone will do a variety of jobs and activities so 
that mind and body will be fully exercised. The mental and physical disorders of today that result from doing 
the same thing repeatedly over many hours (or having nothing to do) will no longer exist. The pace of life 
will slow down and accommodate to human rhythms. Better nutrition, fulfilling work, and real social secu-
rity will contribute to more people experiencing good health. This may sound too good to be true because, 
under capitalism, abundance of anything other than profit is considered to be a problem, not a success.

Redundancy

The word “redundant” comes from the Latin verb redundare, meaning “to overflow.” The word redun-
dant is frequently used in the negative, to indicate what is superfluous, not useful, not needed. With the 
exception of profits, abundance is a problem for capitalism. A trade surplus creates international friction. An 
abundance of products lowers prices. An abundance of workers lowers wages. An abundance of medicine 
also presents a problem. most drugs are easily mass produced. The pharmaceutical industry estimates that it 
loses seven billion dollars every year from unauthorized replications of its products. The drug industry is not 
pleased that more people are getting their medicines; they want to protect drug patents that keep medicine 
out of the hands of people who cannot pay inflated prices.

To push up profits, employers reduce the number of employees to the minimum. In order to extract 
the most surplus from the fewest workers, the rest must be made “redundant.” These “excess” workers are 
the unemployed, and there are a growing number of them. In 2006, a new Wal-mart in Chicago received 
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25,000 job applications for 325 positions, most of which were part-time and low-paid. Far more people 
want to work than capitalism can profitably employ. The need is there. Poor nations are desperate for tools 
and machinery. Classrooms are overcrowded, hospitals are understaffed, and there are not enough childcare 
centers. At the same time, unemployment offices overflow with people eager to work. There is an abun-
dance of need for goods and services, and an abundance of people wanting to provide them, yet capitalism 
cannot put the two together.

A socialist society would provide full employment. Everyone can contribute something of value, from 
the smallest child who can shuck peas to the oldest person who can tell stories. Under capitalism, people 
are prevented from contributing to society. This is a huge loss to society as well as to the individual. The 
more people contribute, the better life can be. As the proverb says, “many hands make light work.” Full 
employment will reduce the amount of time needed to do socially necessary work, providing more leisure 
time for everyone.

In redundant systems, components are duplicated so that if one fails, the entire system does not crash. 
This principle is essential in electronics and communications. In contrast, capitalism seeks to eliminate re-
dundancy altogether. Efficiency experts reduce staffing levels to the absolute minimum so that no one is ever 
idle (not producing profit). The result is more stress, more mistakes, more accidents, and reduced quality of 
work. Hospitals forced to function at full capacity under normal conditions cannot handle emergencies.

A socialist society would aim for lots of redundancy. Systems with built-in redundancy are more flexible 
and resilient. Eliminating the profit motive will slow the pace of work. With time pressure removed, work 
can be done more safely and enjoyably. People will have time to think about what they are doing and to con-
sult with others to solve problems more effectively. Hospitals in a socialist society would be deliberately over-
staffed, with people working minimal hours under normal conditions and more intensely as needed. When 
people aren’t needed to work at the hospital, they would be free to do other things on and off the premises. 
Patients, medical workers, and society would all benefit.

The end of lies, bureaucracy, corruption, and crime

Capitalism is based on lies because it cannot be admitted that profits come before people. Advertisers lie 
all the time to sell products. Businesses lie when they assure us that customer satisfaction is their primary 
concern. This is nonsense — profits come first. Children are introduced to a life of lies by way of Santa Claus 
and the Easter Bunny. Kids are encouraged to believe that these fictitious characters are real, when they are 
actually marketing tools for retailers. Youngsters learn that adults lie and that protesting these lies is consid-
ered antisocial and anti-fun. At school we lie about what’s going on at home. At work, we lie to protect our 
jobs and our co-workers. We lie to our parents, our lovers, and our kids. We lie to ourselves. We are so im-
mersed in lies that we don’t know what is true. A society run by the producers for the producers would make 
lying unnecessary and counterproductive.

Capitalism creates bureaucracy. When people must line up for what is scarce, bureaucrats are needed to 
maintain order in the line. Bureaucracies devote a tremendous amount of time, effort, and money to ration-
ing goods and services. In the United States, every applicant for medical insurance and every patient needing 
treatment is scrutinized to make sure no one gets anything to which they are not “entitled.” The immense 
resources that capitalism devotes to depriving people could be used to provide what people need instead. 
Where there is abundance there is no need for rationing and no need for bureaucracy.
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Competition corrupts, and the competition for profit is especially corrupting (Compete or Die). The 
greater the prospect of profit, the greater the corruption. The drug trade, the arms trade, the slave trade, 
and the extraction of “debt” payments from starving nations are proof of this. As Bob Dylan pointed out 
in Highway 61 Revisited, a businessman will sell tickets to the end of the world if he could make a profit by 
doing so.

When some have power over others, corruption is inevitable, and no amount of rules and regulations can 
eliminate it. According to the FBI, corrupt behavior by public officials is deeply rooted and widespread. A 
writer for the New York Times discovered that “In 2004 and 2005, more than 1,060 government employees 
were convicted of corrupt activities, including 177 federal officials, 158 state officials, 360 local officials and 
365 police officers.”190 The FBI’s web site concludes that greed is “the principal motivating factor in public 
corruption.” When power is shared, there is no room for corruption. There is no advantage in taking advan-
tage when people have what they need.

Competition also corrupts ordinary people who must contend for jobs, access to higher education, hous-
ing, childcare, and other necessities that are kept artificially scarce. Cheating, lying, and stealing are inevi-
table when people think that is the only way to get what they need. The bitterness that flows from losing out 
poisons peoples’ lives and relationships.

A worker-run society will eliminate corporate crime by eliminating private ownership of production and 
the competition for profit. Common crime will disappear along with inequality and deprivation. In 1902, 
Clarence Darrow wrote,

If every man and woman and child in the world had a chance to make a decent, fair, honest living, 
there would be no jails, and no lawyers and no courts. There might be some persons here and there 
with some peculiar formation of their brain, like Rockefeller, who would do these [anti-social] things 
simply to be doing them; but they would be very, very few, and those should be sent to hospital and 
treated, and not sent to jail; and they would entirely disappear in the second generation, or at least in 
the third generation.191

By freeing the forces of production, socialism will free human beings to do right by each other. A socialist 
society will dismantle the capitalist penal system and integrate prisoners into society, providing them with 
education, employment, medical treatment, and housing. The few who present a danger to others would be 
placed in protective custody, which would not be punishment. A society based on human dignity would be 
repulsed by unnecessary violence and cruelty. Healthy people avoid behaving in ways that cause them to feel 
guilt and shame; they treat others the way they would want to be treated.

What if some people refuse to cooperate? Peer pressure provides powerful motivation for cooperation. 
When the well-being of each depends on the well-being of all (all for one and one for all), the motivation to 
protect the whole is strong. And when cooperation brings positive results, the desire to cooperate gets even 
stronger. In all cooperative societies, those who refuse to cooperate for no good reason are rightly considered 
to be sick.

Under capitalism, only winners are allowed to feel good about themselves. An abundant and cooperative 
society will make everyone a winner. For the first time in human history, everyone can experience real social 
security, not only in the material sense but also in the emotional sense of belonging from cradle to grave. 
People in pre-class societies prided themselves on being members of tight-knit communities. Capitalism 
equates needy with pathetic. To reduce demands on the system, people are ridiculed and shamed for not 
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being able to manage on their own. Showing that you don’t need others is a badge of honor. Socialism will 
restore honor to giving and receiving. Once again, belonging will be prized and bonds will be cherished.

The end of oppression

Freedom from hunger and poverty (without which all other freedoms mean nothing), freedom from 
war, from endless toil, from exploitation, from racial and sexual oppressions — these are the real free-
doms we fight for. They can be made real only by establishing the positive freedom of the working 
class to run society.

 John Molyneux

In any competition, some people will be disadvantaged. members of oppressed groups have less access to 
good jobs, decent housing, higher education, medical treatment, etc. The result is a measurable hierarchy of 
access. Within four years of a heart attack, 50 percent of Black women will die, 23 percent of White women 
will die, 15 percent of Black men will die, and 13 percent of White men will die. The hierarchy varies with 
what is being measured. The 2003 unemployment rate for Black men and women was more than double the 
rate for White men and women. At the same time, White youth of both sexes (16 to 19 years of age) suffered 
50 percent more unemployment than adult Black men, while Black youth had the highest unemployment 
rate of all (one in three). Regardless of how one measures oppression, people experience it as daily humilia-
tion, poorer health, shorter lives, and broken dreams.

Oppression cannot be eliminated by arguing over who is more oppressed or by fighting over the crumbs 
that fall from the capitalists’ table — White against Black, male against female, adult against youth, citizen 
against immigrant, employed against unemployed. Oppression is rooted in artificial scarcity and will end 
when we claim the surplus for human need. Take the example of women’s oppression.

If the condition of women and children is a measure of social development, capitalism is a barbaric 
system indeed. Every year, more than three million babies are stillborn, and most of these deaths are pre-
ventable. Every year, more than half a million women die in pregnancy or childbirth, and millions more 
are crippled. High infant and maternal death rates are linked with poverty. In the year 2000, the number 
of maternal deaths per 100,000 women was two in Sweden, 17 in the United States, 330 in Asia, and 920 in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. If all women had equal access to social resources, the maternal death rate in every area 
would fall to the lowest achievable rate.

Women will be oppressed as a sex as long as they have primary responsibility for the care of small chil-
dren. Employers pay women lower wages than men on the assumption that women are not permanent mem-
bers of the workforce (which they are), that their primary responsibility is to their families (even though one 
of those responsibilities is to bring home a wage), and that they will take time off work to care for their fami-
lies (because social services are insufficient). When someone must leave work to tend to the young, the old, 
and the sick, it is usually the woman, because her wages are lower. In short, women are unfairly burdened 
with socially necessary work and also penalized for doing that work.

Women are half of the working class, and a socialist revolution could never happen without their active 
participation. One of the first priorities of a worker-run society will be to meet the needs of women and 
children. Full and free access to reproductive technology will ensure that every child is a wanted child. No 
one would be forced to bear a child against her will, and those who want children would be provided with 
everything they need to produce healthy infants. New mothers would be supported to take as much time off 
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work as they wanted. The availability of 24-hour childcare facilities, communal eateries, and drop-off laun-
dries will free women to participate in society as equals with men, liberating both sexes from constricting 
gender roles.

In pre-class societies, everyone helped to raise the next generation. Socialism will revive this ancient tra-
dition. At every workplace, food center, meeting hall — everywhere people go — there would be child-care 
centers staffed by people with a passion for caring for children. No child would ever again be trapped in an 
isolated family unit, vulnerable to neglect and abuse. Every child would have an extended family of many 
caring people.

Under capitalism, child-support laws force hostile parents to interact, trapping children in a psychological 
war zone. Socialism will sever the link between parenting and material support. When society attends to the 
material needs of all children, biological parents can choose how they relate to each other or not to relate at 
all. much unnecessary misery will be ended by this measure.

Economic equality is the foundation for social equality. During World War II, factory work was rede-
signed for women. Under socialism, tasks can be engineered to enable anyone to do them, regardless of 
height, weight, or physical abilities. People with disabilities could be fully integrated into society, producing 
along with everyone else. Full employment would end the practice of selling sex to survive or accepting bad 
treatment in exchange for material support. Romantic and sexual connections would last only as long as they 
were mutually desired. A surplus of housing would provide the freedom to move at will. Full equality for 
women will allow sexuality to be separated from reproduction and end the oppression of gay people. People’s 
sexual preferences will become no more important than their food preferences

Socialism will transform education. In a sharing society, everyone doesn’t need to know everything. 
Instead of forcing all youngsters to learn the same thing, a socialist education system would adapt to the 
needs of each student. Because today’s schools produce a few winners and many losers, authoritarian mea-
sures are needed to control the losers. A learning system that cultivates the interests and abilities of all young-
sters would have no problem holding their attention and winning their cooperation.

Socialism will break down the artificial barriers between school and work. At work, everyone would take 
part in planning, problem-solving, and producing. Youngsters would prepare for this process by working in 
teams to solve real-world problems geared to their interests and abilities. There will be no ranking, no grad-
ing, no high-stakes testing, no gold stars, and no individual failures. When problems are solved cooperatively, 
everyone wins. When problems remain unsolved, they present a continuing challenge. Learning will become 
a life-long process for everyone.

One world

The path of solidarity must be built through daily concrete actions, with a lot of love, tolerance, pa-
tience, and education, and with a good dose of courage. In this way, we will create the world about 
which we workers dream.

 Mexican union leader

The capitalist class has divided the world into competing nation-states. However, these boundaries are 
completely arbitrary. When astronauts look down on the Earth, they see no national boundaries. Nor are 
there any boundaries to the problems facing humanity — infectious disease, pollution, ozone depletion, cli-
mate change, and so on. To defeat capitalism, the working class must organize across national boundaries.
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Supporters of capitalism go berserk at the thought of abolishing national boundaries. They warn that 
billions of impoverished people will flood into the better-off nations and drag down everyone’s living stan-
dards. This is absurd. most people don’t want to leave their homes and families; they migrate from necessity. 
Workers survive by selling their ability to work for a wage. If there is no work at home, they must find it 
somewhere else. When they are prevented from crossing borders legally, they will cross them illegally. Living 
standards are falling, not because more people are entering the U.S., but because the capitalists’ hunger for 
profit impoverishes workers at home and abroad. As Lee Sustar points out,

The economic reality for U.S. workers today bears increasing similarities to their counterparts in less 
developed countries: a small and shrinking sector of better-paid workers amid a sea of low-paid and 
often temporary labor, a country where unions are weak and any economic gains for workers are un-
der constant threat, and where the state has abandoned almost all pretense of a social safety net.192

Employers play workers of different nations against each other to lower the cost of labor, leaving work-
ing people no choice but to organize as an international class. The living standards of American workers will 
keep falling until they fight to raise all workers’ living standards, including their own.

Supporters of capitalism fear that abolishing borders will generalize poverty. On the contrary, socialism 
will free the global economy and generalize abundance. In a world without borders, goods and services de-
veloped in one location can quickly become available everywhere. When a decent life is possible everywhere, 
people will travel for pleasure. Former border stations can become welcome stations for travelers.

The coming to power of the working class will end the miseries generated by national divisions — war, 
imperialism, national oppression, border patrols, smuggling, human trafficking, and family separation. Every 
year, an estimated 48,000 children from mexico and Central America illegally enter the U.S. searching for 
mothers who had to leave to find work. When the borders come down, families can reunite, as people, prod-
ucts, and services move freely through the world.

For a working-class revolution to succeed, ordinary people must learn that what unites them is greater 
than what divides them. The prejudice and distrust bred by capitalism must be overcome by the solidarity 
necessary to win. Racism is incompatible with socialism. Racism feeds on national divisions and scarcity. 
Socialism is based on global integration and abundance. The racist doctrine that people are more different 
than similar cannot survive in a cooperative society. A new generation will grow up with no experience of 
nationalism or racism; they will have difficulty understanding why we let ourselves be divided for so long.

Humanity and the environment

No species has ever had such a wholesale control over everything on earth, living or dead, as we now 
have. That lays upon us, whether we like it or not, an awesome responsibility. In our hands lies not 
only our own future, but that of all other living creatures with whom we share the earth.

 David Attenborough

People are right to be concerned about the environment. However, most environmentalists locate the 
problem in consumption not in production. Individuals are lectured to reduce, reuse, and recycle, while 
governments policies permit industry to abuse the environment on a grand scale.
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Blaming individuals for social problems lets policy-makers off the hook. People have no choice but to 
drive cars in towns and cities that lack public transportation. Where public transportation does exist, it takes 
twice as long to get anywhere, and working people are already squeezed for time. The worker who takes a job 
in a chemical plant cannot be equated with the employer whose management decisions poison workers and 
the environment. The kid who drops a candy wrapper on the street cannot be equated with the CEO who 
profits from polluting the world.

The capitalist class is responsible for the environmental crisis because it is in power. To keep profits flow-
ing, raw materials are ripped from nature as cheaply as possible. Toxic chemicals flood into the environment 
because they are cheap and profitable to use. manufactured goods are designed to be disposable, to break 
down, and to become obsolete so they can be replaced. Advertising generates dissatisfaction to sell products 
that people don’t need.

The working class is not responsible for creating environmental problems; however, workers can save the 
environment by taking control of society. The working class suffers most from pollution and is in the best 
position to end it. Workers can redesign industry to use only safe materials, protecting people and the envi-
ronment. The tons of toxic waste left by capitalism can be loaded onto missiles and incinerated in the Sun’s 
furnace. The world’s nuclear arsenal can be disposed of in the same way.

When crops are grown to meet human needs, there will be no need to use poisonous pesticides and her-
bicides. more than enough food can be produced without worrying about birds and bugs consuming some 
of it. The tons of human and animal waste that pollute our waterways could be collected, composted, and 
delivered to farmers as quality fertilizer. This single measure would reduce pollution, improve soil fertility, 
eliminate the need for harmful chemical fertilizers, and reduce the need to clear new land. A need-based so-
ciety would not force-feed cows to bulk them up or inject them with hormones to produce more milk. Such 
practices create sick cows and sick people. If we provide food animals with a decent and healthful life, they 
will provide us with healthful nourishment in return.

Capitalism links energy policy to profit and power, not to need. When it is profitable to do so, goods are 
transported many thousands of miles from where they were produced, without regard to how much energy 
is wasted in such transportation and how much pollution is caused in the process. Employers locate work in 
the most profitable location, forcing workers to spend hours commuting every day in vehicles that pollute 
the air on roads built over prime agricultural land.

A socialist society will locate production where it is most beneficial. Food that is produced close to where 
it is consumed does not require toxic chemical preservation and can be harvested at its peak, improving taste 
and nutrition. People will live near their work and have access to good public transportation. These measures 
alone will reduce pollution and save huge amounts of time and energy.

If we remove considerations of profit and power, there is no energy shortage. We live between two virtu-
ally inexhaustible sources of energy — the Sun and the molten core of the Earth. most life on earth is already 
driven by solar energy, and giant solar collectors could be mounted in space. A combination of centrally-pro-
duced and locally-produced energy would provide maximum flexibility. Socialism will free people to develop 
whatever form of energy works best in any given situation.

Some people insist that there are too many people to provide for everyone’s needs and protect the envi-
ronment at the same time. This is not true. many species on earth are more numerous than human beings. 
How we live is the central issue. Socialism will eliminate the immense amount of waste generated by capi-
talism. Excessive packaging to prevent theft is unnecessary in an abundant society. Why steal what is freely 
available? Advertising represents colossal waste. The time, effort, and materials devoted to creating artificial 
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needs could be used to fill real needs instead. Capitalism floods the market with duplicate products. How 
many different kinds of soap do we need? A producer-controlled society would eliminate waste by producing 
only what people decide they want. Recycling can be designed into the production process. Landfill sites are 
over-flowing with materials that could be recycled.

Those who can imagine no social system other than capitalism have no solution for environmental prob-
lems; they can only despair. Extreme environmentalists argue that the planet can be saved only by disman-
tling civilization and dramatically reducing the human population. Such profound pessimism only serves 
the ruling class.

The rule of reciprocity cannot be restored in relation to the natural world until it is first restored in human 
society. As long as the capitalist class can exploit and oppress human beings, it will also pillage and pollute 
the environment. A worker-run society will produce to meet human need, and that includes the need for 
a healthy environment. Socialism will improve living conditions for human beings and revitalize the envi-
ronment. A socialist society will eliminate toxic waste, restore forests, reclaim deserts, and provide areas for 
wildlife to flourish. Humanity and the environment are inextricably linked, and only a global worker’s revo-
lution can save both.

Another world is possible

Some people believe that humanity cannot be redeemed. Albert Einstein recalls being asked, “Why are 
you so deeply opposed to the disappearance of the human race?” Some religions predict that humanity will 
face an Apocalypse, an Armageddon, or a final judgment in which our fate will be decided by supernatural 
forces. However, as Chomsky warns, “assume the worst and it will surely arrive: commit oneself to the strug-
gle for freedom and justice, and its cause may be advanced.” Low-paid tomato pickers in Imokolee, Florida, 
were told that they were crazy to take on Taco Bell. They did anyway and won a contract that doubled their 
wages. Now they are challenging mcDonald’s.

Human beings are social creatures; we find meaning in devoting ourselves to improving society. Capitalism 
sabotages the need to contribute, causing the human spirit to deteriorate. As Einstein pointed out,

The individual has become more conscious than ever of his dependence upon society. But he does 
not experience this dependence as a positive asset, as an organic tie, as a protective force, but rather 
as a threat.193

Life is not fair. Accidents happen and people die. However, society can be fair because it is created by hu-
man beings. Cooperation, not competition, has been the key to human evolution. If we think of humanity’s 
journey through time, class society is an aberration that propelled production forward, shortening the path 
between the ancient system of reciprocity based on scarcity to a future system of reciprocity based on abun-
dance. This short-cut has cost us dearly, and we cannot survive if it continues much longer.

Some people cry that it’s too late, that war is unstoppable. This is not true. The American Empire can 
be stopped, if we understand what is at stake and do what is required. Washington pursues its wars in the 
middle East, despite public opposition, because backing off would mean a defeat for U.S. capitalism. The 
way to force such a defeat would be to build a perfect storm of opposition — linking rebellion inside the 
U.S. military with a massive civilian anti-war movement. Only the working class has the interest and the 
power to stop this or any war. The Democratic Party is committed to the American Empire, and the union 
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bureaucracy will not break its ties with the Democratic Party. Our soldiers need the support of an anti-war 
movement that actively campaigns to bring them home now.

Some people despair that we have passed the “tipping point,” the point of no return, that the earth is 
damaged beyond recovering. Such a point can be known only in hindsight. On more than one occasion, past 
catastrophes have dramatically altered the planet and wiped out the majority of existing species. Nevertheless, 
life has recovered and new species have flourished. It’s never over until it’s over. A socialist society will inherit 
many serious problems. It will also inherit creative solutions that were not applied because they were unprof-
itable or politically risky. Someone once told me, “I would rather believe in people and make a mistake than 
not believe in people and make an even bigger mistake.”

Some people say that revolution is impossible (“Been there; Done that”). The protest movements of the 
1960’s failed to defeat capitalism because mcCarthyism crushed the socialist tradition in America. As a result, 
people moved into struggle without knowing the lessons of the past. Other people point to the failure of 
the Russian Revolution. The fact that past revolutions have not succeeded is no reason to give up, especially 
when the alternative is certain extinction.

History is full of surprises. No one predicted that ordinary people would tear down the Berlin Wall in 
1989, or that immigrants would rise up in the millions to shake America in 2006. As long as capitalism ex-
ists, the working class will rebel. The critical question is whether there will be a workers’ organization that is 
strong enough to convince the working class to take power.

Capitalism is dragging humanity into an abyss of barbarism, but we can choose another road. Humanity 
is Nature’s youngest child, standing on the threshold of the most exciting journey imaginable. We can build 
the world that our ancestors dreamed about, struggled, and died for. The few who act for the many will never 
be as powerful as the many who act as one. We will go forward together or not at all. ¡Sí Se Puede! Working 
people of the world unite!

The real solution to the problems of people in general and working class people especially is socialism, 
social ownership of the means of production. That is the way to stop the ruling class from dominating 
humanity, and for working people to achieve their liberation.

 Genora (Johnson) Dollinger
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What Now?

Books don’t change the world — people do. You have three options: to feel overwhelmed and give up 
in despair; to exhaust yourself fighting every battle; or to begin organizing at work, at school, and in your 
neighborhood. No one can stand alone against capitalism and its backers. Find one other person who agrees 
with you. Two people can more easily find a third. The fourth is easier still. The more people work together, 
the more they can do.

many forces conspire to keep us divided and feeling powerless. Nevertheless, if we understand what we 
are up against and what we are fighting for, we can succeed. The resources listed below will get you started. 
We have a world to win.

Susan Rosenthal

Resources

•  military Project (www.militaryproject.org) produces GI Special and Traveling Soldier, supporting ser-
vice men and women against the war. Contact Tom Barton, telephone: 212.749.1673.

•  Campaign to End the Death Penalty. (cedp@nodeathpenalty.org) Organizes against the death penalty 
and publishes The New Abolitionist. Telephone 773.955.4841

•  International Socialist Review (www.isreview.org) Bimonthly magazine offers news and analysis from a 
socialist perspective.

•  Democracy Now! (www.democracynow.org) Daily radio and TV news program hosted by Amy 
Goodman. Breaking news that the mass media ignores.

•  Labor Notes (www.labornotes.org) monthly newsletter covers the American and international labor 
movement. A biannual conference brings international labor activists together.

•  Haymarket Books (www.haymarketbooks.org) Offers socialist books on current and historical topics. 
Telephone 773-583-7884

Questions and comments welcome

Visit www.powerandpowerlessness.com
Email author@powerandpowerlessness.com or powerandpowerlessness@rogers.com
Telephone 647.435-6585 
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